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This is just a sample of our huge inventory - contact us with your requirements.
OSCILLOSCOPES

Hewlett Packard
180 TR 100MHz Scope Mainframe

(Mint)
Philips
PM3266100MHz Storage Scope
PM3305P 35MHz Digital Storage.1 only
PM3540 Logic Anal/Scope
Tektronix
465B/DM44100MHz Scope/DMM
4658100MHz Scope
475A/DM44 200MHz Scope/DMM
485 350MHz Scope
608 Monitor
634 opt 1,20 Display

Monitor £500
5223 Scope M/F (Mint) £3600
71041GHz ScopeM/F £13000
7603100MHz M/F £1500
7704A 200MHz
Mainframe £2500
7834 Fast Storage Scope
M/F £7500
R7603 100 MHz Rack
MINT M/F £1950
7904 500 MHz Scope
M/F £5500
A large selection of
7000 series plug -ins
available at up to 60%
saving on list. Please
call for quotations.

ANALYSERS
Hewlett Packard
141T Display
Mainframe £1950
3580A Spectrum
Analyser
3582A Spectrum
Analyser
4193A Impedance
Analyser
8552B IF Section

£7500

£4750
£1850

8553B RF Section,110MHz £2500
Marconi
TF 2300A Mod Meter £495
TF 2370 1 10MHz Spectrum
Analyser £7250
IF 2371 200MHz Spectrum Analyser £6500
Tektronix

£1500

£3950
£1925
£1500

£1650
£1450
£1950
£3000

£995

7L14 Spectrum Analyser P In
308 Data Anal ser

£8500
£700

SIGNAL SOURCES
Hewlett Packard
4 204A Digital Oscillator
8007B Pulse Generator
8011A-001 Pulse Generator

20MHz
8601A Sweep Generator
86406/001/002 Signal Generator

1024MHz
86260A Sweep Gen. Plug-in
12.4-18GHz
Marconi
2015-1 AM/FM Signal

Generator
TF 2002BAM/FM Signal Generator

£375
£950

£695
£1750

£3950

£2950

Philips
PM5519ITV Pattern Generator
Wavetek
184MHz Sweep Generator
10801 GHz Sweeper

£595

£650
£1500

HEWLETT PACKARD
COMPUTERS

85A Microcomputer
86AMicrocomputer
110 (45710BU) The Portable'
150B Touchscreen
2673ATherrnal Printer
6940BMultiprogrammer
7470A opt 001/002 A4 2 -pen plotter
7475A opt 002 A3/A4
6 -pen plotter
7910H opt 015 Disk Drive
82913A 12 inch Monitor
82938A HPIL Interface
82939ASerial Interface
82940AGPIO Interface
9111AGraphics Tablet
9121D Single -sided Disc Drive

£750 9122D Dual Double -sided Disc Drive
£500 9133XV15MB & 270KB Disk Drive

£750
£600

£1100
£450
£550
£950
£575

£1050
£395

£75
£150
£100
£250
£795
£450
£795
£600

9845A Desk TopComputer £1650
9816A Personal Computer £1800
9825A opt 001-002 Desk Top

Computer
98256A 256K RAM board,

series 200
9915A Computer

£700

£250
£750

GENERAL PURPOSE T & M
Farnell
SSG 520 + TTS 520 Transmission

Test Set

Fluke
7220AComms. Freq. Counter £350

Hewlett Packard
4282A-001 Digital High

Capacitance Meter £750
436A Power Meter £1200

467AAmplifier £600
3403C True RMS

Voltmeter £795
3406A Sampling
Voltmeter £995
3465A 4'/2 Digit
D.M.M. £150
5300B + 5305B1300
MHzCounter £350
5381A 80 MHz
Counter £225
8447A Amplifier £400

INNI161 Marconi
8447D Amplifier £500

TF1245A Q meter
£750

TF 1246
Oscillator £500

TF 1313A LCR Bridge
0.1% £350

TF 2173
Synchroniser

for2016 £450
TF 2603 RF

Millivoltmeter £395
TF 2604 Voltmeter £395

TF 2702 Inductor
Analyser £550

TF 2905/8 TV Pulse
Generator £650

TF 2915 Data Monitor £1200
TF 2950/5 Mobile Radio T.S. £995
Philips
PM5580 IF Modulator £1950
PM5581 RF Convertor £600
PM5582 RF Convertor £600
Tektronix
520A Vectorscope (NTSC)
521A PAL Vectorscope
Si Sampling Head
S.3A Sampling Head
1411C opt03TVSignal Generator
A6901 Isolation Monitor
4041 System Controller
P6451 DA Probe
PM102 Personality Module
PM 108 Personality Module

£4275

£3750
£3950

£850
£1250
£4950
£275

£4500
£250
£400
£500
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THURLBY
LA160B
20MHz, 16 channels,
LED display, DC to
20MHz external
clock, 2.5KHz internal
clock in 16 steps,
1,999 x 16 bit word
acquisition memory.
From
£495

THA
High performance, low-cost, portable logic analyser for development,
production an3 field service. Can capture data across 32 channels (at
25MHz) and L p to 100MHz (8 channels', displaying data in both timing
and list formats.
Features: Multlevel triggering, 5ns glitch capture and glitch triggering,
high impedance input pods (8 channels per pod), 3 external clocks. All
functions accessed through soft
key controlled display. £2,950

THANDAR
TA 3000
A flexible high
performance logic
analyser, easy to
learn and use, readily
expandable, and
interactively
combines up to 16
channels of 100MHz
timing analysis with
up to 96 channels of
state analysis.

From
fri-: £5,295

DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPES
HAMEG
HM 205-2
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points on X and Y axes,
re -fresh mode shows
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built in component tester
for non-destructive testing
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active video trigger, dual
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dot-foining facility.
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instrument that is
particularly at home in
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environments. Long 4K
display memory means
the PM3305 gives superb
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phenomena - yet there's
no compromise on vertical
resolution, bandwidth or
glitch -capturing capability.

£2,925
IEEE version

£3815
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Sophocles and soap
B,uaLic..sting could du something more for education in Britain than simply putting out
more educational material. With many new programme sources becoming available
through satellites and cable, there is now a technical opportunity to improve the

aesthetic and intellectual diet of people who are living near the poverty line in this respect. The
entertainments -industry ethos that permeates broadcasting would not be fundamentally
opposed. It would be perfectly happy if ancient Greek drama proved as magnetic as soap opera.
the Incoronazione di Poppea as compelling as Coronation Street.

At the time of the industrial revolution Britain's ruling class suddenly decided that the
working class would have to be taught to read, in order to carry out the new kinds of instructions
made necessary by factories and machines. What the authorities did not realise was that they
were opening the doors to general literacy. People who could read technical instructions would
also be capable of reading other, very different kinds of literature. Their knowledge, thoughts
and views of the world would be expanded far beyond the instrumental requirements of work.

A parallel situation exists today. The government is worried because the UK's workforce is
poorly educated and trained compared with those of our industrial competitors. But the
qualities of knowledge, understanding and conceptual analysis required for excellence in
modern technologies such as electronics cannot simply be taken off the shelf and injected when
required like medicines. These qualities can only be supplied by people who are already well and
broadly educated, able to adapt themselves not only to learn specialised techniques quickly but
contribute to them as well. We need to grow more of such people.

But the soil is not right. It shows in everyday talk. Art. intellect and culture are as taboo in
British conversation as religion, sex and politics are supposed to he. Art is too often
misunderstood as entertainment, decoration or good taste. It may contain any of these. or none.
but its essence is to illuminate, clarify and give meaning to human experience. Some countries
revere their artists and intellectuals as fervently as we do our footballers and pop stars.

There is in fact no fundamental divide between, say. Antigone and East Enders. Both create
drama from the conflict of passion and principles. The practical difference is that the
entertainments -industry ethos has conditioned large masses of the population to the shallow
and meretricious because this is the easiest route to ratings and money. Truth is sometimes too
uncomfortable to be a marketable commodity. One result of this cynical manipulation of
audiences which are uncritical because poorly educated is that the familiar assertion "I know
what I like" really just means "I like what I know."

In UK broadcasting the best products of art and intellect are presented self-consciously.
mainly through Radio 3, BBC -2 and Channel 4, in a way that makes them seem exclusive.
Consequently many people see these networks as elitist cultural ghettoes and shy away
automatically as if from contamination. The coming break-up of the old patterns in
broadcasting could be an opportunity to heal this wound of misunderstanding in our society.
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Memory in small computers
Processors with 32bit buses address more ram than 16bit
equivalents, but more significantly they are changing the

way in which memory is used.

s personal computers have increased
in performance, and the cost of ram
as fallen, the size of user memory has

increased from a few kilobytes to 640Kbyte
for MSDOS systems and up to several mega-
bytes for Unix -based computers.

But 32bit microprocessors are causing
more than just an increase in the amount of
memory that a computer can access: they
are also changing the way in which memory
is used. These processors and their co-
processors are powerful enough to handle
large programs requiring megabytes of
memory. They can also coordinate multi-
user. multi -tasking systems, again requiring
expansive memories for efficient operation.

Addressing ranges of 32bit processors vary
from about 16Mbyte to 4Cbyte and are
usually linear, i.e. all address locations are
continguous. Even with current low ram
prices, using the whole addressing range
with memory would be costly and probably
unnecessary.

One approach is to use the full address
range, but only part of it for ram. This is
achieved by having virtual memory, which
should not be confused with a virtual disc
system. The approach is not new, having
been developed several decades ago and used
by IBM in their 360 series mainframes. It is
currently used in some minicomputers.

In virtual memory systems, the bulk of
addressable memory is not in ram but on
hard disc. A floppy disc could be used instead
but speed and capacity would be greatly
reduced. To the user all the memory appears
the same but in reality, only that part of the
software currently being run is in ram: the
remainder stays on the hard disc.

Transfer of code and data between disc and
memory is done automatically by the com-
puter system and is unnoticed by the user.
For instance if the processor finds that the
next instruction, or data to be operated on, is
not in core memory (ram), it stops execu-
tion, returns to the operating system, saves a
section of ram content onto disc and loads
the required software section from disc. This
process is known as swapping.

In reality this is not a very efficient
process, although it is unlikely that the
typical user would realize that it was taking
place. In multi-user systems a co -processor
known as a memory -management unit,
which is sometimes built into the micro
processor, relieves the main processor.
When swapping is necessary for one user,
the management unit takes over but instead
of the processor waiting, it serves the second
user whose data is in ram. This clearly makes
more efficient use of processing time.

RODNEY STUBBS

Fig.1. With segmentation, main memory
needs to be reorganized when there is no
room for a large segment At (a), memcry
reorganization is unnecessary when a
large segment in ram is swapped for a
segment on disc. But at (b), memory needs
to be reorganized as in (c) in order to insert
the large segment in ram. This reorganiza-
tion requires complex algorithms.

Matters are not quite so simple though.
There are two main approaches to imple-
mentation of virtual memory - segmenta-
tion and demand paged. Segmentation has
been in use longest and is easiest to imple-
ment. Demand -paged management needs
extra hardware and more memory overhead
but it is becoming more popular.

SEGMENTED MEMORY

Segmentation appeared with the 8086 pro-
cessor; later processors like the 80286,
80386 and Z8000 also handle segmented
memory. The technique involves dividing
addressable memory into a small number of
generally large segments which may vary in
size. These segments are swapped in and out
of ram, onto disc as required: but if large
segments are replaced by smaller ones,
usable memory rapidly becomes frag-
mented.

Complex algorithms are needed in the
operating system to match incoming seg-
ments with unused memory space, and even
then a large segment needing to be swapped
into the core can find insufficient con-
tiguous free memory. The operating system
has to totally reorganize the memory which
is an inefficient process, Fig.1 .

DEMAND -PAGING

Swapping large segments into small gaps is
not a problem with demand -paged manage-
ment. This method uses a large number of
relatively small and fixed -size pages: 512byte
and 1Kbyte pages are not unusual. One may
now has a very large number of pages but no
memory fragmentation, complex swapping
algorithms or memory reorganization.

Consider a 16Mbyte addressable memory
area with 32 768 pages. To hold all these
pages in ram would be wasteful so instead
address -translation tables are held in ram. In
the memory -management unit, there is a
register that points to the start of the
primary page table. This has for example 256
entries each four bytes wide, giving a total of
1024 bytes.

Each entry in the primary table points to
the start of a secondary page table having for
example 128 entries each four bytes wide,
taking in total one 512byte page. Secondary
page entries point to a page in memory so
the entire memory map needs only a
1024byte primary table pointing to 256
tables of 512 bytes each. This takes only
132Kbyte, which represents less than 1% of
the total address range, and most of that
could be on hard disc.

In a multi-user system each user and/or
program would have a primary table thus
each program would have its own mapping to
physical memory. Processors like the 80386
NS32000 series and Z8000 can handle
demand -paging. With demand paging, the
overhead is memory space, and not the
complex algorithms needed for segmented
memory.

Memory -management units still speed up
the swapping process by marking only pages
in ram that have been written to. Pages that
have not been written to do not need to be
saved on disc in the swapping process.
Further flags attached to each page can be
used to control access, such as read only and
supervisor -mode access only, so that users
cannot modify or overwrite critical code.

To summarize, 32 -bit personal computers
with their large addressing ranges allow
more efficient use of memory, particularly in
multi-user, multi -tasking systems, through
the implementation of virtual memory.
Paged and segmented virtual -memory tech-
niques made practical by the increased
performance of 32bit processors are now
appearing in personal computers whereas
previously they were only found in main-
frame and minicomputers.
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Over the last four years, Acorn have
pioneered the development of RISC
(reduced instruction set computer)
architecture. The result is a machine that

forms the basis of a new family of high

performance computer systems from the
company that has brought us innovation

and quality on more than one million

BBC Microcomputers.
The new Acorn Archimedes range

combines speed (4 mips) and

power equal to a network of
IBM PCAT's with very fast,
high resolution graphics, up to

4Mb RAM and 20Mb of disc

storage. The extremely

competitive price
will make it the odds
on favourite for
business and low-cost

technical wo-kstation
applications, as well

as for educational

and home use.

ammamakionall_

ARCHIMEDES SPECIFICATIONS
CPU.

ARM (Acorn RISC Machine 4 mips).
RAM.

0.5 - 4.0 Mbytes.
ROM.

512 kbytes (subject to change).
MOS, ADFS, ANFS, Editor, Desk
Top Window Manager.

DISPLAY.
(15.625kHz/50Hz non -interlaced).
Text 20 x 32 to 132 x 25.
Palette 4096 colours.
Graphics resolution up to
640 x 512 with 16 colours.

DISC DRIVE.
I Mbyte (unformatted) 31/2" drive.

PLUS.
RS423 serial interface Mouse,
Centronics parallel interface.
8 voice digital stereo sound.

ADDITIONAL
20 Mbyte hard disc.
Local Area Network. (ECON ET)

COMPILERS AVAILABLE.
BBC BASIC V (standard), C,
ISO -Pascal, FORTRAN, Lisp, Prolog.

Modula-2 Plus available soon.

TERMINAL EMULATION.
Tektype, VT52, VT100. VT220,
Tektronix 4010.

PODULES.
User port, I MHz bus, A -D port.
MIDI, MS-DOS, 1EEE-488, Ethernet.

Acorns
There are four models available,

ranging from £799+ VAT for the V2Mb

version to £2499+VAT for
the 4Mb hard disc version.

To find out which machine is

right for your particular
application contact Qudos

Limited, Acorns leading

ARCHIMEDES AWARD FOR ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE.

sciertific products dealer. Our experience
will make RISC technology a safe bet for

you.

Coming soon, Acorn's new RISC
based 'SpringBoard' PC applications card -

VAX power on your PC or compatible for
around £1000. Call Qudos for preliminary

details.

Acorn Sales, Qudos Ltd, Cambridge Science Park, Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 4FD Telephone (0223) 862333. Telex 818114 Qudos G. Fax (0223) 862946
Products referred is are trademarks of cotsmarkes of ongin
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Microprocessor -controlled
engine management

Rising fuel costs and tighter emission control legislation have led
to great advances both in engine design and in control systems.

Electronk. components were finding
their way into cars as long ago as the
1930s, in the form of valve radios. But

only in relatively recent years has electronics
begun to make an impact in the more critical
areas of engine control and anti-skid brak-
ing. The main reasons behind this are,
firstly, the reputation of reliability (or lack of
one) which the early systems had; and,
secondly, the high cost of the electronic
module compared with that of the fairly
basic mechanical system which was already
proven to work reliably.

Indeed the environment in which the
electronic modules have to survive is harsh,
to say the least -voltage transients of ±300V
with time constants of 1001.1.s and load
dumps of 100V with the time constant of
250ms. Further, the module has to be able to
withstand a continuous 24V supply, even in a
12V system, to take account of boost start-
ing. This puts very tight constraints on the
design of the voltage regulator for the
module. Indeed, any external input to the
module must be protected against these
excessive voltages.

On top of this, car manufacturers are,
quite rightly, insisting on failure rates for
any component of less than 100 parts per
million so as to guarantee a reasonable mean
time before failure for the module.

In recent years, however, enormous im-
provements have been made in semiconduc-
tor reliability and the requirements of the
engine control system have changed drama-
tically. These changes are due partly to
increasing fuel costs and a desire to develop
more power but predominantly to govern-
ment limits on permitted emissions from
new vehicles which must be met throughout
the life of the vehicle.

This has also created incentives for using
unleaded petrol, which causes the engine to
operate much closer to the detonation limit
(pinking) and therefore requires much more
accurate control. Detonation occurs when
the mixture under compression ignites too
early.

IGNITION

Currently the most common use of elec-
tronics in engine control is in the ignition
system. Systems can vary from the simplest
transistor -assisted and capacitive discharge
systems, which are available as retrofit units,
to the most complex microprocessor -
controlled digitally mapped system.

The transistor -assisted ignition (transis-
tor amplifier between contact breakers and

PAT JORDAN

coil) offers no real advantage over a conven-
tional system other than prolonged contact
life and the ability to change to a higher
energy coil (which extends the spark dura-
tion and helps break down fouled plugs).
Capacitive discharge offers the ability to
generate more ignition potential but at the
cost of a shorter spark duration. This is an
advantage at high engine speeds (e.g. in
racing engines) but is a disadvantage for lean
mixtures. However, it may improve starting,
especially with fouled plugs.

The contacts can be replaced with some
form of electronic switch, the most common
types being the Hall -effect switch, the
variable -reluctance I magnetic) transducer
and the optical infra -red switch. The optical
switch consists merely of an infra -red led
and receiver with some form of vane inter-
rupting the optical path between the two.
This has never really proved popular, except
in the retrofit market, because of the prob-
lem of dirt degrading the performance. The
Hall effect switch is fairly well accepted in
the industry and is currently used by a
number of car manufacturers including VW
and Ford.

By far the most widely used type of sensor
is the variable -reluctance transducer which
consists merely of a magnetic pole around
which is wound a coil of wire. This transduc-
er can be made to produce a pulse every time
a tooth on a metal rotor or gear passes the
pole of the transducer. This type of sensor is
very cheap and reliable but has the disadvan-
tage of producing output voltages ranging
from 500mV to 80V, depending on rotor
speed, and requires some fairly complex
electronics to discriminate the signal from
the noise. Figure 1 shows the type of
waveform output by this kind of transducer.

The most common application of the
variable -reluctance transducer is in con-
junction with the timed turn -on (variable
dwell) ignition system which is currently
manufactured as an encapsulated hybrid
module by AC Delco (GM), Lucas, Bosch,
Ducellier, and others. It is currently fitted to
at least one model in the range of virtually
every European and US car manufacturer.
This system is also known as breakerless
ignition (i.e. there are no contact breakers).
A major drawback of the conventional con-
tact breaker system is that the fixed dwell
angle causes the break current (and hence
the kV generated by the back e.m.f. of the
coil supply interruption) to drop off as
engine speed increases and at low battery
voltage the break current is again low (hence

the use of ballasted coils to aid starting).
The timed turn -on system overcomes

these problems, firstly by using a very low
resistance coil which achieves the required
break current very rapidly and maintains it
by a current -limit circuit until the spark is
required. Secondly, an electronic prediction
circuit determines how far in advance of the
spark the coil should be turned on (variable
dwell) to minimize the power dissipation in
the coil and module and yet still achieve the
required break current under acceleration
(Fig.2).

DIGITALLY PROGRAMMED
IGNITION

All the systems described up till now have
depended on the mechanical distributor to
determine the required spark advance as a
function of engine speed and load. In the
conventional distributor, the centrifugal
advance (advance versus engine speed) is
generated by two bob weights and two
springs which cause the top half of the
distributor shaft (contact breakers) to ad-
vance in relation to the bottom half (engine
drive). This means that the most complex
curve which can be generated has only two
linearly advancing slopes.

Likewise the modification of spark ad-
vance with engine load is generated by the
vacuum capsule which uses the depression
in the manifold to drive a diaphram and
spring. This allows an effective linear dis-
placement of the centrifugal advance curve
between two limits of depression. This crude
but effective method of controlling spark
advance has proved adequate for many years.

Recently, however, concern about the
environment has led governments to impose
legislation on emissions. The catalytic con-
vertor has played a major role in controlling
emissions but has deleterious effects on the
efficiency of the engine and can only be used
with unleaded fuel. The real solution, there-
fore, lies in better control of the engine by
digitally mapping the ideal engine charac-
teristics and storing the characteristic in the
rom of the ignition and/or fuelling control-
ler. The advantages of this are immediately
apparent as we are no longer restricted to the
dual slope curve of the distributor, but the
complexity of the mapped surface (now a
true three-dimensional surface) is restricted
only by the amount of available rom and the
resolution of the timer and a -to -d converter.

Negative slopes (decreasing advance with
increasing speed) can also be produced to
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This programmable ignition controller designed for mounting in the engine compartment has an integral pressure sensor and
ignition -coil drivers.
avoid areas close to the detonation limit
without compromising the rest of the curve.
Figure 3 shows the most complex distributor
curve possible; it should be compared with
the far more complex digitally mapped char-
acteristic for a typical engine in Fig.4.

Early digital ignition systems were based
on custom i.cs and were ideal for specific
high -volume applications. Unfortunately
the custom approach lacked the flexibility
which car manufacturers require to change
engine characteristics at very short notice
and to change the function of the system for
different models of car. This is where single
chip microcontrollers come into their own:
their functions can be changed by simply
altering the software, and the engine charac-
teristics by modifying the rom data.

TIME -BASED IGNITION

Microprocessor -based ignition systems fall
into two basic categories which I will term
time -based systems and angle -based sys-
tems.

In terms of the real-time tasks required
from the micro, the time based system is
certainly the simpler of the two. Generally it
is based on a Hall -effect transducer mounted
in the distributor or on the end of the
crankshaft. The waveform output from the

transducer is an electrical replica of the
metal vane and is usually rectangular.

Figure 5 shows an example of a system
where a 50:50 mark -to -space ratio was
chosen. For a four -cylinder, four-stroke en-
gine, the mark and space both correspond to
90°; and here the positive edge is chosen as
the positional reference for the most re-
tarded timing (top dead -centre is used for
this example).

Engine speed can be derived by measuring
the high period of the waveform or the
period between edges, the inverse of which is
equivalent to speed. For the former method,
a timer structure with 'input gated' mode,
such as that available on the Motorola
MC6805S3, is ideally suited (see panel). In
this mode the timer will count while the
signal is high; and if this input is also
connected to the interrupt pin the negative
edge will indicate to the processor when to
read the timer contents and calculate the
engine speed. For the other method, the
interrupt pin alone may be used and the
timer read at every negative edge to deter-
mine the period. This has the drawback of
the interrupt latency (time taken to stack
machine status and begin execution of the
interrupt routine) which affects the accura-
cy of the measurement.

A better solution is to use a timer with an

Fig.1 Variable -reluctance (magnetic)
transducers are the most common type of
speed/position sensors used in engine
control, but they have the disadvantage of
producing an output which can rarge from
500mV to 80V peak to peak depending Dn
engine speed.

30

Voricbl? dwell
system

;* 20 -

10

Conventional ign ha,
rs-em

1 2 3 4 5'

ENGINE RPM .10 0 0

Fig.2. Variable -dwell ignition significantly
improves the available ignition potential at
higher engine speed and during cranking.
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input capture facility, such as is available in
the MC68HCO5 family. This facility auto-
matically captures timer contents on the
occurrence of an external event and can be
made to interrupt the processor. The other
main input to the module is the load on the
engine which is derived from the depression
in the inlet manifold. This is generally
measured by some form of silicon strain
gauge pressure transducer, such as the
Motorola MPX series which have on -chip
calibration and temperature compensation.
The analogue voltage dervied from this can
then he used to drive directly the analogue

inputs of the microcontroller's a -to -d con-
vertor. Having yielded the engine speed and
load, this information is used to point into a
look -up table in rom which contains the
corresponding advance angle- for optimum
performance. Owing to limitations on rom
space the look -up table is generally con-
structed as a matrix of, say, 64 points on the
speed axis by eight points on the load axis,
making a total of 512 locations (or bytes). As
the resolution of this matrix is inadequate by
itself, interpolation is performed between
the points in the matrix. Eight steps of
interpolation on each axis would then give

an effective matrix of 32 768 locations.
Once the desired advance has been deter-

mined, a timer (unction is required which
will produce an output on one of the ports
when programmed with the desired firing
point relative to the most up-to-date refer-
ence point (the negative edge in our ex-
ample).

There are basically two methods of doing
this. The first is to load a timer at the
negative edge with the time from that edge
to the required firing point such that, when
the timer decrements to zero, it will inter-
rupt the processor or directly manipulate

PC0

PC1

Internal
clock

0

L)
-

Reset

Prescoler 2

Rese

This microcontroller, designed by Moto-
rola for automotive ignition applications,
includes three timers. an a -to -d conver-
ter, rom. ram. a serial peripheral inter-
face, i/o and a watchdog timer.

Of the three timers, one is 16 bit and
the other two are eight bit. The 16 -bit
timer has a pipeline latch to enable
simultaneous reading of all 16 bits via the
eight -bit bus. One of the eight -bit timers
has a modulus latch which enables the
timer to be set up to uncIerflow to any
programmed value, instead of FF16.
Associated with the other eight -bit timer
are a modulus latch and a capture latch.
which enables the timer contents to be
latched when an edge occurs on an
external pin.

The dynamic range required to mea-
sure the period for any engine speed (5 to
60ms) with a resolution of 16p.s (<1° at
6000 rev/min) makes the 16 -bit timer
ideal for this task. The modulus latch is

Tuner,
16bit)ms a:

Modulus
latch

Internal data bus

OverflowA Interrupt
request

Internal data bus

PC 0-r

PC1-0

4

Capture
latch

Interrupt
request

Portgi toggle
,M<)ort70 tuTgie.

Tirrercieb'
Overflow[

Powerful timer structure of the 680553
handles angle -based ignition with missing -
tooth detection.

ideal for detecting changes in period such
as with the missing tooth: on every tooth
the timer is preset to the time for 1.5
teeth, and if it underflows then a tooth is
missing.

Also, counting the number of teeth
between references lends itself to the
modulus latch technique. There the tim-
er is loaded with the number of teeth and
decremented by each tooth, to interrupt
the processor at the point when the next
reference is due. For measuring the
period between teeth, (required for extra-
polating to the coil firing point) the
capture latch is ideal, as the timer value
can be captured automatically and the

Interrupt
request

Interrupt
request

processor interrupted to indicate that a
value has been captured. The five -
channel multiplexed a -to -d is essential
for measuring the load on the engine (via
the silicon strain gauge pressure tran-
ducer), the engine temperature and air
temperature from thermistors, and may
also be used in the knock detection to
compare knock intensity with back-
ground noise. With 3.7K rom and 104
bytes of ram, memory space is adequate
even for the most complex ignition sys-
tem. The synchronous serial interface
may be used to communicate with a
processor in the dashboard to pass in-
formation on engine speed and load (for
an economy indicator light perhaps) or
may be used to communicate with di-
agnostic equipment in the service centre.
Input/output ports are available for digit-
al inputs and coil drive, and the watchdog
timer can force a hardware reset should
the program run away becaue of noise.
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the port. Timers A,B and Con the MC6805S3
allow direct control of the ports in this way,
by means of the port -B toggle facility which
automatically toggles one of the port pins
when the time decrements to zero (see
panel). The second method is to use the
output compare facility (as on the
MC68HCO5B6), which will generate an in-
terrupt and/or directly modify the port when
the compare latch contents match the timer
contents.

The coil 'on time' (dwell) must also be
controlled. To achieve the same benefits as
for the timed turn -on system, a very low
resistance coil is used, with a current-.
limited driver stage. At low speeds it is

sufficient to turn the coil on at the negative
edge. However, at higher speeds, when the
period is reduced, the coil must be turned on
sooner, to guarantee achieving the required
break current, by timing from the previous
positive edge (assuming the previous period
is known and no significant change in speed
has occurred). At high speeds, data from the
previous cycle is used due to the time
required to calculate the new advance angle.

ACCELERATION EFFECTS

Until now I have assumed that no significant
change in engine speed has occurred be-
tween one cycle and the next. But in reality
very significant changes can occur, and
accelerations of up to 6000 rev/min per
second have to be taken account of as well as
almost instantaneous decelerations.

In the example, the period between sparks
at 500 rev/min is 60ms and the processor
would therefore measure the high time as
30ms. To generate a spark at zero degrees
advance the processor would delay 30ms
from the negative edge before producing the
spark. In reality, however, with an accelera-
tion of 6000 rev/min per second, starting at
the negative edge, 30ms would actually
equate to 160.2° from the negative edge (i.e.
16.2° after top dead centre). Similarly, the
time at which to turn the coil on is predicted
from the previous cycle; and with accelera-
tions of this magnitude it is possible that the
coil should be turned off before it is even on.
Therefore, a balance has to be achieved
between the risk of losing a spark and
excessive power dissipation in the current -
limit stage controlling the coil.

Various methods can be used to compen-
sate for acceleration effects, including a
second order differential filter of the form

iprediction = A.t(0)-1- BA( -1) +CA( -2)

where t(n) is the current and previous
periods and A,B and C are carefully chosen
constants. This type of prediction may work
very well but it can never compensate for the
very first spark after the acceleration begins,
and one spark may be lost. It is in this area
that the angle -based system has a superior
performance.

ANGLE -BASED IGNITION

Angle -based systems generally use one or
two variable -reluctance transducers as speed
and position sensors. Where two sensors are
used, one will produce the positional refer-
ence from two markers on the crankshaft
pulley (180° apart for a four -cylinder en-

Fig.3. The most complex conventional dis-
tributor curve has linearly advancing
slopes with only two break points.

Fig.4. Complexity of a digitally -mapped
engine characteristic is restricted only by
the amount of available rom and the
resolution of the a -to -d converter.

Maximum depression

Ino load)
Vacuum
advance

Minimum depression
(full load)

0 2 3 4 5

ENGINE R.PM. x1000

Maximum
depression

(no load)
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(full load)

4

3 ENGINE RPM x1000

Speed/position
sensor
Speed/position

effect)

i current
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Meagre
speed
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TDC BTDC TOC

Current
limit

Measure
speed HTime to

'coil off'

Time to coil on'

Stored energy Heat energy Spark

Advance

Fig.5. Time -based ignition systems normally use a Hall -effect sensor and metal vane
mounted in the distributor or on the crankshaft A current limit is required for the coil to
provide variable dwell.
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Fig.6. Angle -based ignition with missing tooth reference reduces cost of sensors and
eliminates the need for current limit
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Built into another new microcontroller
from Motorola is a powerful timer system
which makes the device suitable for a
distributorless angle -based ignition sys-
tem. Included on the chip are an eight -
channel multiplexed a -to -d converter,
rom, ram, non-volatile eeprom, i/o and
an asynchronous serial interface. In this
case, the timer is a single 16 -bit type, but
associated with it are two capture latches
and two output compared latches. The
eeprom may be used to store calibration

New high-speed c-mos device controls
distributor less angle -based ignition with
idle -speed control.

data for an individual module, or engine
data which may change from one model
to the next.

The diagram shows how an ignition
system might be implemented with this
device. No distributor is required for the
h.t. because the output comparators con -

Cylinderi

Double ended
coil drive and
current limit

Cylinder4

Idle speed valve

trol a double -ended coil: both cylinders
fire simultaneously, one on the com-
pression stroke and the other on the
exhaust stroke. One of the two pulse -
width modulated outputs can be used to
drive the air bypass valve for idle -speed
control.

Current consumption of the micro -
controller, which is implemented in
high -density c-mos, will be less than
10mA. The device will be available in
1988.

gine). The second sensor will monitor some
form of toothed wheel (usually the flywheel)
and produce more up-to-date information
on engine speed and position.

In systems using only one sensor, a special
toothed wheel must be used: usually it has
two teeth missing (180° apart) to indicate
the reference points. The missing tooth can
be detected either by an analogue means of
sensing the change in the shape of the
waveform (voltage is proportional to rate of
change of flux) or digitally by measuring the
change of period from one tooth to the next
(Fig.6). The effects of acceleration and decel-
eration on the period must also be consi-
dered when distinguishing the missing
tooth reference.

Engine speed can now be determined
easily by measuring the period between the
reference points or the period over a number
of teeth. Load is measured as before by a
silicon strain gauge pressure transducer,
and a look -up table is used to determine the
desired advance angle.

I term this the angle -based system be-
cause the timing to the required firing point
is done by counting the number of teeth

from the reference, as these can be guaran-
teed to occur a fixed angle apart, irrespective
of speed fluctuations. The teeth alone,
however, do not generally give adequate
resolution for the spark and so extrapolation
is performed from the closest tooth prior to
the firing point. Data stored in the rom can
then be in engine degrees, instead of the
time equivalent to the angle for that particu-
lar speed, as in the time -based system.

In a system such as this, if the information
rate is high enough (i.e. less than 10°
between teeth), it is possible to simplify the
coil dwell control by controlling only the
`coil -on' point and turning it off automati-
cally at the required break current. This
requires that the coil rise time be measured
on every firing so that it can be used to
calculate the on -point for the next spark.

Unfortunately this is only half the story, as
speed and load are not the only inputs
required on modem ignition control sys-
tems. The ideal ignition timing will also vary
with temperature, compression ratio and
the octane and type of fuel used. For this
reason. temperature sensors are generally
mounted in the air inlet manifold and in the

engine coolant and are used to produce an
offset to the mapped timing. The hotter the
engine, the higher the compression ratio
and the leaner the fuel, then the closer to the
detonation limit is the engine likely to be
operating. This is especially true of turbo-
charged engines which compress and heat
the mixture even before it enters the cylin-
der, and of engines using on unleaded fuel.

For this reason, most modern ignition
systems incorporate knock detection cir-
cuits which retard the ignition on detection
of knock and bring it back slowly again
towards mapped timing. Knock detection is
based on a piezo ceramic sensor mounted on
the engine block and tuned to around the
characteristic knock frequency (approx-
imately ?kHz, depending on the engine).
The output from the sensor is then pro-
cessed by electronic filters and its amplitude
compared to a background reference to
determine whether knock occurred.

Pat Jordan B.Sc., is manager for single -chip
microcontroller units with Motorola's
microprocessor applications engineering
department.
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USED TEST & COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
FULL PERFORMANCE TO ORIGINAL SPECIFICATION

*** ALL ITEMS ARE COVERED BY OUR COMPREHENSIVE PARTS & LABOUR GUARANTEE ***

LOGIC ANALYSERS &
DIGITAL TEST
EQUIPMENT

HEWLETT PACKARD
1630G Logic state &
timing.65ch. 100MHz
clock...£7950

4951A/1/100 Portable
Protocol Analyser for
serial data..£2500

TEKTRONIX
834 Datacom/Protocol
Analyser...£2000

OSCILLOSCOPES

PHILIPS
PM3266 100MHz Fast
storage.Dual trace dual
timebase...£2950

TEKTRONIX
2215 60MHz dual trace
with delay..A625

2445 150MHz four
trace.Dual timebase.
£2190

2465 300MHz four trace
with delay..£3200

7623A/7A18/7B53A 75MHz
Fast storage.Dual trace.
Dual t/base..£1500

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

HEWLETT PACKARD
141T/8552B/8555A System
0.01-18GHz
A7500 or with model
8445 pre-selector..£9000

3561A/001 Dynamic
Signal Analyser
....£7950

MARCONI
TF2370 110MHz analyser
with tracking
generator...A.6850

SOLARTRON
1200 Dual channel L.F.
Signal
Processor/Analyser.
£7250

SIGNAL SOURCES

MARCONI
2019 1GHz AM/FM phase
locked.HP-IB.A.2950

PHILIPS
PM5190 1mHz-2Mhz phase
locked.HP-IB
£1050

SPECIAL OFFERS

HEWLETT PACKARD
1630D LOGIC ANALYSER

State/Timing/Glitch
43ch. 100MHz.Clock mux
..£4250

WATANABE
MC6601-6Z

CHART RECORDER

AX:14.
- ..

6ch.flatbed. Overlapping
pens. I/P voltages lmV-
500V
..£500.

ATLANTIC RESEARCH
Interview 4600

PROTOCOL ANALYSER

1!!!!!!1!

Int. memory + data
tape. Up to 19.2kbps
.A3250

MICRO DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS

INTEL
Series 2
Series 3
Series 4 & PDS series
systems are all
available.
CHECK NOW FOR BEST
PRICES:

HEWLETT PACKARD
64100A/041 Logic
development station.
....£15900

64600 Logic Timing
Analyser...£.2500

A WIDE RANCE OF THIS
SERIES EQUIPMENT IS
AVAILABLE. CALL US FOR
THE LATEST INFORMATION!

COMPUTERS AND
PERIPHERALS

CENTRONICS
353 200cps dot matrix
printer. Centr. & RS232
I/F. -NLQ mode ..£350

EPSON
FX100 Matrix
Printer...£.325

MX100 Matrix
Printer..A195

HEWLETT PACKARD
7475A;2 Eight pen
plotter HP-IB.A.800

92901A Dual Disc Drive
1P-IB ..£150

4817 Modular computer
workstation....£1800

9826A Technical computer
/ controller. Internal
disc...£1500

FULL SPECIFICATIONS OF
THESE ITEMS ARE
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST !

Prices EXCLUDE delivery
& V.A.T.

THE ABOVE EQUIPMENT IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR CURRENT STOCK
Stocks are always changing: If your requirement is not listed then
please phone: WE MAY WELL BE ABLE TO HELP YOU

01-943 4477
WE ALSO BUY TOPUALITY
UNDER UTILISED EQUIPMENT
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PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE
Programs for BBC computers with disc drive. FREE updating service on all software.

DIAGRAM
Still the only drawing program available for the BBC micro whim gives you the ability to draw really large

diagrams and scroll them smoothly around the screen stopping to edit them al any time if required
Pineapples unique method of storing the diagram information on disc means that the size of diagrams is

limited only by the free space on disc and not the amount of computer memory you have available IA blank
80 track disc will allow up to 39 mode 0 screens of diagram)

The superb print routines supplied with the program enable large areas of the diagram to be printed in a
single print run in a number of different sizes and rotated through 90 deg if required Full use can also be
made of printers which have a wider than normal carriage available

The program is fully compatible with the Marconi Tracker ball described below

PLEASE STATE 40 or 80 TRACK DISC& WHETHER STANDARD BBC or MASTER VERSION IS REQUIRED

PRICE £25.00  VAT

DIAGRAM UTILITIES
A suited six utility progra- add additional features to the Diagram drawing program The utilities

include the saving and loading of areas of diagram to and from disc The ability to display the whole of your
large diagram on the screen at one time (in either 4*4 or 8*8 screen format) The addition of borders and
screen indents to diagrams. and the ability to shift a whole diagram in any direction

PRICE £10.00 v VAT

PCB
This new rerease from Pineapple is a printed circuit board draughting aid which is aimed at producing

complex double sided PCB s very rapidly using a standard BBC micro and any F X compatible dot-matrix
printer

The program is supplied on EPROM and will run with any 32k BBC micro (including Master series) Also
supplied is a disc containing a sample PCB layout to demonstrate the programs features

By using an EPROM for the program code the maximum amount of RAM is available for storing component
location and ASCII identification files etc (Up to 500 components and 500 ASCII component descriptions
may be stored for a given layout) These is no limit to the number of tracks for a given PCB although the
maximum size of board is restricted to 8'  5 6 -

Using a mode 1 screen tracks on the top side of the board are shown in red. while those on the underside
are blue Each side of the board may be shown individually or superimposed A component placement screen
allows component outlines to be drawn for silk screen purposes and component numbers entered on this
screen may be displayed during track routing to aid identification of roundels

The print routines allow separate printouts of each side of the PCB in a very accurate expanded definition
1 I or 2 t scale enabling direct contact printing to be used on resist covered copper clad board

This program has too many superb features to describe adequately here so please write or phone for more
information and sample prinouts

PRICE £85.00  VAT

MARCONI TRACKER BALL
This high quality device comes with it sown Icon Artmaster drawing program and utilities to enable it to be

used in place of keyboard keys loysticks or with your own programs
For Model B 8 (with Icon Artmasterl L6000  VAT Bare Trackerball (no software)

00
VAT

For Master Series (with Pointer ROM) £60 00  VAT Pointer ROM available separately ti4129 50 VATT
P&P on Trackerballs Lt 75

TRACKER BALL ADAPTORS
Converter leads to enable the Trackerball to run mouse software and the mouse to run trackerball software

lint DIAGRAM I Please state which way round when ordering

PRICE £8.00 + VAT

ADFS Utilities ROM
ADU is a new product which will prove invaluable to all users of the ADFS (Including Winchester owners)

The ADU Rom allows direct access to utilities which previously required the use of the ADFS utilities disc

Many novel features are included in the commands allowing such facilities as the copying of all the I Iles on a DFS
disc onto ADFS in a single pass and Backing up between discs of different size (including Winchesters)

There is also a very powerful sector editor with automatic correction of CRC bytes and a menu routine with over
30 possible operations on ADFS discs

Please write or phone for more details

PRICE £29.00  VAT

MITEYSPICE
A new addition to our range of engineenng software Miteyspice is a very powerful DC and AC analogue circuit

simulator package with graphic display fa any model BBC computer

As well as all the usual facilities available with this type of program. non-linear effects. small signal noise

measurements and sweeps may be performed Component values may be swept. allowing component tolerances to
be investigated as well as thermal performance etc Comprehensive transistor modelling is incorporated using a 20
parameter Ebers Moll description The program is supplied on disc with a very comprehensive 49 page manual
Please write or phone for more information

PRICE £119 . VAT P&P FREE

ORDERSALL SENT BY RETURNOF POS-11-

!wief.st 39 Brownlea Gardens, Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex 1G3 9NL. 2:r Tel: 01-599 1476(
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 40 input channels
 36 -bit trigger word - can be used with 8 or 16 -bit

microprocessors
 On -board disassembler for 6502, 6502C and 280.
 Trace facility
 10MHz operating speed
 4 memory banks of 511 events
 4 x 16 character LCD display
 Trig/Trace set-up capability for 6502 and Z80

 Data comparison facility
 Data report giving channel level
 RS232 and CENTRONICS printer interfaces
 Timing waveform output to oscilloscope
 Complete with buffer module and 50 -way connec-

tion leads
I.0 test clip supplied for use with non LJ systems

AI
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Transistors in parallel
Two potential solutions exist to the problems of prcviding

high currents at high voltages - large dies or parallel
high -voltage transistors. This article analyses the latter,

with reference to current sharing.

The increasing complexity of user ap-
plications has led to demand for in-
creasingly high powers from conver-

tor and invertor circuits and therefore to the
need for high -voltage devices with ever
increasing current ratings. For these criteria
to be met by a single device, extremely large
dies are required. For example, a transistor
with VCEO > 400V and VEEisan at 20A/4A <
1.5V would require a die with an area greater
than 90Kmils2 (> 300mils x 300mils) { >
7.5mm x 7.5mm).

The difficulty of producing a die attach
capable of withstanding power cycling with-
out reverting to expensive molybdenum
bases means that large area dies tend to be
extremely expensive and unreliable. An
alternative solution is to connect more than
one high -voltage device in parallel. This will
produce the required high voltages at re-
latively low cost, and without loss of re-
liability.

EQUALIZATION OF COLLECTOR
CURRENT DURING SATURATION

The most important electrical parameter in
the saturated operation of parallel connected
power devices is VcEisat): Unequal splitting of
the current in the different parallel branches
results from the different VEE(sal) of the
transistors. In addition, variation of VBE(on)
and VRE/u1) may have some effect since, if
one device carried a higher current, its
VREisai) would tend to increase, so diverting
more base current to the other device.
Where two transistors have base currents
high enough to keep them in the saturated
area, the saturation voltage for each is

expressed by Vemsat) = lc X rulsao.
When two transistors have to carry an

overall current, IL, Ici and Ic2 may be
calculated from the equivalent circuit shown
in Fig.1. It follows that

____LLVCEsat
ICI = rCElsatll

V L(LLat" rCEIsatI2

rCE(sa01 rCE(sala
where VcE(saB =

rCEIsat)2

A possible equalization may be achieved
by connecting, to the emitters of the transis-
tors, resistances whose values are high when
compared to the saturation resistance
rcE(,,B; in this way, the equalization of
collector currents is improved by a factor
Rekce(sati

An evident limitation for this kind of
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equalization is the power dissipated in the
emitter resistances. For each transistor the
following is true.

PRE = SIE2 X RE

where S is the duty cycle.

When N transistors are connected in
parallel, N x PRE has to be significantly low
when compared to the useful power, so that
the overall efficiency is not decreased too
much.

Figure 2(b) shows the behaviour of the
collector currents with emitter resistors and
Fig.2(a) without emitter resistors. Tr' has a
VcE(,a0 of 0.4V at 10A/2A, and Tr2 VcE(.0 of
1.5V at 10A/2A. From these diagrams it may
be verified that the delta lc of 3.2A in the
unequalized condition is reduced to negligi-
ble values when two emitter resistances of
0.250 are used.

The dissipated power, calculated for
S=0.5, is

Pd=2 x SrEx 1E2=2 x 0.5 x .25 x 102=25W

As a general rule, a voltage on the sharing
resistors of the same order of magnitude as
VRE (1 - 1.5V) is sufficient to obtain good
equalization in the saturation condition for
all the devices.

In this case, the total VEE/oni becomes
similar to the VcEB.,0 of a high -voltage
Darlington, which has a much better cur-
rent capability for a given silicon area. The
use of a Darlington could, in some cases.
avoid the need to parallel transistors. For
example, one SCSD310 offers twice the
10,,B of a standard device for a smaller
silicon area.

The experimental tests have been per-
formed using 2 or 3 samples connected in
parallel and considering in each case one or
two transistors respectively at the upper
VcEisdo

The measuring conditions considered for
many commonly used devices are:

= 300V
Ic = 10A for each branch of the parallel
connection
1131 = 2A

1132 = -2A

EQUALIZATION OF COLLECTOR
CURRENT DURING SWITCHING

With the parallel connection of high -voltage
transistors, the proper operation of the
devices during switching is of fundamental
importance.

This problem is not significant at turn -on.

rcesc'l I C211Lijrcelsat) vice (so.)

ITr. iTr2
Fig....The behaviour of two transistors car-
rying an overall current IL

V

A lc
Tri

Tr2

t (0 2ps/cliv)

Tr

Tr2

t (0 2ps/div)

Fig.2 The behaviour of the collector cur
rents of two transistors without (a) emitter
resistors and (b) with emitter resistors

since the faster transistors tend to carry all
the load current: the consequent exits from
saturation would determine a limitation of
the current flowing through them. This
special feedback effect allows a good sharing
of the current in the parallel branches
during turn -on.

During turn-off, however, the currents in
the individual transistors can no longer be
controlled. Once the faster transistors have
been turned off. the devices with longer
storage times have to carry all the current
forced by the load.

During turn-off, high -voltage transistors
are normally subject to special base condi-
tions (high reverse base current required for
fast switching) which limits the maximum
energy that the devices can dissipate during
this time (E,0,1. During this operating phase
the slower transistors, having to switch high
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Fig.3. Behaviour of the collector currents
at turn-off for two typical transistors with a
resistive load (a) and an inductive load (b)

t (0 2ps/cliv)

Fig.4. Turn-off currents for two typical tran-
sistors
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Fig.5. Two possible circuit precautions
enabling a good sharing of current in
saturation and switching conditions

Fig.6. Behaviour of the collector currents
for an inductive load of three transistors.
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current peaks, are subjected to especially
heavy voltage - current combinations. and
consequent dangers of operation outside the
safe reverse -bias operating area limits.

The electrical parameters that more
directly influence the turn-off (t-storage and
trill) in high -voltage devices are Vcr,,,,,B at
working collector and base currents, and NB
in the active area (closer to the current at
which the peak gain occurs). The transistors
used in the experimental work have there-
fore been selected not only for vcr,,,,o, but
also for hFE.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the behaviour
of the collector currents at turn-off for two
typical transistors, both with a resistive load
and with an inductive load (with "clamp").
The measuring conditions and the measured
electrical parameters for both transistors
are:

Measuring conditions Parameters measurements
= 300V hFE (4A. 5V) 20.4

Ic = 10A for each of the VCE(Ut) (10A. 2A) 0.6V
parallel branches

= 2A hFE = (40. 5V) 20
192 = 2A VcE(F.0 (10A. 2A) 0.5V

From the current behaviour it is clear that
because the transistors have been selected
showing the same VcE,sau and the same hm,
a perfect equalization is obtained during
switching with either resistive or inductive
load, without any special precautions.

One the other hand. Fig.4 shows the
turn-off currents for these two transistors,
different both in gain and in Vcr,(sail. These

waveforms have been obtained by equalizing
the collector currents with emitter resistors,
but without any special precautions during
the switching phase.

The transistor (Tr5), featuring an hFE > 80
(at lc = 1A, VCE = 5V) and a VcEwt) of 0.4\'
(at lc = 10A, IB = 2A) is significantly slower
in 1,,,,,50" when compared to transistor Tr5.
featuring, in the same conditions, an hFE 01
20 and Vcusat) of 1.4V. It is clear that the
slower transistor (Tr5) has to switch a high
current peak and is, as previously men-
tioned, more heavily stressed during this
phase.

Two possible circuit precautions enabling
a good sharing of current both in saturation
and in switching conditions are shown in
Fig.5. These provide equalization of storage
times even if the transistors have very
different saturation and gain characteristics.

Improved collector current equalization
at switching is obained by limiting the
spread of storage times of the transistors.
The easiest way to achieve this is to mini-
mize the storage time so that the differences
become negligible. When a transistor is
prevented from going into hard saturation,
i.e. with base -collector junction not forward
biased, the storage time is inherently very
low. In the case of three parallel -connected
transistors, the devices have been selected so
that two of them show a low gain and a high
Vmsat), therefore being much faster than the
third one, the latter being featured by a very
high gain and a low This is the worst

case, as the latter transistor has to switch
practically all the load current.

Figure 6 shows the behaviour of the
collector currents, for an inductive load on
three typical transistors selected according
to the previous criteria.

Measured parameters
NE, (1A. 5V) 50
licEly.07(10A. 2A) = 0.45V
hFEs(1A. 5V) = 20
16448 (10A. 2A) = 1.4V
hFE9 (1A. 5V) = 20
16(.09 (10A. 2A) = 1.4V

To achieve high -current devices, manufac-
turers parallel transistor dies within a single
package. No particular precautions are
needed, as the dies used are neighbours from
one wafer, so all their parameters are, by
definition, well matched. The designer may
thus treat these multi -chip devices as a
single transistor in any circuit conditions.

The need for emitter ballast resistors is
eliminated if a suitable safety margin is
allowed in design. For good sharing the
devices must be prevented from oversatura-
tion. This is achieved by the Darlington
connection of a driver transistor, with the
added bonus of increased forward gain. The
use of high -voltage Darlingtons in place of
transistors is a distinct advantage, and when
even higher currents are required the para-
lleling of Darlingtons will be less critical
than transistors.

Sue Cain is with BA Electronics and Ray
Ambrose at SCS
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Microstrip and
s-parameter design

This brief introduction to microstrip, s -parameters and
simple amplifier design leads to a practical example of how

to design a narrow -band microwave amplifier.

The basic structure of a microstrip line
consists of a grounded backplane and a
narrower top conductor separated by a

dielectric. In theory the groundplane should
be infinite but in practice a width of several
times the top conductor is sufficient. For the
purpose of this article it is assumed that the
thickness of the conductor is negligible
compared to the thickness of the dielectric.
For most practical situations this is the case.

When making reference to a transmission
line structure it is common to consider it in
terms of lumped elements representing the
capacitance per unit length and inductance
per unit length of the structure. In this way
distributed characteristics may be repre-
sented in a manner easily acceptable to most
engineers. It is possible, at least conceptual-
ly, to treat a microstrip line in a similar
manner. Figure 2 demonstrates the concept
of treating a microstrip line similarly to
most other transmission line structures and
from this it can be seen how it is possible to
represent the microstrip very basically with
a similar lumped element network.

The characterstic impedance of this net-
work is found from the familiar relationship
Zo= VT..7-c. Consider for the moment only
the field within the dielectric. The wider the
strip the greater will be its capacitance per
unit length but also the smaller the induct-
ance per unit length. Conversely, the nar-
rower the strip becomes the greater the
inductance but the lower the capacitance.
The geometry of the line thus determines
the L and C values of the lumped model.
Likewise, the greater the thickness of the
dielectric the lower the capacitance but the
higher the inductance and the thinner the
dielectric the higher the capacitance but the
lower the inductance. It transpires that the
ratio of the width of the strip to the thickness
of the dielectric (W/h) determines the impe-
dance of the line for a given dielectric.

This all assumes that there is a

homogenous medium surrounding the line
and that the structure supports transverse
electromagnetic waves (t.e.m.) similar to,
say, a coaxial structure. This is not the case
as can be seen in Fig.3. The electric field is
distributed between the dielectric and sur-
rounding air. This distribution of field is a
function of the line width and frequency, and
gives rise to an effect known as dispersion
whereby the line behaves differently at diffe-
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Fig.1. Structure of a microstrip, consisting
of the conductor, dielectric and back -
plane.

Fig.2. Analogous behaviour of a microstrip
with inductance along the length and
capacitance through the substrate.

Fig.3. Electrical field surrounding a mic-
rostrip. The distribution of the field gener-
ates dispersion which varies with fre-
quency.

2 port
network I

Fig.4. Incident and reflected
transmission line.

rent frequencies. This will not be considered
in detail here. The distribution of the fields
in the air and dielectric give rise to longitu-
dinal modes. hence the structure does not
support true t.e.m. propagation.

The full relationship between the impe-
dance of the line and its geometry requires
extremely complex analysis but a number of
researchers have worked on closed -form

waves in a

expressions derived by assuming a number
of conditions.

One such set of expressions have been put
forward by Gupta, Carg and Chada* and are
reproduced below.

For the synthesis of a microstrip line of
given impedance:

A=Zd60l(k+1)/211/2+(k-1) (k++1)
(0.23+0.11/k)

B=607r2/Z0Vr.
Then for A > 1.52:

B exp A

and for A 1.52:
W/h=2/7r{ B-1-In(2B - 11+ (k -1)/2k

Iln(B-1)+0.39-0.61/10
where Zo is the characterstic impedance of
the line required and k relative dielectric
constant of the dielectric.

This is largely an empirically derived set of
formulae assuming that the conductor
thickness is negligible and that there are no
surrounding conductive walls. The origina-
tors estimate their formulae to be accurate
to about 2%, a claim I have found reason-
able.

Due to the distribution of the fields be-
tween the air and the dielectric the apparent
dielectric constant of the substrate material
does not remain constant over any geometry
line but varies with the W/h ratio. This gives
rise to an "effective dielectric constant" and
the same researchers have produced closed
form expressions to calculate its value:

K..ff= (k+ 1)/2+ (k-1)(1 + 'Oh/W)-142.
To calculate the effective wavelength of a
wave travelling down such a structure this
value should be used instead of the more
familiar k i.e.

(exp 2A)-2

Kg = kJ/ .Veff

where Kg is the wavelength within the
microstrip structure and Xo is the wave-
length in free space.

S -PARAMETERS AND THE
SMITH CHART

To lay the foundations for any consideration
of active devices it is worthwhile introducing
S -parameters and their relationship with the
Smith chart. S -parameters are associated.

'Computer -aided design of microwave circuits. Artech
House, Boston, 1981.
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Fig.5. Smith chart is used to calculate reflection coefficients and derive the
impedance and transfer characteristics of a device.

with the transmission and reflection of
waves rather than voltages or currents inde-
pendently.

Consider any two -port network embedded
into a transmission line system (Fig.4 I.

By convention waves travelling towards
the network are labelled 'a' and waves
travelling away from the network are label-
led 'b'. Thus 'a' is considered as the incident
wave and 'b' the reflected wave.

If one assumes that the two -port is per-
fectly matched to the impedance of the input

input

and output transmission lines, Zo, then
there will be no reflected wave i.e. b1 and b2
will have zero magnitude and phase.

Assuming that the network is not perfect-
ly matched to Zo but that its interaction with
the incident waves may be described by four
parameters S11, S21, S12 and S22 we could
arbitrarily define a relationship as follows:

bi=Sital+Sizaz
b2=S21a1+S22a,

and hence define the parameters as

bi b1

al a2

S21=-L6ai S22= -2-ba:2

where a2=0 implies that the output is
perfectly matched to the external transmis-
sion line and likewise a1=0 implies that the
input is perfectly matched to the external
transmission line.

From this S1 is thus the input reflection
coefficient of the network, S2I is its gain, S12
the reverse gain and S22 is the output
reflection coefficient.

The value of such a set of parameters is
immediately obvious when one considers
that to obtain, say, the maximum gain from
a transistor its input and output ports must
be conjugately matched to the surrounding
transmission lines. The value of S11 and S22
convey the disparity between the line and the
device i.e. they describe the reflection coeffi-
cients which must be matched out.

Reflection coefficients are represented on
a Smith chart as vectors (see Fig.5).

Taking a totally arbitrary value of, say, S11
as 0.56 Z112 (in polar form)

This is the input reflection coefficient of
the device and hence, normalized to a 500
system:

Su =0.56Z112=M-

where Z is the input impedance of the device
which may be read directly from the Smith
chart as 0.4+0.6j (or 20+30j0). Working
backwards:

(0.4+0.6j)-1 -0.6+0.6j
(0.4+0.6j)+ 1 - 1.4 +0.6j

and converting to polar form:

--
01..5825ZZ21335 - 0.56L112.

Hence if S11 is known then the input
impedance of the device can be derived.

As S -parameters are found using wave
techniques on transmission lines they are
relatively easy to measure and hence the
terminal impedances and transfer character-
istics of a device may be found with compara-
tive ease and accuracy.

Steve Smith is with Castle Microwave Ltd. of
71vyford, Berks
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PRACTICAL EXAMPLE: DESIGN OF A NARROWBAND 5GHz AMPLFIER USING NE72084

The simplest way to introduce microstrip
techniques into amplifier design is by way of
single stub matching. This gives rise to a
narrow band design but is, in fact a techni-
que often used.

The basic circuit is illustrated in Fig.6. The
values of of L1 to L. are required and are
found as follows.

The input and output reflection coeffi
cients (S11 and S22) may be found listed on
the device data sheet These are first plotted
onto a Smith chart (see Fig.7) and the
following processes are executed:

1. The constant v.s.w.r. circle is drawn from
the centre of the chart such that the required
value of S11 lies on this circle.

2. A stub presents a parallel admittance to
the device so it is easier to work in the
admittance plane rather than with impe-
dances. The conversion if done by drawing a
radial line from the plotted value of S11 to the
opposite side of the constant v.s.w.r. circle.
This point is labelled Su .

3. Continue the radial line to the outer
"wavelengths towards the generator" circle
and note the value so indicated: in this case
0.17 wavelengths.

4. Move around the constant v.s.w.r. circle to
its nearest intersection with the unity
conductance line (point A on Fig.7). Draw a
radial line through this point to intersect the
outer wavelengths circle and read off the
value ndicated. In this case 0.19 wave-
lengths. The difference between these va-
lues is the length of the line required in
position L1. ie 0.02 wavelengths.

5. The admittance at this point may be read
from the chart directly as:

1+2.1j.

This susceptance of +2.1j must be cancel-
led by presenting a negative susceptance of

2.1j at this point To find the length of line
required to achieve this draw a radial line
through the 2.1j point at the edge of the
chart of the wavelengths circle and note the
value (in this case 0.321 wavelengths).

continued over page

Fig.7. Calculation of a stub matching network. Reflection coefficients of the fet are used to
find the required wavelengths.

L2

-3

Fig.6. Basic constructicn of a sing) 3 -stub matched amplifier.
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A short circuit line presents an infinite
conductance therefore to find the length of
short circuit line required to produce the
necessary admittance calculate the dis-
tance from the infinity conductance point to
that found above. In this case 0.32 - 0.25
0.07 wavelengths L2.

Repeating this process for the output
produces:

L3 0.08 wavelengths
L4 0.11 wavelengths

As calculated, all of the above line lengths
are difficult to fabricate. One revolution
around the chart is half a wavelength, arriv-
ing at the same admittance. If. therefore.
multiples of half wavelengths are added to
the stubs then their admittances will remain
unchanged. Thus:

L1 0.52A
L2 0.57A
L3 0.58A
L4 0.61A

If the stubs are r.f. grounded with capacitors
then this also makes a convenient point at
which to introduce d.c. bias.
Converting to microstrip: Assuming RT/

Duroid 6010 substrate material with a rela-
tive dielectric constant of 10.5 and thickness
of 0.635mm and using the formulae de
scribed:

W/h- 0.91

.W= 0.58mm

and K. 7.12.

Thus: X.= 6cm (wavelength in air)

and As=6/V 7.12 = 22.5mm
hence: L1-11.70mm

L2 = 12.83mM
L3 = 13.05mm
L4= 13.73mm

and the complete circuit is as Fig.8.

0.58

dc block

0-1

11.7 13 05

0.58

13-73

Capacitors should present a low impedance
labout 30p)

dc Noc(

Fig.8. The completed amplifier. The NE72084 fet comes from NEC.

Europe's first GaAs
microwave foundry chip

Prototype gallium arsenide microwave amplifier shows
how companies without their own fabrication facilities can

benefit from foundry -produced monolithic technology.

Because of the high investment needed
to obtain competitive production
costs for GaAs devices many com-

panies are offering their process in a so-
called foundry model, which has been used
successfully to produce silicon devices for
several years. The fabrication company
makes their design rules available to another
company, which may not have a volume
processing capability. The user has full
responsibility for the design which he sub-
mits to the foundry for fabrication. Particu-
larly if the user mounts and tests the devices
himself, he can achieve custom devices to
his own design at a very reasonable cost
which, for volumes as low as a few hundred
parts, can compete strongly with hybrid
components. This route was used to produce
a 2 to 6GHz gain block as a monolithic
circuit.

AMPLIFIER DESIGN

Design information was obtained from the
foundry, Plessey Three Five Ltd. This con -

JONATHAN M.C. NICHOLAS

sisted of data on the active devices and
equivalent circuit models for the passive
components which could be fabricated by

the process. A specification for his device was
based around our systems companies' re-
quirements for a broad band gain block and

Three cascaded monolithic amplifiers are incorporated in the Thorn EMI 2 to 6 GHz
microwave amplifier compared with the much larger amplifier it replaces. Apart from the
reduction in size, there is a 30:1 reduction in the number of component bonds required,
with a saving in both assembly time and cost.
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are listed as follows:
frequency
gain
gain flatness
noise figure
output power
vswrs
stability

2to6GHz
> 12dB
<  0.5dB
< 6dB
> 13dBm at 1dB compression
< 2.0
unconditionally stable.

The 0.91.Lm fet offered by the foundry has a
maximum available gain of about 10dB at
6GHz, the highest frequency required, but
there is a considerable gain slope. It was
decided that a two stage amplifier would be
required with extensive feedback to achieve
the gain and match performance.

A powerful feedback technique for achiev-
ing very broad .band performance is de-
scribed by Niclas2. They use a parallel feed-
back which consists of a resistor and an
inductor in series. Because of the phase
change of the feedback with increasing
frequency, it is possible to implement nega-
tive feedback at low frequencies and positive
feedback at the higher frequencies. Hence a
flat gain can be achieved over a wide band-
width, even if the transistor is near to
cut-off. The effect of this inductor/resistor
feedback is shown in Fig.1; the maximum
available gain of the circuit shown is given
for various values of the drain series line
length, 00, and for the fet alone. It can be
seen that 200f1 of resistance in series with
30° of delay gives a maximum gain which is
approximately flat.

The topology of the circuit is, essentially.
fixed by the bias requirements for the tran-
sistors. In order to apply a bias voltage to the
terminals of the fets it is necessary for there
to be an r.f. path to ground from each
terminal of the transistor, and a blocking
capacity between each stage. Initial design of
the circuit was performed quickly, using
conventional amplifier design techniques
and microwave cad software.

The detailed design largely followed the
procedures outlined by Suckling3; care was
taken to evaluate the full equivalent circuit
model of each component realised in mono-
lithic form. The diagram of the amplifier
circuit is shown in Fig.2. Each of the lumped
monolithic components enclosed by a box
was in fact represented by an equivalent
circuit model in the simulation file. The
transmission line dimensions are shown; the
electrical characteristics were calculated
from information given in the design guide.
In most cases the associated parasitics have
an adverse effect on the amplifier perform-
ance and some re -optimization of the circuit
element values was required. A large amount
of the optimization was done manually by
"tweaking" a few component values, rather
than by using an optimizer. This was found
to be more efficient as it reduced the
possibility of producing a circuit which was
highly sensitive or difficult to lay out. The
sensitivity of the amplifier performance was
checked to ensure that it would remain
acceptable despite any process variations
occurring during fabrication.

Layout The foundry provided cells contain-
ing active and passive devices which could be
used as the basis for the layout. However, the
layout and verification was carried out by
hand on a simple graphics editor. The
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Fig.1. Gain against frequency for a field-effect transistor with feedback.

200..AlpF 1.2SA SpF

LINE LENGTHS IN p

LINE WIDTHS 20pnt UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

Fig.2. Circuit diagram of a wideband microwave amplifier. All components in boxes
can be entered as circuit model elements in a computer -aided circuit design and
simulation program.

Fig.3. The completed amplifier layout. The gallium a -senide chip is only 1.4 by 3.2mm.

finished amplifier is shown in Fig.3; no
attempt was made to condense the size of the
circuit greatly at this stage so the circuit size
is 1.4 x 3.2 mm. In addition to the process
control monitors required by the foundry a
variety of test patterns were included, both
for possible debugging and for the design of
future circuits.

DEVICE FABRICATION

The tape, as supplied to the foundry, was
checked for compatibility with the process
design rules by a computer auto -checking
routine. Process control monitors and align-

ment marks were added before mask
making.

The process was developed specifically for
m.m.i.cs and is based on direct ion -

implantation into two-inch diameter I.e.c
wafers. The depletion -mode recessed -gate
fets had a minimum gate length of 0.9p.m,
and employed a two -level metallization
scheme. The metal layers were separated by
a composite polyimide/silicon nitride dielec-
tric layer which enabled two types of m.i..
capacitors to be fabricated. The top level
metallization, designed to exhibit low loss.
was patterned by dry processing methods.
Finally, wafers were passivated using a
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second layer of silicon nitride and thinned to
200p.m before scribing and dicing.

RESULTS

Initial d.c. testing by the foundry customer
showed a high yield and a good uniformity
across the wafer. Chips were selected on d.c.
performance only for mounting and bonding
into specially designed microwave test fix-
tures.

To date several samples have been tested
at r.f. and all performed well; the perform-
ance was very close to what was simulated. A
dip in gain at about 1.7GHz was due to an

off -chip resonance in the bias supply on the
test fixture and brings the amplifier slightly
out of specification at 2GHz. In other aspects
the device has met the required perform-
ance. Two hybrid modules have been con-
structed, each containing three cascaded
devices and a minimum of external compo-
nents. These modules give 30dB ± 1.5dB of
gain and have terminal matches of better
than 2:1 over 2-6GHz. The 1dB compression
point was nearly 16dBm at 6GHz.
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Low -noise microwave transistors
Increasing electron mobility in field-effect transistors
allows increased gain while keeping noise -level down.

High electron -mobility transistors are
used in microwave applications. They
have a noise factor of 0.9 to 1.2dB and

a 10 to 12dB gain at room temperature.
Intended for use in the 4 to 30GHz band.
they find application in satellite broadcast-
ing. They can replace mesfets and offer an
enhanced performance in microwave ampli-
fiers.

They are constructed in gallium arsenide
using molecular -beam epitaxy or metal
organic chemical vapour deposition. Several
semiconductor manufacturers, notably
Gould in the U.S. and many in Japan, are
developing and producing the devices. *

Mesfets, despite improvements, appear to
have reached the limits of their perform-
ances, and although the hem transistor is
more expensive to produce, it is able to take
over where the mesfet leaves off. It can offer
lower noise, higher gain and larger mutual
conductance (Gm) than a mesfet but these
effects can be reduced by the effects on
electron density caused by lattice vibration
caused at higher (room) temperatures.

The greater Gm of the hem transistor has
not yet been fully explained. In a convention-
al fet the gate contact makes a Schottky
barrier on the GaAs surface. A depletion
layer is produced at the gate junction which
is controlled by the voltage at the gate and in
turn controls the flow of current from
source to drain. Cm is found by

unu,0c-L

where L is the gate length, u is electron
mobility n is the carrier density. Larger Cm
can be obtained by shortening the gate
length, increasing the electron mobility or
making the carrier density larger. These last
two options are mutually contradicting as
the channel in which electrons move is the

 Gould's microwave division has since been sold to
Litton Industries, represented in the UK by March
Microwave of Braintree. Essex.

Source

I
Gate

nt 41LJdA,
( Si doped)

Drain

Secondary electron gas

Undoped GaA_

Substrate

A concentration of electrons induced in
the undoped layer of the hemt becomes
highly mobile.

same as the carrier supply layer which
decides the carrier density. A large amount
of doping would promote higher electron
diffusion and cause lower mobility.

The hemt has a gate layer of AICaAs doped
with donor atoms of silicon. Electrons freed
by the ionization of this layer accumulate on
the lower undoped side of this layer between
it and the undoped GaAs channel layer. This
induced electron concentration then acts as
the carrier which is still under the control of
the gate voltage. Unlike the conventional fet,
a high level of impurity doping in the AICaAs
layer can ensure greater mobility.

An additional factor is the lattice structure
vibration caused by temperature. Diffusion
caused by such vibration can reach a level
where it can equal the effect of the impurity
level doped into the substrate. This reduces
the channel electron density to that of a
mesfet. The high mutual conductance is
perhaps explained by higher electron mobil-
ity. Even with a high lattice vibration, the
hemt offers an advantage due to the reduced
level of impurity doping in the carrier
channel. Reports have shown a 20% increase
in mobility compared with that of a CaAsfet.
The effect is further enhanced by careful

control of the manufacturing techniques
with the establishment of control over the
impurity doping levels, leading to high yield,
better reliability and lower cost.

Experiments are under way for replacing
the AICaAs doped layer with superlattice
materials with a thin superlattice in the
undoped buffer layer. Another possibility is
the alternating of doped AlGaAs and un-
doped GaAs layers in a superlattice. Each
layer would be very thin (1.5mm) and yet it is
thought that this structure will improve the
efficiency of the transistor and be easier to
make using molecular -beam epitaxy.

Two particular areas are suitable for hemt
application. High quality amplifiers in the 4
to 30GHz range; and, as the costs reduce,
replacement of conventional fets. Sony, for
example, are aiming at the second option
while reviewing the higher performance
versions. Mitsubushi is aiming at the high
frequency application and has found the
production of the devices not as expensive as
they thought it might be. Many other manu-
facturers are planning to market the devices
for satellite systems, including transmission
in the Ka and Ku bands.

The transistor is now available as a dis-
crete device, though both Fujitsu and Toshi-
ba have engineering samples of an integra-
ted amplifier constructed using hem techno-
logy. Fujitsu has produced a four-part ampli-
fier with a noise figure of 1.66dB and a gain
of 38dB: 17.7 to 19.7GHz at -55°C incorpo-
rating two hemts. Toshiba have also produ-
ced an amplifier in this band with noise
<2dB and gain of 47.2 ±0.7dB, but built
from six parts.

In the power microwave field, Gould
(Litton) engineers have produced a device
with multiple -feed gate structure which
achieves a gate resistance a fraction of that of
other devices, with a corresponding reduc-
tion in noise figures. It is expected that the
device will operate to about 30GHz with 6dB
maximum gain.
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The Archer Z80 65C
The SDS ARCHER - The Z80 based single board
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports,

counter -timers, power -fail interrupt, watchdog timer,
EPROM & battery backed RAM.

* OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case,
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O &
memory extension cards.

from £185 + VAT.
ENTER 53 ON REPLY CARD

The bowman 68000 61)C
The SDS BOWMAN - The 68000 based single board
computer for advanced high speed applications.
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial

ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter -
timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt. & an
optional zero wait state half megabyte D -RAM.

* Extended width versions with on board power supply
and case.

from £295 + VAT.
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6herwood Data6y8tern6 Ltd
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3,1X. Tel. 02814-5067

HIGH QUALITY - LOW PRICES

4+11GHz SATELLITE TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
RECEIVERS, LNB's, LNC's, FEED HORNS,

ANTENNAS, ANTENNA POSITIONERS,
POLOROTORS, LINE AMPLIFIERS, ETC.

For !rather details contact

HARRISON ELECTRONICS
Wyy March Lambs Pt_ 15 ROW Tel 10.354151;85

ADVANCED ACTIVE AERIAL
ADVANCED ACTIVE AERIAL

The aerial corsists of an outdoor head unit with a control and power unit anc offers
exceptional intermodulation performances: SOIP .90dBm. TOIP 55dBm For the first
time this permits full use of an active system around the If and ml broadcast bands
where products found are only those radiated from transmitter sites.
 General purpose professional reception 4kHz - 30MHz
 - 10de gain, field strength in volts/metre to 50 Ohms
 Preselector and attenuators allow full dynamic range to be realised on practical

receivers and spectrum analysers
 Noise - 150dem in 1Hz Clipping 16 volts/metre Also 50 volts. metre version.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.,
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG.

Tel: 0483 275997
ITS

SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED
RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH

MAY BE IN STOCK

IP 
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Latest bulk Government release - 1..0%90
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EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
JOHNS RADIO. WHITEHALL WORKS.

84 WHITEHALL ROAD EAST. BIRKENSHAW.
BRADFORD. BD11 2ER TEL NO. (0274) 684007.

WANTED: REDUNDANT TEST EQUIPMENT -
VALVES - PLUGS - SOCKETS. SYNCHROS

ETC. RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING
EQUIPMENT

WRONG TIME?
MSF CLOCK IS EXACT

8 DIGIT display of Date. Hours, Minutes and Seconds.
SELF SETTING at switch -on. never gains or loses, automatic

GMT/BST and leap year. and leap seconds.
EXPANDABLE to Year. Month, Weekday and Milliseconds and

use as a STOPCLOCK to show event time.
COMPUTER or ALARM output also. parallel BCD (including

Weekday) and audio to record and show time on playback.
DECODES Rugby 60KHz atomic time signals, superhet receiver

(available separately), built-in antenna. 1000Km range.
LOW COST, fun -to -build kr (ready-made to order) with receiver
ONLY 1297.90 includes ALL parts. pcb. 5x8x15 cm case. by -return

postage etc and FREE Kit News Get the RIGHT TIME.

CAMBRIDGE KITS
45(WJ) Old School Lane, Milton. Cambridge. Tel 860150
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TRAINING FOR TRAINERS
LAB -VOLT will be conducting a series of one day seminars on the
following technologies:

 ROBOTICS - CONTROL
 DIGITAL - MICROPROCESSORS
 ELECTRICITY - ELECTRONICS
 CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION
 TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Audio visual presentations and hands-on experience will be the main part of
the seminars.
A certificate of achievement can be obtained upon satisfactory completion
of a voluntary multiple choice test.
Please contact LAB -VOLT on 0480 300695 or by fax on 0480 61654
for costs and dates.

Lab -Volt, Unit 6 Cromwell Mews, St. Ives, Cambs PE17 4BH, England

ENTER 5() ON REPLY CARD

RACKMOUNT CASES

19" Self -Assembly Rack Mounting Case V. bit oll Covers Front Panel 10 guage Brushed
Anodised Aluminium Case 18 gauge. Plated Steel with Remo,,,,rtrie tear & Side Panels In
1U & 2U Types a Subpiate Chassis is Mounted to Bottom Cover In 3U Tyne the S..uplate is
located or two Rails Mounted Between The Side Plates

1U (13/4) height. 230m depth £28.30
2U (31/2) height. 308m depth £33.60
3U (51/4) height. 230m depth £41.00

Width Behind Front Panel 437m (All Types).
All price, ..ie Postage 8. VAT Cheri Posta! Orders Payable to.

J. D. R. Sheetmetal, 131 Grenfell Road,
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1EX. Maidenhead 29450.
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IEFF488
Technology that hits the mark

 For IBM-PC/XT/AT/IC/RT6150
and all other compatible
computers

 For PHILIPS P: :YES
 HP commands (enter, clear etc.)

implemented
 SRQ/ASYST compatible
 64 kByte memory capacity
 DMA and INTERRUPT can be

activated by simple commands

DEALER + OEM WELCOME

ines
be

 HELP functions, SYNTAX
monitoring in clear text

 BASIC, BASIC(compiled).
(TURBO -)PASCAL, MODULA 2,
FORTRAN, C, ASSEMBLER

 DOCUMENTATION -ANALYSIS -
software for IEEE -488 systems
e.g. transient -recorder,
PHILIPS -memory oscilloscope

Inn GmbH
Heonnoler Allee 45 Ahem. 412221433659
5000 Nolo 41 7411 2621. 221 4237 girkin
Wet German, FAX 43221491371

ENTER 23 ON REPLY CAR!)

KESTREL ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS LTD.

 All items guaranteed to manufacturers spec.
 Many other items available.
'Exclusive of V.A.T. and Post and Package'

1 50 - 1 - 50 . 1. 50.
74LS00 0.13 010 6821 140 100 2764.25 2.60 2.40
74LSO4 013 010 6502 310 2.50 27128-25 3.80 3.60
74LS08 0 13 0 10 6522 3 10 250 27256.25 3.95 3 70
74LS21 0.15 0 12 6809 400 350 6116LP-3 1.50 1 40
74LS37 0 13 0 10 6810 0 70 060 6264LP-15 2 32 2.00
74LS74 0.13 010 74HC00 016 0.12 62256LP-15 8.50 8.20
74LS86 0.13 010 74HC27 019 017 4164-15 0.85 0.78
74LS138 0.25 020 74HC32 019 0.17 41256-15 2.40 2.30
74LS139 0.25 0.20 74HC138 0.35 0.33 Z80A0PU 1.40 1.00
74LS244 0.40 028 74HC139 0.30 0.25 Z8OACTC 140 100
74LS245 040 0.28 74HC161 0.40 0.36 Z80AP10 1.40 1.10
74LS373 035 0.28 74HC192 0.65 0.54 1488 0.25 018
74LS374 0 40 0.30 74HC244 0.48 0 42 1489 0.25 0 18
74LS399 0 30 0 20 74HC245 0 48 0 48 27C64 300 2 75

All memory prices are fluctuating daily, please phone to confirm prices

178 Brighton Road.
Purley. Surrey CR2 4HA
Tel: 01-668 7522

PRINTED CIRCUIT MANUFACTURE & DESIGN
We offer you:- competitive prices, quick deliveries. and quality
usually only matched by much larger manufacturers. See our
classified section display ad.

SUB CONTRACT MANUFACTURING
The service des gned for the original equipment manufacturer: -
we are experienced in the successful co-ordination of suppliers,
in house screenprint department for a professional finish.

Tel: 0226 200717
Unit 4. Grange Lane
Industrial Estate.
Carrwood Road. Barnsley.
South Yorkshire
S70 1SE England

Slee Electro
Products
complete
the circuit.
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For two minutes on July 21, 1937 the
radio waves fell silent. In that unique
way was commemorated the death on

the previous day of Cuglielmo Marconi, the
international superstar of radio communi-
cation.

Marconi was born on April 25, 1874 at
Bologna in Italy of a well-to-do Italian father
and a Scots -Irish mother. He is said to have
been a rather solitary child and much of his
early education came from private tuition.
He did not start school until he was twelve.

After a time at the Technical Institute of
Leghorn (Livorno), he left full-time educa-
tion without qualifying for a place at either
the University of Bologna or the Italian Naval
Academy, both of which were on his father's
list of priorities for him. Father was not
impressed.

By that time Marconi had developed an
interest in physics which was not to be
denied. At the University was Professor
Augusto Righi. He was known to the family
and he allowed Marconi access to his labor-
atories, lectures and books.

Righi is not very well known now. But he
was a master scientist and, like Oliver Lodge
in Britain, he was one of the few who really
understood what Heinrich Hertz had
achieved when he demonstrated the genera-
tion, propagation and reception of what had
become known as Hertzian waves - i.e.
electromagnetic or radio waves. Perhaps
Marconi gained more from entering the
university by the back door than if he had
gone in through the front.

Hertz died in 1894 and Righi's obituary of
him is said to have convinced Marconi that
Hertzian waves could be used for com-
munication. The basic requirements already

Pioneers
9. Guglielmo Marconi (1874-1937):

father of radio

W.A. ATHERTON
existed but they needed to be brought
together and have life breathed into them.

Although others had superior scientific
understanding and were in a better position
from which to achieve radio communica-
tion, it was Marconi who had the vision.

From Righi he learned how to generate,
radiate and detect the waves. The usual
receiving detector then available was the
coherer, made of metal filings packed into a
glass tube. It was invented by Edouard
Branly in France and it became the main
detector for the first ten years or so of radio
communication. In London, Lodge gave it
prominence in a lecture in honour of the
recently deceased Hertz. That, and a subse-
quent lecture, were published and became
well known. Lodge, by the way, had come
very close to beating Hertz to the discovery
of electromagnetic waves.

Working in his father's attic. and with
little encouragement from the man who was
paying for his tinkering, Marconi dramati-
cally improved the performance of the
coherer. He also improved on Lodge's and
Righi's spark -gap transmitters and redisco-
vered the principle of earthing one side of his
transmitter whilst using an elevated metal
object to ad as an aerial. This had been
previously known to Amos Dolbear in Amer-
ica who had come tantalisingly close to
radiotelegraphy (and telephony) a dozen
years before Marconi even began.

With these improvements Marconi moved
from the attic to the garden, and from the
garden to the fields. There he achieved
transmission over one and then two
kilometres in 1895. The earth connection
and the elevated aerial had moved him from
short waves of a metre or less to much longer

waves and greater distances.
It has often been said that Marconi excel-

led not so much at original inventions but at
improving dramatically the inventions of
others. That he most certainly did, but he
coupled it with an ambition to achieve radio
communication over ever increasing dis-
tances. It has been suggested that, in the
early days, this drive may have been in part a
desire to impress on his father that he could,
in fact, do something other than fail to get
into the university and the Naval Academy.

MARCONI IN BRITAIN

The Italian telegraph authorities rejected an
offer to take up the new invention and so
Marconi turned to marine communications
as being the obvious use for radiotelegraphy.
With his mother's encouragement he set out
for Britain, then the greatest maritime
power.

He arrived in February 1896, and though
his equipment was damaged by a customs
inspection, his entrepreneurial spirit was
not. A meeting was arranged with W.H.
Preece, the chief engineer of the Post Office
which held the monopoly on telegraphy.
Preece had long entertained an interest in
'wireless' communication using induction
(not radio), but this had proved to be
impossibly cumbersome. After several de-
monstrations, including one over several
miles across Salisbury Plain, Preece gave
Marconi his considerable support.

With Preece's help Marconi began to gain
publicity. On the whole engineering com-
ment was favourable but initially Oliver
Lodge was resentful. "One of the students in
Prof. A Righi's class at Bologna," Lodge
thundered, "being gifted, doubtless, with a
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sense of humour as well as with considerable
energy and some spare time, proceeded to
put a coherer into a sealed box and bring it to
England as a new and secret plan adapted to
electric signalling at a distance without
wires."

Lodge was hardly being fair. Though the
basic techniques were indeed well known, as
Professor Slaby, one of the German pioneers
pointed out, everyone else had got "just as
far as 50 metres and no farther". Marconi
had achieved miles and later Lodge was
careful to give the Italian all credit due to
him.

The British Post Office was slow in making
an offer for the system and so, in July 1897,
The Wireless Telegraph and Signal Company
was founded. Marconi took £15 000 in cash,
£60 000 in shares and a three-year contract
at £500 per annum. It was not bad going for
a man with a system but no customers.

The money had been provided by his
mother's family and friends. It was no
coincidence that in Britain lay his mother's
extensive and wealthy family connections
with the Haig, Ballantine and Jameson
whisky empires.

At the start sales were non-existent. Some
equipment was sold to the British Army in
1898 for use in the Boer War, but the
expected market for ship -to -shore com-
munications failed to materialize. Then in
1900 a contract with the Admiralty was
signed to provide equipment and train oper-
ators. Maybe this was the key. After all, even
Marconi could hardly expect to sell equip-
ment to people who did not know how to use
it.

A change of policy followed. Instead of
selling equipment the company started to
offer a radio communication service. Equip-
ment would be leased, together with Marco-
ni personnel who would operate and main-
tain it. This arrangement also overcame any
possible infringement of the Post Office
monopoly of wired telegraphy. A new com-
pany was formed, The Marconi International
Marine Communications Co., and the ori-
ginal company changed its name to Marco-
ni's Wireless Telegraph Company.

Shipowners now had access to a com-
munications system that used standard
equipment and techniques. Lloyd's of Lon-
don gave that system its weighty approval
with a contract in 1901. In practice this
meant a virtual monopoly for Marconi's
which lasted for seven years.

BRIDGING THE ATLANTIC

Marconi himself felt there was another
market: competition with the thriving sub-
marine cable companies.

The first permanent installation was on
the Isle of Wight from where messages -nuld
be sent to the mainland at about 12 rds
per minute. It was from there that Kelvin
sent the first paid radio telegram in 1898*.
The following year a link was established
across the English Channel, and after that
the Atlantic became the target.

During more than a year of preparation,
huge transmitting and receiving aerial

The telegram was reproduced in the June 1987 issue of
Electronics & Wireless World. page 600.
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Marconi's untuned transmit -ter and rece ver with ground and elevated aerial (1896).

arrays were constructed on both sides of the
Atlantic - and destroyed by gales. At last the
tests began, using a simplified aerial system
at Poldhu in Cornwall and a receiving wire
held aloft by a kite at St John's in Newfound-
land.

The transmission consisted of a single
Morse letter S sent at specific times during
the day. On December 12, 1901, during a
blustering gale, signals were received and
Marconi recorded in his diary, "Pips at 12.30,
1.10 and 2.20".

Reception was erratic and automatic re-
ceivers proved impracticable. Sceptics sug-
gested that Marconi and his men were
suffering from self deception and that the
radio waves would have been lost into space.
The local telegraph company in Newfound-
land reacted by threatening legal action if
tests contined. It had a monopoly to protect.

A month later all doubts were dismissed
when automatic recording equipment re-
corded reception on board ship as Marconi
sailed back to Britain. The difference in
distance achieved between day and night was
also noted: 700 and 1653 miles respectively.
The Atlantic shipping lanes now promised a
new market.

At the age of 27, Guglielmo Marconi had
become an international personality, an
engineering superstar.

His private life was soon to change also. In
1905, after two broken engagements, he
(like his father) married an Irish girl: Beat-
rice (Bea) O'Brien. They had four children,
one of whom died in infancy.

By 1912 the marriage was in trouble but
the coupled averted. disaster in more ways
than one. As invited guests they were to sail
on the maiden voyage of the Titanic. For
business reasons, though, Marconi
embarked on an earlier sailing. Bea avoided
death by delaying her departure because
their two-year old son was taken ill.

In an attempt to help their marriage they
took a holiday in Italy. There was a head-on
car smash and Marconi lost his right eye.

ITALY AT WAR

When Italy entered the First World War on
the Allied side in 1915 Marconi became
adviser on radio communications to the
Italian armed services, and he represented
his country on official visits, to London and
America for example. He was also an Italian
delegate at the 1919 Paris peace conference.

In 1923, after much conscience sear-
ching, he joined the Italian Fascist Party.
Mussolini was only too pleased to have the
support of the famous Italian. Much later he
was given the hopeless task of defending
Italy's invasion of Abyssinia. In this he
suffered the ignominy of being denied by the
BBC the opportunity to broadcast in defence
of the Italian action. Privately by then he had
grave misgivings about Mussolini.

A year later his marriage to Bea ended in
divorce. Another three years and he remar-
ried, this time to a beautiful Italian girl less
than half his age, Maria Cristina Bezzi-Scali.
Marconi's position as a divorcee had created
obstacles because of church law, but they
were overcome with the cooperation of Bea,
with whom Marconi was still on good terms
Later Marconi himself became a Catholic
and subsequently he personally supervised
the installation of a short-wave transmitter
in the Vatican.

From about 1934 he suffered several heart
attacks. He was of course an international
celebrity and had received many honours
including the Nobel Prize (1909), honourary
degrees, Knight of Italy (1902), Freeman of
Rome (1903), and President of the Royal
Italian Academy.

He died on the July 20, 1937 in Rome and
received a state funeral. Following his own
wish he was buried at Bologna, the scene of
his childhood.

Dr Tony Atherton is on the staff of the IBA's
Harman Engineering Training College at
Seaton in Devon.
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SSG1000
1GHz synthesized signal generator

 Frequency range: 10Hz to 1GHz
 Resolution: 101-1?
 Fast switching tine: 5ms
 Wide range attent2ator (150dB)
 Very low distortion
 Low noise floor for adjacent channel tests
 Touch key or rotary control operation
 IEEE -488 and HP -IL programming
 Quasi -continuous .aviation of frequency, level and

modulat on

For more information contact:

Farnell Instruments Limited,
Sandbeck Way, Wetherby,
West Yorkshire 1.522 4DH.
Tel: 0937 61961 Telex: 557294
Fax: 0937 66908

$1 114P505

 Very low RF leakage
 AM -FM -PM and/or ex-ernal modulation
 AF syn-hesizer 10Hz to 99 99kHz (four digit resolution)
 Non-volatile memory :10 complete front panel set-ups)
 At leas- 50 panel set-ups with HP -IL
 Automatic unit conversions
 Channel stepping via touch keys or rotary control
 Automatic self test routine
 Digital sweep facility
 Reverse power protect on
 Compe-itively priced
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MicroProcessor Engineering Ltd
133 HILL STREET
SHIRLEY
SOUTHAMPTON S01 5AF

FORTHS
For IBM PC and Compatibles
Modular Forth - award winning Forth 83 £475.00
very fast, multitasking, GEM, modules, 8087 fp
WorkFORTH

Viewtrace Debugger
Software Floating Point
80 x 87 Floating Point
Windows & Graphics
Documentation Tool Kit

WorkFORTH Development Kit
includes ViewTrace, SoftFP, Doc Tools

For 680  0 Systems
MPE-Forth/68K 0S9/68K - fast
MPE-Forth/68K CPM/68K - fast
GEM-Forth/ST Atari ST - GEM i/f, fast
MVP - Forth Amiga
MM MasterForth Macintosh
Others
UniForth for RT11, RSX11, VMS

(inc micro)

righV

£55
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45

£145

£375
£375

£65
£150
£125

£175-£675

/1\ Tel: 0703 631441

Software & Tools for Engineers
CROSS -COMPILERS
For PCDOS, MSDOS, 0S9/68K, CPM/68K
CPM80, 0S9/6809, FLEX
for generating new Forth applications, including
ROM based turnkey systems fast, interactive,
debuggable code, high or low level interrupts,
technical support, source code, debug &
download tools, cross assembler included.
Practical solutions to real problems.
Cross Compiler core £250

Targets include source, RAM and ROM versions
Forth -83 targets £225

Z80, 80 x 86/8, 680 x 0
Fig -Forth targets £175

6502/110, 8080/5, Z80/64180, 80 x86/8,
1802, Z8, 6800/6303, 6809, 680 x 0, 99xxx

Forth -79 targets £350
Bryte Forth 8031/44/51

HARDWARE for PCs
EPROM Programmer 2716-27512 £145
PAL Programmer MMI, NS, TI 20/24 pin £325
GALJEPLD Programmer Lattice/Altera

20/24 pin £350
NOVIX 5Mips co -processor - ready for

NC5000
0 MVP Microcoded - includes microcode tools £1225

£852
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QUALITY QUARTZ
CRYSTALS QUICKLY

FM.P.U. Crystals

M P U. Oscillators

Our frequency ranges are:

40kHz 50kHz 100kHz 500kHz 1MHz
Professional Crystals

We also supply quartz crystal filters.
oscillators of all types and
communication antennae.

VV

100MHz 25 MHz 360MHz

Webster Electronics
ILMINSTER, SOMERSET TAI9 90A, ENGLAND

TEL (0460) 57166 TELEX: 4571 FRONCY G

FAX (0460)57665
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Xen-Electronics
ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SUPPLIES FOR

THE DIGITAL & ANALOG ENTHUSIASTS

Phone or write for free stock listing:
Tel: (0983) 292847

Unit 4,
Samuel Whites Industrial Estate,

Bridge Road, Cowes,
Isle of Wight P031 7LP

IIIIMI:11.41111:1:011M941:MI61114:51047:11=4:146):144:71MIN

ELECTRONICS
& WIRELESS WORLD

NOVEMBER ISSUE
The November issue of Electronics
and Wireless World, published 22
October, reviews

SINGLE -BOARD
COMPUTERS.
Single -board computers are now
legitimately regarded as components
in larger systems. This in-depth
feature looks at the large number of
general-purpose and dedicated types
being being produced.

TO ADVERTISE WITHIN THIS
FEATURE CONTACT:

MARTIN PERRY on
01-661 3130 NOW!
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Tripos life after the Amiga
This real-time multi -tasking operating system designed
for speed can be adapted for any 68000 family computer.

Tripos first appeared in January 1978
but the Cambridge University research
project out of which it came started in

1976. The project, headed by Dr Martin
Richards. was to design a portable operating
system for minicomputers. With the excep-
tion of its kernel. Tripos is written in Basic
Combined Programming Language (BCPLI,
a portable high-level language also designed
by Dr Richards.

Originally Tripos ran on a PDP11. It was
then ported to the Computer Automation
LS14 and the Nova. It was not until Tripos
was taken to Bath University in 1981 that
work on the 68000 version began in earnest.
Metacomco acquired the rights to 68000
Tripos from Bath University and continued
its development to make it more commer-
cially attractive. This task was assisted by
Commodore -Amiga in March 1985 when
Tripos was chosen by them for their new
computer. In July 1985 the Amiga was
introduced and Tripos emerged under a new
name - AmigaDOS.

After the Amiga's introduction, Metacom-
co developed Tripos into kit form for porting
to 68000 -based computers. This kit, intro-
duced in September 1986. includes a system
generation tool, a 68000 assembler, a linker.
system objects, source for a bootstrap rom
and documentation. All that the user needs
to do is to write device drivers in either
assembly language or C following source -
code examples from the kit.

A number of major contracts have been
signed for Tripos in its new form and as a
result, it will soon be available on two new
68000 family processors, the 68020 and
68070. The 68070, made by Mullard, is a
highly integrated 16/32 -bit processor con-
sisting of a c.p.u., an 12C serial interface, an
m.m.u., a reference timer, two independent
programmable timers, an RS232 port and
two d.m.a. channels. Negotiations are under
way for STE bus support, adding to the
existing range of VME cards supported.

L.All?:\ GLEDHILL

Tripos, the real-time multi -tasking operating
system chosen by Commodore for their
Amiga domestic/business microcomputer.
is now being used in industry following the
introduction of a porting kit last year. Laura
Gledhill of Metacomco traces its history,
explains its internal structure and looks at

the future of Tripos in its new form.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Maximum response speed was a major de-
sign objective for Tripos. It is designed to
have as few overheads as possible, resulting
in a fast operating system suited to real-time
systems where response speed is crucial.
Three areas where this philosophy is clearly
illustrated are scheduling. memory manage-
ment and message passing.

The scheduler, discussed in detail later,
adopts a strict task -priority system. There is
no overhead for the time -slicing process
required in systems using 'round-robin' type
scheduling. A task which is allocated proces-
sor time continues to run until a higher
priority task is ready to run or until it
suspends itself.

In the area of memory management.
kernel primitives are provided for allocating
and freeing memory. No checking is done to
stop a program using non -allocated space.
By adopting this non -memory -management
approach. all memory accesses can be ex-
ecuted as fast as the memory allows, avoid-
ing any clock cycles inserted by a memory -
management unit. Clearly. the applications
software writer has to make sure that the
programs are well behaved.

A similar philosophy is applied to the
message -passing system. All communica-
tion within Tripos is done by sending and
receiving 'packets'. These packets are areas
of memory containing the information to be
communicated and are passed by reference
rather than copied. It is because of the Tripos
memory -management philosophy that this

method of message passing can be adopted.
avoiding the unnecessary duplication of
memory.

INTERNAL STRUCTURE

Tripos is structured in concentric layers
with the kernel at the centre. As these layers
approach the kernel, they become more
processor dependent. The kernel, written in
assembly language. is 4Kbyte in object form.

Outer layers are written in BCPL and will
transfer to a new processor provided that it
has a BCPL compiler. This feature and the
small kernel make Tripos a portable operat-
ing system. hence the suffix 'pos' of Tripos*.
The outer layers are optional - only the
required layers need to be installed. These
layers are the 18Kbyte file handler. 5Kbyte
console handler. 3Kbyte command -line in-
terpreter. 18Kbyte debugger and libraries
taking 17Kbyte. Libraries are needed if any
of the outer layers are installed.

PACKETS AND TASKS

Each function carried out by Tripos that can
be allocated processor time is known as a
task and each task has a priority level
associated with it. Of the tasks ready to run.
the task with the highest priority is allocated
processor time. This method of allocating
processor time is known as strict -priority
scheduling.

All communication with the operating
system is achieved by message passing and
the message passed is contained in a struc-
ture called a packet. Structure of the packets
varies depending on the type of message

*The prefix Tri in Tripos is not an acronym. The
name was chosen because the operating system
was developed at Cambridge University. where the
word tripos originated. In days gone by. students
would sit their final examinations on three-legged
stools of that name. The examination name still
holds but the stools are no longer in use.

Device Request

Packet
Requesting
4K of data
from a file

Packet
Requesting
1K of data
from disc

1,'0 Instructions

Flopp.
Floppy

Disc
Application

Task
File

Handler Disc

Return Return
Driver

Interrupt
Packet Packet

Fig.l. The file handler forms high-level interfacing between the applications task and floppy -disc driver. Low-level interfacing between the
file handler and disc is carried out by the disc driver. This technique facilitates device -independent i/o.
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First
Task

Tripos Kernel Structure

User
Routines

External
Interrupt

And Internal
Exception
Handler

I

1)1 iv,
Block

List

Initialisation
Code

Kernel Trap
Handler

Despatcher/
Scheduler

Memory Task Device Message
Management Management Management Passing

Calls Calls Calls Calls

Fig.2. Tripos is structured in concentric layers. These layers become more machine
dependent the nearer they are to the centre. Innermost is the kernel. 4Kbyte in size and
written in assembly language.

being passed but all packets have these
features:

-a link field pointing to the next packet in
the queue
an action -type specifier indicating the
packet type

-a packet -destination pointer
- two result fields holding message replies
- argument fields.

When a message needs to be passed within
the operating system, an area of memory is
required to store the packet structure.
Rather than passing the information within
the packet physically to its destination, a
pointer in the form of an address is passed to
the packet structure. This pointer links the
packet to a list called the destination work
queue which contains entries for all packets
waiting to be received by the destination
code. A pointer to the next packet in the
queue is held within the link field of each
packet structure.

Two result fields hold replies to the mes-
sage. Content of the first field is a number
indicating whether the action requested in
the message has been successfully executed.
In the event of a failed execution attempt,
the second field holds a number indicating
the failure type. Information needed by the
destination code for carrying out the mes-
sage request is in the argument fields.

When a packet reaches the head of the
destination work queue and has been ser-
viced in the manner requested, it is returned
to the sender. It is then the responsibility of
the sender to release the memory allocated
for the packet structure.

Packets are passed around the system at
great speed. In a no wait -state system with a
10MHz 68010 processor a task can send and
receive back 1250 packets each second.

Rootnode Structure

Task
Table

-..

Device
Table

TCB
List

Current
Task

Block
List

Debug
Task

Days Mins Ticks Memory
size

Info Kernel
Entry Pt

= Pointer

Fig.3. Root -node structure is used by Tripos to keep a record of all aspects of the system. This block is in a fixed position in memory.

Task Control Block (TCB)

Link Task Prior- Work Q Work Q State Break Stack
Code

Segment Global Stack SAVE
ID ity Head Tail Flags Size Vector Base Base AREA

= Pointer

Fig.4. Each task within the system has an associated task -control block containing all information required by the
system to manage the task.
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Device Control Block (DCB)

Work 0 Work 0 Prior- Device Open Close Start 10 Abort 10 Recall 10 No o7 1131 ITBN
Head Tail ity ID Routine RoLtine Routine Routine Routine ITB's

= Pointer

Tinted areas = fields set up by the user

Fig.5. One of these blocks is used for each device in the system. It contains information needed by Tripos to deal with device requests
from tasks within the system.

Interrupt Transfer Block (ITB)

Private - ,
ITB

Chain
Interrupt
Routine

Interrupt
Vector

Recall
Queue

User
Data I

User
Data 2

, .

= Pointer

Tinted areas = fields set up by the user

Fig.6. This structure is used by the external interrupt handler to indentify the source of an external interrupt Each block contains an
interrupt routine responsible for servicing a particular kind of interrupt

DEVICES

Peripherals capable of generating interrupts
are called devices and each device has an
associated handler and driver. High-level
interfacing between tasks and the device
driver is provided by the device handler. All
requests from a task to a device are initially
channelled to the device handler. This tech-
nique facilitates machine -independent i/o.

The device driver is the low-level interface
between the device handler and the device. It
deals with interrupts from the device, Fig. I .

KERNEL STRUCTURE

There are four main sections in the kernel,
Fig.2, the first of which is for initialization.
During initialization, Tripos builds a list of
all free and used memory areas known as the
block list. Excluded from this list are the
only two fixed items stored in memory - a
root node and exception vectors.

The operating system uses the root node
to keep an up-to-date status record of all
aspects of the system. Exception vectors are
pointers to routines which handle excep-
tions, both internal and external; external
exceptions are called interrupts.

Within the root node, a field points to the
task table containing pointers to the control
block of each task, Fig.4. Information re-
quired by the system for task management is
contained within the task -control block.

All task control blocks are also linked
together in a list, in priority order, which is
pointed to by the task control -block list field
in the root node. This is used by the
scheduler for allocating processor time.

Another entry the root node points to the
device table holding pointers to the device -

control block of each device, Fig.5. Device-

control blocks contain information needed
for carrying out task requests.

After building the block list, Tripos calls
the user initialization routine, initializes the

drivers, then activates the first task.
Initiation of the next task ready to run is

carried out by a section of the kernel called
the dispatcher; a pointer to this task is
passed by the scheduler. The dispatcher is
entered whenever a task switch is necessary.
Task switching is required when a packet is
queued to a higher priority task than the
current one, when a running task suspends
itself while waiting for a packet to return, or
when a task's priority is changed. Saving the
state of a task and restoring the state of the
next task, known as context switching, takes
about 100p.s.

Trap handling is carried out by the third
main kernel section. The kernel trap handler
performs various actions requested by the
issuing of kernel calls, List 1. Task wait and
QPkt are most important; these receive
packets and queue them respectively.

Interrupt and internal exception handlers
form the fourth main kernel section. Inter-
rupts are requests for attention from devices
connected to the system. An example of their
occurrence is when i/o is requested by a task.
Once the i/o has been initiated, it can take
place independently of the processor. allow-
ing processor time to be allocated to another
task. When the i/o request is complete, the
device issues an interrupt which is dealt with
by the interrupt handler.

On the 68000 processor, an interrupt is
either acknowledged immediately or left
pending depending on the priority of the
interrupt. When an interrupt is acknow-
ledged, its interrupt vector is read. Interrupt
vectors are stored in the fixed exception -
vector area of memory. The vector contains

1: Kernel Calls

Task Management

Add Task

Forbid

Permit

Rem Task

Super Mode
User Mode

Change Pri

Hold

Release

Set Flags

Test Flags

Find Task

Device Management

Add Device Rem Device

Message Passing

DO Pkt

Task Wait

Pkt

Test Wk

Memory Management

Get Mem Free Mem

Miscellaneous

Find DOS Root Struct

the address of the first interrupt -transfer
block associated with the vector. Fig.6. This
transfer block is the head of a chain of
transfer blocks, one of which is (hopefully)
responsible for servicing the interrupt. The
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2: CLI Commands

Alink PromptEnd CLI

Assem Failat Quit

Assign Fault Relable

Break Filenote Rename

C Format Run

Cd If Search

Console Info Set -serial

Copy Install Skip

Date Join Sort

Delete Lab Stack

Dir List Status

Diskcopy Makedir Type

Echo Mount Vdu

Ed Newcli Why

Edit Path

interrupt handler calls the interrupt routine
defined in each transfer block until the
result of one of these indicates that the
interrupt has been dealt with. If no transfer
block is responsible for the interrupt, the
debugger is entered so that the problem can
be investigated.

While an interrupt routine is executing,
no kernel calls may be issued. This restric-
tion avoids unfortunate mishaps that can
happen if another interrupt occurs while a
kernel routine is queuing a packet for
example. If this is allowed to happen the
packet may be lost for ever with disasterous
results.

To get round this problem a recall feature
is provided. If an interrupt routine requires a
kernel call, it requests to be recalled. While
the recall request is being added to the recall
queue, all further interrupts are disabled.
When the recall request has been added to
the queue, interrupts are enabled again.

Interrupts are turned off for at most about
20p.s. On return from the interrupted
routine, the first task on the recall queue is
called; the exception to this is an inter-
rupted kernal action, which must be com-
pleted first. All further recall requests are
suspended during a recall until the current
kernel action has been completed.

An internal exception is an error condi-
tion caused during a user's program. An
example of an internal exception is divide -
by -zero. If the user task does not have an
exception routine defined for a particular
exception, the debugging program is en-
tered so that the user can find out why the
exception occurred.

COMMAND -LINE INTERPRETER AND
CONSOLE HANDLER

Commands issued by the operator at the
keyboard are handled by the command -line
interpreter, c.l.i. Available interpreter com-
mands are show in List 2. It is the console
handler's responsibility, on request from the
interpreter, to send lines of input from the
keyboard back to the interpreter and echo
keyboard input to the v.d.u.

900

The console handler communicates with
the keyboard and v.d.u. drivers, which form
the low-level interfaces to the devices them-
selves. It requests one character of input at a
time, informing the v.d.u. driver when input
is available to be echoed and adding each
character to a buffer until a complete line of
input has been received. On completion of a
line, signalled by a carriage return, the
handler informs the interpreter that the line
is available and the appropriate c.l.i. com-
mands are initiated.

DISC OPERATING SYSTEM

Programs and data are stored in files orga-
nized in tree -structured directories. The
directories are arranged in an hierarchical
manner, each consisting of further director-
ies and/or files. Each file has a file header
block containing information about the file
required by the file handler.

Directory information is stored in a direc-
tory block, also used by the file handler. At
the base of the tree is the root block which is
stored in a fixed position at the centre of the
disc. Directories and files are chained either
from the root block or a directory block. The

Tripos is the operating system chosen for
Commodore's Amiga - a domestic/
business computer with a 68000 -family
main processor and three coprocessors.

3: DOS Calls

File Handling

Close

Current Dir

Dup Lock
Ex Next

Input

Is Interactive

Open

Parent Dir

Rename

Set Comment
Unlock

Write

Create Dir

Delete File

Examine

Info

lo Err

Lock

Output
Read

Seek

Set Protection

Wait For Char

Process Handling

Create Proc

Delay

Exit

Date Stamp

Device Proc

Miscellaneous

VDU

only difference between the root block and a
directory block is that the root block has no
directory above it in the hierarchy.

A technique called hashing is used to link
a new directory or file into the tree. An
arithmetic function is applied to the name of
the file or directory to produce an integer
within a specified range. This integer is then
used as an offset into a hash table, each
element of which contains a disc block
number. The block holds the new file header
or directory block.

In the event of a collision, where two
names indicate the same offset. the file
headers or directories are chained. A string-
matching process then identifies the match-
ing name in the chain.

Disc operating system calls are shown in
List 3.

CONCLUSION

Since the Amiga's introduction, Tripos has
become a well established operating system
with a large number of users. The range of
high-level languages running under Tripos
includes C, Pascal, Basic, Lisp and BCPL.
Cross development support on PCs, Unix and
Ultrix systems is also available for easy
porting of Tripos and application develop-
ment.

Laura Gledhill is with Metacomco of Bristol
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IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY RAPID CHANGE TAKING

PLACE IN THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY, LARGE

QUANTITIES OF COMPONENTS BECOME REDUNDANT.

WE ARE CASH PURCHASERS OF SUCH MATERIALS AND

WOULD APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE CALL OR A LIST IF

AVAILABLE. WE PAY TOP PRICES AND COLLECT.

R. Henson Ltd.
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley, London, N12 8JG

5 mins. from Tally Ho Corner

Telephone: 01-445 2713/0749
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IEEE 488 CONTROLLERS
from M A Instruments Ltd

IBM PC and Compatibles Including Amstrad PC1512.
Controller composes half length interface card, software including Turbo Pascal or
Quick BASIC. interface cable and comprehensive operating manual. £295

Acorn 'B' and Master
Controller comprises interface in separate case. software in PROM. IEEE 488 cable and
comprehensive operating manual. £250

New software for' existing owners of Acorn GPIB controllers which offers compa:ibility
with the new IEEE 488 2 standard £28

All controllers offer a command structure which follows the IEEE 488.2 standard. This
simplifies the control of existing GPIB devices, reducing the number of commands

needed and is compatible with new devices using IEEE 488.2 format commands.

Designed. manufactured and supported in Great Britain.

For more information contact:

M A INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
Moordene, Axtown Lane. Yelverton, Devon PL20 6BU.

Tel: (0822)853585
Prices exclude VAT and delivery

ENTER 3:I ON REPLY CARD

for universal application.
Advantages: Low losses, broad voltage
range. high resistance to interference, wide
temperature range from -40 to +85°C.
Low -power Schottky TTL-compatible.
These ICs are fully compatible with and
equivalent to international types.
Please ask us for detailed specifications.

Agents Edicron Ltd
1-7 Wesley Avenue London NW10 7BZ

Alexaiderplatz 6
1026 Berlin, DDR.
Telex: 114721

elektronik
export-import
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VIDEO
PRINTERS

TP35 £1,085 + VAT TP95
Operates from composite or separate video
signals
Prints positive and negative copies
High or low resolution modes.
Fast response time
Ideal for graphics or text -graphic mixes
Wide range of applications

£2,800 + VAT
Similar to TP35 with A4 size printout

thandar
ELECTRONICS LIMITED

TP115 £3,800 + VAT
Full 64 level grey scale printer.
High contrast facility

Thandar Electronics Limited
London Road. St Ives. Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PE17 4HJ England
Telephone (0480) 64646 Telex 32250 Test

THE LOGICAL CHOICE
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BANG

LOOK WHAT HAPPENED TO THE NICE CLEAN PWM SIGNAL WHEN
THE LOAD WAS CONNECTED.

If we had prototyped this chopper circuit we might have tound out what
was wrong after a few buckets of hard to get components As it was the
solder never touched our irons Skillful engineering was rewarded with a
thorough understanding gained from an ECA 2 simulation run on a IBM
PC compatible yet EGA 2 costs lust 1675 VAT

Try a little Monte Carlo spread with your chips Are you wondering why
your filters are a little off today> ECA 2 will run a Monte Carlo tolerance
simulation ( random component variations within the tolerance bands) and
compile statistics ECA 2 will also give you worst cases for both gain and
phase

Worried about the weather, T he sun may not shine out of ECA 2 but it does AI
allow you to check dissipations and the effects of temperature changes

Whether you work with DC servo or microwave circuits. ECA 2 can almost certainly help But lust to make sure
you are in a position to benefit from what we believe is the most powerful circuit simulator available for IBM PCs.
we shall be pleased to send you a demonstration disk with an example of your own circuit (small please) on it

OC

AC Anolvw

pr... rd.,.Acw
wharohos

.1.  1
No CAN eel Ohne Cale New modulator

facility for
voltage controlled

Rs. Cs 8 is

She n

.. "en.*
WAW Sorb 

+ rah h. 00w 0.6 6,06
S.000 WOW whew
ow SOO W... SON Won.

A1. Sow. .060 1m  wow,
wewO wow

Aftw owe. Y. the.

SERIOUS CAD
AT LIGHTHEARTED PRICES

Probe around Miteyspice's
computer model of your circuit.
More informative. more fun and
faster than a breadboard Plot the
AC & DC characteristics. quantify
bandwidth with the digitising
cursor, sweep components.
investigate temperature and noise
(20 param Ebers Moll model) and
when perfect. lay if out and etch it
accurately with PCB using an
ordinary DM printer. These
programs have too many superb
features to cover here, please send
for details

OSe
Mnrilr 10)6')F71'

* Just released *
MITEYSPICE

incorporating the unbeatable
Microspice circuit simulator

(£119  VAT)

P.C.B.
Pineapples acclaimed "a utility I
thoroughly recommend" Julian
Rogers Micro User March '87
circuit board drafting program

(£85  VAT)

01.04.1174.1 g g . hi hl I t

Ter 01 435 2771 E Peta.i One in One B. 23332001 In 8950511 isnshk ONEONE Ouoeng boa 23337001

Versatower:
A range of telescopic towers in static
and mobile models from 7.5 to 36
metres with ti t -over facility enabling
all maintenance to be at ground level.

Designed in accordance with CP3 Chapter V part 2
1972 for a minimum wind speed of 140 kph in
conditions of maximum exposure and specified by
professionals world-wide where hostile
environments demand the ultimate in design, quality
and reliability.
Suitable for mounting equipment in the fields of.
Communications
Security surveilla ice - CCTV
Meteorology
Environmental mcnitoring
Geographical survey
)efence range -finding
Marine and aero navigation
hoodlight,ng
Airport approach lighting
Further details available on request

STRUMECH ENGINEERING LIMITED
Portland House Uoppice Side. Brownhills
Walsall. West Midlands WS8 7E X. England
Telephone:Browrttills 105431452321
1 elex 335243 SEL.G.

FA

1
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EM S Power Systems

mi
EMS manufactures DC Power Supplies and
Battery Chargers both linear and switch mode
in a range from 5 VA to 3.2 KVA.
Also a complete range of Standby, UPS and
Mains Stabilizer Systems 35 VA to 1 KVA. EMS
specialises in the manufacture of customised
products and has a full design and
development facility.

EMS (Manufacturing) Limited,
Chairborough Road,
High Wycombe,
Bucks HP12 3HH.
Tel: (04941448484

ENTER 48 ON REPLY CARD
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The diode as an energy-controlled,
not a charge -controlled device

The conventional notion of electricity as electrons jostling
their way down a wire cannot, according to Catt's Anomaly,

be the thing that arrives at and controls the operation of a diode.

The traditional theory of operation of
the diode is. for me, one of the many
casualties of advances in electro-

magnetic theory during the last 25 years.
Whilst at Motorola, Phoenix, in 1964,

work on the problem on how to interconnect
high-speed (one nanosecond) logic gates led
me to the same general conclusion as had
been reached (unknown by me until 1972)
by Oliver Heaviside a century before when he
tackled the problem of how to improve
undersea telegraphy from Newcastle to De-
nmark.

.. (The electric and magnetic fields) are
supposed to be set up by the current in the wire.
We reverse this; the current in the wire is set up
by the energy transmitted through the medium
around it. The sum of the electric and magnetic
energies is the energy...
"... A line of energy -current is perpendicular to
the electric and the magnetic force,..."
- 0. Heaviside, Electrical Papers vol.', 1892,
p.438.

Our conclusion was that what he called the
"energy current" travelling down between
the two conductors (i.e. the Poynting vector)
guided by them as a train is guided by two
rails, was the important feature of signall-
ing, and not the electric charge and electric
current in or on the wires. Twenty years later
my view hardened when 1 came across an
anomaly, explained in panel 1.

IVOR CATT

Let us deliver a fns -wide pulse down a long
transmission line terminated by a diode.
When the pulse reaches the diode, it does not
carry any charge with it: Catt's Anomaly
shows that charge could not have travelled
fast enough to keep up with the pulse, which
travels at the speed of light. If we are agreed
that the diode will respond (for instance
'start to conduct') after a delay which is small
(say 100ps) compared with the time delay
down the transmission line delivering the
pulse, then it must be responding to the
energy current, that is the t.e.m. wave or
pulse approaching it in between the two
conductors. This t.e.m. pulse enters directly
into the side of the crucial interface or
surface between the p -region and the n -
region which together make up the diode.

foot
p

n

Note the phrase in panel 2: "Nothing ever
traverses a capacitor from one plate to the
other." Applied to the diode, this seems to

say that nothing travels across the junction
from the p -region to the n -region, or vice
versa. The only travel is along the surface
between the two regions, in a direction at
right angles to the generally supposed direc-
tion of movement.

When the leading edge of the pulse
reaches the near edge of the diode, it finds a
change in characteristic impedance. As a
result, most of it is reflected, but a very small
portion continues forwards to the right,
down the very narrow transmission line
made by the surface between the p and n
regions. It is possible that the effective
dielectric constant e is large so that the
velocity of propagation, (1.L.e from left to
right along the p -n interface is very slow. At
the speed of light in a vacuum, the round trip
across the p -n interface of a diode a tenth of
an inch wide would be 20 picoseconds but
since the effective e will be bigger than that
for avacuum, the delay will be greater.

When the step reaches the right-hand
edge of the diode, it sees an open circuit and
reflects back toward the left, so that the total
voltage across the junction doubles. When it
gets back to the front (left-hand) end, it
reflects toward the right again (except for
the very small portion which escapes across
the Z mismatch back into the transmission
line leading away to the left). By this
mechanism of zig-zag repeated reflections
across the diode. the amount of energy

1: CATT'S ANOMALY

Traditionally, when a TEM
step (i.e. a logic transition from
low to high) travels through a vac-
uum from left to right (Fig. 7 ),
guided by two conductors (the
signal line and the OV lines),
there are four factors which make
up the wave:
- electric current in the conduc-
tors
- magnetic field, or flux, sur-
rounding the conductors
-electric charge on the surface
of the conductors
- electric field, or flux, in the
vacuum terminating on the
charge.

The key to grasping the anom-
aly is to concentrate on the elec-
tric charge on the bottom conduc-
tor. During the next 1 nanose-
conJ, the step advances one foot

Fig.
(-N

V

B

1 0 V

18)

T

(Dte1
to the right. During this time,
extra negative change aprears on
the surface of the bottom conduc-
tor in the next one foot length, to
termilate the lines (tines) of
electric flux which now exist
between the top (signal) conduc-
tor and the bottom conductor.

Where does this new charge
come from? Not from the upper
conductor, because by definition,
displacement current is not the
flow of real charge. Not from
somewhere to the left, because
such charge would have to travel
at the speed of light in a vacuum.
(This last sentence is what those
"disciplined in the art" cannot
grasp, although paradoxically it
is obvious to the untutored
mind.) A central feature of con-
ventional theory is that the drift
velocity of electric current is
slower than the speed of light.

For further information on the Catt
Anomaly, see letters in the following
issues of WW 1981: Aug, 1982: Aug.
Oct Dec. 1983: Jan.

For what happens next refer to my
new model for the capacitor. panel 2.
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(current) in the p -n surface increases 'ex-
ponentially' as indicated by the graph. When
the energy density builds up beyond some
critical level (0.7V), there is a 'snap', and the
later advancing energy current sees a short
circuit, and reflects with inversion.

Since no charge has been introduced into
the p -n interface, it is totally inappropriate
to explain the mechanism of the diode in
terms of extra electrons. The explanation
must be novel, in terms of the amount of
electromagnetic energy present; that a level
in excess of some critical value (0.7V) causes
the t.e.m. wave travelling down the p -n
interface to see a change in what is ahead of
it, from open circuit to short circuit. That is.
beyond that critical amplitude the p -n inter-
face cannot accept more energy and rejects
it.

This developing analysis of the behaviour
of a diode is totally at odds with the tradition-
al view, based on electrons, holes, energy
barriers across the p -n interface that charges
are trying to climb up. Why does this earlier
theory succeed in correlating at all with
experimental results?

.. if in conversation you insisted that your
elder daughter was identical to your younger
daughter, whereas in fact their "equality" only
related to their parentage, every conclusion
that followed this absurd assertion would not
necessarily he absurd. For instance, if you knew
the address of one daughter you might there-
fore know the address of the other. In the same
way, it is possible for "valid" results to come
from absurd postulates (like the absurd post-
ulate that a diode is full of particles called
electrons buzzing around trying to climb hills).
'... the two non -identical daughters might have
the same address. It is these 'echoes of truth'
which masquerade as scientific truth today."
- I. Catt, Electromagnetic Theory vol. 1 . CAM
Publishing, 1979, p15.

False theories, like the theory that the diode
is a device controlled by charge. exist in the
real world, and so are influenced, or some-
what directed, by the imperatives of the real
world in which they find themselves, at least
when it comes to the moment of truth: the
checking of theory against experimental
result.

Semiconductor Centre
The Semiconductor and Microelectronics
Centre, a combined research and develop-
ment centre created by the University of
Wales Institute of Science and Technology
and University College, Cardiff, has recently
opened in Cardiff. The centre will be espe-
cially looking at new semiconductor mate-
rials of the HI -V group, possibly combined
with material from the II -VI group.

UCC physicists have developed a wide
range of techniques to build and examine
semiconductors, while UWIST has a clean
room facility to use construct transistors
from the materials. Both groups work close-
ly with industry to find applications for the
new chips. Projects have already included
the development of a thermoelectric genera-
tor for the US space programme, lasers for
communications systems and high-speed
devices.

2: THE CAPACITOR

In the early 1960's 1 pioneered the
inter -connection of high speed (1
ns) logic gates at Motorola,
Phoenix, Arizona'''. One of the
problems to be solved was the
nature of the voltage decoupling
at a point given by two parallel
voltage planes. I asked Bill
Herndon about this problem, and
he gave me the answer: "It's a
transmission line"''. Bill learnt
this from Stopper, whom I never
met, who now works for
Borroughs in Detroit.

The fact that parallel voltage
planes, when entered at a point,
present a resistive, not a reactive,
impedance, was for me an
important breakthrough. (It
meant that as logic signal speeds
increased, there would be no
limitation presented by the
problem of supplying +5V.) The
reader should be able to grasp the
reason why voltage plane
decoupling is resistive by
studying Fig. 6, which shows the
effect of a segment only of two
planes as they are seen from a
point".

During the next ten years,
with the help of Dr D.S. Walton, I
gradually came to appreciate
that, since a conventional
capacitor was made up of two
parallel voltage planes it also had
a resistive, not a reactive (i.e.
capacitive or inductive) source
impedance when used to
decouple the +5V supply to logic.
Since the source impedance (-
transmission line characteristic
resistance) is well below one

U-

ohm, the transient current
demand of logic gates
approaching infinite speed can
still be successfully satisfied with
+5V from a standard capacitor of
any type's. The reason why the
myth has developed that the
worst (low capacitance, 'r.f.')
capacitors are the best in this role
is discussed elsewhere'".

The capacitor is an energy
store, and when energy is
injected, it enters the capacitor
sideways at the point where the
two leads are joined to the capaci-
tor. Nothing ever traverses a cap-
acitor from one plate to the other.
This is clearly understood in the
case of a transmission line. By
definition, when a TEM wave tra-
vels down a transmission line,
nothing travels sideways across
the transmission line, or we
would not have a transverse elec-
tromagetic wave.

For further information, see the Wire-
less World articles dated December
1978 and March 1979.
Excerpts 1 & 2 are from Fundamenta
Is of electromagnetic energy trans-
fer, by Ivor Catt Wireless World
September 1984.

WIRELESS WORT D. DECEMBER 1915
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Where is the short?
How to locate short circuits without blowing your own
fuse. State-of-the-art measurement techniques are

brought down out of the clouds for the use of the average
engineer with everyday lab equipment.

0 n printed -circuit or wire -wrapped
boards, a major problem seems to be
the location of a short circuit be-

tween the power rails. Having seen the wild
ramblings of others trying to locate the
problem, I feel justified in setting forth the
solution to the problem, which to me seems
so easy. I must stress that this is a practical
review based on the experience of finding
such short circuits for others who were
having difficulties.

The problem is easily stated. The board
arrives in an area and, whether loaded with
components or not, the power rails are
tested for shorts. Oh dear! There is a short
between +15V and OV; where can it be? Now
there are shorts and shorts. There may be a
tantalum capacitor backwards across the
supply, a diode backwards or a faulty ceramic
decoupling capacitor if the board is loaded.
Or on unloaded boards just plain track
faults, solder blobs, wire -wrapped connec-
tions to the wrong pins or broken insulation
faults. The component -fault shorts are
usually easier to spot since they tend to
smoke when you start turning up the power
supply current limit. The other faults,
however, are difficult to locate in this way.

First let me review a couple of the more
neanderthal approaches to the problem.
voiced by the uninitiated. How about putting
on a really big power supply and blowing up
the fault? Well, something would fuse cer-
tainly but there is a good chance that it
would be something other than the fault. A
bridged p.c.b. track can have a lower resist-
ance than the rest of the track and can have a
better heat dissipation rate as well. Hence
the track peels off the rest of the board
instead. On a wire -wrap board, if there is a
real wire between +15V and OV it is unlikely
to fuse before any of the others. Of course, if
it did start to get very hot the insulation on
nearby wires would be damaged.

Here is a more technical one. How about
spraying the board with aerosol freezer,
passing an amp or so through the offending
rails and seeing where the heat is dissipated
by how fast the frost thaws? Well, it is great
fun spraying a p.c.b. with freezer and watch-
ing it all go white as ice crystals form on the
surface, but it just doesn't locate the fault.
The heat generated may not be that great
and it is spread by the p.c.b. material and the
tracks. On wire -wrap boards you can't even
get a good layer of frost because the wiring is
up to a quarter of an inch off the board.

The real systematic solution is to cut
tracks or links, bisecting the board each time
until the fault is isolated. Not bad from an

LESLIE GREEN

Ohm- meter

Ohm -meter

L

bl

I. -wire ohm -meter

Ic)

Note that lead resistances are not backed -off
against each other, they just do not appear
in the equation.

w HATS THE PROBLEM'?

I v E. NARROWED .1-4%

FAULT Q0uN -CO 1-444T

LITTLE PEC£ I (---

R. I Rleoll -Rlead2

JRleadl.

Fig.1. Simple method requires only a
bench powe- supply, a cheap d.v.m. and
the standard four -wire resistance
measuremert technique.

academic viewpoint but it sure makes a mess
of that nice new p.c.b.
up dissected p.c.b. with less good looks and
lower reliability.

At this point cries of "If only I had an Acme
widgetizer I could locate the fault just like
that!" come up. All of this ululation is of
course to no avail since we need to rectify the
fault now - today - with existing lab equip-
ment. To anyone with a background in high
accuracy resistance measurement the
answer is obvious. Unfortunately not many
people really understand the basics of this.
which are of course very simple provided you
can grasp Ohm's law. First of all let us
measure the resistance of a resistor. To do
this we put a known current through the
resistor and measure the voltage across it.
Fig.Hal. Notice that this is a linear ohm-
meter. The measured voltage is directly
proportional to the unknown resistance. On
moving -coil resistance meters it is usual to
use a fixed voltage and measure the current.
The current, being inversely proportional to
the resistance. gives the familiar non-linear
scale on the meter.

For lower resistances. however. the leads
can not be neglected and the resistor reads
higher than it actually is. Fig.1(b).

The solution is to use a separate pair of
wires to sense the voltage across the resistor.
Because there is no current in the sense
wires the voltmeter reads the correct vol-
tage. This is the four -wire ohms system used
on precision digital multimeters.

This isn't a bridge measurement. In a
bridge measurement a dummy set of leads is
used to compensate out the lead resistance
errors. In a true four -wire measurement the
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Digital
volt meter

1mV

l..,,

5mV

/ V .-".

.\ --TrCIII

Notice that at the junctions there is a choice
of which way to go Always follow the
increasing voltage as this demonstrates
that current is flowing in that direction

lead resistance has no effect so long as the
current source is adequately good and the
voltmeter input impedance is sufficiently
high. There is no requirement that the lead
lengths or resistances be equal in this
system. Fig.1(c I.

Cries of "I know all about that, we did it
once at college" appear from the ranks. "Of
course we don't have a eight -digit multi -
meter so we can't measure it". Well if you
had truely understood the theory you could
immediately apply it to the problem at hand.
The equipment required is a bench power
supply and any cheap d.v.m. with say 0.1mV
resolution. It is so easy it embarrasses me to
have to explain it laboriously, and yet I have
found it necessary.

Depending on the exact nature of the
board under test, put the power supply
across the shorted rails and wind up the
current limit to say lamp. Find those places
on the p.c.b. which should be connected to
one of the power rails. By following these
points with a d.v.m. probe, the other probe
being stationary at the power input, it is
possible to locate a point which has more
voltage on it than any other. You can get this
easily by following changes in voltage. If the
voltage is increasing in the direction you are
moving the probe, fine. If not, go in another
direction. You can of course do the same
thing from the other power rail as well and
they will meet in either one point or one link
that shouldn't be, and there is your short
circuit.

Power
supply

Fig.2, left. Fcllowing the route that gives increasing
voltage easily locates a short circuit. Either or both
power lines may be used in this way.

Fig.3, below. Technique really pays dividends on heavily
loaded boards where components obscure faults and a
ground plane prevents use of a burn -out technique.

0

A

A

Digital
volt meter

2mV

25mC

`1) (le
2 5mV 3m Faulltt
/.11 rt, A -17

11 Y Y
(1,

Y
2Y SmVY

Copper ground plane

Figure 2 is a sketch of a real fault that was
encountered. The board was a wire -wrapped
prototype digital assembly using in excess of
100 i.cs. The voltages marked are to illus-
trate the fault and demonstrate the practical
application of the technique. On this board
the fault was a power wire pulled too tightly
past a grounded pin, which cut through the
insulation and caused the short.

This technique also works on p.c.bs which
have ground planes, since the current will
try to get at the short circuit from all sides to
a certain extent. Figure 3 is another real
fault sketched out. It is easy to have a short
to the ground plane and a visual inspection
may not reveal the fault as a component may
be physically obscuring it. Trying to burn-
out this track fault would have failed
hopelessly since the ground plane would
have run away with all of the heat.

In this example the board was loaded with
some 700 components and a close visual
inspection had revealed nothing. Using the
technique described the fault was found in
five minutes and turned out to be a p.c.b.
short hiding under the silk-screened compo-
nent overlay.

Now I know that you already knew all of
this and that it is all obvious - but it is nice to
see it written down, and it may help all those
others!

Leslie Green is senior design engineer at
Gould Electronics.

Y
2 5mv 1mV

;17 ri,

Y
2 5mV
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Power
supply

Technical Change
Centre closed

The independent Technical Change
Centre, which advises government
and industry on the adoption and
impact of new technology, is closed.
Core funding of £400,000 a year from
the Economic and Social Research
Council ceased from the end of June.

To survive in its present form, the
Centre would need to become self-
supporting in terms of overheads and
salaries within three months of
ESRC's decision rather than at the
end of four years as planned.

The Centre had made strenuous
efforts to secure the neccessary funds
from other sources but, after review-
ing the position, the Board did not
believe that enough money could be
raised in the time available. It there-
fore decided, with much regret, that
the Centre should be closed at the end
of July, making appropriate provision
for the staff. The reasons for ESRC's
decision to cut off core funding from
the TCC are less than clear but the
board believes the Centre has been
most unjustly treated.
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RF LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS
Ideal for laboratory work where large instantaneous bandwidths are required at high power ouput Suitable also for increasing output
of signal generators etc quickly and easily without tuning or adjustment. RF output levels of 2, 4, 20 or 40 watts. 24V + DC supply.
100 KHz-100 MHz: Type 9146 2 watts, Gain 13 dB ( x20) . . . £98 + £4 p&p.
1-70 MHz: Type 9148 4 watts, Gain 13 dB ( x 20) . . . £98 + £4 p&p.
10-250 MHz: Type 9051 4 watts, Gain 13dB . . . £98 + £4 p&p. Type 9174 20 watts, Gain 10dB ( x 10) . . . £280 + £20 p&p. Type 9172
40 watts, Gain 10dB ( x 10) . . . £560 + £25 p&p.
HIGH GAIN TUNED FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS
Aligned to your specified frequency in the range 10-300 MHz. Provide higher power gains and spurious rejection over limited
bandwidths. 24V + DC supply.
Type 9105 10 mW input, 1 watt output . . . £209 + £12 p&p. Type 9106 100 mW input, 10 watts output . . . £258 + £15 p&p. Type 9155
1 watt input, 30 watts output . . . £297 + £15 p&p. Type 9158 5 watts input, 70 watts output . . . £407 + £20 p&p.

TELEVISION LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
Tuned to your specified channles in bands IV or V (or in the range 400-950MHz) 24V + DC supply.
Type 9261 100 MV input, 10mW output . . £198 + £10 p&p. Type 9252 10 mW input, 500 mW output . . . £231 + £10 p&p. Type 9259
500 mW input, 3 watts output . . . £264 + £10 p&p. Type 9263 2'3 watts input, 15 watts output . . . £363 + £12 p&p.

MAINS POWER SUPPLY UNIT
Capable of providing power for one or more of any of the above amplifiers up to a current consumption of 5 amps. Fully protected.
Type 9235. £149 + £12 p&p.

TYPE 9105 TYPE 9158/9235 TYPE 9252

Comprehensive range of Gasfet RF preamplifiers, frequency converters, signal sources, FM exciters
available. Complete amplifier and retransmission systems supplied with connectors.
Full technical information available on request.
Please add 15% VAT on total for UK sales. Please contact sales office for overseas post and packing rates.

and
TYPE 9263
FM transmitters also

RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS LTD
UNIT 3, DANE JOHN WORKS, GORDON ROAD, CANTERBURY. KENT CT1 3PP.

TELEPHONE: CANTERBURY (0227) 456489

DESIGN. DEVELOPMENT AND
MANUFACTURE OF RF

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

ENTER 29 ON REPLY CARD

E54
TWO -IN -ONE l'til I: 0-35V & 2.0A line load Keg: 0.1%/0.5%.
DVN1: 0-99.0V & 0-2.0A aci erect 0.25% for ext: volt.;/current.
cm Regulated Power Supply/DPM £48
I'M I: 0-30V and 1.5A line, load Keg: 0.1%/0.5% current limit.
l)PM: 0-99.9V & 0-2.0A accuracy 0.25%. X'tal controlled.
C86A/B 60/600 MHz Universal Counter L75/192
1011z-60-600MIlz frequency & event counter. X'tal controlled sensitivity
2511Ni-ins at 30XI I I. and resolution 10011z at 60011z.
C89A Campact Function (:eneratur L54
211z -2001i1 lz. 5 ranges. accuracy 5%. Sine. square. triangle. DC offset.
20Vpp 0 I'. attenuation 21k1B and ext: VCA, VCI: I I'.

C87A Auto -Range Capacitance Meter L76
10 ranges. fully automatic. with range hold and zero adjustment. from 0.11)1'
to 999000.0(1F. resolution 0.1%. accuracy 0.5%.

An prices excluding

LABORATORY TEST INSTRUMENTS
C83A Digital Power Supply/Voltmeter

Hi -Tech Enterprises
IINIT 53. CENTRAL WORKSITE, CORBY, NORTHANTS NN17 1YB.

Tel: 0536 201012

ENTER 9 ON REPLY CARD

POWER AND
Cost-effectively satisfy a computer's two most important needs -

clean power and a convenient reliable source. Linebloc is an
easy- fit high quality in -line filter. Stripbloc multi -

socket provides up to six IEC-320 mains
outlets (five fused).

Easy -fit Linebloc -
just £10.95 + £1.00 p&p

Five -outlet Stripbloc
with neon and fuse -
just £12.85 + £1.00 p&p

To order, telephone (0243) 825811.
Rendar Limited, Durban Road, Bognor Regis,
West Sussex, P022 9RL. A WKR Group company

VISA

ENTER 65 ON REPLY CARD

Toroidal & E.I.
Transformers
As manufacturers we are able to offer a
range of quality toroidal and .aminated
transformers at highly competitive prices

Toroidal Mail Order Price List
prices inclusive of VAT & Postage
15va 7.95, 30va 9.18, 50va 10.16, 60va 11.36. 120va 12.07. 160va 14.20, 225va
15.21, 300va 17.04, 500va 22.10. 625va 24.66. 750va 28.75. 1000va 44.82.
Also available 1k2. 1k5. 2k. 2k5. 3k. P' ices on request.

Available from stock in the following voltages: 6-0-6, 9-0-9, 12-0-12. 15-0-15. 18-0-
18,22-0-22, 25-0-25. 30-0-30, 35-0-35. 40-0-40, 45-0-45, 50-0-50, 110. 220, 240.
Primary 240 volt.

Quantity prices and delivery on request
Air Link Transformers
Unit 6, The Maltings, Station Road,

Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Tel: 0279 724425
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[-CIRCUIT IDEAS
Programmable 1-15
minute timer
A crystal controlled 50Hz timebase forms
the reference in this timer but a mains
derived clock is equally suitable. Timing is
programmable in steps from one to fifteen
minutes.

Frequency division of the 50Hz signal,
ranging from 3000 to 45000, is performed by
a series -connected modulo -three counter
and a programmable divider in extended -
count mode. Binary switch settings from
0001 to 1111 produce a positive -going 60ms
output pulse at 1 to 15 minute intervals.
Timing starts when the push-button is re-
leased.
N.E. Evans
Department of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering
University of Ulster
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Wide range digital sinewave generator
Three integrated circuits produce a digital
sinewave generator with a frequency range
of 108:1. A resistor network shapes 32 -step
sinewaves from four counter bits so high and
low-pass filtering is not necessary. Wave
shape is changed by simply altering the
resistor values.

Input clock frequency is 32 times higher
than output frequency. Four hits of the

counter feed the resistor ladder either in
true or inverted form to give positive and
negative half cycles; state of the fifth counter
bit determines whether or not the four bits
are inverted by switching one input of each

exclusive -or gate.
Frantisek Michele
Brno
Czechoslovakia

Input
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03
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Reset Ci
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Vssr0V, Vdd °12 15V
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Output

High-speed
voltage follower gives
100mA output
Op -amps normally satisfy all the require-
ments for a voltage follower except speed. An
alternative to searching for a faster device is
to place a fast buffer in the op -amp feedback
loop. This increases speed while maintaining
the op -amp's accuracy.

The BUF-03 buffer is well suited to this
configuration. Its 100mA peak output re-
mains stable with any capacitive load where-
as the OP -07 requires a 500 decoupling
resistor for loads greater than 500pF.

Input signals of up to ± 10V feed the buffer
and op -amp non -inverting inputs. Gain
error of the buffer is reduced by feeding
op -amp output into its null terminal; voltage
divider R1.2 keeps op -amp output in its active
region.
Frantisek Michele
Brno
Czechoslovakia

Remote -sensing
room thermostat
l'his controller replaces the conventional
bimetallic heating thermostat to provide
remote temperature setting and led temper-
ature display. Extension of the circuit for
detection of average or minimum tempera -
t ure of several sensors is possible.

Existing wiring can be used to connect the
remote sensor (Analog Devices) to the
control/display unit located near the central -
heating controller. Thumbwheel switches
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CIRCUIT IDEAS
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set the temperature and the heating circuit
is switched by a relay: the switch comparator
provides around 0.5°C hysteresis. Range of
the voltmeter is 0-39°C.

Regulation of the 5V supply is important,
especially for the offset control and a -to -d
converter. Resistors with 2% tolerance will
give an error of better than 1%. To set the
circuit, measure sensor current (273pA at
0°C rising by WC) and adjust offset for
the correct display.

With appropriate adjustment of input -
stage gain, several sensors may be connected
in series to register the temperature of the
coldest, or in parallel to register average
temperature.
B.V.W. Isaacs
Plymouth

Port and bit allocations.

Port Status Bit
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

POA W Eprom address low
POO W sp Eprom address high
P0c W Vp control OE CE sp CLR JAM
Poo w PIO control

PIA W Time preset
Pie R/W Eprom data

Pic R sp sp sp sp sp sp sp PROG

PIP W PIO control

All output bits of port PIA and (potentially) Pic are set
low when the data direction P14 is reversed. Spare
lines are indicated by sp.

Pass -band
pilot filter
In frequency -division multiplexing, pass and
stop -band filters are used to split pilot
frequencies from telephone channels. Class-
ical solutions require differential transfor-
mers that are difficult to design, especially
for low frequencies.

We suggest this emitter -follower solution.
In the pass band, impedances Al2 have
different signs and attenuation ripple is

--50.3dB; in the stop band, the two impe-
dances have the same sign and attenuation is
?-40dB. Attenuation is
v.

e- =20log( fe)+20log(Z1+ Ro ) (Z2+ Ro)
out

/Ro(Z2- Z1).

yin

40k Rc 1k

Vcc

BCY78

Using this equation for a pass band within
f,±4Hz and stop band outside fc-±150Hz,
where f0=20kHz, gives an inductance of
1000H for quartz units Z12; parallel capaci-
tance is 20pF, loss resistance is 50k0 and the
two resonant frequencies are 19991 and
20005Hz respectively.

For narrower pass band and/or lower stop
band attenuation, use a trimmer capacitor
instead of Z2.
Laka Jovan
Beograd
Yugoslavia
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ADCOLA
THE ALL BRITISH SOLDERING EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURERS

K 4000 3/16"  4.75mm
DUAL TEMPERATURE
SOLDERING INSTRUMENT
(PERFECT FOR THE OCCASIONAL LARGE TERMINATION)

 350°C to 500°C

 3/16"  475mm ADIRON TIP
fitted standard

 full supporting tip range

 available in 24v or 240v AC

 FOR FULL DETAILS
on all ADCOLA equipment
contact Sales Department

ADCOLP\
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED Gauden Road London SW4 6LH
Telephone Sales (01) 622 0291 Telex 21 851 Adcola G

Sales Offices also at Bristol  Bournemouth Preston  Glasgow
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Z80  CONTROL  Z80
CARDM A STER CPU

 4/6 MHz 280 CPU

 CP IA compatible
 User transparent MULTI -TASKING

 Up to 32K EPROM 8, 16K RAM

 Watchdog crash protection

 RS232 8. RS422 Comms

 2' Z80a PIO (one uncommitted)
 On board bus buffering

_

Mr
R.::

-
I

i

Y .

i

 Power -on jump hardware

 Euro-card construction
NOW FROM £124 - VAT

CUB MICROCONTROLLER
 Z80 CPU
 4 , 280a PIO's (64 110 lines)
 Z80a CTC

,. ,,

 4K Battery backed RAM (2K sup.)

 4K EPROM (2K MCV2.0 sup.)

 Powerful monitor (MCV2.0)
 Eurocare construction

fe It

- .6. ,...
k ...... .,..

......=

NOW FROM £108 - VAT

STARBURST V1.31
A CROSS ASSEMBLER FOR

CMR16 NOW FROM
£199.00

CP/M80 covers four major
families of single chip uP's and

uC's
a 8048 inc. 8741/2 8748/9/50
 8051 inc. 8031/2 8751 8744
* 6801 inc. 6800/1/2/368701
* 6805 inc. 68705 63705

Bare PCB's Available

C/M CPU 28.50 25.65
C/M I/O 28.50 25.65
CUB 23.50 21.15
CMR16 40.00 36.00

Supplied with a complete set of
demonstration files.

STARBURST V1.31 £95.00
+ VAT

Requires Z80 CPU

Manuals on request

GNC ELECTRONICS
Little Lodge, Hopton Road.

Thelnetham, DISS IP22 1JN.
Tel: 0379 898313
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MINIM
FIELD ELECTRIC LTD. 115,t1MIIMI

3 Shenley Road, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 IAA. 01-953 6009
Official Orders/Overseas Enquiries Welcome/Order by phone or post. Open 6 days. haft
day Thursday. Please ring for C/P details not shown. Postal rates apply U.K. mainland

only. All test equipment carries warranty. All prices incl. 15% VAT 8 c/p unless stated

SPECIAL OFFER
TTL 7' Green Phosphor Monitor Chassis. 22MHz bandwidth 12V DC input new and boxed.
Complete with data, circuit diagram compatible to BBC. IBM computers, diagram supplied for
connection to BBC. 7511 comp video circuit supplied. £19.95 inc c/p.

Card No I 1 x 280A DMA. 1 x Z80A CPU. 1 x 08255 AC -5 in holders, 1 x 5MHz Xtal,
8x MB8264. 15+53, 1 x SN74198N various chips new ex -equip. £15.95.

Card No 2 1 x WD 1933B-01 in holder + 16 various chips. new ex -equip. £15.00.

Card No 3 1 x 8086. I x 3273AC 5 8255AC, 5 x 2.2 x 2732D, I x 8203 Iin holders. 7828 x 6
4464 Dynamic Ram 64K x 4 8 off. new ex -equip. £19.95

IDC Connectors 26 way. 270mm cable £220. IDC Connector 20 way 45mm cable £2.00. IDC
Connector 50 way to IDC card edge Connector 50 way 520mm cable £420. Cables have
connector on each end.

Marconi Sander VSWR Amp Mk III £75.00 c/p 6/5.

5V 20A SMPSU £18.00 5V 40A SM 125.00 Farnell SM +5V 10A +24V 4A + 12V
500MA-5V IA new data £27.75. Farnell SM I 2V 2 5A 5.38.00. Ultra small Farnell fan -cooled
SM +5V 10A, -5V IA + 12V 3A. -12V IA £32.00. I2V 10A SM £38.00. 12V 30A SM
£69.00. 12V 3A Linear £16.95 All PSU units are 240V input. Many more in stock.

Gould Advanced OSI 100A Dual Beam 30MHz Delayed Oscilloscope c/w manual £325.00.
Cossor CDU 150 35MHz Delayed Dual Beam Oscillscope c -w manual £195.00 Tek 545B
Oscilloscope from £46.00 buyer collects c/p can be arranged. Tek RM556 50MHz Dual
Beam Oscilloscope. Over 50 Display modes including dual beam display with one input 7ns
risetime £85.00. Accepts multitrace sampling and spectrum analyser plug ins. C/p please
ring.

Solartron 7055 Microprocessor Voltmeter £230.00 c/p please ring.

Solartron Metered PSU x 2 0-60V 0-1A 240V input £45.00 c /p 6.75.

SPECIAL OFFER
Disk drives l/2 height. full height. full height 40 Track single side ex -equipment £19.95
'/2 height 40 track 360K double side new £52.50. Full height 40 track double side
ex -equipment £25.50.

8" Winchester 10MB Hard Disk Drive. new and boxed. manual etc £75.00

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT & CARR/PACKING UNLESS STATED. SAVE TIME PHONE
YOUR ORDER FOR QUICK DELIVERY WITH ACCESS OR VISA CARDS
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UlCs LARGEST IN -STOCK RANGE OF INSTRUMENTS
FOR TRADE, EDUCATION AND INDUSTRY-
ALL STOCKS ON DISPLAY FOR CLLERS

COUNTERS

TIMERS I
ALL BENCH

MODELS

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
IR Rotary Pt

Push Button:
S Slide!

PIT305 1.'1 76
range plus

Hle test 10A
AC/DC 70 meg bun

0 5 IRI

KTIO 1131 range
incl 5 range

CAP 10A AC/DC 201hel

buzz 05% IRE
NTS0051'114 . digit A ',mgr. pLic Hff, 10A AC/DC

20meg 0 07',.PR
M3800 11 3) range

plus Hle 2OA
AC DC 70meg

05'y IR1

M36101'' 28 range
plus Hle ?OA

AC DC 20meg
0.3°. IRI

M35301 '1 28
range incl 5 range

LAP plus Me 151 AC/DC

0 5181
M4630 1*  1 4 d.git 30 range

mil CAP mrn data hold

Hi

FREQUENCY
COUNTERS

MET1013
720,240V AC 8 digit

MET600
LEC 0 IH/

MET1000
RESOLUTION

MET1 500
5my mm Sensilivity

TF2008 digit
LCD ban 200M11/

COUNTER/TIMERS
8 DIGIT LEO

0001111 RES
100MHZ 5mV seas

1

APPOLLO 10
STANDARD MODEL

APPOLLO 100
PLUS DISPLAY

NOLO RPM STOP

WATCH ETC

E

POCKET SIZE

INSTRUMENTS
'with casl.

case £3 CP I

IDigitals a [NM

7113V AC input

Stabilised variable

DC POWER
ouipul voltages

Direct

SUPPLIES
.nmer reading

volts and

243 0 '24 yobs
0,3 amps DC

2450, 24 ors 0.5 amps DC

1545,15 voles
0,4 amps DC

Also 138V DI
3 amps max

Fixed no mewl
0/3011 15A IC

with von meter

0/300,raps DC LCD display

£43.26
£56.26
£33.26

£13.00
£29.95

£150.00

£99.00
£126.00
£175.00
£199.00
£175.00

£219.00

£285.00

£37.00

£36.00

£83.00
£35.00
£43.00

£53.00

£77.00

M3650  130 range
incl Mt CAP

beg morn ?OA

AC 1:03,1R1
805013 15 range

AC DC volts 0
2A DC 2meg IS1

805781'1 70 range
10A AC  DC auto

range display hold

0 EP: IRI
Th1357 30 range

10A AC DC ?0 meg
05', 1R1

6010 78 range
10A AC DC zu meg

0 25'. Intl

7030 28 range
10A AC DC 70

meg 0 1 IPRI

5C1CIEC 1.134 range
incl CAP Hle

lerip etc 025°° IR1

OSCILLOSCOPES
(* with probes)

HAMEG ALL WITHCOMPONENT
TESTERS

IR x 10cm CRTI

*203/6 Dual 20MHZ

204/2 Dual
20MHZ  sweep delay

 205/ 2 Dual 20MHZ 
digial stove

605 Dual 50MHZ
 sweep delay

£314.00
£418.00
£527.00
£583.00

HUNG
CHANG 16 FLAT screen 6153.,

CRTI

£295.00
£399.00
£579.00
£399.00
£195.00
£199.00
£139.09

*620 Dual
20M111  corny test

*635 Dual 35M11/
sweep delay

*650 Dual 50MH/
sweep delay

*615 Dual 1
5MHZ Ban mains

IOMHZ

GcTMERN0AETNREDAcAN:03303SCTI5.11200115NNISH:eis track

131 TC200
LCR Digital cap

res ind meter LCD

161 81905
7 range digital

cap meter I CO IPB1

1cl TH301
Digital iemperaiure

meter with probe LCD

Id' 555 ?OW
to 15011X1

audio gener am

lel NOm6
1 5MH/ to

250MHI TR dip meter

III
NT50 7 range

digital CAP meter
ECO not 1

Igl 2030E1
27 range analogue

meter IDA AC
DC  Hle  cap

thl 5050E41
range F 11 m meter 0

A WOO meg elc

1.1
1 02BZ 19 range

miter 10A OC
231 V buzzer

10 meg

BENCH
DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
3 digit LCD IGO,.

Id A DC 100m 4
100m OHM con buzzer

oan operated
20A AC/BC

3225 025°, paw

£89.00

3210 True RMS
Version 0l

£119.00

Tm355 3
died LED  OA AC/DC 025'

Ban uperatedi
£85.00

Tm351 Lr.00r-onisoo
1m35f [coon

1'95 DU

MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

SECURITY

COMMUNICATIONS
PUBLIC ADDRESS

TOOLS

AUDIO/TV/VIDEO/COMPUTER

ACCESSORIES

SEE CATALOGUE

SCOPE ADD ON'S

T0201 200k
sampling storage

H165 Componenttester

0M358 Convert
to 8 channels

LA160 10 or 213M111 logic analyser

1E65.00
 £40.00
£59.50
C47.50
£43.04

£40.00
£37.90
£28.65
tf12.61

£195.00
£26.00

£179.00
Iron £395.00

£57.00
£19.96

£3t50
£39.00
£33.50
£39.50
£48.00

III 07
6MH1 logic probe

Ill CMOS bleeper

Al1 PFm200A
200MHZ LEO 8

digit f reg counter

III ST3000
3004 PAPS AC 5

range 0 500V
AC 4 ranges

1 hChm Res
clamp meter

1ml 501
Electronic insulation

Miler 500V OC
100 meg

6060 Digital power
meter ?Kw

411w True power
IDA AC DC 

vats LCD

11 /810 Scone
'inst probe kits

XI X10 250MH/
BNC

625 50MHZ
Yogic probe plus

logic pulser 05 400H1

SIGNAL SOURCES
AC 220/240V

operations

FUNCTION
SINI/SO/TR

ANGLE /TTL o/p

£110.00
£110.00
£160.00
£149.00

Jupiter 500 0 ILI to 50010r

TG101 0 02H1 10 ?ODOM/

16102 0 /HI to ;MHZ

Jupiter 2000
L2H1 to 2MI7

TV -VIDEO
PAL VHF/U111

55 6 6 53911/
m

JniND KB Sn'N o
our El Witt

GENERATORS
AG27 Sine

;quire OSC. 10H/
to I MHZ £140.00

L5617 10101(11/ Is
150MS/ Imax 450MH/1

Am

£125.00

31/2 DIGIT

UNLESS
STATED

 INCLUDES

CARRY

CASE

t WITH
CONTINUITY

BUZZER

£9.52
£75.00

£63.04
£11.50
£22.95

ORDER BY PHONE OR POST OR CALL IN

PRICES EXCLUDE UK VAT

CATALOGUES TRADE, EDUCATION, NDUSTRY
FREE ON WRITTEN REQUEST ON OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD OPEN DAYS

RETAIL, MAIL ORDER SEND SAE (min 12" x 9") WITH LIM STAMP UK. EXFURT £2.00 WEEK

TRADE, EDUCATION EXPORT AND ACCOUNT ENQUIRIES 01-258 1831. TELEX 298102 (TRANS G)

AUDIOELECTROnICS
ALSO AT HENRY's 404 EDGWARE RD. W2 01-724 0323

301 EDGWARE RD, LONDON W2 I BN 01-724 3564
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RAEDEK ELECTRONICS
102 PRIORY ROAD, SCRIBERS LANE, HALL GREEN, BIRMINGHAM B28 OTB, ENGLAND

Telex No 333500 CROSAL G

Li
A. Ar

"%.

Electron
AMPEREX Tubes AMPERITE

ELECTRONS

CETRON CTC Du MONT EIMAC

ELECTRONS GENERAL ELECTRIC GENALEX
ITT LITTON MACHLET T MULLARD

NATIONAL OMNI WAVE R C A RAYTHEON STC

AirSIEMENS SYLVANIA TELEFUNKEN THERMOSEN

VIC TOREEN VARIAN TUNGSOL BURROUGHS WESTINGHOUSE

lit 11

Ilk

Arr

MOTOROLA GENERAL ELECTRIC R.C.A. JOHNSON
AEROTRON QUINTRON REGENCY WILSON T R.W MSC

ACRIAN TOSHIBA NEC MITSUBISHI PHILIPS AMPEREX

R. F. Power Transistors

Tel 021-474 6000

R/F CERAMIC CAPACITORS

fI

6 ON IMPLY CA

FORTH INSTRUMENTATION

COMPUTER

.........0 .............

itirtioil 0

A powerful control computer based on the new Hitachi
6303Y and high level language Forth. 100mm x 72mm.
30K bytes RAM, 16K dictionary RAM/PROM, 256 bytes
EEPROM, 16K Forth. You can attach 64 key keyboard,
LCD and PC bus peripherals. Built in are interrupts,
multitasking, time of day clock, watchdog timer, full
screen editor and symbolic assembler. 32 parallel and two
serial ports. Single power supply and low power 3mA
operational mode.

1 off £194.95 including manual and non-volatile RAM.

TDS
9090

Triangle Digital Services Ltd
100a Wood Street, London E17 3HX
Telephone 01.520-0442 Telex 262284 (quote M0775
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HART - The Firm for QUALITY
LINSLEY-HOOD 300 SERIES AMPLIFIER KITS

Superb integrated MosFel amplifier kits with an unbeatable
pedigree: circuit design by John Linsley -Hood and engineering by
HAFIT.
Ultra easy assembly and set-up with sound quality to please the
most discerning listener. Ideal basis for any domestic sound systems
if quality matters to you. Buy the complete kit and save pounds off
the individual component price.
K300-35. 35 Watt. Discount price for Complete Kit. K300-45. 45 Watt. Discount price for Complete Ka.
RLH485. Reprints of Original Articles from 'HIFI News' £1.05 no VAT

LINSLEY-HOOD SUPER HIGH QUALITY AM/FM TUNER SYSTEM
Our very latest kit for the discerning enthusiast of quality sound and an exotic feast for lovers of
designs by John Linsley -Hood. A combination of his ultra high quality FM tuner and stereo decoder
described in "Electronics Today International" and the Synchrodyne AM receiver described in
-Wireless World". The complete unit is cased to match our 300 Series amplifiers. Novel circuit
features in the FM section include ready buillt pre -aligned front end, phase locked loop demodulator
with a response down to DC and advanced sample and hold stereo decoder together make a tuner
which sounds better than the best of the high-priced exotica but, thanks to HART engineering.
remains easy to build. The Synchrodyne section with it's selectable bandwidth provides the best
possible results from Lor g and Medium wave channels. so necessary in these days of split
programming. If you want the very best in real HiFi listening then this is the tuner for you. Since all
components are selected by the designer to give the very best sound this tuner is not cheap, but in
terms of it's sound it is incredible value for money. To cater for all needs four versions are available
with variations up to the top of the range full AM/FM model. with any unit being upgradeable at any
time. Send for our fully illustrated details.

HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS
Do your tapes lack treble! A worn head could be the problem. Tape
heads are constantly improving and fitting one of our latest
replacement heads could restore performance to better than new!
Standard mountings fit most decks and our TC1 Test Cassette will
make it easy to set the azimuth spot on. As we are the actual
importers you get prime parts at lowest prices. All our heads are
suitable for Dolby machines.

HC20 Permalloy Stereo Head. Good quality standard head fitted as original equipment on many
decks 07.66
HS16 Sendust Alloy Super Head. Quite simply the best. Longer life than permalloy. higher output
than ferrite, fantastic frequency response £14.86
H0551 4 -Track head for auto -reverse or quadrophonic use. Full specification record and play head

£14.60
Special Otter Stereo R/P Heads C2.49
4 -Track Auto -Reverse Play Head £3.50
HS9510 2/4 Stereo DC Erase Head £6.70
H0751E 4/4 Erase compatible with H0551 £39.70
Full data on these and other heads in our range are contained in our free list.

HART TRIPLE -PURPOSE TEST CASSETTE TC1
One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU (Dolby) level, head azimuth and
tape speed without test equipment. Vital when fitting new heads. Complete with instructions 04.66
Send for your FREE copy of our lists with full details of our complete range of Kits. Components.
PCBs, Cassette Heads and Decks: - Overseas please send 5 IRCs for Airmail Post.

Please add VAT to all prices. Postage on orders up to £'10 - 50p. F 10 to £49 -f 1 Over £50 - £1.50.

OIL ',01_

arc ELECTRONIC KITS LTD
1. Penylan Mill, Oswestry. Shropshire SY10 9AF
24 hr SALES LINE (0691) 652894 Please add VAT
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Hugh Pocock
Hugh Pocock was much more
than a name to me, for he en-
couraged me to write the first
DIY book for the wireless
amateur, published by the Wire-
less Press at Henrietta St in
1921. I never forgot the kindness
which he showed to everyone
with whom he came in contact,
and his staff worshipped him.
Alan Douglas.

Blood -pressure
control

I read with interest the Research
Note (July, 1987) concerning the
closed -loop control system for
blood pressure developed in Mel-
bourne. It may be of interest to
your readers that such a system
has been in use in Glasgow Royal

Infirmary Cardiothoracic Unit
for the past two years. An initial
assessment of our system con-
firmed the benefits of closed -
loop control and I enclose a
reprint of an initial study carried
out by our Department of Anaes-
thesia.

Our most recent development
is based on an Atari 520ST mic-
rocomputer and has the unique
advantage of requiring no in-
teraction with the keyboard. All
input is achieved with a mouse -
controlled arrow which the
nurse uses to select from several
options displayed on the screen.
Nurses are not skilled in using a
keyboard and we expect this fea-
ture to provide an important
benefit in the routine use of
computers in the clinical setting.
Gavin N.C. Kenny,
Department of Anaesthesia,
Glasgow Royal Infirmary,
Glasgow.

As a practising doctor and en-
gineer involved in Medical Re-
search I find the new improved
EWW very useful for keeping up
to date.

However, the article "Inten-
sive care -biofeedback" in Re-
search Notes (July 1987) high-
lights two problems which are
probably worse in medicine than
in most other disciplines - that
of keeping up to date with jour -

FEEDBACK

nals of one's own speciaity and of
scanning the literature of other
disciplines. There are approx-
imately 2000 medical journals in
the English language and prob-
ably 30 in which papers on clinic-
al biofeedback could have
appeared.

In fact, closed -loop control of
blood pressure has been done by
several groups in the past with
software protection against arte-
facts. The first paper published in
the UK was from the group at
King's College Hospital in Lon-
don using Simonsen and Weel
monitoring equipment, an Apple
11 microcomputer and an Imed
infusion pump with RS -232 re-
mote control. (Closed Loop Con-
trol of Vasoactive Drug Infusion
D.R. Potter, J.T.B. Moyle, R.J.
Lester and R.J. Ware. Anaesthe-
sia 1984 Vol 39 pages 670-677.)
John Moyle,
Consultant Anaesthetist and
Bioengineer,
Milton Keynes Hospital.
Mar

An oscilloscope
problem

Long, long ago, when computers
were young, I noticed a strange
thing about troubleshooting
glitches with an oscilloscope.

Displaying a culprit spike cal-
led for the fastest timebase, care-
ful trigger adjustment and high
intensity. Even so, the trace was
dim and hard to see. Quite often,
another person was unable to see
the problem waveform.

Then, a few years later, I read
with interest of some experi-
ments on briefly presented im-
ages at Edinburgh and else-
where. It turns out that some
people can discriminate details
of an image presented for mic-
roseconds, while others need
tens of microseconds. This
equipment is called a tachisto-
scope and is a favoured tool of
experimental psychologists.

Emotionally charged mate-
rial, it seems, can give rise to a
perceptual block which calls for
greatly extended presentation
time to ensure visibility. More
tendentiously, a relation has
been offered between measures
of intelligence and minimum
times for perception.

If valid, this approach offers
the long -sought 'culture -free'
testing mechanism which could
silence egalitarian concerns over
racial discrimination, which
have haunted the field of objec-
tive testing.

I went so far as to produce a
black box which could flash one
or two leds for a preset time and
noted the differing minimum
periods which subjects needed to
discern the test pattern. I visual-
ize the use of cheap and rapid
pre -employment vetting, as an
improvement on the time-
consuming IQ batteries that em-
ployers like IBM used to land
perhaps still do) use.

My enthusiasm waned when I
reviewed studies of IQ results of
university professors, successful
business people and some elec-
tricians. As you may have gues-
sed, the electricians usually won
the IQ tests, hands down.

So, acknowledging that suc-
cess in life has to do with persist-
ence, hard work and luck as
much as intelligence. I laid the
project aside.

But, when looking for an elu-
sive spike with an oscilloscope,
don't say you haven't been
warned. If all else fails, use a
logic analyser.
Brian Whatcott,
Gorland,
USA.

Eastern
promise

I recently came across the April
1987 issue of your magazine and
read it from cover to cover. In
particular, the editorial by Bob
Giddy intrigued me to the extent
that I was forced to reply.

The statement that the other
European multi -nationals must
give up some of their long -held
territory is a very pessimistic
statement. Why should the
others give up the territory? Un-
less the British can demonstrate
that they can take it over -well -
the statement remains a pious
hope!

Hawking British electronics to
the USA-why cannot the British
do it? The Germans are now
doing it quite successfully! Re-
minds me of the 1950s: the Brit-

ish cars came to Canada, with
lots of goodwill. But they refused
to consider Canadian conditions
and, within a few short years,
they were knocked out of the
market. It is a rare sight to see a
British car in Canada.

The British have a good record
for innovation and design, but
not for production! How true!
The cost of warranty repairs that
have to be done by Canadian
importers is staggering. We re-
cently imported an instrument,
which did not work. We checked,
found it had not been tested at
Canadian power voltage and fre-
quency, despite the manufactur-
er's statement. We shipped it
back twice before getting one
that worked!

The idea of a partnership be-
tween the UK as designers and
another country as fabricators is,
I'm sorry to say - strictly for the
birds! And a joint agreement
with Japanese rather late in the
day - I'd say! The third idea, of
joint ventures with the Comecon
- seems a little preposterous too!

My suggestion is that the in-
dustry should heed Margaret
Thatcher's advice. Get out on
your own. Britain can regain the
dominant position she has had in
science and industry. But Britain
should not ride on joint ven-
tures. She can do it on her own -
if she has to.
Harry H. Schwartz,
President,
Electrodesign,
Quebec.

Modern
physics

I was very disappointed by the
letter from Ivor Catt in the July
issue: I have enjoyed many of his
articles over the years. To use a
scale like "hard to soft" implies
some way of measuring position
on the scale like the Rockwell
test for the hardness of a mate-
rial. When applied to disciplines
of human knowledge I think that
the analogy is inappropriate:
they are not things to which a
one dimensional measure can be
applied. Also it has a pejorative
air to it, as Ivor Catt says, "In a
soft discipline, a model... is still
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of value even if it is imperfect,
flawed" (my emphasis). I think
that the only reasonable use of
the term "hard science" is to
describe those subjects where
the theories and facts have preci-
sion quantitative measures as a
dominant feature. Not all our
experience can be encompassed
by quantitative measures; if we
go to a play by Shakespeare we
may be interested in the statis-
tics of word frequencies, but our
experience of the play and sense
of the truth which we see in it is
not measured numerically or
topologically.

Vituperative comments about
careerist scientists adds nothing
but 'soft subjectivity' to the argu-
ment. I know the world of sci-
ence is just as full of self interest
and politics as any other, but let
us not mix up our frailties with
the significance of the science. I
hope that in any case we would
complain of a situation where
somebody loses a job because his
theory
theories are wrong in some way.
Of course some people lay them-
selves open to attack by present-
ing their ideas dogmatically to
start with, but in all areas of
human study we don't judge an
individual by the wrong theories
but by the contribution to the
evolution of the subject. Re-
member Newton's comment ab-
out seeing further by standing on
someone's shoulders.

Finally, the list. "Uncertain-
ty": a very unfortunate nomen-
clature for the Heisenberg prin-
ciple which is not uncertain at
all. "Dualism": although the
wave -particle model may seem
inelegant in its explanations of
systems in terms of the language
we have been using in science for
the past few hundred years, sure-
ly the prediction of the magnetic
moment of the electron to 1 part
in 1,000,000,000, as well as the
theory's effectiveness in atomic
physics in general, classifies it as
"hard". "Observer and observed":
this is one of many genuine
attempts to come to an under-
standing of what quantum
theory is about. It may not be the
right direction but it has been
analysed in quantitative detail.
"Relativity": I know that EWW
has much debate on this and
there are many competing mod -

FEEDBACK

els, but the E=mc2 which first
came from Special Relativity is
precisely shown in the atomic
bomb, and the bending of light is
predicted correctly in General
Relativity; these are hard
measurements, which may still
of course be consistent with
alternative models. "Statistics
and probability": thermodyna-
mics has worked for us precisely
for hundreds of years, yet it can
be derived from statistical
mechanics which brings with it
the possibility of calculating
some thermodynamic para-
meters from more fundamental
constants.

The only way science evolves is
by the open contribution of a
large community of people. I

believe that although the flesh is
weak, the spirit is willing, so let
us keep to specific criticism of
fact and not deal in subjective
innuendo. I might add that I am
a "hard" scientist with consider-
able misgivings about current
interpretations
theory and I argue consistently
for theoretical pluralism as the
best way to test our theories.
Robert D. Dyson,
Kidlington,
Oxfordshire.

Relativity
I would like to question the
version of Einstein's thought ex-
periments summarized by M.H.
Butterfield in the penultimate
paragraph of his February letter.

Einstein's symbols A and B are
two positions in the same sys-
tem, not as Butterfield assumes
abbreviations symbolizing an
observer in one system A, ex-
changing data with an observer
in another system B.

We can apply the rules gov-
erning the use of mathematical
models to Einstein's original
paper 'On the Electrodynamics
of Moving Bodies' (1905). Firstly,
find the problem, secondly, find
the model of the Moving Bodies
used to solve the problem, and
finally, judge whether the model
is realistic.

Einstein's problem. Clue:
"...the unsuccessful attempts to
discover any motion of the earth
relatively to the 'light

medium,'..." (Einstein's intro-
duction).

Einstein's model. Clue: Ein-
stein's first though experiment -
"Let a ray of light start at the 'A
time' tA from A towards B, let it at
the `B time' tB be reflected at B in
the direction of A, and arrive
again at A at the 'A time' tA".

This is a modified Michelson-
Morley experiment (MME), or
rather the arm of the experiment
headed directly into the ether
wind, Einstein's problem and
moving bodies. A is the position
of the angled mirror, a clock, an
observer, and the source of the
ray of light. B is the position of
the reflecting mirror, a clock and
an observer. Einstein's "rod to be
measured" is the distance be-
tween the mirrors and his
"measuring rod" is a tape -
measure. He defines his "station-
ary system" as "a system of co-
ordinates in which the equations
of Newtonian mechanics hold
good." This is a fictitious station-
ary Newtonian MME
nian time and space. (See N.
Rudakov's Fiction Stranger than
Truth.pp. 88-89.)

The first thought experiment
(TE) is performed in a stationary
Newtonian MME to synchronize
clocks fixed to the angled mirror
A and the reflecting mirror B. All
clocks are first synchronized in
pairs in a stationary Newtonian
MME. Symbols A and B identify
the positions of the mirrors,
clocks and observers in the first
and fifth TE's. Symbols r0 and rz
are substituted for position A and
r1 for position B in the last TE.
The moving clock and observer
are significantly absent from re-
flecting mirror r1. Time at r1 is
not r2 - r0 divided by two.

TEs Nos 2, 3 and 4 are all
performed in the same MME.
The MME is stationary during No
2, and moving at 30 km/s during
No 3, "operation (a)", and No 4,
"operation (b)". The distance be-
tween the mirrors is measured
with the same tape -measure dur-
ing TE's Nos 2 and 3. The same
solitary observer performs TEs
Nos 3 and 4. TE No 4 carries a
Mental Health Warning, THIS
GIBBERISH MAY DAMAGE
YOUR SANITY. Positions of arte-
facts are not identified by sym-
bols in these three TEs. Obser-
vers in a stationary Newtonian

MME do not exchange data with
observers in a moving MME.

Is the model realistic? Clue:
Art. 4 of his paper headed Physic-
al Meaning of the Equations...
After explaining by implication
that the transverse arm of the
MME is Newtonian and the other
arm is not, Einstein confirms his
conception of a realistic model.
"...we shall, however, find in
what follows, that the velocity of
light in our theory plays the part,
physically, of an infinitely great
velocity." In other words, light
acts instantaneously at a dis-
tance. The finite velocity of light
is an essential measureable
quantity in the Lorentz trans-
formation.

Lorentz's model does not
question L. Essen's measure-
ment of light's velocity. Ein-
stein's does, with a vengeance.
M.G. Wellard,
Kenley,
Surrey.

Time and space
I enjoyed reading Scott Murray's
article "If you want to know the
time . ." (December issue of
Wireless World, p.28) but sear-
ched in vain for the rider "ask a
relativistic policeman". Can it
really be that clocks at the pole
and at the equator can cooper-
ate to prove Einstein wrong?

Such a proposition is out-
rageous and I have it on good
authority. The editor of Physical
Review Letters has drawn my
attention to an experiment re-
ported by NASA. It appears that
in 1976 the NASA -SAO rocket -
borne redshift experiment
proved that the theory of relativ-
ity was correct and that over a
10,000km range from the Earth
light speed was the same in
opposite directions to within 3
parts in a billion. If this is true,
then, as an antirelativist, I am
defeated and Scott Murray
should hoist the white flage as
well. No longer can Wireless
World entertain us by encourag-
ing debate in this exciting arena
or 'relativity'.

It would indeed be sad if
Wireless World followed the ex-
ample of Applied Optics. The
editor of this journal, published
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by the American Institute of
Physics, had occasion to write at
p. 544 of the March 1977 issue:
'It was probably unwise for Ap-
plied Optics ever to have ven-
tured into the controversial area
of relativity theory (and the
various optical tests for it). In
that area even the experts carry
long swords and enjoy duelling
to the death. Unarmed editors of
applied journals would be well
advised to avoid that battelfield'.

It appears that NASA did send
a stable maser oscillator into
space to test relativity. As a
clock, it behaved as expected in
slowing down as it returned to
the stronger gravitational
potential in its descent. This is
just as Scott -Murray would pre-
dict. But what about the time
dilation effect due to motion?
Well, since relativity references
motion on the observer, the
speed of the rocket was refer-
enced on the Earth frame and
the time dilation terms were
small enough to be ignored. The
experiment performed by NASA
had such small residual error
that it could be said with confi-
dence that the radio signals sent
to the rocket travelled at the
same speed as those sent back
from the rocket. No evidence of
motion through the preferred
frame was found, and the range
was 10,000km.

Now, what is fascinating ab-
out this experiment is that it
was a major NASA project in-
volving numerous scientists and
aimed at testing relativity. It was
seen as an experiment to detect
motion through the aether, be-
sides testing the effects of grav-
ity. Yet, in the analysis the time
dilation was calculated as refer-
ence on the Earth frame, whilst
the resulting equation was used
to estimate motion relative to
the preferred frame. Could one
really credit such an error?
When the time dilation formula
is referenced on the preferred
frame the resulting equation
contains no terms which would
allow the anisotropy to be
tested. The effects cancel out
completely, making the test
completely inconsequential so
far as detecting our motion
through space is concerned.

Such is the arena of debate on
this question of relativity. The

FEEDBACK

Establishment scientist wants to
believe in relativity and no one
seems to question results which
support relativity. All the venom
is directed at those who seek the
truth and need convincing.

In conclusion, it is relevant to
mention that the so-called time
dilation formula has only been
tested for atoms and particles
moving at very high speeds,
speeds far in excess of any ex-
pected motion relative to the
preferred frame. The privileged
role of the relativistic observer
has not been tested in this
context.

The NASA reference men-
tioned above is to a paper by
Vessot and Levine, Gen. Rel. and
Gray.. la 181 (1979).
H. Aspden
Department of Electrical
Engineering
University of Southampton.

Class B
crossover
distortion

There appear to be many errors
in this article by E. Margan
(June 1987). While accepting
that the circuit is experimental
and not fully developed, I must
point out that it cannot function
in the non -switching Class -B
mode, since the bias voltage is a
fixed source. Sage Audio have
found, during the development
of their own amplifiers, that the
bias voltage must have com-
pliance - it must not be a
voltage source such as two
diodes or a V,, multiplier. This
is so that the upper transistor's
base may be left biased just
above Vu,, whilst the lower
transistor's base swings in-
creasingly negative when sup-
plying the negative output cur-
rent cycle. The bias must be
variable under signal control,
varying in exact opposition to
the increased volts drop across
the lower emitter resistor.

Examination of all the recent
Japanese n.s.b. circuits reveals
this to be so, with the exception
of Technics, who use a simpli-
fied Peter Blomley design. This
is not a true n.s.b. system, but
simply transfers the crossover
region switching to an earlier

OR4

Output line

Fig.1. Simplified Blomley amplifier in which Tr12 alternately
switch on and off but in which Tr3.4 remain conducting due to R3.

Both circuits feature a fixed voltgesource bias; hence, some part
of the circuit must switch if lout is to exceed I,. A true n.s.b. system
must include a dynamic variable bias working in opposite
direction to the drive, giving bias voltage compliance.

section of the amplifier: the
output transistors are then
biased continuously on with a
small standing current via a
resistor from the opposite supp-
ly, the driver transistors then
being allowed to switch. Tech-
nics use the same idea, but
replace the switching drivers
with switching diodes. A

skeleton diagram of the Blomley
amplifier is in Fig.1, showing a
fixed voltage, which means that
something (in this case the driv-
ers) must switch. Mr Margan's
circuit is a failed attempt to
develop the Blomley system
further. I fear he has misinter-
preted the Blomley compound
output transistor configuration.
For simplicity the skeleton dia-
grams for each system have
been drawn with the same out-
put configuration. It is clear
that the Blomley amplifier driv-
ers in Fig.1 are alternately
switched on and off in driving
the output transistors. However,
with a fixed trickle current via
R3, the output transistors will
remain conducting. This is only
part way towards non -switching
- driver -transistor switching
pulses are still detectable, but

Fig.2. Skeleton circuit of the
Margan amplifier. This is very
similar to the Blomley design.
although the Blomley system
does leave each output transis-
tor permanently conducting,
while allowing the drivers to
switch off.

much smaller due to lower stor-
age charge in the smaller driver
transistors.

In Mr Margan's circuit, the
bias compliance offered is en-
tirely due to R4.5. This is better
than standard Class AB. but is
not a totally non -switching cir-
cuit.
Les Sage,
Sage Audio,
Bingley, Yorkshire
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Logic, intention and sexual
equality

Will 'equality of the sexes' bring about the demise of
intentional logic symbols or will traditional values and

teaching prevail? First, we must recognise the problem.

The abstract world of electronic logic has
no obvious connection with sex, but
there are two sexes and there are two

logic levels and, as I will show. the analogy is
useful in considering mental attitudes and the
way we think. The purpose of this article is to
examine two different approaches to logic
design and the fundamental attitudes which
produce them. It will also clarify the reason
for the conflict between, those who consider
that the adoption of intentional logic symbols
is the only way of putting meaning into logic
diagrams, while others see the same logic
symbols as utterly pointless.

I am not concerned with the wider mathe-
matical subject of logic. The study of logical
reasoning expressed in mathematical form
has no doubt provided the prototype which in
turn provided some of our terminology and
has influenced the formulation of teaching
methods. I am interested only in the concep-
tional process used by practical engineers in
designing circuits and in describing the cir-
cuits they have designed.

It is clear from talking with other engineers
that some, like myself, abandoned the classic
approach which they may have been taught,
either completely or partially in favour of what
I will describe as the alternative approach.
This brings them in conflict with those who
continue to think in the classical manner.
Both sets of devotees seem unaware of the
nature of their differences, let alone analysed
its cause. The difference could not be more
fundamental. It is whether you accord to logic
1 and 0 the equivalent of sexual equality or
whether you consider 1 to be the dominant
and 0 the subservient sex.

THE CLASSICAL VIEW

The classical view is strictly sexist. The logic 1
is the assertive, active, true state. The logic 0
merely indicates that the 1 is not present.
From this standpoint and- and or -functions
are described purely in terms of logic 1:

If A & B & C = 1, the output = 1

If A or B or C = 1, the output = 1.

The and -function is likened to multiplication,
and the or -function to addition:

1.1.1 = 1 and 1+0+0 = 1,

from which follows identities such as

A.(B+C) = A.B + A.C.

This reinforces the essential difference be-
tween and and or. In mathematics it is always

J.E. KENNAUCH

clear whether you are multiplying or adding.
Confusing the two would be disastrous so in
the classical view they must be distinguished
one from another. The question as to which is
taking place is a necessary and valid one.

In practical terms we have two voltage
levels designated HI and LO. As LO is usually
near to OV it seems tidy to make HI = 1 and
LO = 0. This would be fine if the engineer
could choose hardware to exactly match his or
her mental concept. If this simple approach is
adopted then the truth table of an inverter is

Input Output

1 0

0

This may seem straightforward enough but to
the classical view it just cannot be. Logic 1 is
the true, assertive state. A gate cannot simply
swallow it, never to appear again, neither can
it create one where previously one did not
exist.

Something has to give and it is the simplis-
tic concept of HI = 1 which has to go. An
assertive state is an assertive state, and if an
assertive state enters an inverter, an assertive
state must leave. Hence the classical approach
leads to the following truth tables for the
inverter

Input Output

1 (HI=1) 1 (L0.1)
0 (HI=1) 0(L0=1)

1 (1.0=1) 1 (HI=1)

0 (1.0=1) 0(-11.1)

Symbol

There are two truth tables requiring two logic
symbols, depending on whether the assertive
state (logic 1) is HI or LO at the input. In the
real world nand and nor gates predominate so
engineers have to live with inversions at every
gate. Those who stick with the classical
approach overcome the problem by the use of
intentional logic symbols. I recommend read-
ers unfamiliar with them to study the article
'Mixed logic' by M.B. Butler, Wireless World
July 1983, which is quite comprehensive.

Essentially there is no such thing as a logic
inversion, merely a change from positive logic
(H1=1) to negative logic (L0=1) or vice versa.
What makes this complicated is that if a gate
performs an and -function in positive logic, it
will perform as an or -gate for negative logic
and vice versa. Intentional logic symbols allow
you to describe the functions of a gate at every
point in the circuit and whether the function
occurs in positive or negative convention.

Although the symbols allow the mainte-
nance of intellectual integrity, it is at a price.
There are at least twice as many symbols
needed, two physically identical gates may
have different symbols and because of the
process of Boolean rationalisation, a single
line may be assertive HI to one input and
assertive LO to another, requiring the use of a
symbol with no physical counterpart.

To summarise, the factors which epitomize
the classical view are that 1 and 0 have
unequal significance and that and and or are
essentially different. The alternative view re-
jects both of these concepts.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

In the classical approach, the logic 1 is the
assertive state. There is no question of sexual
equality and yet 1 has no meaning without 0.
In my experience the thing which invariably
catches new engineers is the open -circuit
input. for it seems reasonable that if you
connect nothing to an input, you cannot be
asserting it. They soon learn that unused
inputs must be tied either to logic 1 or to logic
0 and that a connection to logic 0 is just as
important as that to logic 1.

Now consider a simple switch. If one was to
ask whether a particular switch in a system is
primarily intended for switching something
on or off, then one's sanity would be put in
question. Switches do not perform two inde-
pendent functions called 'on' and 'off: they
perform a composite on/off function. The only
reason for putting one in circuit is that
sometimes you want them 'on' and sometimes
'off.

Now consider the following two definitions:

A switch is on if and only if it is up; it follows
therefore that if it is down it is off.

A gate gives out a 1 if and only if A and B and
C = 0; it follows therefore that if A or B or C
= 1 it gives out a 0.

The similarity is obvious. Just as a switch
performs a composite on/off function so a gate
(in this case a so-called nor gate) performs a
composite and/or function just as it was
meaningless in the case of the switch to ask
whether it is primarily for switching on or off,
so it is meaningless to ask whether the gate is
intended to perform an and or an or function.
The answer is that it performs both just as
with the switch. Every time this gate gives out
a 1 it is because A and B and C = 0, it is
performing an and -function. Every time it
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gives out a 0 it is because A or B or C = 1, it is
performing an or -function. Both functions
are necessary otherwise there would be no
point in putting the gate in circuit. The and/or
functions are no longer separate but are
alternative descriptions of the same composite
function. and this is a direct result of accord-
ing equal status to 1 and 0.

In describing the conventional view the
essential difference between and and or was
highlighted by comparison with add and
multiply. Whereas

A.(B+Cl= (A.B)+1A+C)

seems to indicate the truth of this, the
following equation which is equally true,
raises doubts

A-i-(B.C)=IA+B).(A+C).

If the same equations are written using
another convention

A n (B u c)=(An 13) U (A n C)
A u (B n C)=(A B)fl (A U C)

then it is obvious that 'and' and 'or' are no
longer as different as multiply and add. They
are merely two sides of the same coin. mirror
images if you like.

Using this concept we can tie HI=1 and
LO=O permanently. We need half as many
symbols each of which ties up on a one-to-one
basis with its physcal configuration and the
inverter is a valid concept in that it mererly
changes one logic state to the other of equal
significance.

The assertive state plays no part in the
mental process, both states being equally
assertive. If 1 enables, 0 disables, the input is
an enable/disable. If 1 lets the signal through,
0 blocks it. After all, which is more assertive, a
red traffic light or a green? I want to stop the
traffic - assert red. I want the traffic to move -
assert green. The unanimous decision of a
jury deprives a man of his freedom (and
function). A man's rights are protected by a
single jury man refusing to condemn (or
function). Which is more assertive, to vote
guilty or refuse to vote guilty? Hence, even
away from the completely artificial realm of
electronics logic, the concept of assertive state
is difficult to justify.

To the classical thinker there is no such
thing as a toggle switch: all switches are
biased one way or the other. So it is reasonable
to ask whether a switch is for switching on
(biased off) or for switching off (biased on).

It is clear from reading past contributors of
Wireless World that while both thought pro-
cesses are evident, the people concerned may
not be aware of the difference. M.B. Butler, in
his article entitled 'Mixed logic' ( WW July
1983) states: "Classical logic synthesis proce-
dures tend to generate unreadable circuit
schematics". He has a genuine problem. He
designs circuits using concepts which are not
physically realisable (at least not economical-
ly). He then uses Boolean algebra to convert
the circuit into a realisable form. During this
process many of his concepts disappear. He
can no longer understand how the circuit
works. He cannot now produce a circuit
description which describes the physical cir-
cuit. His solution is the use of intentional
logic symbols with which he can, to a fair
degree. redraw the circuit in such a way that it

again bears some resemblance to his original
intention.

Ian Kampel on' the other hand is an
alternative thinker but probably doesn't know
it. Faced with producing an article to explain
the new British standard logic symbols ('The
new logic symbols' WW March 1985), he is
clearly in great difficulty to understand why
anyone should want to confuse the isue by
using a negative logic convention. The best he
can come up with is "The only real justifica-
tion in using a negative logic convention is
where a negative supply is used for logic
devices". He notes that if polarity indicators
are used, negation symbols disappear, but
seems confused as to why anyone should want
to use them in desperation, suggesting that
they form an elegant solution "...at the inter-
face between two manufacturers equiment"
(one using a negative supply perhaps).

I fully sympathize with Ian Kampel. Until I
analysed the problem I considered my mental
process to be the norm and couldn't under-
stand why any sane person would wish to
make life so complicated. It was a surprise to
me therefore when my analysis indicated that
classical thinking was not on my side.

It must be more efficient and result in a
more economical design if a designer thinks
directly in terms of the actual devices he has at
his disposal, rather than first think in terms of
hypothetical devices and translate into the
available hardware. Something is bound to get
lost in translation. In any case, when actually
involved in design, one not only has to take
into account the range of devices available,
but also the fact (say) that you have used one
gate of a three -input nor gate and therefore
have two left within the package.

There is a further reason for keeping as
close to the hardware as possible. Consider the
circuits shown, column 3. They are Boolean
equivalents and yet the waveform from Fig.1
is guaranteed glitch -free, whereas that of
Fig.2 is not.

An engineer who thinks directly in terms of
the hardware has no difficulty in describing
how the circuit works in his or her terms. It
would however be impossible to describe the
circuit using intentional logic symbols as they
describe a thought process which has not
taken place.

One can take the alternative approach a
stage further. Having established that both
nand and nor -gates perform a composite
and/or function there is a choice as to one's
mental image of them.

There is only one unique combination of
inputs (all ones) which will give a 0 out of a
nand -gate and several which will give a 1.
Likewise, there is only one unique combina-
tion of inputs which will give 1 out of a nor
gate (all zeros) and several which will give a
zero. If we describe this as the unique state
then I find it easier when checking my design,
analysing someone elses, or fault finding, to
simply ask at each gate "is the unique state
present?" Instead of thinking of the nand and
nor as being nand/nor and nor/nand respec-
tively I think of them as nand/nor and nand/
nor.

It was this thinking which lead to my
suggestion of the truth -table logic symbols
(WW letters Oct 1981). I apologise for not
furnishing them with the intellectual

Fig.L An example of a circuit which gives a
glitci-free output at B.

Potential glitc

Fig2. This Boolean equivalent of Figure 3
circuit may produce a glitch at B.

Conventional
rame

Truth
Input

table
Output Symbol

AND
11

11)
All .)1

Else 0

0 R
01

1 111)

All =10

Else

NAND
01

ID
All =11

El se 1

NOR IIAll = 1_0_11

Else 0

E XOR
Not equal 1

110Else 0

Not equal 0
EXNOR

Else 1

Truth table logic symbols first suggested by
the author in 1981 are an extension of the
alternative approach discussed.

justification for that suggestion until now.
I wish to stress that I have not invented a

revolutionary new way of looking at logic
circuits. On the contrary. I believe that it is the
way used by a majority of the engineers who
make their living designing logic circuits. My
function has been merely to analyse it so that
the nature of the problem can he understood.

John Kennaugh, B.Sc(Hons) works as a de-
sign consultant in Cornwall. Previously he
was R Sc D manager of Tektel, designing v.h.f.
and underwater communication equipment.
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Privatization of the radio
spectrum

The study for DTI by CSP International, on whiei we
reported in our July issue, was supposed to consider the

practicality of spectrum pricing. The report proposes
radical deregulation, which was not explicit in the brief.

In 1983 the Merriman Report concluded
that, for the future, regulatory proce-
dures for licensing radio transmissions

would have to include some capability for
the making of value judgements, since de-
mand may often exceed supply. But it did not
say how that could be done. The authors had
looked at a proposal from the Department of
Transport (DTp) for a spectrum renting
system and at other proposals for 'spectrum
pricing', as it is called, and they thought "it
may well be impracticable", but they recom-
mended that, if the matter was to be further
pursued, a feasibility study should be com-
missioned. Two years later, the Department
of Trade and Industry commissioned such a
study by CSP International, which has re-
ported in March of this year - nearly four
years after Merriman reported - under the
title 'Deregulation of the radio spectrum in
the UK'. Privatization of the radio spectrum'
would be a more descriptive title.

The change of emphasis from pricing to
deregulation is significant. It hails two ma-
jor departures from the original proposal
from DTp. The first is to restrict the scope of
the study, and so the scope of the pricing
system, to civil uses of the spectrum (in
other words MoD is to be let off again) and
then to exempt television broadcasting as
well, leaving only a rump of smaller users in
the pricing system. The second is to allow
revenue maximization to become the guid-
ing principle in pricing the spectrum instead
of the principle of matching the demand to
the supply.

BENEFITS OF PRICING WILL BE
UNDERMINED

One may argue about whether spectrum
renting or pricing is necessary (which it is
not unless Merriman was right about de-
mand often exceeding supply) or practicable
or consonant with the British way of life. But
what is certain is that the benefits of the
price mechanism (see the box) will be
seriously underminedif the largest users are
exempt. Moreover, the leverage of the
mechanisms now recommended, which will
be increased by thus restricting its applica-
tion, will distort the decisions of the paying
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users to the detriment of the whole economy
if the fulcrum of revenue maximization is
allowed to be inserted under it.

As well as the television and MoD giants,
the police and fire services are to be ex-
empted from at least the first and second
rounds of Spectrum Management Licensing,
by which spectrum pricing is to be selective-
ly introduced. No reason is given for these
two exemptions or the exemption of MoD, so

one is left to guess what may be the instincts
of the authors and recipients of the report.

The instinct to exempt the police and fire
services probably arises from a sub-
concious, ill-considered dislike of the price
mechanism as a sordid thing which has to be
tolerated in industry and commerce but
ought not to affect the provision of our
vitally important 'safety -of -life' services.
That is nonsense and even the report rebuts

'What's this 'spectrum pricing' then, boss?'
"Well, it's to do with market forces and competition, y'know."
"Oh, all that jazz! So con we bring in deregulation?'
"Why not? Sounds great. Make that the main theme, Joe."
"On way, boss!"
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What are 'The Price Mechanism' and 'Trade-off Calculations'

Whenever the price of something affects the quantity which you decide to buy or use, the
price mechanism is at work. Sometimes it is simple: you buy only 2Ibs of apples this week
instead of 3lbs. although you like apples, because the price has gone up. On other occasions,
especially in professional and commercial life. the mechanism is more complicated: you
decide to move you office 150 miles, although the rent will be higher at the new site, because
you expect to save more than that difference in transport and telephone costs and you hope
to get some expert staff more easily at the new place. In that case the sums you did with rents,
transport and telephone costs and your valuation of that expertise are known as trade-off
calculations.

Together, we make billions of such decisions every week and cumulatively they both
propel and direct the whole economy with an efficiency which no other mechanism can hope
to emulate, for two reasons. Firstly the sum of all our decisions feeds back onto the price of
apples (or offices) and thereby shares them out to users who value them most highly.
Secondly, only you have the essential data for your decisions - how fond you are of apples
and whether you are expecting visitors, or the amounts of your transport and telephone bills
and the true worth of those experts. Consequently resource allocations which result from the
operation of the price mechanism are effectively derived from a vast mass of essential
information which is left out of account in any other method.

it to some extent (on page 132), but the
argument is not carried through. These
services require and pay for a large range of
equipment and materials. They also pay
salaries and provide job security, which are
at least enough to retain their work forces,
and they trade off the costs of equipment and
materials against each other and against the
cost of personnel like any other employer.
This commercial environment is generally
beneficial to those services and raises their
standards, compared with countries where
the price mechanism is suppressed. Having
to pay for spectrum would not undermine
their ability to chase criminals and put out
fires any more than having to pay for police
cars and fire engines.

NATIONAL SECURITY IN A NEW
LIGHT

MoD relies on the mystery of national
security to keep its immense allocations. But
the armed forces do not get their tanks and
aeroplanes and nuclear weapons without
payment. On a much large scale they operate
in just the same way as the police and fire
services, and they benefit from the price
mechanism to a correspondingly greater
extent. In particular they have to pay for
telegraph and telephone lines and their
engineers trade off the cost of additional
lines against the cost of more elaborate
equipment, which would reduce the cost of
the lines, like any other user. Whenever they
have the choice between radio and land
lines, other things being equal, they must of
course choose radio because not having to
pay for the spectrum makes radio cheaper.
They would be falling down on their jobs if
they did not do so. Theirs is not to try and
guess the value of spectrum to other users,
but to make the maximum use of a resource
which comes free of charge.

As long as would-be users have to justify
their applications for spectrum in terms of
the detailed purposes for which they will use
it, MoD can legitimately argue that its
detailed purposes are secret and so its ap-
plications must be taken on trust. But if the
armed forces are now told that they can have
all that spectrum and they need not say what
they want it for in detail - or at least not
publicly - but that now they must pay for it,

then the national security argument becom-
es irrelevant and there is no other legitimate
reason for treating MoD any differently from
any other user. That radical change in the
status of MoD, if a thorough -going
spectrum -pricing system were brought in
seems not to have occurred to CSP Interna-
tional, or perhaps it did not occur to the
officials who drew up CSP's terms of refer-
ence - or possibly they were simply deter-
mined to exempt the MoD allocation from
any reform.

The television broadcasters rely on the
assumed unpopularity of a 'spectrum tax', as
it would probably be called - and that would
not be a bad description. But public percep-
tions are not immutable. People can be
voluntarily persuaded of the need for change
if the case is explained with clarity. The
report points out (page 142) that present
management procedures can accommodate
without difficulty the numbers of television
channels allowed under the present Govern-
ment policy for tv. But that is not a good
enough reason to exempt television broad-
casters and their engineers from the disci-
pline of the price mechanism. If broadcast-
ing policy were to come under review, as it
might for reasons unconnected with spec-
trum management, the participation of tv
broadcasting, including the BBC and the IBA
contractors, in a spectrum pricing system
would provide highly pertinent estimates of
the scarcity value (or opportunity cost in the
economic jargon) of the spectrum which
would be taken up or released by any
proposed changes.

Meanwhile, even under the present policy.
some research engineers at an IEE confer-
ence a few years ago estimated informally
that they could reduce the bandwidth of a
colour tv channel from 8 MHz to 6 MHz
without any loss of quality, but it would be
"enormously expensive". Of course they had
given no serious thought to the cost, nor to
the scope for or cost of much smaller
reductions which would nevertheless be
highly priced by p.m.r. applicants who have
been waiting for assignments in vain for
years, or given up waiting years ago. But
no-one can foretell how ingenious engineers
can be until they have reason to give their
minds to a problem.

If these public bodies had to pay rent for

spectrum which they have previously had
without payment, they would of course need
a Government grant, or additional grant, to
recompense them for those payments. So
initially there would be a circulation of funds
from the Treasury to the public body and
back to the Treasury via the spectrum
renting authority, which might seem rather
pointless. But there is a very important
point. After the initial running -in period, the
'spectrum' earmarks would have to be re-
moved from the grants and the grants
incorporated into the budgets of the public
bodies, which would thereafter be subject to
only the general reviews of funding which
public bodies must undergo from time to
time. So the public bodies would start from a
position of no net change and then have the
inducement to economise by using less
spectrum.

WHY THE GIANTS MUST BE
INCLUDED

The reason for insisting on the inclusion of
the large users in a pricing system is that a
system which applies only to small users will
induce them to restrict their bandwidths
'uneconomically' - in the sense that the
exempted users could make equal or larger
savings of spectrum at less cost but have no
inducement to do so. That is the consequ-
ence of the trade-off calculations by which
paying and non-paying users of any resource
habitually decided how much of it they need.
So much is explained in one of the references
in the report's eight -page literature review of
spectrum management from an economic
standpoint. In fact, all the foregoing argu-
ments have been rehearsed on previous
occasions - and more than once - but the
report has ignored them.

Turning to the other major departure
from the original proposal, i.e. the substitu-
tion of revenue maximization for demand/
supply matching as the guiding principle,
chapter 3 of the report talks vaguely about "a
huge number of market -oriented mechan-
isms for spectrum management" but it
presents only two such mechanisms "in
order to make the review of the alternatives
simpler" and then confines its analysis to
those two, namely delegation to private -
sector organizations and one method of
direct pricing by the DTI Radiocommunica-
tions Division (RD). The analysis exposes
some difficulties RD would have in auction-
ing the spectrum and concludes immediate-
ly that spectrum management by private
sector organizations is "likely to be su-
perior".

THE INDUCEMENTS TO COMPETE
WILL BE TOO WEAK

Proceeding from that conclusion and from a
tacit, but false, assumption that competition
is necessary on both the buying and selling
sides of the spectrum market, chapter 9
proposes to award spectrum management
licences to a limited number of Frequency
Planning Organizations (FPOs) in the pri-
vate sector. However, neither these FPOs
nor the existing users, such as the Joint
Radio Committee in the p.m.r. bands, will
have to pay for the scarcity value of the
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spectrum which they manage or use them-
selves; they will only pay a fee to reimburse
RD's expenses. But they will be allowed to
charge their users as much as they can get.
So they will reap the scarcity value of the
spectrum themselves, without having to
pass it back to the original owners, the
general public - a remarkable example of
privatization by gift!

The authors of the report take the view
that the market pressures generated by these
arrangements will compel the FPOs to com-
pete for the users' custom. But they omit to
mention that the two main inducements to
compete in a genuinely unrestricted market
are the lure of expanding one's operations
and profits by invading one's competitor's
territory and the fear that one's competitors
will invade one's own territory and force one
to contract and perhaps go out of business.
Those inducements will not feature in this
market, which is really artifically restricted.
Territorial invasion will be against the rules.

In theory there might be some residual
competitive pressures, especially if Merri-
man turns out to have been wrong and
demand does not often exceed supply. Then
the would-be users will be free to shop
around and get the best bargain. But in that
case there will be no justification for pricing
the spectrum in the first place and there was
no need to commission this study or the
Merriman Review or the numerous studies
and reports which preceded it.

THE REALITIES OF SPECTRUM
SHORTAGE

Indeed, chapter 9 of the report goes so far as
to assert that there is no prospect of a
general spectrum shortage for the foresee-
able future - say the next 10 or 20 years,
although there will be local pockets of
scarcity. But the authors are using the word
shortage in a special technical sense, not the
ordinary sense. Some technical restrictions
on radio transmissions there must always be
to prevent or minimize interference, like the
rule of the road to prevent or minimize road
accidents. But there comes a point where the
cost of complying with ever more stringent
technical restrictions and the concomitant
delays in squeezing successive batches of
users into ever more elaborate patterns
effectively exclude large numbers of users
altogether. That point was reached many
years ago, when the waiting list for car
telephones and other p.m.r. applications
stretched into thousands and into years of
waiting.

The parameters of a spectrum
rentin : tariff

The six parameters on which the author
suggested the rent of every user should be
calculated. without regard to the user's
purposes. were:

bandwidth

position in the spectrum (carrier frequency)
effective power

geographical location
direction(s) of transmission
duration of the licence.

Cellular radio is the current technical
solution to that problem but it is no critic-
ism of cellular radio to point out that it
confirms the existence of a spectrum shor-
tage. Cellular radio is too expensive for
thousands of would-be users, who would be
delighted to have the much cheaper car
telephones enjoyed by some motorists in the
old days, if there was really no shortage of
spectrum in the v.h.f. bands. Perhaps cellu-
lar radio makes more economic use of the
spectrum than the other uses which were
denied or delayed to get it started, although
denying the competing systems access to the
public telephone network for no better
reason than to give cellular radio a leg up
casts some doubt on that proposition. But
nobody can know because the value of the
spectrum did not enter the calculations.

It is that kind of shortage which necessi-
tates value judgements and there is every
prospect of a general spectrum shortage in
that sense throughout the next 10 or 20
years and beyond. Merriman was right and in
that situation the pressures on the FPOs to
compete will be absent or slight. So is
spectrum pricing doomed to failure or have
the consultants or the steering group missed
their way in the dark? Well neither; they
have merely averted their gaze from the
solution which was served up to them almost
on a plate at the start of this study.

WHY NOT THE SIMPLE APPROACH?

'Market -oriented' is a buzz -phrase and it is
potentially misleading. If it means anything.
there is not really a huge number of market -
oriented mechanisms for spectrum manage-
ment but there are more than two which are
worth attention if you count different
method of pricing as different mechanisms.
Civil servants naturally favour auctions,
perhaps because they place no responsibility
on the auctioneer for the eventual price, but
these are cumbersome method of buying
and selling and they are not much used by
ordinary people. For things like apples and
cars and even houses, the normal method is
simply to move the price up or down until
the demand matches the supply as nearly as
possible.

A simple method like that was presented
to Merriman in one of the papers referred to
in the literature review, and it was subse-
quently enlarged upon in an IEE paper in
1985, wherein the parameters of a suitable
tariff were explained (see the box). But the
precis in the literature review has cut out
that part of the proposal to Merriman and it
does not list the IEE paper.

Such a system of direct pricing by a
central public authority would not preclude
privatization of the spectrum, or part of it.
There might well be room for spectrum
management licencees, who would lease
large blocks of spectrum from the authority,
relieve RD of much of the burden and cost of
detailed assignments, exercise their superior
ingenuity in slicing up their blocks more
cleverly than RD or their competitors and
sub- et them piecemeal to the ultimate
users. Spectrum management licencees
might even become the only source of
spectrum for small users, but the licencees
should pay the going rate for the scarcity
value of their blocks. Otherwise they will
prosper, not by skill and enterprise but by
squatting on a scarce public resource.

Whether or not one likes the general
principle of spectrum pricing, which is like
urban road pricing in some respects (in both
cases the other options are draconian res-
trictions on access, or congestion and in-
terference), the practical problems of intro-
ducing a central renting system are much
smaller than they have been blown up to be.
The obvious way is to retain a central
organization, but in a slimmer form with
different instructions. The participants
should continue to deal with the technical
questions which they have been accustomed
to address and continue with the technical
classifications of the users in so far as they
affect their sensitivity to interference and
the means of reducing it.

But the renting authority should be blind
to the concerns of the users (commercial or
social, industrial or trivial, military or civil)
and they should attempt no value judge-
ments, objective or subjective. Instead they
should begin as soon as possible to charge all
users rents, calculated at published rates on
published parameters or spectrum usage, so
that the users and the intermediate spec-
trum management licencees, if any, can
understand all the calculations and tailor
their applications to their own best advan-
tage. The rents should then be gradually
increased until there is an approximate
balance between the demand for spectrum
and its supply in all bands and all geo-
graphical locations. The only exceptions
should be users who are in direct commer-
cial competition with foreign concerns
which do not have to pay for spectrum under
international agreements.

By refusing to examine, or even mention,
that kind of straightforward approach, the
authors of this 'Deregulation' report have
muddied the waters of spectrum manage-
ment yet again and put back the realisation
of the full benefits of radio communications
for several more years.

David Rudd, Ph.D., F.LE.E.. M.LMech.E.. is
a consultant engineer and economist. He
gave a lecture on 'A renting system for radio
spectrum' to the IEE in October. 1985 and it
was published in Part A of the IEE Proceed-
ings in January, 1986. At that time and until
he retired, he was in the Department of
Transport, but he was not concerned with
the CSP study. His views are therefore
entirely his own and not those of any
government department.
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IMAGE -10
HIGH PERFORMANCE SINGLE BOARD GRAPHICS COMPUTER

High performance? they all say that.
Ah yes, but. . . .

Image -10 has three 16 bit processors working
concurrently for dazzling speed
and
Image -10 has a resolution of 768 by
576 pixels for intricate detail
and
Image -10 has 256 on -screen colours giving
photographic quality.
In fact Image -10 has all of the
refinements asked of graphics intensive
applications. Like hardware windows,
hardware drawing, hardware zoom and pan,
hardware character generation and hardware
block moves. The only thing the cpu has to do
is to run your applications.

Board Price £1295
Image -10 includes:

* 68010 cpu * 82786 gdc
* Floppy disc controller
* Dual RS232 * Centronics

* Battery backed clock
* 512K dram * 64K sram
* Winchester disc controller

* Mouse * transputer ports
* Stereo sound generator
* 256K eprom

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

SYSTEMS
Versatile, low cost, development
systems based on Micro Concepts'
single board computer, Microbox 3.
A choice of powerful disc operating
systems is available including Os -9/
68K, TRIPOS, and CP/M-68K

Features include:
68000 microprocessor, 8MHz clock.
512K dynamic ram, 64K static ram,
128K eprom
On -board graphics controller offers:
80 column, 24 row, 16 colour text.
640 by 480, 4 colour graphics.
320 by 480, 16 colour graphics.
Floppy disc controller.
Winchester disc controller.
Dual serial RS232 ports.
Centronics printer port.
Up to 48 lines of parallel input/output.
Battery backed clock/calendar.
I/O expansion capability.
Double eurocard board format.

Hardware prices:
Fully built and tested Microbox 3 single
board computer £650
System with dual 1M byte floppy disc
drives £1195
System with 20M byte Winchester and
single floppy drive £1895

UNIVERSAL
CROSS ASSEMBLERS

for all
MSDOS OS -9 FLEX

computers
Supports the following devices
1802 809 8049
6502 8022 8080
6803 8039 8751
6808 80C48 6303
8021 8051 6802
80C35 8749 68HC05
8048 68000 8020
8050 6301 8035
8748 6801 8040
Z80 6805 80C49
1805 68HC 1 8085
6800 8031 Z8
6804 80C39

Extensive directives support
modular, conditional and
structured program-
ming. Powerful Macro Pre-
processor, xref generator and
output conversion utilities
provided.

COMPLETE SUITE £295
INCLUDES FULL 'C' SOURCE CODES
NOT 68000)

MICROPROCESSOR
CONTROLLED

EPROM EEPROM and
SINGLE CHIP MICRO

PROGRAMMER
Programs the following devices:
2508 2516 2532
2564 27(C)16 27(C)32
2732A 27(C)64 2764A
27(C)128 27128A 27(C)256
57(C)256 27(C)512 27513
2758 27011 2816A
2817A 2864A 28256
48Z02 521313 52823
521333 68732 68764
68766 8741 8742
8744 8748 8749
8748H 8749H 8751
8755 9761 CY7C282
CY7C292 DS1225
AT -ROM PC -ROM XT -ROM

No Personality Modules required.
Controlled via RS232 interface.
Accepts Intel, Motorola, Ascii-hex
and binary data. Ultra -fast, fast and
standard programming modes.
Low and high byte programming
supported.
Completely self contained but
uncased. Price £295

All prices shown exclusive of VAT and ca riage

Mic ro Concepts 2 St. Stephens Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL51 5AA
Telephone (0242) 510525

ENTER 23 ON REPLY CARD
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Good neighbourliness for
personal computers

Whilst manufacturers take steps to prevent signals escaping,
economics dictates that some users will still be left with a problem.

Here's how to reduce interference to v.h.f. and short-wave radio
from computer systems.

Frequencies used for the c.p.u. clock
and v.d.u. character generator lie in
the short-wave radio bands. Additional

frequencies result from the digital nature of
the circuits which introduces harmonics of
these frequencies and a multitude of mix-
tures of sub -harmonics. Between them they
contain energy at almost every frequency
used for communication. The generation of
this energy is almost inevitable, and interfer-
ence can only be avoided by preventing its
escape from the computer or keeping radio
and tv receivers out of range.

In practice, computer hardware designers
provide barricades such as filters on the
power cable and metallic coatings on the
inside of plastics cases. Such steps cost
money, and the best that can be expected is
that interference emission is reduced to just
comply with the official standards -
although such compliance is not yet obliga-
tory in many countries.

The standards are based on the concept of
'protecting' radio and tv reception at a
distance of 10 metres from domestic compu-
ters, and at 30m from industrial installa-
tions, see next page. Therefore computers
designed to these standards may still give
unacceptable emission when used too close
to radio installations. or when weak signals
are to be received. In these cases the compu-
ter emission must be further reduced or the
computer and receiving antenna moved
further apart.

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Emission can come from within the compu-
ter hardware itself and from its various
interconnecting cables. In both cases wires
are acting as transmitting aerials. To radiate
efficiently such wires must be of significant
length in relation to the wavelength of the
radio signal to be emitted. A computer
package whose longest dimension is, say
30cm, is unlikely to emit much interference
with a wavelength longer than about 3
metres, that is, below 100MHz.

On the other hand, the connecting cables
- power cable, printer cable and any network
or modem cables - may be much longer and
so able to emit interference efficiently over a
much wider range of frequencies. The first
step towards reducing the emission of a
small computer is to reduce the emission
from its cables. It is fortunate that this is
something the user can do without invali-
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Fig.l. The sharp edges of computer clock
and data waveforms couple significant
common -mode currents into the mains
cable over a wide frequency range. This is
a maior route for interference emission.

Fig.2 This demountable construction
allows a ferrite anti -interference choke to
be fitted without rewiring connectors.

dating the manufacturers guarantee! Sig-
nals from connecting cables that interfere
most easily are the so-called 'common -
mode' signals that can be visualized as
travelling along the outside of the cable,
either to be radiated into space or to return
to their source via another cable. This mode
is quite distinct to that of normal functional
signals. Figure 1 shows the common -mode
current that flows in the mains cable of an
Amstrad 8512 intended for the UK market -
the 8256 should be almost identical in this
respect - plotted as a function of frequency.
Measurement was made with a specialized
current transformer and a spectrum analys-
er. The current is widely distributed across
the spectrum. On a wider -range scan, the
fifth harmonic of the computer clock
160MHz stood out clearly. Additional
measurements made on the keyboard and
printer cables showed similar spectra but
reduced levels.

TREATMENT

Interference current can be reduced by the
use of ferrite toroids, or more conveniently
by clamp -on radio -frequency chokes.' These
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PMIlbat )))))I)) )H)/h1,

Fig.3. Wide ribbon cables can be folded in
half to allow fitting within a demountable
ferrite core.

devices have no deleterious effect on the
function of the computer and may be instal-
led without the need to re -wire any connec-
tors. They do reduce the available cable
length, however, and in the case of the
Amstrad. it is subsequently necessary to
have the printer on the right-hand side of the
processor. Figure 2 shows an exploded view
of the parts supplied.

Each cable must first be coiled to produce
the requisite number of turns. The core -
halves are then assembled round the coil and
secured with the plastics parts provided.
Details of the treatment of each cable may be
seen in the photograph. The mains lead was
wound five times around each of two cores,
and the keyboard cable and printer power
cable were each taken five times around a
single core. Only the ribbon cable to the
printer posed any real difficulty: it was
necessary to fold this so that it could be
accommodated in the core aperture. It could
have been wound more neatly if the ribbon
had been slit into two narrow ribbons, but
this was avoided lest it invalidate Amstrad's
guarantee. There was only winding space for
four turns of the folded ribbon, but this
proved adequate in this application.

RESULTS

The arrangement of clamp -on chokes de-
scribed was chosen with the aid of a spec-
trum analyser to secure a ten -fold reduction
in the power emitted in the v.h.f. f.m.
broadcast hand. The benefit gained at other

Clamp -on choke kits are available from Veros-
peed of Stansted Road, Boyatt Wood, Eastleigh,
Hants, S05 4ZY, from AKD at unit #5, Parsons
Green Estate, Boulton Road, Stevenage, Herts,
SG1 4QG and from Texpro Manufacturing, 4087
Harvester Road, Unit #10, Burlington, Ontario,
1.7L 5M3, Canada.

RF EMISSION STANDARDS FOR COMPUTERS

International standards for the maximum
radio -frequency emission from computers
are all based on the concept of protecting
radio and tv reception at a distance of 30
metres in the case of industrial computers
(class A), or a distance of 10 metres in the
case of domestic computers (class B). Such
protection must make assumptions about
received -signal field strength and the atte-
nuation between computer and receiver
antenna, and so has only statistical validity.

In the USA, FCC rule -making started in
1976, and by 1983 it was illegal to sell any
computing equipment that did not conform
to 'Part 15 Subpart J' requirements. This lead
several other countries to introduce regula-
tions to pre-empt the dumping of non-
conforming US products. Nowadays the FCC
buys samples, tests them. and prosecutes
the manufacturers or importers where
appropriate.

In Germany, conformance to VDE0871

(which covers a wider range of frequencies
than most other standards) has been routine
for many years. A British Standard 6527 was
published in 1985 but has not yet been given
legal force. However, an international speci-
fication, CISPR22. has now been technically
agreed. Limits are as much as 7dB tighter
than those of the FCC, reflecting the lower
service field strengths used outside the FCC
This standard is likely to be given legal force
throughout the EEC within the next few
years.

In Japan, a Voluntary Control Council for
Interference has been set up. whose mem-
bers intend to progressively reduce the
emissions from exported products, reaching
CISPR22 levels by December 1989.

None of these standards claims to reduce
stray emission so much as to prevent elec-
tronic eavesdropping - but that is another
story!

frequencies varied because of resonance in
the connecting cables and emission from the
computer itself. We noted only a two -fold
reduction in emission at 84MHz yet a
twenty -fold reduction of the relatively
strong emission at 160MHz.

The remedy completely solved the prob-
lem, and on theoretical grounds we would
expect it to allow untroubled reception at
one-third of the distance from the computer
as was possible originally.

Interference paths are two-way, so there is
also the less tangible but nevertheless real
benefit of increased freedom from data
errors and program lock -up due to external
disturbances.

Interference may be reduced by the choke
action of a few turns of cable on a suitable
ferrite core.

The theory underlying this article was outlined in a series
of articles entitled 'Earthing. shielding and filtering
problems' by RC Marshall in Wireless World vol.82 1976
Aug, Sept. Nov and Dec issues (nine pages total).

Richard Marshall, M.A.. F.I.E.E. who read
his first copy of Wireless World in 1947, is
technical director of Protech Instruments
and Systems Ltd. at 241 Selbourne Road,
Luton. Beds.
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Heavy things
drop faster

Which drops faster, a cannon ball
or a tiny ball bearing? If you were
among those ridiculed in school
physics lessons for making the
'mistake' of assuming that the
heavier object falls faster then
here's your opportunity for hav-
ing the last laugh.

Long before Newton formu-
lated his universal law of gravita-
tion, by dropping two dissimilar -
sized objects from the top of the
leaning tower of Pisa. Every
schoolboy (or should it now be
schoolperson?) now knows that
if you conduct the experiment on
the airless surface of the moon
where the viscosity of the
medium can be ignored, then
even a feather will fall as fast as a
lead ball. Well, almost...

John Donoghue and Barry
Holstein of the University of Mas-
sachusetts have been doing some
calculations based on quantum
field theory that show that, even
if one supposes the earth's grav-
ity to be constant, there is still a
small difference in the accelera-
tion of free falling objects.

The variation is due to what
Donoghue and Holstein (Eur. J.
Phys. Vol 8 No. 2) believe to be a
tiny difference between the gra-
vitational mass of an object and
its inertial mass. Although these
are considered equivalent as far
as Newtonian physics and Gener-
al Relativity are concerned,
things are different in quantum
mechanics.

In quantum theory it is
assumed that each subatomic
particle is constantly emitting
and re -absorbing photons. This
in turn changes the inertial
mass, a consequence of the
equivalence of mass and energy.
Applying Dirac equations,
Donoghue and Holstein con-
clude that there is a reduction in
the inertial mass of heavy objects
which causes them to respond
more readily to the pull of grav-
ity. Heavy objects therefore do
indeed fall faster.

If that just seems like a blind-
ing glimpse of the obvious, a
scientific vindication of com-
monsense, then another predic-
tion from quantum theory may
prove a bit harder to swallow.
Photon emission is temperature
dependent, so if heavy objects fall
faster than light ones, then cool

objects must also fall faster than
hot ones. Similarly if two mirror
nuclei are dropped simul-
taneously then the one of smaller
charge will reach the ground
first. But before you book a holi-
day to Pisa and get arrested for
heating up or charging a cannon
ball, it's perhaps worth pointing
out that the effect is immeasur-
ably small. The researchers say
that their 'effect' would change
the acceleration of an electron by
3 parts in 1017, that's roughly five
orders of magnitude smaller
than the accuracy limits of state-
of-the-art experiments!

Glasses
improve your

hearing
When psychologist Mike Kelly
wrote to New Scientist asking if
anyone shared his impression
that spectacles improve one's
hearing, he expected little more
than ridicule. Instead he was
surprised by the number of -

people who apparently
experience. What they all say is
that glasses make it easier to
extract speech from a noisy back-
ground. So whatever lies at the
bottom of the phenomenon, it's
clearly real.

An obvious thought is that
glasses help people with defec-
tive vision to lip-read, though
this can't be a whole or even
partial explanation because,
according to Mike Kelly, the im-
provement is evident even when
using the telephone. The phone,
incidentally, destroys another
theory that glasses push the ears
forward slightly thus collecting
more sound. The effect persists
when contact lenses are used
instead of spectacles.

If lenses of any sort improve
the signal-to-noise ratio of the
auditory system, it seems most
probable that the explanation
lies in the way the brain pro-
cesses different sets of sensory
stimuli. Although sights and
sounds have a considerable mea-
sure of separate processing, the
brain does have common areas
where interpretation is carried
out. This is how lip-reading helps
clarify indistinct speech. It also
explains why we tolerate poor
sound on tv.

So if the eyesight is bad with-
out glasses, the brain may have

to work harder to interpret the
outside world. That in turn
might divert processing power
from the aural system, making
hearing worse. Of course it's
possible to argue the other way
round and say that clear sight
gives the brain more data to
process in the first place!

Perhaps the answer is not to be
found in information theory so
much as in psychology. Could it
be that if our glasses make us see
better, then subconsciously we
expect all our senses to improve?

Experiments could easily be
devised to verify or disprove
many of the possibilities. Does a
hearing aid, for example, im-
prove a person's ability to read
the optician's chart? Do spec-
tacles with plain non -magnifying
lenses improve hearing?

Perhaps readers of E & WIN
might solve this mystery once
and for all by sharing their own
experiences by doing a few sim-
ple tests and letting the Editor
have the results?

High mobility
semiconductors
Nottingham University s multi-
million pound NUMBERS pro-
ject, which aims to have a major
influence on the next generation
of devices and computers, has
taken an important step forward.

The heart of the project, cen-
tred in the University's Depart-
ment of Physics, is the growth
centre where extremely thin
layers of semiconductors are
grown and processed under
clean room conditions for re-
search projects at extremes of
temperature and magnetic field.

The standard measure of qual-
ity of the material is the mobility
of electrons at low temperatures
when they move in a two-
dimensional sheet inside a spe-
cially prepared heterostructure.
Material with a mobility of
2x 106cm2v Is I, which is
approaching the highest grown
anywhere, has now been pro-
duced. This is believed to be
higher than any material pre-
viously grown in a university
laboratory.

Major support is being pro-
vided by the Science and En-
gineering Research Council
which so far has invested
£2.5million, by the University
itself and by companies includ-

ing Philips and Plessey. The Uni-
versity of Nottingham's Depart-
ment of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering has recently been
awarded more than £45,000
from the Science and Engineer-
ing Research Council to work on
layers of semiconductors.

Radiation -

resistant alloys
Designing materials suitable for
use in nuclear reactor cores is
not easy. Most commonly avail-
able materials absorb neutrons
which alters their physical prop-
erties resulting in deformation
or cracking. Of the commonly
available metals, beryllium and
magnesium are among the least
absorbent of neutrons though, in
other respects, their properties
don't always make them suitable
as structural materials.

Research into radiation resist-
ant structural alloys is now being
undertaken at Loughborough
University of Techno-
logy, the UKAEA Harwell Uni-
versity of Technology, the
UKAEA Harwell Laboratory and
at the US Department of Energy
Research Laboratories at
Argonne.

Computer studies are being
employed to model the damage
processes that occur when steels
are subject to neutron bombard-
ment. In particular, the studies
will examine the effects of radia-
tion on the movement of impur-
ity atoms within the lattice
structure of the material. Migra-
tion of impurity atoms is one of
the prime causes of structural
failure of materials undergoing
neutron bombardment.

Following the computer
simulations, practical tests will
be undertaken using high energy
particle accelerators at Argonne.
It is hoped that this work will
lead to commercial nuclear reac-
tors that are both safer and more
reliable.

Chip testing
in a flash

One of the problems facing the
makers of GaAs chips capable of
working faster than 100GHz is
quite simply how to test them.
For meaningful results the test
equipment should have a band-
width at least an order of magni-
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tude greater than the chip itself.
that's more or less into the infra-
red part of the spectrum. Such
test gear doesn't exist in any
practical form. Current
continuous -wave test gear is li-
mited to around 26GHz. Another
problem is how to make connec-
tions to the chip under test.
Crocodile clips or even auto-
mated test probes simply aren't
on at 100GHz.

Research involving Stanford
University and AT & T Bell
Laboratories has come up with a
novel approach that gets round
the speed problem and the con-
nection problem all in one. It
makes use of the fact that gal-
lium arsenide is an opto-
electronic material that will
change its electrical characteris-
tic when illuminated with pulses
of light. So to get a fast pulse on
the input of a chip under test all
that's necessary is to bombard it
with picosecond laser pulses and
observe the resulting changes in
the chip's characteristics.

Such testing is in the time
domain rather than the frequen-
cy domain and can achieve re-
sponse speeds as fast as 200
femtoseconds. The US Aerospace
Corporation has now built test
jigs to characterize GaAs lets
destined for military space hard-
ware. It uses optical pulse gener-
ators and detectors built into
microstrip transmission lines.

Optic fibre
break detector

Current methods of detecting
breaks in optic -fibre cables are
complex and tedious, relying on
a technique known as optical
time -domain reflectometry
(OTDR). Before this approach is
put into practice the individual
fibre must be demounted from
its sender or receiver and con-
nected into special equipment
designed to measure the transit
time of an IR pulse along the
fibre to the break point and back
again.

BT Research Laboratories at
Martlesham are now pioneering
a new system that is built into
the transmission network and
gives an instant readout. (Elec-
tronics Letters, Vol.23 No 9). It's
based on a duplex system in
which there is an independent
transmitter and receiver at each
end of the fibre. Each receiver is

equipped with a 'light -fail' detec-
tor and a precise timer/recorder.
When a cable fault occurs it is

thus recorded independently at
both ends, each record repre-
senting the time of the break
with a small amount added to
allow for the flight time of the
last working pulse. A comparison
of the recorded times can then be
used in conjunction with other
known parameters, such as pro-
pagation velocity and cable
length to calculate the precise
position of the break.

One theoretical objection to
this technique is the fact that a
real -life break occurs over a
finite time, typically a few
nanoseconds. The point at which
transmission loss occurs may
thus differ between the
commonly -used duplex
wavelengths of 1300nm and
1500nm. This is due to micro -
bending. The BT group calculate
that in practice, however, this
should not result in an additional
location error significantly grea-
ter than 10m.

Practical experiments have
been carried out on a 34Mbit/s
link over a path length of 24km
which have demonstrated a
worst -case detection spread of
30.8m. This is more accurate
than a conventional OTDR and
will also work over any length of
cable that will permit a practical
transmission path. OTDR equip-
ment is limited by the reflection
loss at a fibre break and is often
too insensitive to detect a mid -
span break in a long cable.

New auroral
radar probes

The Sweden and Britain Radar
Aurora Experiment (SABRE) is a
two -station coherent system de-
signed primarily to probe the
behaviour of the E -region radio
aurora. One station operates on
153.2MHz at Wick in Scotland;
the other at Uppsala uses
142.6MHz. Peak pulse power of
the transmitters is 50kW. The
receiving system consists of 16
towers, each carrying four eight -
element Yagi antennas matrixed
so that eight different beam
directions can be monitored
simultaneously.

The systems are currently
being used for a number of differ-
ent ionospheric and magneto -
spheric studies ranging from

simple measurements of auroral
activity through to detailed in-
vestigations of pulsation events
and electric field vectors. The
latter can be calculated by com-
bining measurements taken
from both stations.

Correlation with data from
other projects is also proving
valuable. These include EISCAT
(the European Incoherent Scat-
ter Project) and various satellites
(VIKING, HILAT, AMPTE).

The British station is operated
remotely by telephone line from
Leicester University, where the
data is retrieved and processed
each day.

Writing in SERC Bulletin
(Vol.3, No.8) Professor T.B.
Jones of the Department of Phy-
sics describes the SABRE system
as being one of the most power-
ful and cost-effective tools for
studying both the geophysics
and plasma physics of the upper
ionosphere. So much so that a
new 1GHz coherent radar called
COSCAT will now be built in
Finland as a joint venture be-
tween Leicester University, Oulu
University and the West German
Max Planck Institut fin- Aero-
nomie. Further transportable
v.h.f. systems are also envisaged.
moor

Whistling in
the Ionosphere

'Whistlers' are well-known radio
frequency phenomena that are
generated by lightning and
which then normally propagate
through the waveguide formed
between the earth and the iono-
sphere. When picked up on an
e.l.f. receiver they sound like a
rapidly sweeping tone - hence
the name.

A report (Nature Vol.327, No
6121) by W.C. Armstrong of
Stanford University, California
draws attention to a strange new
whistler interaction that occurs
when an r.f. burst travels from
one hemisphere to the other
along the lines of the earth's
magnetic field. What apparently
happens is that some of the
whistler energy passes through
the ionosphere and is then
directed along the lines of the
magnetosphere through ducts of
plasma. On its way it then under-
goes amplification by cyclotron
resonance with energetic elec-
trons -a sort of repeater in the
sky.

After this 'one hop' trip around
the earth, the whistler is then
reflected back along exactly the
same path into the midst of the
thunderstorm whence it was
born. High in the atmosphere
this returned r.f. energy causes
secondary ionization which in
turn triggers off another light-
ning strike, resulting in yet more
whistlers. Armstrong shows that
this second, upward lightning
strike and the secondary whist-
lers occur approximately 5s after
the original stroke.

This theory is intriguing and
elegant, though not without its
complications. One problem is
the need to explain how the
relatively un-energetic 100keV
electrons of a whistler can pene-
trate back through the iono-
sphere to the top of a thunder-
cloud, which extends no more
than about 15km from the
earth's surface. Unassisted, such
electrons would not penetrate
below 80km altitude. Even if one
calculates the level of brems-
strahlung X-radiation produced
when such electrons decelerate,
it still wouldn't be enough to
ionize the air below 30km.

Another problem is the tim-
ing. Five seconds is somewhat
longer than the calculated tran-
sit time of the electrons along
the lines of the earth's magnetic
field. So is there some delay
inherent in the process that trig-
gers the secondary whistler?

As yet, there's no definitive
answer, though Armstrong pro-
poses a trigger mechanism based
on laboratory experiments with
electric fields applied to fluids
and crystals. What is also in-
teresting is the thought that
man-made e.l.f. transmissions
could trigger whistler -mode sig-
nals that might in turn induce
lightning eleswhere in the world.
If so, it could provide the liti-
gious with far more ammunition
than acid rain ever did!

Research Notes is written 1w
John Wilson.
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SATELLITE SYSTEMS
Remote control

of comsats
As soon as a communications
satellite parts from its launching
vehicle, whether rocket or shut-
tle, it becomes an independent
spacecraft relying on remote
control by radio from the
ground. The sub -system for re-
mote control, known in the trade
as tracking, telemetry and com-
mand (t.t.c.), looks after two
main functions. One is the
navigation of the satellite as a
whole - its injection into orbit
and positional control (attitude
and orbit) when on station. The
other function is to control
mechanical and switching equip-
ment to make the space payload
operate as a radio relay station -
for example, extending antennas
and solar panels, and switching
transponders and antenna feeds
to meet changing transmission
requirements.

The satellite therefore carries
a special sub -system for t.t.c.,
which provides two-way com-
munication. The telemetry side
monitors and measures what is
going on in the spacecraft; the
telecommand side makes control
adjustments in response to this
information. For the two direc-
tions of signals there are special
receivers, transmitters and
antennas. The ground control
station has a corresponding two-
way radio system.

There are several frequency
bands allocated by the ITU speci-
fically for 'space operations'. For
example, v.h.f. downlink and up-
link bands are allocated at 137
and 150 MHz respectively, u.h.f.
uplink and downlink bands at 2
and 2.2 GHz respectively, and
other frequencies at s.h.f. for use
with C -band and K -band satel-
lites (e.g. see diagram in May
issue, p. 528).

Examples of current techno-
logy are provided by the t.t.c.
systems of two European Space
Agency comsats already discus-
sed in these pages, the Olympus
and the European Communica-
tions Satellite (ECS). Overall
these systems operate by digital
data transmission. Olympus uses
S -band radiocommunication
within the uplink band of 2025 -
2120 MHz for command signals
and within the downlink band of
2200 - 2300 MHz for telemetry
signals. Transmitters and receiv-
ers are in the form of transpon-
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Fig. 1. Spacecraft equipment in the tracking, telemetry and command system used for remote
control of the European Communications Satelite.

ders which work through an
axially -slotted antenna mounted
on a mast or tower.

The Olympus command (up-
link) digital signals have a data
rate of 500 bit's and are transmit-
ted on an 8 -kHz subcarrier. In
the spacecraft this channel pro-
vides 263 different command
output signals. There are also
outputs for synchronization of
the t.t.c. system. Telemetry in-
formation from the spacecraft to
ground is carried on a higher
frequency subcarrier of 65.5
kHz. This is modulated by tele-
metry data at a rate of 256 bit/s,
using split -phase p.s.k.
Altogether there are 512 tele-
metry inputs of different kinds
from the spacecraft. Some take
the form of 8 -bit serial words;
others convey single bits. Pro-
cessing of both telemetry and
command digital data is done by
c.m.o.s. logic circuits.

ECS, being a smaller, special-
purpose comsat relative to the
multipurpose Olympus, has a
smaller t.t.c. system. It uses 384
telemetry inputs and 443 com-
mand outputs. As can be seen

from Fig. 1, some other t.t.c.
equipment is housed in the
spacecraft's communications
module (described last month)
and some in its service module.
The main Eurobeam transmitter
and antenna (see last month) are
one means for sending the tele-
metry signals to ground. This is
done on a frequency of 11.45 -
11.7 GHz sub -band containing
one group of the ECS main com-
munications channels.

Another transmitter is also
used for sending telemetry sig-
nals -a v.h.f. downlink on 137.2
MHz - but this operates only
during the initial period of man-
oeuvring the spacecraft into its
orbit, that is, from launcher -
satellite separation till the end of
the transfer orbit (see below).
The Eurobeam 11-GHz trans-
missions provide the permanent
telemetry channel to ground
when the comsat is finally on -
station in its geostationary orbit.
As can be seen from Fig. 1, the
telemetry signals are first multi-
plexed, then encoded before
being sent to a priority select and
interface unit which passes them

to the v.h.f. or s.h.f. transmit-
ters.

Commands to the ECS are
transmitted from ground on a
v.h.f. uplink working at 149.39
MHz. These are received and pass
through a branching unit to twin
diplexers feeding two receivers in
v.h.f. transponders. The output
of one receiver goes to a decoder
in the communications module.
Here the serial digital data is
separated into frames by syn-
chronizer units and distributed
to the various command out-
puts. All the command data, as
well as that for telemetry, is
formatted in accordance with
standards laid down by ESA.

Perhaps the most crucial role
of a t.t.c. system is the initial
navigational task of guiding the
satellite so that it is correcly
injected into orbit and properly
oriented after leaving the laun-
ching by ESA's Ariane rockets.
The normal procedure is to
launch the spacecraft first into a
highly elliptical orbit, where one
focus of the ellipse is the same
point as the centre of the Earth.
In this orbit the point farthest
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from the Earth, called the
apogee, is close to the desired
satellite altitude for a circular.
geostationary orbit 35,800 km
above the equator). Here, too,
the speed of the satellte is at its
lowest.

At this point a command sig-
nal from the ground fires a large
reaction -propulsion motor, cal-
led an apogee (kick) motor. This
generates an additional force
which, applied in a suitable
direction relative to that of the
existing inertial force given to
the satellite, accelerates the
spacecraft into the geostationary
orbit.

The actual manoeuvring,
however, is much more compli-
cated than this outline of the
principle might suggest. It in-
volves an intermediate, or trans-
fer orbit, spinning and de -
spinning of the satellite to en-
sure the right direction of accel-
eration at apogee, numerous
measurements of orbital para-
meters and spacecraft attitude,
and positional corrections by
reaction propulsion in response
to these measurements. All the
necessary measurements and
commands are sent through the
t.t.c. system.

During the transfer -orbit
phase, before the satellite has
become geostationary, there is a
continuous relative movement
between the spacecraft and the
earth. This allows orbital
measurements to be made by
tracking the comsat from the
ground, using a beacon trans-
mitter on the satellite as a signal
source. Orbital measurements
thus obtained are accurate
enough for control purposes in
manoeuvring the spacecraft into
its final circular orbit.

Once the comsat is on -station
in the geostationary orbit it is no
longer stabilized by spinning its
body but controlled in three axes
by means of momentum wheels
running at about 4,000 r.p.m.
Attitude and orbit errors are de-
tected by using sun sensors,
infra -red Earth sensors and gyro-
scopes to measure the
spacecraft's position with respect
to fixed references. In response
to these detected errors small
reaction thrusters apply posi-
tional corrections to the
spacecraft. Although this sta-
biization process suns automati-
cally, the electronics of the sys-
tem also receives command sig-
nals from the ground.

TE SYSTEMS"'
D -MAC for

Britain's d.b.s.
Two engineering decisions made
at about the same time have
defined the UK's future d.b.s.
service more precisely. British
Satellite Broadcasting (BSB), the
consortium awarded the licence
by the IBA (February 1987 issue,
p. 198). has chosen the estab-
lished Hughes HS 376 satellite
design. The IBA, together with
BSB and the Cable Programme
Providers Group, are proposing
to the Government the use of
D-MAC/packets as a transmis-
sion standard. At the time of
writing the Government has yet
to approve this standard.

Hughes will be responsible for
providing two satellites, laun-
ching both of them into geosta-
tionary orbit at 31°W, making
them operational and arranging
launch insurance cover. The first
is expected to be in orbit by the
autumn of 1989, ready to start
television and teletext broadcast-
ing by Christmas of that year.

The HS 376 will transmit
three 27 -MHz f.m. channels in
the 11.7 - 12.5 GHz d.b.s. band
allocated at WARC 77: channel 4
(11785.02 MHz), channel 8
(11861.74 MHz) and channel 12
(11938.46 MHz). Each transpon-
der will have an r.f. output power
of 110 watts. Already widely used
throughout the world, this
Hughes design is a cylindrical,
spin -stabilized satellite with a
diameter of 2.2m and a height of
6.3m in orbit. A telescopic cylin-
drical solar array system col-
lapses the height to 2.9m when
the spacecraft is stowed in the
Delta launching rocket. Power
generated by the solar array is
1054 watts at the beginning of its
life. Weight of the satellite is
about 640 kg.

D-MAC/packets is one of a
family of transmission standards
based on the broad principle of
time -division multiplexed ana-
logue components (MAC) for the
vision signal, plus packets of data
for digital sound and other pur-
poses. The C-MAC/packets stan-
dard is already well known, hav-
ing been officially adopted by the
EBU as early as 1983. B -MAC was
described in the December 1986
issue, p. 65. and the March 1987
issue, p. 263. The D2 -MAC/
packets version has emerged
mainly as a system for satellite -
delivered cable services.

IBA and BSB engineers have
chosen D-MAC/packets because
it "provides the best realisation"
of three criteria: (a) overcoming
limitations of existing systems;
(b) making the most efficient use
of channel capacity available;
and (c) allowing maximum free-
dom for compatible future de-
velopments.

For example, under (a), D-
MAC/packets is considered better
than the technically optimum
C-MAC/packets system because
it allows the use of simpler and
lower -cost receivers. In the C
system the digital data is trans-
mitted by quaternary phase shift
keying (q.p.s.k.), which requires
fairly complex circuitry in the
receiver for optimum perform-
ance, whereas in the D (and D2)
system this data is sent by a
duobinary (three -level) coded
signal which frequency mod-
ulates the 12-GHz carrier along
with the analogue vision compo-
nents. Thus straightforward f.m.
demodulation of the data is

possible at the receiver.
Relative to the D2 version,

D-MAC/packets has twice the
sound/data transmission rate
(like the C system) and is there-
fore superior to D2 in meeting
criterion (b) above.

Details of the proposed d.b.s.
transmission standard were
given by Brian Salkeld and Chris
Daubney of the IBA at the recent
European Satellite Broadcasting
Conference at Brighton. They
said that the f.m. MAC vision
signal will have pre -emphasis
and d.c. restoration. For digital
sound/data the duobinary coded
signals will be sent in packet
form at a clock rate of 20.25
Mbit/s. frequency -modulated
like the vision signal. Each data
packet will contain 751 bits.
With duobinary coding the 20.25
Mbit/s data rate requires a base -
band width of about 8.5 MHz.

Of the 206 data bits carried in
each tv line, the first eight will be
used primarily for vision line
sync. purposes. The remaining
198 bits will be arranged in two
equal sub -frames, to facilitate
transcoding into the D2 -MAC/
packets standard. The entire
satellite channel could be used
for data when tv programmes are
not being broadcast.

Incidentally, 20.25 Mbit/s was
chosen as a clock rate for the
MAC C and D versions because it
fits in with the sampling rates of
the CCIR world digital coding

standard for studio equipment. It
is the sampling rate necessary for
the time -compressed, and there-
fore higher bandwidth, lumi-
nance and colour -difference
components in the MAC signal;
that is, 3/2 times the 13.5 -MHz
luminance component sampling
frequency and 3/1 times the
6.75 -MHz colour component
sampling frequency.

Thus, a 64-ps tv line in the
625 -line system contains 1296
clock periods. Each of these will
allow transmission of 1 bit of
information, which can be used
to carry either one data bit or one
sample of an analogue vision
component.

Sound channels will be stereo
or mono, with 15 -kHz band-
width. Up to eight of these chan-
nels can be transmitted in the
data part of the signal. Teletext
will also be carried in the data
multiplex.

All the vision signals will be
encrypted, whether intended for
free reception, subscription or
'pay -per -view' services. This is, of
course, already becoming com-
mon practice with the satellite tv
programmes now being distri-
buted by 11-GHz comsats in the
Fixed Satellite Service (see, for
example, March 1987 issue, p.
263).

The D-MAC/packets vision sig-
nal is compatible with existing
625 -line PAL colour tv receivers.
It, and a single sound signal, will
be delivered to receivers' aerial
sockets through set -top units
which will perform all the neces-
sary demodulation and decoding.

Transmission
R&D

The possibility of transmitting at
least three high -quality televi-
sion signals through a 41 -MHz
global beam transponder is being
investigated in the USA by Com-
sat Laboratories for INTELSAT.
Advanced techniques being util-
ized include a combination of
analogue compression. digital
video processing and time divi-
sion multiplexing.

After initial R&D work to
select the best technique INTEL -
SAT will assess the results and, if
promising, will give Comsat the
go-ahead to design and produce a
signal processor.

Satellite Systems was written by
Tom lvall.
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Frequency Calibration Dependent on the
200kHz Droitwich Transmission?
Upgrade to a traceable
MSF off -air Standard
before the change to
198kHz.
The Radiocode Clocks Model RFS1000 represents a
significant advance in off -air Frequency Standard
design and offers important advantages over
conventional instruments based on broadcast
transmissions.
O Traceable to NPL
O No Scheduled Frequency Changes
O Instant and AL omatic Operation
O 24 -hour Transn. ssion
O Self -Contained. Battery -Powered. Portable Unit
O High Noise Immunity
O Long Range
O Real Time Synchrui isation

RFS1000 costs

VISA

Access

Aft
only £485 4-£ 1 0 carriage. VAT extra.

Available from:

Thoroughbred Direct Sales Ltd.
25 St Margaret's Green. Ipswich. Suffolk IP4 2BN.

Tel: (0473) 225951
ENTER 12 ON REPLY CARD

LOW COST ELECTRONICS C.A.D.
TV IF AMPLIFIER

IBM PC (and compatibles), RM NIMBUS, BBC MODEL B,
B+ and MASTER, AMSTRAD CPC and SPECTRUM 48K
"ANALYSER" I and II compute the A.0 FREQUENCY RESPONSE of
linear (analogue) circuits. GAIN and PHASE INPUT IMPEDANCE.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE and GROUP RELAY (except Spectrum version) are
calculated over any frequency range required. The programs are in use
regularly for frequencies between 0.1 Hz to 1.2GHz. The effects on
performance of MODIFICATIONS to both circuit and component values
can be speedily evaluated.

Circuits containing any combination of RESISTORS, CAPACITORS.
INDUCTORS. TRANSFORMERS, BIPOLAR and FIELD EFFECT
TRANSISTORS and OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS can be simulated - up
to 60 nodes and 180 components (IBM version)

a fr.' IT. (

Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE arid PASSIVE FILTER CIRCUITS. AUDIO
AMPLIFIERS. LOUDSPEAKER CROSS -OVER NETWORKS WIDE -BAND
AMPLIFIERS. TUNED R AMPLIFIERS. AERIAL MATCHING NETWORKS. TV I F
and CHROMA FILTER CIRCUITS. LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS etc.

STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS can be evaluated by
'breaking the loop -

Tabular output on Analyser I Full graphical output. increased circuit size and
active component library facilities on Analyser II

Check out your new designs in minutes rather than days.

ANALYSER can greatly reduce or even eliminate the need to breadboard new
designs

Used by INDUSTRIAL. GOVERNMENT and UNIVERSITY R 8 D DEPARTMENTS
worldwide. IDEAL FOR TRAINING COURSES. VERY EASY TO USE Prices from
£20 to E195

Full AFTER SALES SERVICE with TELEPHONE QUERY HOT LINE and FREE update service.

MSEEDO
For illustrated leaflets and ordering information please contact Ref: WW

Harding Way. Somersham Road, St Ives, Huntingdon. Cambs. PE17 4WR. Telephone: St Ives (0480) 61778
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HAMEG Ltd. 70 - 78 Collingdon Str
Luton, Bedfordshire LU 1 1R X.
Telephone: (0582) 413174.
Telex: 825484.

Designed and manufactured inligl/e;t Germany HAMEG, one of the World's leading oscilloscope
manufacturers - the range of Industry's unsurpassed Price/Performance oscilloscopes.

Quality, Performance Value... Oscilloscope Range

L ..qtrestMVP,

4f*fio a

ClD

Dual Trace 20MHz, 2mV/cm, Algebraic Add, I
Component Tester, incl. 2 probes HZ36.

£314.00 HM203.6

Dual Trace 20MHz, 1mV/cm, Sweep Delay,
Component Tester.

£418.00 HM204-2

Dual Trace 60MHz, 1mV/cm, Delay Line,
1MHz Cal. Generator.

£583.00 HM605

Dual Trace 20MHz, Digital Storage Oscilloscope
incl. 2 probes Type HZ37.

£527.00 HM205

Dual Trace 20MHz, 4 x 1k memory plotter
output, incl. 2 probes Type HZ37

E1460.00 HM208

IEEE -488 Interface Version, incl 2 probes
Type HZ37.

£1735.00 HM208

Price U.K. List ex. VAT
2 Years Warranty, Parts & Labour
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IC OM
Communications

ICOM intioduces the IC -R7000, advanced technology, continuous coverage
communications receiver With 99 programmable memories the IC -R7000
covers aircraft, marine, FM broadcast, Amateur radio, television and weather
satellite bands For simplified operation and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features
direct keyboard entry Precise frequencies can be selected by pushing the
digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning the main tuning knob
FM wide/FM narrow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with 6 tuning speeds
0 I, 10, 5, 10, 12.5 and 25kHz. A sophisticated scanning system provides instant
access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M switch the
IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies that are in use whilst it is in the
scan mode, this allows you to recall frequencies that were in use. Readout is
clearly shown on a dual -colour fluorescent display. Options include the RC -I2
infra -red remote controller voice synthesizer and HP -I headphones

r-Please rush me details of the IC -R7000 and my nearest ICOM dealer. -

Name

Address

Tel.
Post to: ICOM (Ul) LIMITED, Dept WW, FREEPOST,

Oleroe Ray, Kent CT6 88R. (no stamp). Tel 0227363859.
ENTER 15 ON REPLY CARD

J

tianulacturent Importers and suppliers 01 world famous corninunicabons products
R. WITHERS COMMUNICATIONS LTD IV
584 HAGLEY ROAD WEST OLDBURY. WARLEY, BIRMINGHAM B68 OBS
021-421 8201,2/3 CELLVET 0660 323056. FIREST'EL MBE 214218216 Fax 0215614074
Amateur Rada Buses.. Radio Rod. Tone"... Salm Unfree Acurasorses and antenna roams*

11:11C041. YAESU o THE TECHNICALLY ORIENTATED
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

SPECIALISTS.
100Khz to 950MHz IN ONE BOX!

THE YAESU FRG9600/RWC Mk3 SCANNING RE EIVER
Now at last a "World First- from Ray Withers Communications Ltd. Here are
some of the unique features only available on this fine receiver.-

.

IrAr9

 All Band Capability. LW SAW SW V74Frtaa An -bond. 137-SaNOW. efFMegh, IAN Lieprifth
UNF-CB. CeIluiartAt Broadcast AN Adorn. Amateur Eltorness Radar @Wary. TV . up to 9501.11-iy) Thv
tin n now Ratable tor use In any country On eit bandwtharnot sfys we now warier*

 AN Dade Cepabillty. 44CFM Node and narrow modes) LSB USB Woo °peon everted. (NTSCS'AL 5 SAWN
IF)

Pelectelele Frequency Pepe. Most no have selectable Smog steps IMO, allow last and ea,
trequency'channel selectron yormeneonatt Among)

too liernorimplicanring. Any frequency an Me reaps can De enewerkstored info memory en.
serectedocanned n tones mots), funcbon sloe,monrionng or Important Mennehrequency Mute warden;
cow, bandstnanneis erodes we also Owed in memory

 Fully Computer Compatible. Yam's CAT system o a standard Nature and a RS232 weeder@
plus other Interfaces As popular NONE compliers WO this WY@ membrane can be .vended and the ...

be remote controlled vie a madam

 Clone Function CPO lunstronallows Wfw fRX1.9 and aura swwcn mod of Me recarver

 High Receiver SsnoMeey. er Ow rwye 80-95014eR  Nyco, 'armor sonsrevey a > 1 SuV lot 12d13 SINAI
(FARR a. rape 1610440.000MHz >AN for 120171 SINAD (FM) below I 602AGO senstmly a norrenally -6uV

Inefor funobon @kW@ Wertifts I PA 1 sibehplh measurement

13.8 Volt DC Operation. The IOW opera. al 138V DC et r A ma. who eokrool friatIffpOrtablab.s.
0008.00

nlalid6610 Atder.. Oplient. Stetchrng antennas for portaNemobrlohred apo@canons are averred@ ex.filoff
cluding vado-band &scones

Mew
'

mak Yr Sal colour brochure and detailed apecd.caltons. WOO version. we fweirebie 04th
0141861114c oe unm now have N connectors NNW kw ~VHF end 50231 connectors

1.7.LFZ
The YAM 11112/3 RECEIVER a only mee*, rrom RWC Lb °arts., 'nodal can nem Mr extended bands an 
 F module heed and recervet Nensatraly"S melt,. improved phrase endue@ 06 ode CISIIMIS and panes

Export enquiries welcome
Tel: 021 421 8201 (ww
Telex: 334303 G TXAGWM 1511ZINV-1=1
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Telecom Gold
interconnects

British Telecom's electronic
mail service, Telecom Gold, is
expanding its range of facilities
with the introduction of the Gold
400 message handling service
and has also produced improved
user documentation. It will be
the first public service im-
plementing the agreed X400
standard for message handling.

It will interconnect different
public and private electronic
mail systems, and permit mes-
sages to be sent between them
and the telex and facsimile ser-
vices. The system and software
for Gold 400 were supplied by a
north American BT subsidiary,
Dialcom, Inc. Through Dialcom,
BT is now able to supply X400
message handling software to all
Dialcom licencees, which oper-
ate in 17 countries.

Chinese
telecom
support

The Plessey Company has set up
a technical support centre at
Factory 520 in Shanghai to pro-
vide locally -based service and
support for the growing number
of latest -generation telephone
systems in the People's Republic
of China.

It has installed a fully working
i.s.d.x. (integrated services digit-
al exchange) switch at the centre
to enable Chinese technicians to
provide technical support for
their colleagues from other pro-
vinces of the country which have
ordered this fully -digital tele-
phone system.

A number of Chinese techni-
cians from this factory have
already been trained by Plessey.

First national
value-added

network
Digital Equipment Company is
to set up the UK's first national
value-added network to allow in-
surance companies, banks,
building societies, other finan-
cial institutions and financial
advisers to carry out transactions
on-line.

The network will be controlled
by two VAX 8550 clusters set up
on adjacent sites in Berkshire.
The dual clusters will ensure that
the network has the necessary
resilience, flexibility and capa-
city to provide consistent and
reliable service. The regional
centres, based on MicroVAXes,
will provide local access to orga-
nisation throughout the UK. Us-
ers of the network will be able to
connect most types of electronic
office equipment to the network.

The system has been designed
with an architecture (financial
services architecture) which in-
tegrates the major software com-
ponents at the design level so
that new facilities can be added
without disruption to the ser-
vice.

GRP poles
for BT

British Telecom is using glass
reinforced plastics telegraph
poles throughout the country,
especially in locations where the
pole is close to a climbing hazard
for its engineers - for example,
glass topped walls or spiked rail-
ings. The wiring running
through the centre of the pole
can be safely accessed via a rein-
forced door at the base.

Permali Gloucester Ltd has
won a two year contract to supply
these poles to BT's Materials
Executive at Swindon. As well as
being lighter and consequently
easier to handle and erect. they
are less likely than steel, wooden
or concrete poles to cause se-
rious injuries and damage in a
road accident when a vehicle
leaves the road.

European
satellite to

Americas for
testing

The Space and Communications
Division of British Aerospace has
competed the assembly and in-
tegration of the multi -purpose
Olympus 1 satellite. This, the
world's largest and most power-
ful civil three -axis -stabilized
communications satellite, is now
in Pasadena. California, to
undergo solar simulation tests at
NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. The tests have been de-
signed to prove that the thermal
design of the spacecraft copes
with the severe temperature ex-
tremes encountered in space.
From there it will go to the David
Florida Laboratories in Canada
for further environmental test-
ing and will be ready for launch
in September 1988.

The Olympus 1 was built
under contract to the European
Space Agency by a multi-
national consortium led by Brit-
ish Aerospace.

Cellular
installation
problems

The cellular communications di-
vision of Ericsson Information
Systems Ltd has introduced a
nationwide installation service
for car telephones that it sells
directly to its customers. Accord-
ing to Derek Saunders, the divi-
sion's national sales manager
"We decided to offer this service
because nearly all the problems
reported were the result of incor-
rect installation by unqualified
engineers and the absence of test
equipment". This is in keeping
with the Cellnet experience.
According to marketing director,
Peter Waller, the wrong siting of
the antenna can result in a loss of
up to 30% of antenna gain. He
explains that the ideal place
would be centre roof, closely
followed by front or rear window
mounting. Roof mounting is not
popular with users because of
convenience (impeding a roof
rack) and aesthetics and, unfor-
tunately. not all fitters are as

competent as is desirable. Fitters
frequently adopt the far more
quick and convenient rear wing
position - especially if the vendor
is offering "free fitting" - which
means they do not have to dis-
turb roof linings etc.

Telex
for air

travellers
The first live demonstration of
Prodat, a satellite -based telex
and data transmission system for
air travellers, was carried out by
Racal-Decca Advanced Develop-
ment Ltd in conjunction with
the European Space Agency at Le
Bourget Airport during the Paris
Air Show. It consisted of mess-
ages being transmitted via satel-
lite from a Prodat terminal and
antenna installed on an aircraft
to a ground station at Villafranca
and onward to the public telex
and data networks.

Prodat is a development satel-
lite communications relay sys-
tem for data transmission be-
tween mobile users on land, at
sea, and in the air. It will. in
particular, allow for aircrew data
communications and passengers
telex facilities via ground data
networks throughout a flight,
without resorting to often unre-
liable h.f. radio links.

Manufactured by RDAD in
conjunction with Racal Avionics,
the airborne data terminals and
antenna equipment to link air-
craft with ground stations via
satellite will be used in the ser-
vice trials scheduled by the Soci-
ete Internationale de Telecom-
munications Aeronautiques
(SITA), the Paris -based, airline -
owned, aeronautical com-
munications company.

The trials will be conducted
later this year in cooperation
with ESA using the Inmarsat
space segment. Such a satellite
link offers the only reliable
method of communicating an
aircraft's position and other in-
formation from the aircraft to
the ground once it is out of range
of radar or v.h.f. radio.

Transmissions at 1.5 and
1.6GHz are employed between
mobile terminals and the satel-
lite, with reliance on specialized
modulation and error correction
techniques, tailored antennas for
airborne use, and adaptive
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synthesizers to compensate for
Doppler shift resulting from air-
craft movement. The r.f. ele-
ments result from a collaborative
programme with the French
company SNEC of Bretteville
L'Orgeu II euse in Normandy.

Key and lamp
comes up to

date
Norton Telecommunications,
Telephone Rentals and Austin
Taylor join forces to bring a new
electronic key and lamp system
to a market worth in excess of
£120 million. According to Nor-
ton's sales and marketing direc-
tor, Martin Cawood, "Key and
lamp systems are used in 30,000
organisations throughout the
UK. For more than twenty years
customers have used the same
electromechanical equipment
incurring heavy cost penalties
when they wanted to move or
change equipment around."

Traditionally organisations
use key and lamp units to enable
a number of staff to answer in-
coming calls on a group of lines.
These include police, fire and
ambulance services, stockbrok-
ers, travel agents, estate agents,
the insurance industry, telesales
and mail order houses. The Au-
stin Taylor design includes two
major advances over the old key
and lamp systems - visual indica-
tion of the call which has been
waiting the longest, and an inter-
com facility between desk units.

One -to -One
sold to

Comtext
Electronic mail company One -
to -One has been sold to Comtext
International Ltd by its owner,
Pacific Telesis International.
One -to -One is believed to have
around 15,000 mailboxes, the
second largest in the country. It
provides a range of electronic
messaging facilities to business
and personal users, gateways to
information databases, cellular
phones, radio paging and courier
deliveries and links to national
and international telex net-
works.

Comtext entered the telecom-

munications industry at the end
of 1986 when it acquired BFT
Communications Ltd one of
Europe's large international
telex and cable refilers. Both
companies use similar Tandem
computer -based technology.

British Olivetti Customer
Support Group is to provide a
viewdata network for a major
travel operator, Pickford Travel,
under a three-year contract
worth over £500,000. The con-
tract involves installing the cabl-
ing as well as installing and
commissioning Acorn Com-
municator terminals in over 300
Pickford brances throughout the
UK.

In addition to the installation
work, project managed by a team
from Olivetti's CSG, the Pick -
ford's terminals and network will
be maintained for three years by
CSG engineers who, once the
system is fully installed, will be
able to respond to most calls
within four hours. Eventually a
total of 1,500 terminals will be
installed.

Telecoms UK
in Coventry

The Telecommunications Indus-
try Association, which arose like
a Phoenix from the short-lived
Telecom Dealers Association,
will be one of the sponsors of a
new event designated Telecoms
UK. To be held on October 31 and
November 1 at the Crest Hotel,
Coventry, it will combine a con-
ference, exhibition and an
awards dinner. According to TIA

chief executive, Richard Wool-
lam "We are now a fast-growing
mature industry and Telecoms
UK is the forum needed, both for
exchanging views and to give a
platform for those major players
in supplying and manufac-
turing."

For years Coventry hosted the
TMA (Telecommunication Man-
agers Association) annual
Covention, until that event out-
grew the available facilities and
moved to Brighton.

Radiopaging
by satellite

Trials of the worlds's first satel-
lite radiopaging service are to
start at the end of the year. It will
enable drivers of long-distance
lorries to be contacted im-
mediately by their companies
while they are on the road -
particularly those of road haul-
age firms operating on routes
across Europe, the Middle East
and Africa.

Customers taking part in the
trials will make their satellite
paging calls in exactly the same
way as an inland paging call.
Messages will be routed via BTI's
Goonhilly Down satellite earth
station to an Inmarsat satellite.
The signal returned to/from the
satellite will be received by a
small "patch" antenna mounted
flush with the roof of the lorry
cab. A Message Master alpha-
numeric pager in the cab will
display the message and a printer
will provide hard copy.

InterCity Trainphones
Trainphones, supplied by British Telecom Mobile Communica-
tions, have entered service on the British Rail London -Cardiff
InterCity trains. The first 31 units, out of the 200 ordered, have
been installed. They operate on the Cellnet cellular radio system,
using the standard green BT pre -payment Phonecard.

British Rail estimates that 500,000 calls a year will be made
from Trainphones.

Digital 934MHz
short-range

radio by 1990
The Department of Trade and
Industry and the Electronic En-
gineering Association have
embarked on a programme
aimed at the introduction of a
digital short range radio service
by the early 1990s. A working
party is to be set up by the DTI to
finalize the performance speci-
fication for the service.

The Department will also be
responsible for steering the spe-
cification through the CEPT
(Conference of European Post
and Telecommunications) where
the draft specification has
already attracted a great deal of
support from other member na-
tions.

Short range radio is a low
power (less than 5 watts) service
having a range of around 5km. It
will utilise 80 channels of 25kHz
arranged as one control channel
which scans and selects a clear
channel from 79 speech chan-
nels.

The use of all -digital tech-
niques for voice and data is a UK
first in this field because CEPT
has developed a draft specifica-
tion based on analogue technolo-
gy. The EEA alternative utilises
the more advanced digital tech-
nology and provides additional
features such as data transmis-
sion. The DTI will not be licens-
ing any service for three years.
This time interval will allow the
digital specification to be de-
veloped as an alternative to the
analogue one.

Telecoms
Green Paper

The European Commission has
approved its Green Paper of Tele-
communications setting forth
proposals aimed at unifying tele-
communications across Europe.
After an initial policy discussions
in October, the Commission will
move on to discussion aimed at
producing consensus which it is
hoped will produce a number of
more formal proposals before the
end of the year.
Turn to page 000 for further
details.
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
Chopped stepping -

motor driver
One i.c. decodes step and direction signals
into 500mA stepping -motor drive signals.
This i.c., the Sprague UCN4202, accommo-
dates full -step or double -step operation and
has built-in reset and transient suppression
circuits. It also has a spare driver that can be
used for the head -load solenoid in disc -drive
applications.

Apart from this chopper drive circuit for
12V 500mA unipolar stepper motors there
are four other circuits in the UCN4202
Engineering bulletin. They are two-phase

12 V
500mA unipolar stepper motor

18-20 V
.12V

16  5,i

10k

iDirechon

control

Step input

Step enable

bipolar drivers for 500mA and 2A motors, an
a.c. driver for 2A motors and a unipolar
two-phase driver for 500mA motors. Brie(
specifications of fourteen small stepping
motors from five North American manufac-
turers are given.

Special-purpose logic for disc -drive ap-
plications is built into the 4202. When
output A is activated, pin 14 is high and its
state can be combined with other drive logic
to form the track -zero signal. An 'on -track'
output can be taken from pin 13, which is
low when outputs A or C are active. On -track
is one of the conditions that must be met
before writing is enabled.

ADDRESSES

ITT Semiconductors
145-147 Ewell Road
Surbitor
Surrey 1..T6 6AW
01 390 6578'9

Sprague Electric
HB Electronics
Lever St
Bolton
Lancashire BL3 6BJ
0204 396 363

Motorola
STC Electronic Services
Edinburgh Way
Harlow
Essex CM20 2DF
0279 442971

Intel
Accent Electronic
Components
Jubilee House
Jubilee Road
Letchworth
Hertfordshire SG6 1TL

Or

Jermyn Distribution
Vestry Estate
Otford Road
Sevenoaks
Kent TN14 5EU
0732 450144

1 OE

2 Driver

Power -
on

reset

Vcc 16

3 o/p A .-7-

;
o/p E --7;

 5 o/p C

; ...A (-6
6 o/p E 

8

A A

DIR
B

Step
logic

D CK

Second
step

1 -shot

- UCN- 4203A

Driver i/p 15

Product detection without transformers
and tuned circuits
A general description of the MC1596 ba-
lanced modulator, its gain equations, bias-
ing information and six circuits form Motor-
ola application note AN531. The 1596 func-
tions as a broadband d.s.b. s.c. balanced
modulator without transformers or tuned
circuits.

In this s.s.b. product detector operating
from a single 12V supply, all frequencies
except the desired demodulated audio are r.f.
and are thus easily filtered at the output. As a
result, carrier -null adjustment is not essen-
tial.

Carrier level is 100 to 500mV, s.s.b. input
is up to 100mV. and the circuit works from
v.l.f. up to 100MHz. Sensitivity for a 9MHz
s.s.b. input signal and a 10dB signal -plus -
noise -to -noise ratio at the output is 31.1.V.
With 0.50 r.f., an s.s.b. receiver with 5012
input impedance would require only 12dB
overall power gain from antenna input ter-
minals to the 1596 product detector.

Carrier input
300mV(rns) .>51

8

100n

o--1 1100n
SSB input

1k

c>,1k
7.7.100n

1

Carrier
i/p

Signal

5

Bias

MC1596 "1

100n

10

Gain
adjust i 3

SOO

12 V

3k

f output
Ri_t1Ok

1"

T T T
5n 5n
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
High -integration
graphics system
Seven i.cs and an 82716 video storage/
display device form a colour -graphics con-
troller with a resolution of 640 by 400 pels at
4bit/pel. When interfaced to an 80186 micro-
processor no further control logic is needed.

Inside the 82716 are a d -ram controller, a
task scheduler, sync generators, a 16/4096
colour palette and video d -to -a converters.
Although only 128Kbyte of d -ram is used
here, the controller can handle up to
512Kbyte.

The Intel application note describing this
controller includes assembly -language soft-
ware details and video timing information for
output to an IBM colour monitor.

Led driving considerations
Illustrations 4 and 5 from this applica-
tion note described in the July issue
were transposed but the table entries
were correct. In the last two table
entries, R is not quoted because it does
not affect consumption; it is a low value
used to limit current at power up.

' -

XTALIN

XTALOUT I

BOverlay

Vref

Clock i/o
P.11. ADDR

Hsync Vsync control DH,DL RAS

9 A

Programme
sync.

System clock

mo y
terfoce unit

Video clock

el
nit

L

dress
computing

AO ALE WR

CASL

CASH

Overflow
RDY

- J High byte
enable

AD
17

ADO
15

13

11

8

6

4
82716
VSDO

2

16

14

12

10

7

5

3

7
A 015 4015

36
MCS2 16

68 Clack i/o
31 Pll control
27

S
Vref
Overflow

BHE
64 19

BHE
6 21

RD
63 22

RD

WRWR
61 0

ALEALE

57 29
Reset

5 0
Reset

RDY RDY

6
XTALIN

67
CKOUT XTALOUT

WF1C

Hsync

Overlay
R

WE

17A-S

CASH

CASL

AORR0

33

32

28

2

24

2

61

I. 244

9 Vsync
Hsync

lntensi Pir1
Blue connector
Green to IBM
Red type
Gnd monitor

1

6

64

6

59 10

6

7

6

11

12

13

14

ADRR8

DL0

DL13

DLL,

DI_17

OH°

DH3

DH4

DH7

51

34 17

15

3

3

38

47

4464-15

004

001

4

42

4

4

47

5
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
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Digital programming
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Programmable speedometer and
mileage indicator
A general-purpose digital speedometer i.c.
needs to be programmable for different tyre
diameters. In the SAF1091/92 i.c. pair, a
programmable interface i.c. produces tim-
ing signals for a second i.c. which drives a
speedometer, odometer and taximeter.

Few external components are needed, as
this application example from ITT publica-
tion 6251-287-1E shows. Pulses from a
proximity switch drive the speedometer.
Two output pins drive the small stepping
motor of an odometer and a further pulse
output drives the speedometer; speed pulses
are averaged by the meter's mechanical
inertia.

Lower chip count
for d -ram control
Most dynamic ram applications need multi-
plexers for row and column addresses and an
address counter for refresh. Note AP309
from Intel describes how the 5CBIC pro-
grammable logic i.c. can replace the address
counter and multiplexers. Design equations
are given for the iPLDS II programmable -
logic development system.

Three other recent notes relating to the
5CBIC describe configuring the device
(AB17), dual -port memory control (AP305)
and microprocessor bus demultiplexing
(AP308).

Row address

Processor

(al

( b)

Processor

Column address

Select

MJX _OE

Column aalress

111Sel
MU X_OE

CK

CNTR_OE

Multiplexers

CK

5CBIC

Multiplexed
address

-*A
Porto

Port8

Refresh
address
Counter

A0.7

41.

Multiplexed address

14

411Ir

Dynamic ram
A0-7

Dynamic ram
A0-7
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01-208 1177 TICHNOMATIC LID 01-208 1177
BBC Computer & Econet Referral Centre

AMB15 bbi s...
ANC06 Turbo ibbl; Crk µ:.111,,I1 Module

ADCO8 512 Processor
ADF14 Rom Cartridge
A0,122 Ref Manual Part 1

£195(b)
C13 (b)
014 (e)

AM812 BBC MAST EN k

ADJ24 Advanced Ref Manual
AOFIO Econet Module
ADJ23 Rol Manual Part II
BBC Master Dust Cover

BBC MASTER COMPACT
Free bundled software within price
SYSTEM 1 128K Single 640K Drive and bundled software £349 (a)
SYSTEM 2 System 1 with a 12 HI Res RGB Monitor 0399 (a)
SYSTEM 3 System I wan a 14 Med Res RGB Monitor 0549(a)
Second Dnve Kit C99 (e) Extension Cable for eat 5 25 drive 012.50 (d)

View 3 0 User Guide 010(d)
BBC Dust Cover C4.50 (4)
ADFS ROM Itor B with 1770 DFS Se Plus) 021(d)
ACORN Z80 2nd Processors 0329 (a)
MULTIFORM 2130 2nd Processor £289 (b)
TORCH Z80 2nd Processor ZEP 100

f 315 (a)
099(b)

£19.50 IC)
(41 IC)
014 (c)

04.75 ON

ARCHIMEDES

Viewsheet User Guide 010 (d)
1770 DFS Upgrade for Model B 043.50 (d)

120S ROM 015 (d)
Universal 2nd Processor Adaptor 075 (b)

ACORN IEEE Interface 0265 ON
0229 (a)

TZDP 240 ZEP 100 with Technomalic PD800P dual drive with burn -in monitor stand 0439 (a)

META Version III - The only package available in the micro market that will
assemble 27 different processors at the price offered. Supplied on two 16K
roms and two discs and fully compatible with all BBC models. Please phone
for comprehensive leaflet £145 (b).

We stock the full range of ACORN hardware and firmware and a very wide range of other
peripherals for the BBC For detailed specifications and pricing please send for our leaflet

DISC DRIVES
5.25- Single Drives 40.50 switchable:
TS400 400K640K £105 (b)
PS400 400K'640K with integral mains power supply £115 (b)
5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable:
TD800 800K 1280K £185 (a)
P D800 800K 1280K with integral mains power supply £209 (a)
PD800P 800K 1280K with integral mains power supply and monitor stand C229 (a)
3.5" 80T OS Drives:
TS351 Single 400K 640K £75 (b)
PS351 Single 400K'640K with integral mains power supply £99 (b)
TD352 Dual 800K/1280K £134(b)
PD352 Dual 8001('1280K with integral mains power supply £152 (b)
PD853 Combo Dua 5 25 3 5- drive with p s u £209 (a)

3M FLOPPY DISCS
Inuustry Standard floppy discs with a lifetime guarantee. Discs in packs of 10

51/4 Discs 31/2' Discs
40 TSSDD £8.50(d) 40 T DS DD £10.50(d) 80 T SS OD £15.00(d)
80 T SS DD £11.50 Id) 80 T DS DO £13.25(d) 80 T DS DD f19.50(d)

PRINTERS & PLOTTERS
EPSON
LX800 0229 (a) STAR NL10 (Parallel Interface) £209 (a)
FX800 C315 (a) STAR NL10 (Serial Interface) £239 (a)
FX1000 £439(a)
EX800 £409 (a) BROTHER HR20 C349 (a)
EX1000 C595 (a)
L0800 /80 con £439 (a) COLOUR PRINTERS
L01000 £609 (a) Integrex Jet Printer £549 (a)
TAXAN
KP815 (160 cps) £269 (a) Dotprint Plus NLO Rom for
KP915 (180 cps) E369 (a) Epson versions for FX, RX. MX

JUKI
and GLP £28(d)

6100 (Daisy Wheel) _£319(a) PLOTTERS
NATIONAL PANASONIC Hitachi 672 £495 (a)
KX P1081 (80 col) £159 (a) Plotmate A45 E370 (a)
KX P 3131 (37K buffer) £249 (a) Plotmate A4SM £450 (a)
KX P 3132 (32K butler) £249 (a) Plotmate A3M £569 (a)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
We hold a wide range of printer attachments (sheet feeders, tractor feeds etcl
in stock. Serial, parallel, IEEE and other interfaces also available. Ribbons
available for all above plotters. Pens with a variety of tops and colours also
available. Please phone for details and prices.
Plain Fanfold Paper with extra fine perforation (Clean Edge):
2000 sheets 9 5' x 11' £13(b) 2000 sheets 14 5' x 11. £18.50(b)
Labels per 1000s Single Row x 1 7/16' £5.25(d) Triple Row 2-7/16' X 1 7/16' f5.00(d)

FLOPPICLENE DRIVEHEAD CLEANING KIT
FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 28 disposable cleaning discs
ensures continued optimum performance of the drives. 5 4- £12.50 (d)

.:' £14.00 (d)

DRIVE ACCESSORIES
Single Disc Cable C6 (d) Dual Disc Cable £8.50 (d)
10 Disc Library Case C1.80 (d) 30 5' 2 Disc Storage Box £6 (c)
50 . 5' z Disc Lockahk. Box £9.00 (c) 100 5' 2 Disc Lockable Box C13 (c)

MONITORS
RGB 14" MONOCHROME
1431 Std Res E179 (a) TAXAN 12 HI-RES
1451 Med Res C225(a) KX117 Hi Res green screen £85
1441 Hi Res £359 (a) KX118 Hi Res tong persistence £90 a

KX119 Hi Res amber £90 a

MICROVITEC 14" RGB/PAL/Audlo
1431AP Std Res E199 (a)
1451AP Std Res £255 (a)
All above monitors available in plastic or
metal case.

TAXAN SUPERVISION 620
12 Hi Res with amber green options.
IBM compatible £269 (a)
Taxan Supervisior 625 £319 (a)

PHILIPS 12 HIRES
BM7502 green screen C69
BM7522 amber screen C75 a
BM7542 white screen C79 a
ACCESSORIES
Microvitec Swivel Base £20 (c)
Taxan Mono Swivel Base with
clock £22 C
Philips Swivel Base £14 c
BBC RGB Cable £5 d
Microvitec £3.50 d
Taxan £5 (d) Monochrome £3.50 d
Touchtec - 501 £239 b

MODEMS
All modems carry a full BT approval

MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY WS Range

WS4000 V21/23 (Hayes Compatible.
Intelligent. Auto Dial/Auto Answer) £149 (b)

WS3000 V21/23 Professional As ws4000
and with BELL standards and battery back up
for memory £295 (b)

WS3000 V22 Professional As WS300 V21/23
but with 1200 baud full duplex £495 (a)

WS3000 V22 bis Professional As V22 and
2400 baud full duplex £650 (a)

The price of WS4000 and WS3000
modems includes a COMMSTAR ll ROM
and BBC Data Cable.

WS2000 V21/1/23 Manual Modem £95 (b)

DATA Cable for WS series/PC or XT £10 (d)

Auto Dial Card C27 (d)

Auto Answer Card £27 (d)

WS2000 SK I Kit f5 (d)

This offer can only apply if It la specified at the
time of placing your order for the modem.

RT256 3 PORT SWITCHOVER
SERIAL INTERFACE
3 input 1 output or I input 3 output
manual channel selection Input
output baud rates independently
selectable 7 bit 8 bit odd even none
parity Hardware or software
handshake 256K butler mains
powered £375(b)

PS BUFFER
Internal buffer for most Epson
printers Easy to install Inst
supplied
P9129 128K [99)c)

UVERASERS
UV1T Eraser with buitt.ir timer and mains indicator
Built-in safety interlock to avoid accidental exposure
to the harmful UV rays
it can handle up to 5 eproms at a time with an average
erasing time of about 20 miss E59 + E2 p&p.
UV1 as above but without the timer £47 + E2 p&p.
For Industrial Users we offer UV140 & UV141 era-
sers with handling capactty of 14 eprOmS UV141 has
a built in timer Both offer full built in safety features
UV140 t69. uv141 E85. p&p £2.50.

EXT SERIAL/PARALLEL
CONVERTERS

Mains powered converters
Serial to Parallel C48 (c)
Parallel to Serial C48 (c)
Bidirectional Converter £105 (b)

Serial Test Cable
Serial Cable switchable al both ends
allowing pin options to be re-routed or
iinked at either end - making II possible
to produce almost any caole
contigurahon on site
Available as 14'M or M/F £24.75

Serial Mini Patch Box
Allows an easy method to
reconfigure pin functions
without rewiring the cable
assay Jumpers can be used
and reused £22 (i)

Serial Mini Test
Monitors RS232C and CCITT
V24 Transmissions
,ndicating status with dual
colour LEDs On 7 most
significant lines Connects in
Line [22.50(0)

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS

I.D. CONNECTORS
(Spiodblock Type)

No of Header Recap Edge
ways Plug acie Conn

10 1109 459 1209
20 145p 125p 1959
26 175p 150p 240p
34 200p 1109 320p
40 2209 1909 3409
SO 235p 200p 310p

SOFTY II
This low cost intelligent e prom programmer can program 2716 2516
2532 2732 and with an adaptor 2564 and 2764 Displays 512 byte
page on TV has a serial and par
allel 0 routines Can be used as an emulator cassette mted ace
Softy ii 0195.00(b)
Adaptor for 2764
2564 02600

SPECIAL OFFER
2764-25

27128-25
27258
27612

6264 LP -15

All prices
on application

D CONNECTORS
No of Ways

9 15 25 37
MALE:
Ang Pins 120 180 230
Solder 60 85 125
IDC 175 275 325
FEMALE:
St Pin 100 140 210
Ang Pins 160 210 275
Solder 90 130 195
IDC 195 325 375
St Hood 90 95 100
Screw 130 150 175
Lock

350
170

380
440
290

120

2  6 -way ICOmmOdOre)
2  10 way
1 12 way iv .c 201
2x 18 way
2 x 23 way 12%81,
2x 25 way
2 a 28 way iSpectrum,
2x 36 war
t x 43 way
2 a 22 way
2x 43 way

r 77 way
7 a SO way4S100conn

EDGE

CONNECTORS
51,

300p

3509
40p

220p
2209

1509

175p
225p
200p
250p
260p
909

395p
400p
8009

5043p

AMPHENOL
CONNECTORS

36 way plug Centronics
solder 500p tiDC) 475p

36 way ski Centronics
!solder 1550p (IDC) 500p
24 way plug IEEE (solder)
475p ilDCi 475p
24 way ski IEEE Solder
500p IIDC 500p
PCB Mtg Skt Ang Pin
2.1 way 700p 36 w a , 750p

10way
16 -way

20 -way

26..1

RIBBON CABLE
igrey,netral
40p 34,ay 1110p

1139 40 -way 1110p

1159 SO -way 2019
1209 64.way 21109

TEXTOOL ZIF
SOCKE1S 24 -pm f7.50
28 p.n 09 10 40 pin1[12 10

EURO CONNECTORS
DIN 41612 Plug Skt
2 X 32 way St Pin 230p 275p
2 x 32 way Ang Pin 275p 320p
3 x 32 way St Pin 2609 300p
3 x 32 way Ang Pin 375p 400p
IDC Skt A + B 400p
IDC Ski A + C 400p

Foe 2 x 32 way please speedy
spacing (A + B. A + C).

GENDER CHANGERS
25 way D type

Male to Male
Male to Female
Female to Female

(10
£10
£10

DIL HEADERS
Solder IDC

14 pin 40p 100p
16 pin 50p 110p
18 pin 60p
20 pin 75p
24 pin 100p 150p
28 pin 160p 200p
40 pin 200p 225p

RS 232 JUMPERS
125 way Dl

24 Single end Male
24 Single end Female
24 Female Female
24 Male Male
24 Male Female

05 00
ES 25

010 00
f 9 50
£950

MISC CONNS
21 pin Scant Connector 200p
8 pin Video Connector 200p

DIL SWITCHES
4 way 90p 6 -way I05p
8 -way 120p 10 -way 1509

ATTENTION
All prices in this double page
advertisment are subject to

change without notice.
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

Please add carriage 50p
unless indicated as follows:
(a) £8 (b) £2.50 (c) £1.50 (d)

£1.00

TECHNOLINE VIEWDATA SYSTEM. TEL: 01-450 9764
Using 'Prestel' type protocols. For information
and orders - 24 hour service, 7 days a week
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1.1:21111 74273
74276
74278
74279
74283
74742
74290
74293
74298
74351

743656
743666
743674
74376
74390
74393
74490

7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411

74.2
7413
74.4
7416
7417
7420
7421
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432
7433
7437
7438
7439
7440
744.
7442A
7443A
7444
7445
74464
74476
7448
7450
7451
7453
7454
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481

7483A
7484A
7485
7486
7489
7490A
7491
7492A
7493A
7494
74954
7496
7497
74100
74107
74109
74110
74111

74116
74118
74119
74120
74121

74122
74123
74125
74126
74128
74132
74136
71141

74142
74143
74144
74145
74147
74118
74150
74151A
74153
71154
74155
74156
74157
71159
74160
74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74167
74170
74172
74173
74174
74175
74176
74178
74179
74180
74181
74182
74184
741854
74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74196
70199
74221
74251
74259
74265

2.00
1.40

1.70

0.90
1.05

3.20

0.90
0.90
1.80

2.00

0.80
0.60
0.80
1.60

1.10

1.20
1.40

741000
741001
741302
741003
741004
741505
741008
741009
741S10
741511
741013
741014
741015
741020
741021
74LS22
741024
741S26
741027
741S28
741S30
74LS32
74LS32
741033
741S37
741S38 0.24
741040 0.24
741042 0.50
741043 1.50

741048 0.90
741049 1.00

741051 0.24
741054 0.20
741055 0.24

7410734 0.30
7410744 0.35
741S75 0.45
7410764 0.36
741S78 0.42
7410834 0.70
741085 0.75
741586 0.35
741S90 0.48
741S91 0.90
741S92 0.35
741093 0.54
74109513 0.75
741396 0.90
741S107 0.40
741.0109 0.40
7410112 0.15
7410113 0.15
7410114 0.15
7410122 0.70
741S123 0.80
7415125 0.50
7415126 0.50
7415132 0.65
7415133 0.55
7415.36 0.45
7415138 0.55
7415139 0.55
7415145 0.95
7415147 1.75
7415148 1.40
7415151 0.65
7410152 2.00
7410153 0.65
7410154 1.60
7410155 0.65
7410156 0.65
741S157 0.50
7410158 0.65
741.5.606 0.65

7413161A 075
74151624 0.75
7961634 0.75
7410164 0.75
74151654 110
74151666 1,50

74LS168 1.30
74LS168 1.00
7410170 1.40
74LS1734 1.00

7415174 0.75
7415175 0.75
741S181 2.00
7415183 1.90
7415190 0.75
7415191 0.75
74L5192 0.80
74151944 0.75

74151954 0.75

7410196 cm
7415197 0.80
7410221 0.90
7415240 0.80
7415241 0.90
7415242 0.90
7418243 0.90
741.524/ 9.70
7415245 0.90
741S247 1.10
7415248 1.10
7415249 1.10
741S251 0.75
7415253 0.75
7415256 0.90
741524574 0.70

74152584 0.70
74LS259 1.20
74L5260 0.75

0.24

0.24

0.24
0.24

0.24
0.24
0.24

0.24

0.24

0.24
0.34
0.50
0.24

0.24

0.24
0.24

0.50
0.26
0.24

0.24

024
0.24
0.24

0.24
0.24

7415273 1.25
7415279 0.70
7415280 1.90
7415283 0.80
7415290 0.80
741029214.00
7415293 0.60
741S295 1.40
74152971400
741S298 1.00
7415299 2.20
7415321 3.70
74153224 3.90
7415323 3.00
741S324 3.20
7415348 200
7418352 1.20
7415353 1.20
7415356 2.10
741S363 1.80
741.5364 1.80
74L5365 0.50
7415366 0.50
7410367 0.52
7415368 0.50
7410373 0.70
741S374 0.70
7415375 0.75
7415377 1.30
74LS378 0.95
741S379 1.30
7415381 4.50
7415385 3.25
7415390 0.60
7410393 1.00
7415395A 1.00

7415399 1.10
7410445 1.80
7415465 1.20
7410467 1.20
7415490 1.50
7410540 1.00
7410541 1.00
7410608 7.00
7415610 25.00
7415612 25.00

7415624 3.50
7410626 2.25
7415628 2.25
7415629 1.25
7415640 2.00
74156401 3.00
7415641 1.50
7415642 2.50
7415642-1 3.00

7415643 2.50
7415643-1 3.00

7415644 150
7410645 2.00
7415645-1 4.00

7418668 0.90
7415669 0.90
7415670 1.70
7415682 2.50
7415683 100
7415684 3.50
7415687 3.50
7415688 150
7415783 16.00

74C SERIES

74C00
74C04
74C08
74C10
74C 14
74C20
74C32
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C76
74C83
74C85
74C86
74C90
74C93
74C95
74C 107

74C 150

74C15.
74C 157

74C 160
74C 161

0.70
0.50
0.70

0.70
0.50
0.70

1.00

1.50

1.50

110
1.20

110
2.00

2.25

0.50

1.90

1.50
1.60

1.00

500
2.00

2.50

1.80

1.80
74C162 1.60

74C 163 ..80

74C 173 1.00

74C174 150
74C175 1.50

74C 193 1.50
74C.94 1.50

74C195 1.50

74C221 2.50
74C244 2.00
74C245 2.25
74C373 2.25
74C374 2.25
74C902 1.20
74C911 9.00
74C912 4.50
74C922 6.00
74C923 6.50
74C925 6.50
74C926 7.50

74ALS SERIES

7461500 0.45
7441.502 0.45
7461504 0.50
'461508 0.50
7441510 0.45
7441520 0.45
7441532 0.45
7441574 0.70
74415138 1.50

74415139 1.50

74415244 453
74415245 4.75
74415573 2.60
74ALS574 4.50
74413540 2.50

745 SERIES

74500
74502
74504
74505
74508
74S10
74011
74S20
74022
74530
74532
74037
74038
74540
71051
74564
71074
74085
74086
740112
740113
740114
740124
745132
745133
745138
745139
745140
745151
745153
745157
745158
745163
740169 5.50
740174 3.00
745175 3.20
745188 1.80
745189 1.80

745194 3.00
745195 3.00
745196 150
7415200 4.50
740201 3.20
740225 5.20
74S240 4.00
740241 4.00
740244 1.00

745251 2.50
74S257 2.50
74S258 2.50
745260 1.00
74S261 3.00
745283 2.70
745287 2.25
745288 2.00
74S289 2.25
74S299 4.50
745373 4.00
745374 4.00
745387 2.25

0.50

0.50

0.50
050
0.50
0.50

0.75

050
0.50

0.50
0.60

060
0.60

0.50

0.60
0.45

0.70

5.50
1.00

1.50

1.20

1.20

3.00

1.00

0.60
1.80

1.80

1.00

150
1.50

2.00

2.00

3.00

4000 SERIES

4000
4001

4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011

4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021

4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4031
4032
4033
4034
4035
4036
4037
4038
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4045
4046
4047
4048
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4054
4055
4056
4060
4063
4066
4067
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4n-,

0.20

0.24

0.25

0.70
0.25
0.60
0,45

0.60
0.24

0.25

0.36

0.60
0.70

0.36
0.55

0.60
0.60

0.60
0.60

0.70
030
0.49
0.20
0.90
0.40
0.60

0.75
0.35

1.25

1.00

1.25

2.50

070
2.50

1.10

1.00

0.60

0.55

0.50
0.60
0.60
1.00

0.60
0.60

0.55

0.36

0.35

0.65
0.60

0.60

0.80
0.80

0.85

0.70

0.85

040
2.30

0.25

014
0.24
0.24

0.24

0.24
0 24

4076
4077
4078
4081

4082
4085
1066

4069
4093
4094
4095
4096
4097
4098
4099
4501
4502
4503
4504
4505
4506
4507
4508
45.0
4511
4512
4513
45.4
4515
4516
4517
4518
45.9
4520
4521
4522
4526
4527
4528
4529
4531
4532
4534
4536
4538
4539
4541
4543
4551
4553
4555
4556
4557
4560
4566
4568
4569
4572
4583
4584
4585
4724
14411

14412
14416
14419

14490
14495
'45000
.4599
22100
22101
22102
40014
40085
40097
40098
40100
40101
40102
40103
40104
40105
40106
40107
40108
40109
40110
40..4

40147
40163
40173
40.74
40175
40192
40193
40194
40244
40245
40257
40373
40374
80C95
80C 97
80C98

0.65

0.25

0.25

0.24

0.25
0.60

015
1.20

0.35

090
0.95
0.90

2.70

0.75

0.99
0.36

0.55

0.36

0.95

3.60

0.90
0.35
1.20

0.55

0.55
0.55
1.50

1.10

1.10

0.55

2.20

0.48

0.32

0.60
1.15

0.80
0.70

0.80
0.65
1.00

0.75
0.65
3.80

2.50

0.75

0.75
0.90
0.70
1.00

2.40

0.36

0.50
AO
1.40

1.40

2.10
1.70

0.45

0.90
0.46
0.60

1.50

7.50
7.50

3.00
2.60
4.20
430
6.50
2.00

3.50
700
7.00

0.48
1.20

0.36
0.40
1.50

1.25

1.30

2.00

1.20

1.50

0.48
0.55
3.20

0.80
2.25

2.25

2.80
1 00

1 20

1.00

1 00

1 Oo

1 00

1.00

1.50

1 50

1 80
1 80

1 BO

0 75

0.75
0.75

LINEAR ICs COMPUTER COMPONENTS
1 12

ADC0808 11.90
416791000 25.00

AN103 2.00
AN.1.5050 1.00

45-11350 150
AY -3.8910 4.90

653.8912 5.00
CA30194 1.00
CA3020 3.50
CA30284 1.10
CA3046 0.70
CA3059 3.25
CA3060 3.50
CA30806 0.70
CA3085 1.50

CA3086 0.60
CA3089E 2.50
CA309040 3.75
CA31306 0.90
CA31307 1.30
CA3140E 0.45
CA31401 1.00
CA3146 2.25

CA3160E 1.50
CA3161E 2.00
CA3162E 6.00
CA3189E 2.70
CA3240E 160
CA32130G 100
07002 6.00
0401408 3.00

DAC0800 3.00
136C0808 3.00
D0308 3.00
881366 1.90

17106 6.75
L7611 0.95

CL7650 4.00
17660 2.50
18038 4.00
M7555 0.90

CM7556 1.10
LC7120 3.00
1C7130 3.00

LC7131 3.50
LC7137 3.50
LF347 1.20

1F351 0.60
LF353 0.90
10355 0.90

LF356N 1.10

LF357 1.00

10398 4.00
16110019 4.50

L.M3014 0.30
LM307 0.45
LM308C9 0.75
L64310 2.25
161311 0.60

161318 1.50

161319 1.80

LM324 0.45

L.M3341 1.15

LM3351 1.30
1M336 1.60

LM339 0.40
LM348 0.60

1513581, 0.50
144377 3.00
1.143805-8 1.50

LA13809 1.50
144381491.70
1.9381N . 3.00
19383 3.25
LM384 2.20

16438691 1.00

LM387 2.70
LM391 1.80

LM3929 1.10

1M393 0.85
LM394CH COD
LM709 0.35

144710 0.48
LM711 1.00

144723 0.60
111725C9 3.00

144733 0.65
LAA74I 0.22
1447747 0.70
161748 0.30
1611011 4.80
L841014 1.50

1611801 3.00

1611830 2.50
1611871 100
L541872 3.00

LM1886 6.00
LM1889 4.50
LM2917 3.00

LM3302 0.90
LM3900 0.80
1613909 1.00

L613911 1.90

LM3914 3.50
LM39I5 3.40
M3916 3.40

L5113600 1.50
61515131 2.30
61515161 4.50

MB3712 2.00
10C1310P 1.50

1413 0.75
MC1458 045
MC1495 3.00
MC¶496 0.70
14C3340P 2.00

MC3401 0.70
MC3403 0.65
MF1009 1.10
MK502409.00
441 902 5.00
611922 1.00
96162216 3.00

NE529 2.20
NE531 1.20

NE544 1.90

NE555 0.22
NE556 0.60
NE564 100
NE565 120
NE566 1 50
NE567 1 25
NE570 400
NE571 3.00

NE592 010
NE5532P 150
NE5533P 1.60

NE5534P 1.20

ME55344P 1.50
OP.07EP 3.50
P11024 5.00
FIC4136 0.55
RC4151 2.00
RC4195 150
RC4558 0.55
5,50240 9.00
SAA1900 1600
55596364 800
01490 3.00
55760135 300
55760235 300
55760335 3.00
55761156 2,15

0976489 4.00
5976495 4.00
5N766601.20
50025641.1 7.00

SP8515 7.50
147120 1.20
147130 1.40

147204 1.50

1A7205 0.90
147222 150
147310 1.50

164231 170

TBA800 0.60

164810 0.03

18420 000
TBA8205 075
TBA920 2.00
TBA950 2.25
TC9109 5.00
TC4210 3.50
TCA220 3.50
TC4270 3.50
TCA940 1/5
10810048 5.00
TDA1010 2.25
TDA1022 4.50
TDA1024 1.10
10411705 3.00
TDA2002 3.25
TDA2003 1.90
7042004 2.40
TDA2006 3.20
TDA2020 3.20
TDA2030 2.50
TDA2593 5.00
TDA2653 700
TDA3560 7.50
7043810 7.50
TDA7000 3.50
1E41002 7.00
11061CP 0.40
11062 0.60
11064 0.90
TL071 0.10
11072 0.70
11074 1.10

TL081 0.35
T1082 0.55
11083 0.75
11084 1.00

71094 2.00
11430C 1.20

UA759 3.20
UA2240 1.20

80958014 6.00

U1520014 075
16.520024 0.75
Ut.520034 075
U1520004 075
ULN2068 2.90
0192602 1.90
ULN2803 1.00
ULN2804 1.90
UPC575 2.75
UPC592H 2.00

UPC1156H 100
UPC11891 5.00
89210 4.00
892206 1.50
XR2207 3.75
X92211 5.75
592216 6.75
892240 1.20
19404 1.00

19414 0.80
19419P 1.75

ZN423E 1.30

19424E 1.30

ZN125E8 3.50
IN426E8 3.00
241427E8 6.00
IN428E8 4.50
19429E8 2.25
151447E 9.00
29448 I 7.50
151449E 3.00
19450E 7.50
IN459CP 3.00
ZN1034E 2.00
ZNA1040 6.60
754! 1411 2300
ZNA234E 9.50

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

IA FIXED VOLTAGE PLASTIC T00220
+VE

5V 7805 0.45
6v 7806 0.50
6V 7808 0.50
12V 7812 0.45
I55 7815 0.50
I8V 7818 0.50
24V 7824 0.50 7924 0.50

IA FIXED VOLTAGE PLASTIC T092
5V 78105 0.30 5V 79105 0.45
6V 78106 0.30 12V 79112 0.50
8V 78108 0.30 15V 79115 0.50
12V 78112 0.30
15V 78115 0.30

-VE
7905 0.50
7906 0.50
7908 0.50
7912 0.50
7915 0 15
7918 0.50

OTHER REGULATORS

FIXED REGULATORS
LM309K t A 5V 140
LM323K 3A 5V 350
78H05KC 54 5V 540
78812 SA 12V 640
78P05 104 5V 900
VARIABLE REGULATORS
,M3054H 250
LM317T TO 220 1.20
LM317K 103 2.00
1613371 2 25
LM3500 10A . v417 100
LM396K 'OA  v41-1 15.00
LM723N 0 50
78HHO5KC 56 5V 5 75
78HGKC 54-7 VAR 650
78GUIC 14 .vAR 225
79HGKC 56 -VAR 675
79GUIC 14 VAR 250
SWITCHING REGULATIONS
1CL7660
SG3524
T L494
11497
78S40

TECHNOMATIC LTD
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD. LONDON NWIO 1ED

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD. LONDON NWIN)
Tel: 01-723 0233 4 lines. Telex: 922800

.305 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON W2

2 50
300
300
2.25
250
1 50

1802CE 6.50
26504 10.50
6502 4.50
65002-2MHz

12.00
6502A 6.50
6502E1 8.00
6800 2.50
6802 100
6809 6.50
6809E 10.00
68809 10.00
68009E 12.00
08000 -LB 36.00

8035 3.50
80035 6.00
8039 4.20
80039 700
80804 710
8085A 3.00
800854 7.50
8086 22.00

8087.0 [120
8087-8 [160
8088 17.50
8741 15.00
8748 12.00
1951601 12.00
7959980 1450
1959995 18.00
V20-8 10.00
V30-8 10.00
Z80 2.50
1804 2.90
Z8013 5.50
180H 7.50

SUPPORT
DEVICES

2651 1200
281630 2000
3242 800
3245 4.50
6520 .00
6522 150
6522A 5.50
6532 4.80
6551A 6.00

6821
68021
6829
6840
68040
6850
68E150
6852
6854
68854
6875

8154
8155
8156

8205
8212
8216
8224
8226
8228
8243
8250

2.50
1250
175
6.00
1.80

2.S0
2.50
6.50
8.00
5.00

3.50
3.80
3.90

2.25
2.00
1.60

P.0.8
4.25
5.50
2.60

12.00

82514 3.25
8253C.5 3.50
62554C-5 170
8256 16.00
8257C-5 54.00

8259C-5 4.00

13275 29.00
8279C-5 450
8282 1.00

8284 4.60
8287 3.80
82880 6.50
8755A 16.00

TMS4500 14.00
74459901 5.40
7559902 5.10
TM59911 19.110

TMS9911 1460

ZOOM 2.50
180411110 2.7S
280CTC 2.50
280ACTC 2.75
7800461 CYO
ZEIOADART 7.440

180DRAA 7.00
250412MA 750

Z804610 021
760

180E1010 560
ZBOBCTC 5.41:1

Z8OBOART 9.10

2101 4.00

21078 S.00
21114-35 4.00
2.14 1.50
21143 2.50

2.47 4.00

4.16 2.00
4116-20 1.50

41256-15 3.00

416415T1 3.080

4416-15 3.50
4532-20 2.50

5101/5501 4.10
5514/5114 4.10
5516 4.00
55176P 4.110

6.16P-3 3.50
611610-3

62641P-15 3.40

6514-45 4.00
6810 2.00
745189 1.110
740289 2/5

93415 6.00

93425 6.110

PROM.

28122
24010
185030
1856030
745188
745287
745288
74S387
82523
825123
825129

4.00
2.50
2.90
2.60
1.80
2.25
100
2.25
150
150
1.75

F PROM,

2516.5V 3.50
2516-35 5.50
2532 4.50
2532-30 5.50
2564 11 00

2708 4.50
2716+5V 3.50
2716-35 350
2732 4.50
2732A-2 9.50

27324-30 6.00
27324-35 5.50
2764-25 209
27C64-25 6.00

27126-251250
27256-25 4.00

27512 P.O.A
27512-25 14.00
TM52716 5.00

CRT
CONTROLLER

CR15027 18.00
CRT5037 12.00
CR06545 900
EF9364 8.00
EF9365 25.00
EF9366 25 00
EF9367 36.00
EF9369 12 00
MC6845 650
MC68455P 650
MC6847 650
57596364 800
TMS9928 1000

EE PROM

2816-30 15.00
2K+8 30.00
9306 2560110
(16.16) 4.50

INTERFACE
ICs

407581 15.00
ADC01308 11.90
AD561.1 20.00
A1425510 3.50
AH251.525213.50
AM251325353.50
414261.531 1.20
441261332 1.20
451791000 3500
DAC80C13. v

26.00
DM8131 6.00
0P8304 3.50
DS3691 3.50
058830 1.10
008831 1.50
DS8832 1.50
DS8833 2.25
058836 1.50
008838 2.25
D7002 8.00
MC1488 0.90
MC1489 0.60
51C3446 2.50
MC3459 4.50
MC53470 4.7S
MC3480 1150
MC3486 2.25
MC3487 2.25
PAC4024 5.50
MC4044 5.50
MC6883 16.00
MC14411 7.50
MC 14412 7.50
75107 0.90
75108 0.90
75109 1.20
75110 0.90
75112 1.60
75113 1.20
75114 1.40
75115 1.40
75121 1.40
75122 1.40

1.20

75154
75159
75160
75161
75162
75172
75182
75188
75.89
75365
75450
75451
75452
75453
75454
75480
75491
75492

8026
8128
8095
8096
8097
8198
811595
811596
81 1597
811598
8815120

9602
9636A
9637AP

1.20
2.20
5.00
6.50
7,50
COO

0.90
0.60
0.60
1.50
0.80
0.50
0.50
0.70
0.70
1.50
0.65
0.65

1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1 20
1 ZO
1.40
1 40
1 40
1.40
4 50

3.00
1 60
1.60

963P 1.90

.7E 9.50

ISC
CONTDROLLER

ICs

765A 10.00
6843 600

F01771 20.00
F01791 20.00
FD1793 20.00
FD1797 22.00

:"7, 24.00
W01691 15.00
W0214312.00
W02793 27.00
W02797 27.00

TDEE'leTn4

SAA5020 6.00
SAA5030 7.00
5445041 16.00
SAA5050 9.00

4552375 11.50

74C922 5.00
74C923 6.00

GENERATORS

7.50
.. 6.50

750

UARTs

4+3,015P 3.00
AV51013P 3.0
COM8017 3.00
1446102 1.50

MODULATORS

6M1-17 315
8M97 4.50

SOUND II
VISION

12MHz 12.00

CRYSTALS

32 7681097 100
643214111 2.25

2 00MHz 2.25
2 45760616151/

2.00
2 4576014117101

2.50
2 5MHz 2.50
3276MH7 1.50
3 5795MHz 1.00
4 00MHz 1.50
8197MHz 2.00
4 43MHz 1.00
4 91521Allt 2.50
5 00MH2 150
5 0681492 1.75
6 00MHz 1.40
6 144MHz 1.40
7 00MHz 1.50
7 I6MHz 1.75
8 00MHz 1.50
81367Mhz 1.75
10 00MHz 1.75
10 50MHz 2.50
10 701411z 110
1100MHz 3.00
12 00MHz 150
14 03MHz 1.75
1431419, 1.60
14 75616/14 2.50
15 00MHz 2.00
16 005194 2.00
17 734MHz 1.50
18 00MAI: 1.50
113432MHz 1.50

96961114 1.50
20 000MHz 1.50
21 0001047 1.75
48 000MHz 1.75
116MHz 2.5
P001000 12.60

Please note:
All prices are subject to
change without notice.

Only current prime grade
components stocked.
We also stock a wide
range of: Transistors,
Diodes. Triacs Plastic,

Bridge Rectifiers.
Thyristors and Zenors.

Please phone for details.

OTHERS
LEDs OPTO-ELECTRONICS

255777
BPX25
BPVV21
OCP71
09012
ORP60
ORM!
SF H205
TIL32
01178
1631B
01061
T11100

0 -SO

1.80
2.80
1.90
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.00
0.55
0.S5
1.20
1.20
0.75

DISPLAYS

FND357 1.00
F90500111730

1.00
F90507 011729

1.00
MAN7, 01707

1.00
14653640 175
61864640 2.00

0.125'
RED T112090.12
GRN 011211026
YEL TIL212 0.70
Rect LEDs
(R/G/Y1 0.30
C4016 Mow

1.00
10 LED
Bar Graph
Red 2.25
Green 2.25

0.2"
111220
011222
011224

0.15
0.16
0.22

COUNTERS

74C925 6.50
740926 6.50
74928 6.50

/91040 6.70

MAN66102.00
NSB5881 5.70
7I1311 6.50
711729 1.00
0117300 100
1/458910 1 50
MAN8.1A0 250

DISPLAY
DRIVERS

93e0 4.50
9370 4.50
5374 3.50

1443914 3.50
193915 3.50
1443916 3.50
UDN6118 3.20
0096184 3.20
U192003 0.90
U1.92004 0.90
ULN2068 2.90
U1612802 1.90
ULN2083 1.80
0192804 1.90
75491 0.70
75492 070

BPX25 3.00
BPX34 3.00
BPW21 3.00
COY21 3.00
END357 1.00
MAN174/D1 704 1.00
MAN 71 /01. 707 1.00
MAN4640 2.00
MAN6610 2.00
MAN8910 0 8' 1.20
NSB5881 5.70
ORP12 1.20
SFH305 1.00
TIL31A 1.20
TIL 32 0.90
TIL 78 0.90
TIL81 1.20
711 100 1.20
TIL311 ....

OPTO- ISOLATORS

T11111 0.70
11074 1.30 TIL112 0.70
610126 1.00 TIL113 0.70
MCS2400 1.90 TI1116 0.70
44003020 1.50 69137 3.60
11074 2.20 69139 1.75

LOW PROFL.E SOCKETS BY TI

8pon 9p 18p.n 16p 24p n 24p
14pon 10p 2001n 1111p 28p n 26p
16pin 11p 22p1n 20p 40p n 30p

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS BY TI

Bpon 25p 18p,n 50p 24pon 70p
14pon 36p 20pin 60p 28pon 806
16p1n 40p 22p,n 65p 40pon 100p

TURNED PIN
LOW PROFILE SK TS

8p.n 25p 16pon 35p 20pin 45p 280111 65P
14pn 30p 113pon 40p 24pin 55p 40p,n lop

PLEASE ADD 53p p&p & 15g70 VAT
(Export: Do Vila, p&p si Cow

0:clers from Government Depts. & Colleges etc. welcome
Detailed Price List on request

Stock items are normally by return of post
Minimum I cli.itionc Order

=WM
z
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real thoughts on the
imaginary axis

There is nothing imaginary about j. Anyone doing anything
with electronic circuits should still master complex

numbers.

is urely everyone can handle calcula-
tions using j nowdays?" I surmised.
But no. Either familiarity has made

it all boring, or students still trip up over the
term imaginary - and when you look into it,
a surprising number of quite senior en-
gineers and technicians also tend to avoid
complex numbers if they can, when working
out problems.

People in this unfortunate situation have
to face the fact that Fourier and Laplace
transforms, Bode plots, poles and zeros.
frequency and phase response, many dif-
ferential equations, Smith charts - and even
common old impedance itself all remain a
closed book.

The arguments about the meaning of j
started with people solving algebraic equa-
tions. How do you find their roots? Girolamo
Cardan discussed this issue in his Ars Magna,
published in 1545. He noticed that if you
allow Vito come into the picture, all
equations have roots. Some have real num-
ber answers, others have complex roots, yet
others have a mixture of real and complex
ones. He proved that complex roots always
occur in pairs. Cardan called numbers con-
taining \/1 sophistic, meaning 'intriguing
but not very useful!'

We can illustrate the kind of thing this
early author said by using a quadratic
together with our modern notation. For
example, w = 3 or w = 5 satisfy w2 -8w +
15 = 0. As you know, we call 3 and 5 the real
roots of this equation, (try them in and
see...). Root means 'from where the equation
comes.'

But a whole bunch of quadratics have no
such roots, however hard you search along
the real axis at all the infinite number of
points on it that represent the integers,
rational numbers and irrational numbers
which make up the real number system. We
all yawn at the familiarity of the explanation
in Fig. 1, where the parabolic curve of the
quadratic either cuts the real axis at two
points (a) to give the real roots, or it remains
too high up (b) ever to get to the axis and
therefore, with no axis intersection, no
roots.

"Ah!" you say, "I don't sketch all these
pictures, I use the formula and a pocket
calculator..." Yes, we know the general

JOULES WATT

Roo',

(a)

0

(b)

X

Fig.l. The plot of a quadratic function in (a)
obviously has two answers at the points on
the 'x' axis where 'y' equals 0. In (b) the
parabola never reaches a value of y equals
0, so we say there are no roots. If we admit
complex numbers, then (b) has roots.

quadratic equation axe + bx + c = 0 has the
well known formula for its solution.

-b± 1/b2 - 4acx12-
2a

where x1 is the '+' root solution, x2 the 
root one. And we see the problem that arises,
for example, in trying to solve x2 - 8x + 25
= 0.

The formula gives,

8 ± -36
x1.2 - 2

Minus 36 is -1 x 36, so the square root

comes down to finding 6 \/1. The problem
always is, "What is the square root of minus
one?" If you try it on your calculator, you get
'error', or if '\/1 turns up in your computer
program, the same thing occurs, or the run
crashes. Try as you might, no real number
multiplies by itself to give V--1. But never-
theless, (as we do all have some knowledge of
algebra!) if it did exist we could give it a
symbol, j say, and define, j2 = -1. So, using
this j the equation has two roots, complex
now, xi = 4 +j3 and x2 = 4 -j3 and away we
go with a whole lot of new numbers - the
complex numbers that I am talking about.
You can see why Cardan called them
'sophistic'.

TRIGONOMETRY BECOMES
COMPLEX

A most interesting little tit -bit of history
turns up in the work of James Gregory who,
in his maths textbook of 1667, gave the
infinite series expansions of sing and cogs,
(see box). In his other book, he described the
two -mirror reflecting telescope, which we
still call the Gregorian system in memory of
him.

This all became relevant when Leonhard
Euler took up these series expansions and
showed they related to the exponential series
expansion for e", where e is that peculiar
irrational number 2.71828... This rela-
tionship worked, as Euler showed, if the
index of e was an imaginary number i0,
where he used the letter i for vi, and
introduced the term 'imaginary unit' for it.
His decision to do this was rather unfortun-
ate as there is nothing imaginary about the
subject. Our forebears, the electrical en-
gineers, wrote 'j' for \/-1 instead, soon after
i had become standard for electric current.
The Euler's identity we are talking about,
(see the box),

ei"= cos° + jsin0

developed into a very important relation for
our field of work.

GEOMETRY BECOMES COMPLEX

Other mathematicians thought along diffe-
rent lines. Once again, the independent
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growth of new ideas occurred together. Just
before the turn of the 19th century a Norwe-
gian surveyor, Caspar Wessel, published a
geometrical representation of complex
numbers. He was struggling with vectors
and noted that 'the unit in the positive line
direction is +1, that in the negative direc-
tion is -1 and E is the unit perpendicular to
the + direction and has the same origin...

Wessel's e is equivalent to j. Unfortunate-
ly, hardly anyone read his paper on the
subject for about 100 years.

At about the same time (1806), J.R.
Argand published a paper showing De-
scartes' famous graph axes now labelled
'real' along the x axis and 'imaginary' along
y. Posterity immortalized Argand via this
geometry: nevertheless the whole subject
crystallized around the early 1800s with
Wessel, Buee and a little later, Mourey and
Warren all publishing treatments of complex
numbers. So did Gauss and. as a result of his
work William Hamilton struggled for half a
lifetime with 'complex numbers in three
dimensions' - to invent Quaternions.
Although no longer heard about, quatern-
ions led to Vector Analysis via Clerk
Maxwell', Willard Gibbs and Oliver Heavi-
side. The unit vectors i, j, k of space analysis
are therefore not a thousand miles from
N/1. As you know, vector analysis has an
enormous power of explanation in electro-
magnetic theory, but that is another story'.

OPERATIONS

Modern teaching seems to have reduced the
emphasis on the operational meaning of j.
Older readers will smile with recognition at
this, while younger students nearly always
say, "Operator j, what do you mean operator
j ...?" Following Argand and Wessel we do

This last result shows that the exponential
function has a slope that equals itself at all
points.

sin0 = 0 -Oa +05 -

02
04

cosO = 1 -
2! 4!

- -

and e0 = 1 + 0 + 02 0"y +y 0504 +y

Now the piece de resistance. Put j0 equal to
the original 0 in the above exponential
series:

ei" = 1 + j0 - 2, -j +1; +

(Remember that j2 = -1. j3 = -j and so
on...)
We now put this into the form A + jB,

2

4. ve4
_03 +_05

3! s!

Straightaway you see that,
e'" = cos° + jsin0 which is Euler's
famous identity.

A Short mathematical story

Leonhard Euler noticed a relationship between the infinite series expansion of the exponential
function and the two expansions for sin and cos, as found earlier by James Gregory.

Following the way these mathematicians thought, we say. "Suppose a function of 0, say, can
be expanded in a power series." This means that we assume.

f(0)=a+al0+a202+a303+a,0'+...
is true if we take enough terms and insert the appropriate constants. ao, a, etc.

If we know a and a, for instance, we get the straight line approximation to the curve of f(0).
This is the tangent at the point about which we are expanding the function. We often do this to
'linearize the curve of a non-linear device over a little bit of its characteristic. This means that
the series and f(0) agree at least in the region of one point. If we know a2 also, then we are
fitting a parabola onto the curve and a wider range of agreement occurs around the point - and
so on.

Now proceed to differentiate. We let f'(0) be the first differential coefficient, f"(0) the second,
etc.

f' (01 =al +2a20+3a3024-...
f" (0) =2a2+2.3a30+3.4a402+...
f"'(0) =2.3a3+2.3.4a40+3A.5a502+...

Now suppose we have a look at what is happening at the origin. as Colin McLaurin did.

This means f(0) = an (i.e. the 'y' intercept is at a)
F(0) = al

f"(0) = 2a2
r"(0) = 2.3a3
f""(0) = 2.3.4a4

So that f"(0) = 2.3.4...nan
You might recognise 1.2.3.4.... n as 'factorial n'. We write it as n! ("n shriek", as my old maths
teacher called it.)

This means we know the a, al, a2, etc. for the "expansion of f(0) about the origin." And this
is precisely what McLaurin did, so after him, the series is called the McLaurin expansion.

 00)=(f(0)+C(0)0 + I'LL/1%2 + L-'12101,
3!

Now try it on cos0, sine and e° as typical functions (certainly of interest in our
trade).

All you have to remember is that

d(cdo0sO) - _sine and d(sine) - cos() together with AlC+-t - eo
de dO

The rotating phasor ei-t can be resolved into the two planes at right angles I have
shown here. One component forms the real part, the other forms the imaginary
part of Euler's relationship. Of some interest other people call ev.' the analytic
functior made up from Of), the in -phase component and jf(t) the quadrature
component, where f(t) is known as the Hilbert transform of f(t). This interpretation
facilitates work in modulation theory - especially theory of s.s.b. and in -phase and

quadrature components of noise in systems.
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not look on j as a number at all. Instead look
on it as operating on a number, like + or -
does. Operate on +4 with - and the direc-
tion of 4 is turned through 180° from
pointing to the right along the real axis, to
pointing along the left, or negative direc-
tion.

As operating with - is equivalent to
operating with j, then j again. because j xj =
-1. then operating on a number with just
one j might take you only half way on the
journey. i.e. 90° Figure 2(a) shows the
operation. The imaginary number axis con-
tains all the j numbers. When j = 0, we
obtain all the real numbers. Therefore the
real numbers are just a subset of the complex
numbers, namely all those on the x axis
along which j = O. When we look along, say.
the horizontal line through j4, as shown in
Fig.2(b), another subset of numbers turns
up. This time we have a particular selection
of complex numbers. The whole set of
complex numbers contains every point in
the plane.

This real/imaginary plane referred to 0
and the two axes through it is the Argand
Diagram. Often, authors call this picture the
complex plane or simply the z plane. All the
points have two parts, the horizontal magni-
tude or real part and the vertical magnitude.
or imaginary part.

Take another look at the second quadratic
with its two complex roots,

8 j6 A ;*-1
JOXI.2 = - -7-

2

One is x = 4 + j3, the other is the conjugate
complex number x = 4 - j3. All equations
with complex roots have them turn up in
conjugate pairs. Conjugate to something
means 'its opposite number', as it were. In
complex numbers it simply means, 'put -j
where +j was, and you get the conjugate'.
The conjugate of any complex number on
the Argand diagram is easy to see in all cases.
It is the reflection in the real axis, as you can
see in Fig.3.

Conjugates have interesting (and useful)
properties. Their sum is a real number: e.g.
if we have z = a + jb, then z* = a - jb and z
+ z* = a + jb + a - jb =2a. Their product is
a real number, zz* = a' + b2. If z is the
complex number e", then its conjugate z*
is and, using Euler's identity on both of
these, you can see that z + z* is real. zz*
easily shows its real nature, because,

ejtote -jtot
,Wt=

enot

VECTORS OR PHASORS?

From all the historical connections of com-
plex numbers with vectorial ideas, you
might be tempted to look at the Argand
diagram and say, "The complex number z
has a magnitude (out from 0) and a direction
(angle 0 to the real axis). Therefore, it
represents a vector." Well, yes - if you look
into old treatises. z was called a vector. Yet
we multiply modern vectors in an entirely
different way to complex numbers. We divide
complex numbers. but division has no
meaning at all for vectors. Because of these
differences, we now tend to label complex
number representation of directed lines as
phasors.

Im

(a)

z -plane

Fig.2. The construction in (a) is called the
Argand Diagram. You can think of the
arrowed line ('phasor') turning from the
'Re' axis to pointing along the 'Im' axis
when operated on by j. All the points on the
horizontal line j4 in (b) represent a subset
of the complex numbers. In general, the
complex numbers describe all the points
in the z plane.

ie

z

Re

Fig.3. The complex conjugate is the mirror
image of the original complex number
reflected in the real axis.

1m

b

0

z

e or Z_z_

a
Re

Fig.4. The bits of a complex number (or to
be more refined - its 'components') make
up trigonometrical/geometrical possibili-
ties for a variety of definitions, as shown
here.

STANDARD FORM AND SOME
OPERATIONS

First we notice the obvious fact that a real
number can never equal an imaginary one.
Therefore when two complex numbers are
equal, their real parts and imaginary parts
must equate separately, a fact I used in the
discussion of Euler's work in the box.

if 121-1-jX1=-R.,-jX2
then RI =It, and X,=-X,

In discussing the subject, A+ jB is called the

Every complex number
represents a point

in the plane
°

Re

lbl

Standard Form of a complex number. They
can all be written in this form. Adding and
subtracting is simple.

+jx1)+(r2+jx2)
--(rl+r,)+j(xi+x,)

This is in standard form and shows that
complex numbers do add like vectors.
Multiplication is easy too:

+jx1)(r2+jx,)=Irin-xix2)
+j(rix2+ r2xi 1.

Division is a little trickier:
zl ri + jrci
z2 r2 + jx2

Remember the properties of the complex
conjugate.

zl ri + jxi r2 - jx,
z2 r2 + jx2 - jx2

rir2 + xix2 r,x1 -
2 9 +j 9

T2 + +

All of these show standard form. 'real part
plus imaginary part'. You can see clearly that
ziz, is neither a scalar product nor is it a
vector product of two vectors. The result of
z1z2 is in fact another complex number lying
in the z -plane. So is zi/z2.

My earlier statement that complex num-
bers do not obey the rules of vector algebra
receives vindication in these standard re-
sults. Therefore you should support the
move to call them phasors, when their
magnitude and directional properties come
up for discussion. Some authors call the
length or magnitude of a complex number,
its amplitude, which corresponds with the
name we give to the peak value of a sine
wave. This is not surprising, as complex
numbers and the resulting phasors are most
fruitful in describing a.c., waves, and oscilla-
tions. The angle made by the complex
number anticlockwise round from the real
axis, we term its phase.

AMPLITUDE AND PHASE

The two quantities, magnitude and phase
angle, arise very often and we should be able
to find them in any given problem. Resorting
to geometry on the Argand diagram helps.
Notice on Fig.4 that z=a+jb has a magni-
tude written Izi or r. This shows that. by
simple trigonometry.
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a= IzIcos0 and jb= 1 z Isine
z= (cos° + jsin0)

Using Pythagoras.

a2= Iz12cos20 and b2=1z12sin20

so that.

a2+b2= izi2(cos20+sin20)
=1z12

so that the magnitude of any complex num-
ber is 'real part squared, plus the imaginary
part squared, and take the square root'.

izi = r = b2

The phase angle from the same trigo-
nometry.

tan° =

0 = tan- ib

We can also write the phase in good old
engineering notation as 0, which we read
as 'angle 0 of z'. You can also write it as Lz.
meaning simply 'the angle of z'. This means
that the complex number z is rZO, or izi Zz
in polar coordinate form with this notation.

AVOID TEDIUM!

I have seen many students tediously multi-
plying or dividing out complex numbers, to
get them into the standard form R+jX
presumably, then going on to find the
magnitude and phase angle, according to the
above rules.

What they did not seem to realise was that
iziz21 = 1z11 1z21. In other words, 'the
amplitude of the product is the product of
the amplitudes'. Similarly the phase /Lcz =
01+02 which is, 'the angle of a product is the
sum of the angles of the factors'.
Therefore if zi =a + jb and z2= c + jd then,

Izz2I Va2 b2 Vc2 d2

= V(a2 + b2) (c2 + d2)

_dand iziz2 = tan b
+ tan i

= 01 +

You might like to show similar rules
for the quotient, i.e. show that,

zi izo
- iz,1 and 1= 01-02

Also you might enjoy applying these results
to z and its conjugate, z` as an exercise to see
what happens.

SPINNING PHASORS

We see now why complex numbers turned
out to be so useful in radio and electronics
theory. To see some of this, make the point z
rotate anticlockwise so that the phase angle
0 radians continually grows. For simple
cases, keep the amplitude constant. How fast
we make 0 increase gives us a number we call
the angular velocity. We write this as w
radians per second so that the angle 0 after t
seconds is wt radians.

The horizontal. or real component is
rcoswt and the vertical, or imaginary part is
jrsinwt. If we plot out either of these we get
the sinusoid of the oscillations we are talking
about (mostly current or voltage variations
in our work). We work through a problem.
then at the end take the real part (cos) or the
imaginary part (sin) as the solution of the
'a.c. theory' piece of work.

FIXED PHASORS

Many peop:e talking about this subject de-
fine the phasor as the 'frozen' directed line -
stopped as it would be in a snapshot. Mathe-
matically, this amounts to removing the
time variable, working the problem, then
re-inserting the el" at the end. You can see
this from the exponential form describing

the oscillation,
veluot+11).veilleptat

Removing the time varying factor em leaves
the 'fixed phasor' V&° with its amplitude V
and phase angle 0 to march on through the
problem. The procedure is to apply the
complex number theory I have revised to
deal with a few of these 'frozen phasors' in
action together. In other words, we use them
to handle the summing and product opera-
tions on a number of sinusoids in such
applications as modulation theory, network
analysis and so on.

PHASOR TRANSFORMS

The unique property an exponential func-
tion has of reproducing itself when diffe-
rentiated or integrated, means that we can
transform a differential equation - generally
hard to solve - into an algebraic equation -
much easier to solve. The condition on the
differential equations is that they describe
phasor motion. In other words, we can solve
those equations which apply to circuits
driven by sine waves. Very many of the
problems arising employ just this situation.

consider v =Vei"

then
dv =jwVe'"

but the 'reproducing' property of the ex-
ponential means we can replace the last
couple of factors with the original variable v.

-dv = jwv. Similarly -7d2v = - w2v
dt

This shows differential replaced by complex
number algebra, which we have discussed at
length.

Reference
1. Joules Watt. Maxwell's e.m. theory revi-
sited. Electronics and Wireless World. July
1987, pps 697-699.

NEXT MONTH
CD rem. The compact disc overcame the
major drawback of analogue audio re-
cording by storing digital audio in a
durable medium convenient for duplica-
tion. Its success brought down the Lost of
the player and has made it attractive as a
computer peripheral.

R.F. signal generators. Our latest indus-
try survey concentrates on high -
frequency signal generation, investigat-
ing up-to-date design techniques and
some applications for the new generation
of instruments, which offer facilities far
in excess ofthe traditional "sig. gen".

Vladimir Kosma Zworykin. A Russian.
living in the United States and working
mostly at RCA. Zworykin was the inven-
tor of the early television camera tube,
the Iconoscope. According to his obitu-
ary notice in The Times, his work was the
basis for all later technical advances. He
can fairly be said to be the Father of
Television.

ELECTRONICS
& WIRELESS WORLD
OCTOBE R 141- u V5

V.K.Zworykir :
catalyst of
television

Oscillators
using unity -
gain op -amps
Ill! -MIME=
Harmonics -
the French
connection

Relativity:
a critique

Commercial
signal
generators

Semiconductcr
analysis using
glow-disdurge
spectrometry

Harmonics - the French connection.
Joules Watt invokes the Baron de Fourier
in a piece on the construction and analy-
sis of periodic waveforms. He also sets a
puzzle and, somewhat rashly, offers a
prize for its solution.

Mains signalling. A report of work done,
using computer simulation techniques,
on using the electricity mains to carry
signals. The investigation centres on the
reduction of required bandwidth and the
reduction of interference.

Glow -discharge mass spectrometry.
Seen as a natural successor to spark -
source mass spectrometry, g.d.m.s. is
being used in the semiconductor indus-
try to measure both deliberate and in-
advertent impurities in. for example,
cadmium telluride and silicon.
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TAYLOii EQUIPMENT

19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL
SIDEBAND TELEVIS

CCIR/3 SPECIFICATION

Power requirement
Video Input
Audio Input
FM Sound Sub -Carrier
Modulation
IF Vision
IF Sound
Sound Pre -Emphasis
Ripple on I F Saw Filter
Output (any channel 47-860MHz)
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
Intermodulation
Spurious Harmonic Output

240V 8 watt (available other voltages)
IV Pk Pk 75 Ohm
8V 600 Ohm

6MHz (available 5 5MHz)
Negative
38 9MHz
32 9MHz (available 33 4MHz)
50us
6dB
+6dBmV (2mV) 75 Ohm
5 to I
Equal or less than 60dB
-40dB (80dB if fitted with TCFL I filter or combined
via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller)

CCIR/3 I - Specifications as ab,v, but output level 60dBmV
100OrnV

CONTROLLED VESTIGIAL
ION MODULATOR
PRICES FROM £192.39 (excluding VAT & carriage)
Prices
CCIR/3 £192.39
CCIR/3-1 £245.89

19" RACK MOUNT VHF/UHF TELEVISION DEMODULATOR
PRICE AT ONLY £180.00 (excluding VAT & carriage)

802 DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range
AFC Control
Video Output
Audio Output
Audio Monitor Output
'Tunable by internal preset
Available for PAL System I or BC

- 45-290MHz. 470.860MHz
+/- I.8MHz
IV 75 OHm

- 75V 600 Ohm unbalanced
- 4 Ohms

WALL MOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR

CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPECIFICATION

Power bequatinent
Video Input
Audio Input
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
Output
Modulation
Audio Sub -Carrier
Frequency Stability
Intermodulation
Sound Pre -Emphasis
Double Sideband Modulator (unwanted sideband can be suppressed
Combiner/Leveller)

- 240V
- IV Pk -Pk 75 Ohms
- IV rms 30K Ohms
- 10 to I

- 6dBmV (2mV) 470-860MHz
- Negative
- 6MHz or 5 5MHz
- 15 Deg temperature change, 150KHz
- less than 60dB
- 50us

using TCFL4

CONNECTIONS

Input Video
Input Audo
Output

Prices
CCIR/5-1
CCIR/5-2
CCIR/5-3
CCIR/5-4
CCIR/5-5

- BNC
- Phono

Coaxial Screw -on

1 Modulator
2 Modulators
3 Modulators
4 Modulators
5 Modulators

£99.55
£152.37
£215.50
£278.63
£341.76

CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER
to combine outputs of modulators

TCFL2
TCFL4
TSKO

2 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3 5dB
4 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller Insertion loss 3 5dB
Enables up to 4 x TCFL4 or TCFL to be combined

PRICE FROM ONLY £99.55 (excluding VAT & carriage)

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,
OLDHAM, ENGLAND
TELEPHONE: 061-652 3221 TELEX: 669911

ENTER 64 ON REPLY CARD
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Radio communication
through rock

Electromagnetic waves do propagate through rock. Their
ability to do so is a complex function of frequency,

geological criteria (both electrical and physical), and
antenna characteristics. This article reviews the work done

over many years to solve the problems of transmission
without having to rely on wave -guiding devices such as

leaky feeders.

B.A. AUSTIN

The need for effective communications
in underground mines has led to a
considerable amount of research effort

being directed at radio -based techniques".
Unfortunately, much of the published mate-
rial has ignored the significant contribu-
tions made in the field of non -guided radio
systems operating at medium frequencies
(300kHz to 3MHz). This article is an attempt
to redress the imbalance by presenting some
of the research findings and by describing
some of the equipment developed specifical-
ly for this purpose.

THE EARLY WORK

As early as 1925, almost at the dawn of radio,
Wireless World carried an article on the use
of radio as an aid to life saving in mines.3 The
ideas first raised there are remarkable in that
they predict very accurately the sorts of
systems which are employed today. No men-
tion is made of the frequency used, but a
glance at the photographs in that article
shows an abundance of multiturn loop
antennas and the text alludes to the very
high rates of attenuation which occur
through the rock and to the fact that any
metal conductors within the mine would
assist in propagating the signal. These facts
clearly indicate that the radio frequencies
used must have been at the lower end of the
spectrum, in keeping with the technology of
the day. By 1947, when the problem was
once again given some attention, radio
science has made considerable progress. The
man commissioned to report on the feasibil-
ity of radio communication through rock
was Trevor Wadley, recently demobilized
from the South African Corps of Signals,
where he played a significant part in develop-
ing radar equipment, along with similar
efforts in England and other Commonwealth

Fig.5. By mounting the modern synthesized
SC100 transceiver on the flexible, multi -
turn loop antenna, the miner is given
considerably more freedom of movement
Ergonomic factors played a major part in
the design of the modern generation of
radio equipment rt) addition it is intrinsi-
cally safe thus allowing it to be used in
flammable areas.
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nations. Wadley was later to become very
well known as the inventor of the famous
"triple -loop" method of frequency synthesis
and probably even more significantly, of the
Tellurometer, a method of precise distance
measurement by microwaves.

He wrote a report for the Transvaal and
Orange Free State Chamber of Mines in
which he showed that signal attenuation
through rock increased almost exponential-
ly with frequency. When the radiation effi-
ciency of electrically small antennas (neces-
sary in the confined tunnels and working
areas of a mine) was considered as well, then
an optimum frequency existed for com-
munication over a given distance. The
curves Wadley produced to illustrate these
effects are shown in Fig. 1.

They are based on the simplifying assump-
tions of a homogeneous and isotropic rock
medium and that the performance of the
antennas was not affected by the presence of
the rock. Initial tests using these results
confirmed that radio communication was
indeed feasibile at these frequencies over
ranges of a few hundred metres, directly
through the rock. The presence of electric
power cables, water pipes and even rails was
shown to assist in propagating the signals
over even greater distances - the so-called
"wired wireless" referred to more than twen-
ty years earlier.

However, the limiting factor in all of this
was the valve technology available. Calcula-
tions showed that a total system loss of some
140dB could be accommodated by semi -
portable equipment operating at about
300kHz. Whereas a receiver sensitivity close
to the theoretical limit could be achieved
and transmitter powers of 10W were quite
feasible, the problem of size and weight of
the equipment made it impracticable for use
in day-to-day mining. It had a role to play,
however, during mine emergencies and this
very important application provided some
impetus for further development. This was
some time in coming: it was not until 1961
that a significant amount of progress was
reported by Vermeulen and Blignaut in a
paper to the South African Institute of
Electrical Engineers.° Their system oper-
ated at 335 kHz and consisted of an all -valve
transmitter/receiver with an output power of
2 watts into a tuned -loop antenna which was
encapsulated into a rigid carrying strap
containing the loudspeaker. This hardware
was "worn" by the miner along with the
obligatory breathing apparatus during fire-
fighting and rescue operations undergound.

The equipment was a considerable en-
cumbrance, but the communication that it
provided with the "fresh -air base", some few
hundred metres from the scene of opera-
tions, was a major step forward. It should
also be noted that the miner wore a snorkel -
type of breathing apparatus, plus nose -clip.
These were vital when fighting a highly
noxious underground fire. They prevented
any voice communication by the miner
though and so a system of coded signals,
transmitted by a key -switch, was devised.
These signals were the responses to carefully
phrased, unambiguous questions asked by
the operator at the base station, using
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Fig.1. For any communication distance
through a lossy dielectric medium like
rock there is an optimum transmission
frequency. Fig.1 shows, in theory, how that
frequency decreases as the required
range is increased. In addition. the attenua-
tion through the rock and the inefficiency
of electrically small antennas both contri-
bute to the overall system loss.
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Fig2. In a stratified medium the relative
orientation of the transmit and receive
antennas can have a significant effect on
the received signal level. Figure 2 shows
the signal passing through a near-field/far-
field transition as indicated by the change
in orientation from coaxial to coplanar
horizontal of the loop antennas.

telephony - a tall order during the heat of
operations!

The base -station equipment was of more
conventional design. It delivered about 5
watts to a 1.1m diameter, 6 -turn loop anten-
na which resembled a wagon wheel in its
rigid housing. Amplitude modulation was
used and the power source was a motor car
battery. The total weight of this apparatus
was 35 kg. Clearly this equipment was not
suitable for day-to-day use by unskilled
operators. If radio was to be introduced into
mining there was a need for miniaturization
and this of course meant transistors and the
use of modern plastics and battery tech-
nology.

MODERN DEVELOPMENTS

Again there was a lull in the development of
radio systems for general applications. A
period of some eleven years elapsed before
work was resumed in earnest. As will be seen
later this was to be a repetive feature of this
research and the ribald suggestion that
sunspots affected even underground radio
was made from time to time! Both the
maturity of solid-state technology and the
developments in single-sideland modulation
were factors in the next generation of equip-
ment to .be produced. Both meant greatly
improved performance. Ten watts of peak-
envelope -power in manpack-size equipment
was readily obtainable. The operating fre-
quency. confirmed by numerous under-
ground tests, was 335 kHz. However, world-
wide interest in mine communicationswere
now evident and the considerable research
resources in the United States particularly,
were being brough to bear on the problem
under the auspices of the US Bureau of
Mines, (USBM I.

Attention was also being focused on the
propagation path and on the antennas. Re-
ference to the original Wadley curves in
Fig.1 shows that communication ranges of
some 300m through rock should be possible
at frequencies around 1MHz with system
losses about 10dB lower than at 335kHz.
This was exploited very successfully with the
design and manufacture of large quantities
of handheld 1W p.e.p. transceivers operating
at 903kHz. The actual frequency, being close
to the optimum for short range work, was
the result of using inexpensive 455kHz
ceramic filters in a simple s.s.b. transceiver
configuration.5 The loop antenna was still
used, but it was now made flexible and was
hung over the miner's shoulder and across
his chest. This improves the ergonomics of
the equipment considerably and led to the
introduction of a radio communication sys-
tem in daily use at a depth of 3000m in a gold
mine. Two-way voice communication was
now the feature of this system and was, of
course, vital for its adoption as a day-to-day
tool.

Whereas the original simplifying assump-
tion of rock homogeneity had demonstrated
the feasibility of radio communications
underground it was clearly inadequate to
describe the real -world situation. In fact,
calculations based on a knowledge of typical
stratified rock conditions, using applicable
values of electrical conductivity, and per-
mittivity, , were most pessimistic and yet
experimental results in a variety of mines
confirmed the validity of previous reports.
The modes of propagation of electromagne-
tic energy through rock were obviously
more complicated than suggested by a sim-
ple homogeneous model. Two significant
papers which shed considerable light on the
problem appeared during this time. The first
was a combined French and American
publication' which helped greatly to quan-
tify the effects of frequency and rock electric-
al characteristics. It was shown that, in
theory at least, two so-called communica-
tion windows exist: these being dubbed the
low -frequency and the high -frequency win-
dows.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

The low -frequency window was defined for
all frequencies below some cut-off, fc, a

characteristic of the particular rock
medium, and is given by

lc= cr/27r

Also defined was a maximum communica-
tion range, rm, which was a function of f, and
the bandwidth. B, required. Not surprisingly
the range is dependent upon the skin depth
within the rock and was given by

rm=3.85 6 VT,/13

Using values of bulk conductivity and per-
mittivity typical of gold mines (=10-3 Sm I

and ,.=10) we find that fc= 1.8 MHz and rn, =
1120m for a 3kHz bandwidth. Both are about
an order of magnitude greater than ex-
perimental results had shown but were
indicative of the type of performance to he
expected.

The high -frequency window, by contrast,
implied that frequencies above about 180
MHz would provide communication over
175m in that same environment. There had
never been any experimental evidence to
support this result, however, and the reason
was clear from the paper. The concept of a
high -frequency window is dependent upon
the rock characteristics of , and being
constant and independent of frequency.
There is a wealth of evidence which shows
that only is likely to satisfy this requirement
and then not in every case. We are left
therefore with the conclusion that only the
lower radio frequencies will support the
propagation of electromagnetic energy
directly through rock. Also of particular
interest is the result, attributable to Wait,
that a small magnetic loop antenna performs
better than its electric dipole equivalent,
when surrounded by a lossy dielectric
medium as rock. The reasons for this fasci-
nating behaviour will not be elaborated upon
here, other than to say that they are due to
the near -field phase relationships of the field
components generated by the two antenna
types. However, there is considerable prac-
tical significance in this finding because
loops have always been the preferred anten-
nas for mining radio systems when used in
confined spaces in view of their more conve-
nient geometry compared with loaded
whips.

The second paper of note appeared in
1976'. It contained a model of the propaga-
tion mechanism which helped explain many
of the measured results which had puzzled
researchers up to that time. Using medium
frequency equipment, including one of the
South African versions, the USBM personnel
had achieved ranges in coal mines which
greatly exceeded those predicted theoretical-
ly. In addition there were marked polariza-
tion effects which had been noted and these
certainly suggested that any homogeneous
model would be in error. The new model
which fitted the experimental data extremely
well, see Fig.2, assumed that a cylindrical
TEM mode within the rock was guided
between two layers of more highly conduct-
ing strata.

Fig.3 The inclined strata of a particular
test site are shown. A two -plate waveguide
of quartzite bounded by higher conductiv-
ity conglomerates existed and confirmed a
theoretical model which showed how in-
creased range could be achieved by ex-
ploiting this natural wave -guide.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The best fie between calculated and mea-
sured results occurred when the boundary
layers had a conductivity of 10-3 Sm- I and
that of the 15 m thick bounded region was
10-4 Sm- I. It is interesting to note that the
actual orientation of the stratified rock. In
the case shown here in Fig.2 the terms
"vertical" and "horizontal" are somewhat
arbitary. In fact, maximum signal strengths
were received when the strata themselves
would be inclined and this was borne out by a
sectional view of the mine geometry in the
area of the test site, shown in Fig.3. It is
interesting to speculate on the use of such
electromagnetic techniques for remote
sensing.

ROLE OF EXISTING CONDUCTORS

A frequent finding, commented upon even in
the earliest metal conductors in the mine.
Theoretical analysis of the coupling and
propagation mechanisms involved is com-
plicated and really beyond the scope of this
article. However, for the sake of complete-
ness it should just be noted that essentially
two modes of propagation exist: the monofi-
lar or unbalanced mode and the bifilar or
balanced node. A single conductor like a
power cable or water pipe in a mine tunnel
can have currents induced in it easily from a
nearby transmitting antenna. The induced
energy propagates along the conductor with
an attenuation rate that is primarily a
function of the electrical conductivity of the
tunnel walls. Essentially this mode is similar
to that in a coaxial transmission line, with
the walls playing the part of the outer
conductor.

By contrast, a radiating antenna close to
two parallel conductors only induces signals
into them if they are a reasonable distance
apart and are not twisted. However the rate
of attenuation is considerably less than in
the monofilar case because this bifilar mode
is, to a first approximation. independent of
the surrounding lossy rock. At v.h.f. and

above use is made of so-called "leaky feed-
ers", based on these principles, to provide
mine -wide communications. These are
usually coaxial cables with holes or slots cut
in the outer braid or are balanced two -wire
transmission lines containing "mode -
converters" which unbalance the lines at
regular intervals and so enhance the cou-
pling in and outs. It should be noted that
these systems only allow communications to
take place when the radio equipment is
within some metres of the leaky feeder. Very
little energy at the v.h.f. frequencies will
actually propagate independently in the tun-
nels because they behave, on their own, as
very lossy waveguides. For the same reason
power cables and water pipes are not effec-
tive transmission lines at v.h.f. but perform
very acceptably at the lower frequencies of
the "through -rock" radio systems. An intri-
guing example of this is described below.

AN UNEXPECTED CONDUCTOR

As part of a research programme to under-
stand and quantify these various propaga-
tion phenomena, a 1400m length of cable
was strung up in a gold mine tunnel 300m
underground'''. The test site contained no
other metallic objects of any sort and so was
an ideal area for investigating the monofilar
mode. However, measurements of signal
attenuation with distance at frequencies
from 100kHz to 1MHz produced attenuation
rates which were far lower than were pre-
dicted for this mode. By measuring the
standing waves on the conductor it was
possible to calculate the effective conductiv-
ity and permittivity of the "transmission
line" which was guiding the energy. Both
were considerably lower than one would
have expected had there been a true monofi-
lar system in operation. In fact the average
value of r was only 1.65 which suggested that
the energy was propagating within the air
dielectric of the tunnel and not returning
through the surrounding rock. The question
was: "Where was the second conductor? The
only possible candidate was the highly
mineralized water in a trough which ran the
length of the tunnel. Its measured conduc-
tivity was some 600 times higher than that of
distilled water. On that assumption the
characteristic impedance of this two "con-
ductor" transmission line was calculated as
being about 500ohms. The rest was easy.
Terminating the end of the cable and the
water trough below in 500ohms flattened
out the standing waves almost completely.
as can be seen when comparing Figs. 4(a)
and (b). thus confirming the mechanism at
work.

This result was both novel in view of the
unexpected transmission line which was
identified and most useful because it con-
firmed a somewhat similar model which had
appeared in the literature II. In that case a
railway line, embedded in a tunnel floor, had
been shown to function most effectively as
the second conductor with an overhead
trolley wire in a bifilar system.

DAY-TO-DAY APPLICATIONS

With the greater understanding of the prop-
agation mechanisms which these various
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theoretical and experimental programmes
had provided, serious consideration was
given to producing equipment suitable for
day-to-day mining use. As with all com-
munication systems there was a need for
frequency planning and allocation in order
to prevent mutual interference with other
users in the area. It will be appreciated of
course that no such interference would
occur either to or from communication
services on the surface because of the high
rate of attenuation through the overburden.
Voice communication was not the only area
of application of radio in mines. Consider-
able success had been achieved with both
remote control and telemetry systems pro-
vided by medium -frequency radio. It was
vital therefore to be flexible in the use of the
spectrum and so the next generation of s.s b.
equipment, produced in 1978, provided
multi -channel capabilities, synthesized in
10kHz steps from 100kHz to 1100kHz. The
SC100 transceivers, shown in Fig. 5, (p.943)
were manufactured to military specifica-
tions in order to be able to withstand the very
rugged and corrosive environment encoun-
tered in deep, hard -rock mines. In addition
they had to satisfy stringent intrinsic safety
requirements to prevent any possibility of
ignition of flammable gases, should these be
encountered underground.

In mining emergency situations, particu-
larly underground fires, all electric power to
the affected areas is switched off. This has
the immediate effect of eliminating all elec-
trical noise generated by plant and machin-
ery. Under normal circumstances this im-
pulsive noise interferes seriously with radio
communications and the early generations
of equipment were not designed to discri-
minate against it. Two options were then
open: either the use of f.m. rather than s.s.b.
or the incorporation of noise blanking into
the receiver to remove the interfering noise
pulses. Both were investigated and it is a
moot point which is the better approach to
follow. F.m. would seem to offer the advan-
tage of less complicated circuitry in achiev-
ing its objective though recent advances in
signal processing techniques, incorporated
into the latest version of the s.s.b. equip-
ment being developed at the time of writing
(Fig.6), would appear to have more than
satisfied the operational requirements.

This article has reviewed some of the
history of radio communications under-
ground at medium frequencies. It is worth

110 210 310 410 510 610 710 810 910 1010

Fig.4(a) shows a single, unterminated
1400m cable in a mine tunnel has notice-
able standing waves induced on it when
excited at various frequencies. A simple
theoretical model predicted those stand-
ing waves very accurately. The necessa.-y
second conductor was found to be highly
condicting run-off water flowing in a ditch
within the tunnel. (b) shows a calculation of
the characteristic impedance of this in-
adverent transmission line. When termin-
ated 3y that value the standing waves
disappeared just as expected. The in-
creased losses at the higher fequencies
are also evident from these two figures.

Fig.6. The most recent s.s.b. medium -

frequency underground radio equipment.
using a throat microphone. The unit con-
tains a noise -blanking system.

noting that probably only radio communica-
tions with submerged submarines provides a
set of environmental conditions and electro-
magnetic issues which are more challenging
to the design engineer. One can only specu-
late on the next generation of equipment to
see service in mines.

The author would like to acknowledge the
team effort of his former colleagues in the
Research Organization of the Chamber of
Mines of South Africa.

The author
Brian Austin, Ph.D, FLEE, worked in indus-
try on underground radio communications
problems for ten years before becoming a
senior lecturer at the University of the
Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. He is now
in the Department of Electrical Engineering
and Electronics at the University of Liver-
pool.
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Handshaking state
diagrams ease design of

your own m.s.i.
Multiple state diagrams with handshaking

interconnections provide a self -documenting technique
for m.s.i. chip design using field -programmable logic

sequencers. All you need is a low-cost logic programmer, a
PC and suitable software.

Regular readers of Wireless World will
be familiar with the logic design tech-
niques expounded so effectively by D.

Zissos and B. Holdsworth and these
methods* apply well to the growing family of
field -programmable logic sequencers which
are increasing in size and power each year.
With FPLSs design engineers can make their
own m.s.i. chips tailored to individual needs
but the design of the state diagram needs
care and can be time consuming if many
interacting states are involved.

It is sometimes easier to break the prob-
lem into small parts each with its own state
diagram and have the different diagrams
interact in a handshaking mode to quickly
produce a chip design that is easy to under-
stand.

A recent opportunity to use this technique
occurred when I had to design a circuit to
measure the difference between two cur-
rents one at 2000 volts and the other at 4000
volts. The currents were turned into two
pulse trains X and Y whose frequencies were
proportional to the respective currents. The
difference frequency X -Y was now required
to give an accurate measure of the difference
current. The mark space ratio of the pulse
trains changed with frequency but we knew
that X>Y under all conditions.

DRAWING THE STATE DIAGRAMS

The general approach would be to use the
standard sequential techniques to produce a
single state diagram, see panel. This proves
to be rather difficult because the state
diagram must divide into two at every state
after the first, to take account of the fact that
the next edge to come along could be an X or
a Y. We must allow for both possibilities if we
are to have freedom of mark: space ratio for
both pulse trains.

The technique I adopted for this problem

 As found in
Logic Design Algorithms by D. Zissos. Oxford 1972.
Logic Design -5: Clock driven circuits, by B. Holdsworth
and D. Zissos. Wireless World June 1977.
Digital Logic Design, by B. Holdsworth, Butterworth
142.

DAVID BATCH ELER

has proved generally useful namely to split
the problem into simple functions that can
be represented on a state diagram and have
all such systems interact with each other on
a handshaking basis. Using this technique a
system to produce a difference frequency
from the two pulse trains X and Y breaks
down into a three -state diagram problem
with an X register, a Y register and a
difference counter, as shown in Figs 1,2 and
3. All these state diagrams have four states,
each being represented by a unique binary
code 00, 01, 11 or 10 and, in contrast to one
big state diagram, each of these is easy to
understand.

HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS

Refering to Fig.1 an X pulse will cause the X
register to move from SO (A0, BO = 00) to SI
(AO, BO = 01) during the following clock
pulse and the X pulse is then latched in. This
causes two things to occur, the Y register
(Fig.2) moves from S4 to S5 so that it is
ready to register a Y, and the difference
counter (Fig.3) moves from S8 to S9 count-
ing the X. When the difference counter
moves to state S9 it 'handshakes' back to the
X register causing it move from Si to S2.
The X register will return to SO whenever X
goes to zero and be ready to register a further
X. The difference counter moves to state S12
during the clock pulse after the X register
moved to state S2 and it now waits for the
next pulse to be registered. If the next pulse
is a Y the difference counter moves from S12
to S8 and the external counter is not
affected, but if the next pulse is a further X.
the difference counter moves from S12 to
S11 and a difference count is now recorded.

In detail, if the difference counter is in
state S12 and a further X is registered in
state Si, the next clock pulse moves the
difference counter to SI I . A further clock
pulse counts a pulse from S11 into an
external difference counter and moves the X
register from Si to S2. The clock pulse after
the X register moves into state S2, the
difference counter is clocked back into S12

Ao BO

SO 0 0

Woo ing for X

_ft

sj

Si 01

X J1

XJL

X registered

11.

rS,1511

S2 11

X counted
waiting for 3(

Fig.1 State diagram describes the action of
the X register circuit which stores an X
pulse by a state change from SO to Si.
Wher the difference counter enters either
state S8 or S12 it counts the X pulse by
movi ig to state S9 or Sll The difference
coun:er then clears the X register by
moviig it from Si to S2.

1: DESIGNING SES UENTIAL SYSTEMS

A sequential logic system consists of a
circuit which is latched at any given time into
a stable condition waiting for some event to
occur to move it into the next stable state. In
any system there must be 2" states since the
adcition of a bistable latch will double the
nuriber of available stable states. Unused
states must be defined so that they do not
become latch -up states at switch -on or dur-
ing a burst of noise.

Cne diagrammatic way to represent se-
quential logic systems is with a state dia-
gram. in which a box is used to represent the
latched states and an arrowed line is used to
show transistions from one state to another.
The boxes are given a unique binary code
anc the conditions which will cause a transi-
tior to take place are put by the arrow. The
box can be used to give a written description
of the state of the system and the order of the
binary code can be freely chosen to give
corvenient output signals if the system is
clocked. Event -driven systems must follow a
Grey code sequence at all times to avoid
race conditions. Clocked systems do not
have this limitation.
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waiting for yet another X or a Y. Each X pulse
to occur before a Y will be registered in the
same way, until a Y occurs, which will cancel
the first X register and reset the difference
counter to state S8.

A Y pulse is registered in the Y register by a
movement from S5 to S6 and after being
counted by the difference counter the hand-
shaking effect will move the Y register from
S6 to S7 where it will remain until Y goes to
zero.

Notice that every change of state in the

difference counter is caused by a state being
entered in the X or Y registers and after each
change the difference counter handshakes a
change back to the registers.

DERIVING BOOLEAN EQUATIONS

The Boolean equations are derived simply
and directly from the state diagram by
looking for all the conditions which turn a
given state on or off.

In Fig.1 the states are defined by AO and

BO. AO is turned on (i.e. from 0 to 1) when we
move from state Si to S2 and under no other
condition. The movement from Si to S2
occurs after the difference counter enters
either state S9 or state S11. So we can say
Turn -on condition for AO

=S1* (S9+S11)

=A08B05 (S9+S11).

However as we are using J -K flip-flops, AO (Q
in J -K nomenclature) is internally added
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Si.
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Waiting for X to
be registered

Si IL
a
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IWaiting forY

1() S6

YIL

11

Y registered

Fig.2. Y -register stores a Y pulse in a similar
manner to the action of the X register. At
the start of each sequence however it waits
in state S4 until the X pulse has been
registered before storing a Y. This synchro-
nizes the two registers.

Eo Fo
S5 0 0

Clear Y S6 -S7
read to :ount X

512

Sg 01

Si _1 ClearX
S1052

S Stn

10
S , S6 IL

Waiting for X or s2

11

Input one to external
counter

clear X Si -S2

Fig.3. Difference counter counts the first X
by moving from state S8 to state S9. When
the X register has been cleared, counter is
moved to S12 where it waits for either an X
or a Y to be stored in the registers. Every X
stored before a Y will cause the difference
counter to move to S11 producing one
difference pulse. A Y will cancel the first X
and return difference counter to state S8.

Ill 53 5 !cos

Fig.5. Oscilloscope picture shows a train of
X pulses, a train of Y pulses and the
resulting difference pulse train from pin
10 of the integrated circuit.

into the 1A0 input and we can say

1A0 = B0* (S9 + S11).

Now looking at S9 + SI I we see from Fig.3
that S9 = n*F0 and S11 = EO*F0, so
S9 + Sll = n*Fo + EO*F0 = FO.

And we have a final expression for the 1 -input
to the AO flip-flop: JA0 = BO*F0.

In a similar way we derive the turn-off
conditions for AO. There are two conditions
which bring about the turn-off of AO. From
Fig.1 these are the transition from S3 to SO
and from S2 to SO. These conditions are

= S2* + S3
= AO' BO' X + AO* BO

This Stag programmer together with PC
and Signetics Amaze software are all that
is needed to produce the a wide variety of
m.s.i. chips. With an expansion module it
will also cater for Mullard's new PM L
macro logic devices. Details of Signetics
programmable logic devices and Amaze
software from Paul Whicker on 01-580
6633. Stag are on 0707332148.

Now in a J -K flip flop AU is internally added
into the KA0 input and so

KA=BO'X+BO.

In the Signetics software the two equations
for JA0 and KAO are represented as follows:

a0: j = b0 *1'0;

k=b0*X+b(71;

The remaining j and k equations for b0, cO,
dO, e0, fO, are all derived from the state
diagrams exactly as above.

Juo = IV)* X
KB0 = AO X
ico = DO *Y
Kco = DO 'Y
.1D0 = CO*A0*B0 + CO*VT
Kt,,, = CO * E0 FO
1E0 = * AO *BO
KE0 = FO *CO *DO
JFO = EO *AO * BO + EO * AO' BO * (CO * DO)

= AO * BO

The difference frequency output occurs
wherever state SI I is entered i.e. when EO *
FO= 11.

FREQUENCY LIMITATIONS

The use of multiple state diagrams gives a
system that is easy to understand and imple-
ment but the handshaking takes up clock
cycles. The sequence for counting X and
resetting is SO to SI, S8 to S9, SI to S2, S9 to
S12 and S2 to SO, i.e. five clock cycles are
required to count and reset an X pulse so the
frequency of the clock pulse must be at least
five times that of X.

This circuit was used to replace two
a.c.-to-d.c. converters and an analogue
comparator and from conception to having a
working chip in the circuit took only a few
working hours, because of the availability of
FPLSs. The device used was a Signetics
PIS179 and Fig.4 (page 969) shows the
Boolean inputs derived from state diagrams
and the pin configuration as presented by
Amaze software. Fig.5 shows the chip in
action.

2: EXAMPLE

The alarms for a chemical plant may consist
of a siren and flashing lights. When the
main:enance crew arrive on the scene they
may throw a switch to turn the siren off but
the lights may continue to flash until the fault
is fixed. Finally the switch that disabled the
siren must be restored before the plant can
be started again. The state diagram of the
alarm system shows the conditions during
the states within the boxes and the event that
causes the state to change on the line by the

AB A8

00 S1 01

Plant normal

SW

Sj

F (Fault)

(Siren reset)

A8
10

[FOJI ;.,eared
irect to e enabled
behre operation

Lights flashing
siren sounding

(Siren disable)

F (Fault)

(cleared)

2

SW

AB
11

Lights lashing

arrow. Under normal conditions the alarm
system is in state SO but when a fault F
occurs the alarm moves to state Si until the
switch is operated when it moves to S2.
When the fault is cleared the system moves
to state S3 where it waits until the switch is
returned to the on position before returning
to SO.

Descriptions within the state boxes show
conditions that exist when the system is in
that state. Descriptions by the arrows show
the conditions that will cause a change of
state to occur.

The logic diagram of the PLS179, oppo-
site, contains eight J -K flip-flops configured
so that both the J and K inputs can be
programmed with sum of products express-
ions. The outputs Q and Q can also be routed
to any of the inputs internally, making it a
versatile device for use in clocked sequential
systems with many as 256 states on a single
device.

This techriique has been used to reduce
more complex state diagrams to a system of
simple state diagrams in circuits of more
specialized interest.

David Batcheler, M.Sc. M.LE.E., is en-
gineering design support manager at Venus
Scientific, Inc., a Ferranti company, on
Long Island, New York.
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FNEW PRODUCTS
Computer-

controlled
oscilloscope
A suite of utility software from
Tektronix enables their 1100 series of
oscilloscopes to be controlled from
an IBM PC. Two versions cover
different oscilloscope models.

The software allows the computer
to be used to control routine tasks,
such as the acquisition, storage,
graphic representation and
transmission of test setups,
waveform and measurement data.

The system is menu driven from
the computer. Source code,
compatible with the IBM Basic
compiler or Microsoft QuickBasic
(2.0 versions of both) makes it
possible for the user to add additional
specific utilities to the software.
Measurement data can be loaded into
analytical data base programs such as
Asyst, Lotus 1-2-3 and Framework.
Tektronix UK Ltd, Fourth Avenue,
Globe Park, Marlow, Bucks SL7 1YD.
Tel: 06284 6000.

Universal counter/
timer
A wide range of measurement modes
including frequency, period, period
average, time interval, time interval
average. frequency ratio. and totals

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

are available on the Thandar TF1000
series of universal counter/timers.

Two inputs are provided each with
a d.c. to 100MHz bandwidth, a.c. or
d.c. coupling, slope selection, and a
1:1 or 10:1 attenuator. Channel A
also has a high frequency filter. Both
channels have trigger level controls
with three -state trigger indicators. A
trigger hold -off control is used in
time interval measurements and a
display time control allows display
times of 100ms to infinity. The
instruments also feature an 8 -digit
display with six additional function
indicators. The rear panel has an
internal/external clock switch and
socket. low frequency monitors for

Fast recovery rectifier diodes
Three new fast recovery rectifier
diodes from Semikron, feature re-
verse recovery times as short as 250ns.

The diodes are packaged in either
stud or capsule form, depending on
current rating. They are suitable for
applications in switched mode power
supplies, inverters, a.c. motor
controllers, uninterruptible power
supplies, and as inverse diodes for
g.t.o. and asymmetric thyristors.

The fastest of the three, at 250ns,
is the SKN 3 F 20 stud diode. It has an
RMS forward current of 41A and a

375A. Reverse voltages range from
600 to 1200V. The second device, the
SKM 2 M 100 stud diode, has a
maximum reverse recovery time of
2us and a forward current rating of
190A. Voltage ratings vary from 400
to 1400V.

Designed for high -power
applications, the SKN 2 M 400
capsule diode has an average forward
current of 400A. Its recovery time is
4p.s and voltage ratings are available
in the range 800-1500V. Semikron
Ltd, 4 Marshgate Drive, Hertford
SG13 76Q.

channels A and B for probe
calibration, and d.c. trigger level
outputs for each channel. The
monitor output is used for the
indication of start and stop points
when in time -interval mode; the
output has three states when trigger
hold -off is selected.

The Model TF1000 has an extra
input (Channel C) to allow frequency
measurements to 1GHz. Both
instruments have a high -stability
timebase option based upon a 10MHz
crystal oscillator.

Available from Electronic Brokers
Ltd. 140 Camden Street. London,
NW] 9PB. Tel: 01-267 7070.

Low drop voltage
regulator
A 5V/1A three -terminal voltage
regulator, type L4941 from SGS,
exploits a new bipolar power
technology to achieve a very low
dropout voltage 4500mV at 1A) and
very low quiescent current (35mA).
In place of the lateral PNP transistor
normally employed as the series -pass
element in low drop regulators this
i.c. uses a new isolated collector
vertical PNP structure which offers
gain and speed performance much
closer to those of NPN transistors.

The L4941's low dropout is
particularly useful in post regulation
and battery supply applications. In
post regulation schemes the device
allows a much lower intermediate
voltage between the main regulator
and post regulators; increasing
system efficiency. And in battery -
powered equipment the low dropout
prolongs effective battery life - an
L4941 will continue to provide a
stable 5.8V for conventional low drop
regulators and 6.5V for standard
regulators. Performance is
guaranteed right down to the
minimum input voltage.
SGS Semiconductor Ltd,
Planar House, Walton Street,
Aylesbury, Bucks.
Tel: 0296 5977.

Digital clamp meter
A meter measurement of current and
voltages in power cables is the Model
620 from Global Specialties. The
hand-held digital clamp meter has
eight functions including direct
volts, alternating volts, a.c,
resistance, continuity, data hold,
diode test, and peak hold.

The 620 has a 31/2 -digit liquid
crystal display with automatic
indications of negative polarity, over -
input, and low battery. the nominal

measurements per second. It is
powered by a single 9V battery. The
instrument is supplied with a pair of
test leads, a battery, a carrying case,
and an instruction manual. Global
Specialties, Shire Hill Industrial
Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex.
CB11 3AQ. Tel: 0799 21682.

Small 100MHz
oscilloscope
Claimed to be the smallest of its type,
the Hitachi V-1065 oscilloscope is
275mm wide, 130mm high and
360mm deep. An internal processor
provides automatic calibration of the
timebase and sweep circuit
diagnostics. Cursor measurement on
the c.r.t. display include OV1, LV2,
AT and 1/T and also displays several
system parameters. 'Sensitivity' is
2mV to 5V/div in 11 calibrated steps
with an accuracy of ±3% across the
full bandwidth. Rise time is 35ns and
a signal delay facility enables the
examination of the leading edge.
Delay sweep allows the expansion of
cursor -marked areas for closer
inspection. Sweep time on the main
timebase is 5Ons to 0.5s/div; the delay
timebase has 50ns to 50ms/div. The
timebase can lock automatically to
an incoming signal and trigger lock
prevents false triggering when faced
with multiple pulse bursts. Hitachi
Denshi UK Ltd, 13 Garrick Industrial
Estate, Hendon, London NW9 9AP.
Tel: 01-202 4311.
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[-NEW PRODUCTS
Unified switch sets
A range of switches and 7 -segment
I.e.d. displays can be plugged
together and mounted on a p.c.b.
The result is a considerable
reduction in production costs and an
improvement in both reliability and
appearance. The TT type is for
sideways plugging into a vertical
p.c.b. Decades of thumbwheel
switches have varying lead lengths so
that those furthest from the p.c.b.
are pinned through the nearer
switches. The range is

complemented by momentary
contact or toggle switches, I.e.d.
indicators, fuse holders, and locking
switches.

A further range may be mounted
on a horizontal p.c.b. and the TPS
range is specifically designed to be
used with surface -mounted boards,
having a separate base into which the
switches plug after reflow soldering.
Data Precision Ltd. Fromson
Building 1, Canada Road. Byfleet,
Survey KT14 71 L. Tel: 09323 53879.

Coder for radio data service
A radio data coder can insert an
inaudible extra signal into an f.m.
broadcast for use with new radio sets
to display channel and programme
information, and some other
services.

A computer sets -up the message
content which is stored in non-
volatile memory not only to retain it
but also to allow it to be changed
rapidly when required to do so.

The RE531 coder offers a carrier
and unwanted -signal suppression of
>90dB, it incorporates a v.r.f. coder.

IEEE -488 for PCs
[loused on a half-size plug-in card
the Brain Box offers full IEEE 4888
(GPIB) interfacing for an IBM PC (XT
or AT) and most compatibles. The
interface features data transfer rates
of 250kByte/s, a complete controller
with 'listen' and 'talk' ability. It is
supplied with comprehensive
software which includes user -defined
'End of Sequence' terminator and
time-outs, and can redirect any of the
outputs through the GPIB port.
Support is provided for a variety of
high and low-level languages as well
as Tektronix standard codes. At less
than £200 the British -made card and
associated software offers many
features costing much more on
imported products. Aditi
Electronics. 46B High Street,
Hurstpierpoint. W. Sussex BN6 9TT.
Tel: 0273 833124.

and the 19 to 57kHz phase is
selectable -0 or 90°. It can be
programmed to give single or
chained lists and may be
synchronized externally. The signals
and coding principle conform to the
EBU technical document 3244
supplement 2, and can optionally
provide radio -paging, alarm and
status signals.
R.E. Instruments Ltd, Sherwood
House, High Street, Crowthorne,
Berks RG11 7AT.
Tel: 0344 772369.

Fast plotter for computer output
A large (240K) buffer memory
permits the transfer of complex
drawings at high speed to the
Advance Bryans Colourwriter 6400
plotters. This frees the host
computer for other tasks. The 6400 is
a series of plotters including one that
takes A4 paper size with seven pens
and an A3 plotter with ten pens. A roll
paper holder (optional) allows the
automatic plotting of up to 105
consecutive drawings. Each plotter

accepts commands in the Hewlett
Packard graphic language and
additional built-in commands ensure
compatibility with a range of
commercial software enabling the
production of pie charts and filled
areas. There are three character sets
provided and seven different types of
line. Advance Bryans Instruments
Ltd, 14 Wates Way, Mitcham, Surrey
CR4 4HR.
Tel: 01-640 5624.

Repair kit for
surface mounts

Contained in a plastic carrying case.
the Multicore SMD solder repair kit
provides all the materials necessary
to replace faulty surface -mounted
components. These include: solder
wick to remove excess solder after a
component has been removed: halide
and rosin -free liquid flux with a
brush to apply it: solder cream; low
melting -point solder wire and a
solvent cleaner to remove any flux
residues. All parts of the kit may be
re -ordered individually. Multicore
Solders Ltd, Kelsey House. Wood
Lane End, Hemel Hempstead. Herts
i-iP9 SRO Tel (111.49 911911

PC/AT computer on a single board
Compatible with the IBM/AT
computer the single -board computer
from Databasix has been designed to
offer systems integration and for
industrial automation. The board has
all the functions of the AT computer
with some additional facilities.

including 1MBytes of ram and
128KBytes of eprom. It includes
controllers for hard and floppy discs,
parallel and serial i/o ports, a SCSI
controller and a clock/calendar. A
maths co -processor may be fitted
optionally. Cmos components

ensure a low power consumption and
applications for this QPC-5152 board
are likely to be found in process
control, computer -aided design, and
built-in to other products. Databasix
Ltd, Old Bath Road, Newbury, Berks
RG13 1NG. Tel: 0635 37373.
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 DATABANK 

We sell a wide range of 'second user'
computer equipment, microcomputers,
computer terminals, peripherals and
development systems.

We also sell test equuipment - all fully
guaranteed.

We buy good quality under utilised
equipment.

CARSTON
ELECTRONICS

CarrStOn
Used Test Equipment

flock list
umn 1986

01147 6477

CIRCLE 38

FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

CONTROL
UNIVERSAL

LIMITED

.4

Control Universal
CATALOGUE

CIRCLE 57

FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

The "one -source" guide for the engineer
designing intelligent control, monitoring
and data acquisition systems. Contains
the most up-to-date information on our
modular industrial computer systems
running MS-DOS, 0S9/68K or BBC BASIC.

Provides flexible, cost-effective solu-
tions for real-time industrial applications
and fast project development.

Fully supported by Control Universal,
the largest and most experienced manu-
facturer of single -height Eurocards in the
UK.

Real Time Video Framestores
 Real time storage and display.

 From 256 to 800 pixels/line (7.5MHz B/W). 1872
pixels/line soon.

 True 1 to 8 bit greyscale. 10 bit shortly.

 Full 576 line storage - No black borders.

 Fast, proven transparent computer access for DEC,
VME, IBM etc. Not tied to only one computer.

 Reliable genlock through full frame timebase
corrector. Affordable 525 to 625 line conversion.

 Pseudo colour and true colour framestores.

 Real time integration and noise reduction.

 British designed and built. Full technical backup at
the end of a phone. Custom interfaces available
through spare card slots.

 Prices:- £395 for 256 pixel. £1995 for 800 pixel.

 Please contact either Dave Griggs or Dan Ogilvie
at:-

OGGITRONICS LTD.
Poole House. 37, High Street. Maldon. Essex CM9 7PF

Telephone (0621) 50378.

THE
ELECTRONIC

SOURCE

The Elearonle Soarer

rm. earn.

CIRCLE 63

FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

Has access to in excess of £100m. worth
of Second User General Purpose
Test Equipment, P.C's, Instrument
Controls, Dataloggers, MDS Systems
and Audio Visual Equipment. Our
latest catalogue indicates price and
specification of our more readily
available items.

Without reference to this Catalogue,
can you really be sure that you
have secured the best possible deal?
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let your brochure do the selling

If you cant to get Aour product information into the right hands fast.
call Martin Pere on 111-661 31311.

Used equipment - with 30 days guarantee. Manuals supplied if possible. This is a very
small sample of stock. SAE or telephone for LISTS. Please check availability before

ordering. Carr age all units f 16. VAT to be added to total on Goods and Carriage.
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[ NEW PRODUCTS
Transputer graphics
evaluation
Rapid Silicon have put together a
high-speed graphics demonstration
package based on Inmos transputer
products.The equipment includes
Inmos' multi-transputer evaluation
hoards, the IMSB003. which
contains four 32 -bit T414
transputers to provide a processing
system which can run at 40 mips.
The high-performance graphics
card, the IMSBOO7. can display high -
resolution. real-time animated
images with ray -traced reflections
and similar effects. The disc
processing card, IMBB005. itself
with two T212 transputers, can he
fitted, with a hard disc, into a small
volume and offers considerable space
saving over other systems. Further
details from Rapid Silicon. Denmark
Street. High Wycombe. Bucks11131 I
2ER. Tel: x'191 112266.
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VME-bus computer board with SCSI
Built around the 68010 processor,
the I IVME-SB86S is a single hoard
computer with a SCSI interface. It is
intended for use in realtime
computing and has an i/o hus
particularly suited to disc drives.
graphics and other hack -up
peripherals. Applications include
engineering workstations. multi-
user systems. development and
target systems. The 68010 runs at 10
or 12.5Mliz with no wait states from
on -board 512K or 1Mbyte d.ram. The
addition of a v.d.u. terminal and
power supply enables the card to run
as a standalone computer. Units can
he linked together in a multi-

processor system. Through the VME
bus the hoard supports three levels of
bus arbitration and has a seven -level
bus handler with bus clock and reset
facilities.

In addition to VME and SCSI bus
controllers, the hoard has two serial
ports and a parallel printer port. Four
sockets allow up to 256Kbytes of
eprom and an additional 8Kbvte
s.ram is battery backed to retain data
on power down.
Iligh Technology
Electronics Ltd.
303 Portswood Road.
Southampton SO1 1QL.
Tel: 0703 229041.

Transputer card for PC
An add-on board for IBM XT or AT
personal computers or compatibles
from Systems West includes one or
two 32 -hit transputers and up to 16
Mbyte of ram. The board runs at up to
30 mips, depending on the number
and types of transputer included.
This offers a performance.
comparable with super -mini and
mainframe computers. For even
faster performance, up to three
boards can he fitted to give 90 mips.
or the system with one or more
upgrade cards can be networked with
another computer. It can also be
used to control an even more
powerful transputer-based system
from the same makers.

Tasm. the transputer assembler

Capacitors for memory back-up

software set is provided but high level
languages. Fortran. C, Pascal and
Occam are optional extras. These
languages generate code that runs
completely on the transputers.
libraries of interfacing programs
running on the host system under
DOS. with maths and graphics tasks
undertaken by the upgrade boards.
support high-speed data tranfer
between host and transputer using
interrupts and d.m.a. Software
currently runs under DOS 3.2 but
DOS 3.3 and OS 2 systems will
become available in about a year.
Systems West. Suite 110. Southgate.
Whitefriars. Lewins Mead, Bristol
BSI 2NT.
Tel: 0272 277332.

The new SB series of aluminium
electrolytic capacitors from ECC
Electronics have been specially
designed for memory hack -up
applications. Using a new foil etching
technique and a special electrolyte.
the capacitors are claimed to offer a
superior performance to batteries in
terms of operating temperature
range of -25 to +85°C and a
guaranteed load life of 1000 hours at
85°C, with good holding voltage

characteristics. The SB series is
available in capacitance values
ranging from 2.2 to 47 mF to meet
the requirements of extremely low
current flow memory back-up
applications. Maximum operating
voltage is 5.5V and surge voltage
rating is 6.3V.
ECC Electronics UK Ltd. 9 Blenheim
Road. High Wycombe. Bucks111312
3RT.
Tel: 0494 36113.
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rNEW PRODUCTS
COMPONENTS

Forth systems
development toolbox
A design system called FORCE
(Forth -optimized risc computing
engine) has been developed by I larris
and is based on the Novix Forth
processor risc architecture. Readers
may recall the feature on this device
recently in E&WW. It differs from
most other processors by running
the high-level language Forth
directly as its operating language;
this results in high speed and easy
programming. The end products will
be standard and semi -custom i.cs
incorporating the risc chip with
additional macrocells and logic
gates. The high speed of the devices is
likely to find particular application in
real-time control and digital signal
processing systems. Macrocells
under development include a 16 -
input interrupt controller, an
integrated memory stack controller,
a 16 by 16 -bit multiplier and various
counter timers. The first standard
i.c. will be a control processor
incorporating all of these functions
along with the processor, available
towards the end of the year.
Application -specific i.cs will become
available early in 1988. Harris
Semiconductor, Eskdale Road.
Winnersh, Wokingham, Berks RG II
5TR. Tel: 0734 698787.

Fast 16 -bit and
24 -bit multipliers
The high-speed performance
demanded by array processor, super -
mini computers and other devices
can be met by two new bipolar digital
multipliers from Analog Devices. The
ADSP8018 is a 10kHz e.c.I.-
compatible 16 by 16 -bit multiplier
with a maximum multiply time of
19ns. ADSP-7018 is a ILL -
compatible version with a maximum
multiply time of 19ns. The devices
use 21.im bipolar geometry with gate
delays of 300ps and lower power
dissipation than the slower e.c.l. rival
devices. Each multiplier has a 32 -bit
output port so that the 32 -bit
product of a 16 by 16 -bit multiply can
be read in one clock cycle.

The same company has produced a
24 by 24 -bit c-mos multiplier with a
maximum multiply time of 95ns. The
ADSP1024A is designed to bridge the
gap where 16 -bit multipliers are not
accurate enough but floating-point
i.cs are too expensive, especially in
d.s.p. and graphics applications. The
device has two inputs and one
output. The most significant and
least significant products are
multiplexed through the output port
in a single clock cycle, producing a
full 48 -bit product without
throughput delay. Analog Devices,
Station Avenue. Walton -on -Thames,
Surrey 121 1PF. Tel: 0932 232222.

\\\

Optical proximity sensors
It is now possible to obtain an 18mm
photocell with optical proximity
sensing up to 150mm. using the new
option introduced to its RC photocell
range by Datalogic. The increased
distance, claimed to be some 50%
above the norm for this type of
sensor, has been achieved without
any change in the size of the unit
which, at 18mm length, is compact.

A second option is upgraded
frequency from 175 operations per
second to 1500 op/s. At a frequency of
1.5kHz. the M18 barrel unit gives a
higher response accuracy for
machine timing and product
detection.

Particularly suited to the
production line, packaging
machines, conveyors and control,
the RC Range of 256 photocells uses

\ \\\

modulated infra -red radiation. They
have built-in amplifiers and
incorporate an I.e.d. to indicate that
the unit is switching. D.c. versions
are protected against short-circuits
and inverse polarity connection.
Included in the range are 24 fibre
optic versions for installation in
awkward or hazardous areas.

Versions of the Datalogic M18
Barrel Unit available are: Retro-
reflective, optical proximity, diffused
and focussed, through -beam and
fibre optic, all in a.c. and d.c. The
higher frequency is available on d.c.

detection
distance on both types. Datalogic
(UK) Ltd, Redboum Industrial Park,
High Street, Redboum, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire AL3 7LG.
Tel: 0582 85 4344.

Fast static rams
Manufactured in c.mos by MMB
Semiconductor, the AAA16K4 is
organized as 4096 by 4 bits. It has
been optimized for speed while
offering low power consumption.
Maximum current used is 120mA
when active and 20mA on standby,
with an access time as fast as 25ns.
The device is automatically held in
standby mode whenever it is not
selected. This reduces the power

requirement further and the need for
cooling. Inputs and outputs are ILL -
compatible which leads to the
simplification of system design.
Three versions offer differing access
times and all are in standard 20 -pin
dil packages. Available through
Mogul Electronics, Central Court,
Knoll Rise, Orpington. Kent
BRI OJA.
Tel: 0689 77919.

Linescan camera with processor control
A low-cost, self-contained linescan
camera requires only the addition of
a light source for operation. The
camera, called Autoscan, could have
widespread application in non -
contact measurement and
monitoring functions. It contains a
128 -byte eprom to set data storage.
The use of microprocessor control
provides easy function and setting
selection using pushbuttons and a
backlit liquid crystal display. Full
multi -input/output capability is
provided and includes a 12 -bit d to a
output (4 to 20mA), four relay

outputs, two opto-isolated inputs for
'read now' signals and an RS485/422
bidirectional data port. Autoscan
features a 2048 -element linear
detector array scanned at 2MHz. The
standard camera is available at less
than£1200 and supplied with a
50mm F1.8 variable -focus lens:
other lenses are optional. Uses
include edge tracking, width and
height measurement, strip centre
monitoring, hole and tear detection.
Integrated Photomatrix Ltd, The
Grove Trading Estate, Dorchester,
Dorset DT1 1SY. Tel: 0305 63673.

Programmer for
logic arrays
An expansion module for the Stag
ZL30A logic programmer as used in
the design on page 916, can be used
for Signetics programmable macro
logic gate arrays. These arrays can be
rapidly programmed to provide
"instant" application -specific i.cs.
Based on fuse programmed arrays,
current devices (PLHS501) have the
equivalence of up to 1600 gates. The
Stag module used with their
programmer allows the
programming of both surface -mount
and d.i.l. packages. The ZL30A
programmer can now be used with
over 750 programmable logic
devices. Stag Electronic Designs.
Tewin Court, Welwyn Garden City,
Herts AL7 1AU. Tel: 0707 325136.

Subminiature fuses
A subminiature fuse called Microtron
is an axial -lead device with enhanced
short-circuit performance. Rated at
125V alternating, the fuse can
interrupt a 50A fault current in
circuits with 97% power factors.
Comparable units have similar short-
circuit ratings, but at a 100% power
factor, a condition that rarely exists
in the real world. At 125V direct
rating, the fuse can interrupt a 300A
fault. The fuse is available in 1/16A
steps through to 10A.

The same company has recently
announced a range of subminiature
surface -mount fuses. Busman UK.
1 Drumhead Court, Chorley, Lancs
PR6 7BX. Tel: 02572 69533.

Low -noise high-
speed quad op -amp
A noise figure of lInV/Hz 2 at lkHz, a
slew rate of 8V/ps and a gain

bandwidth of 6.5MHz are offered on
the "new generation" OP -471 op -
amps from PMI. In addition to low
noise and high speed, the device is
claimed to offer precision
performance with very low input
offset voltage and voltage drift. Open -
loop gain is >500,000, ensuring gain
accuracy, even in high -gain.
applications. Common -mode
rejection is >105dB. The monolithic
design ensures parametric matching
and temperature tracking between
all four amplifiers makes it especially
suitable in multiple op -amp
applications including gain blocks,
low -noise instrumentation
amplifiers, audio equipment, and
active filters. The device has the same
pin -out and can be used as a direct
replacement and upgrade for a
number of quad op -amps. Bourns
Electronics Ltd, 90 Park Street,
Camberley, Surrey GU15 3NY.
Tel: 0276 692392.
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LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
Climax House, Fallsbrook Rd., Streatham, London SW16 6ED
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8(338 300
8F521 400
8( 578 250
81561 030

10598 0
WW1° 104
BfW1 1 101
13( 084 028
81085 078
EU 687 078
8(088 078
86750 028
131151 028
116757 028
81761 036
86790 065
85019 077
85070 0 27
85071 077
87106 165
81119 4006 300
80705 170
80206 170
/311208 200
87100 017
80176 015
87177 015
81661 017
Sew
137986 0 10
Sews
117791 800
Smes
87093 180
Seers
87795 1 64
Seers
(7796 200
Series
C(S) 10 060
CRS3 10 075
(853 60 090
G1166 300
GF0541 6 SO
31161 300
G8037110 1 75
151006 045

M11370 li

10/1371
881(570 0 75

101571 073
1.1112955 125
1613055 100
8806 (03 055
001104 055
8566 105 0 SS
/05006 017
105056 017
8801001 1 11

8815006 133
MPSU56 1 71

11555 045
1011401 400
1467403 350
1467401 400
OAS 175
007 0 75
0010
0047
0670
0679
0681
0885
0690
0A9)
0695
06200
06207
0A711
087200
067201
067706
067207 1 so

503
0(20 600
0(22 A50
0(23 10(8
0(24 300
0(25 1 75

0s35 4.
0(36 100
0(11
0(12
(X/3
0(44
0(15 06,
0(71 065
0(72 720
0(73 145
0(74 I10
0(75 140
0(76 160
0(77 775
0(81 090
0(817 100
0(82 095
0(83 140
0(84 I40
X 172 650
(123 650
X139 1200
((10 1800
n141 11300
X.170 482
0(171 482
0(200 400
0(701 550
0(707 550
0(203 550
0(204 700
01205 1000
0(206 850
X207 1800
0(P71 250
CIRPI2 240
R20086 195
(2009 7 25
R70108 7 110

1(11

VALVES
61834 900
07087 13 50
62134 17 SO
02793 16 00
07426 35 00
61571 7500
A7900 1500
63343 4500
AZ3I 7 75
0741 260
86448 1 14 90
BK484 165 00
8590 SB 00
85810 60 00
B75 58 95
8717 18503
B719 44 05
B779 349 15
8769 354 80
8195 179 90

CF11.31 400
C(33 400
CY31 300
(1K 7000
(3.6 72 00
(316 22 00
DA/1 25 00
0642 18 70
D AF91 175
DA(96 175
DE772 35.00
DE774 4900
(091 1 75
DF96 1 75
DI(91 1 75
0692 200
DK96 I 75
D192 200
O (94 1 75
O (96 1 75
O (5(0 1400
O 1515 12 50
D4516 17 SO
01 519 17 50
DM70 200
DM71 200
D06160 475
DY87 ISO
DY0132 I50
1551 5000
180(C 15 00
1800 11 27
1001 14 19
1801 13 73
E81(C 800
1811 13 27
187(C 8 10
183(C 840
186( 8 25
188( 8 25
(813C( 10 33
E90C( 9 47
E9OF 990
E911, 6 25
19X( 8 75
1996 9 10
11301 ,F1 SO

1180(C 10.50
1180( 1205
1187(( 13 75
(1866 11 50
(18 (C 891
(nor 77 51
(783CC 12.00
1284X( 1750
(8)06 3568
EAS2 11000
1076 250
E68(80 I75
(6(91 350
EMI? 2 50
161801 700
(841 400
(891 150
E8C33 7 50
18(41 750
(8(81
(8(90 1 25
E8I80 1 50
E8F112 1 75
EMS 1 50
EB(31 10 00
EC90 125
1(91 800
((97 1 75
1(157 467 00
ECC3, 450
ECC35 450
ECC4C 550
E(C81 1 75
fCC872 I 75
ECC82 175
ECC84 1 75
ECC81 175
(((86 750
((CBE 350
E(1139 700
(((91 893
E(C 189 710
ECC807 175
(((808 5.00
F(11110 150
1082 150
ECF86 7 50
ECII3I 300
ECH47 3 50
1(1,81 300
ECH82 250
10181 250
fa80 1 50
IC181 1 75
EQ87 1 50
(((83 100
(((84 ISO
EC1135 1 50
1(186 1 75
11370 5.00
((39 2.75
((10 560
E(41 350
Ff47 450
FF50 250
EFSA 500
Ef 55 350
FF90 1.75
((83 400

EF85 175
1086 350
EF89 250
EF91 7 95
EF97 637
((93 150
EF94 250
EF95 599
EF98 200
(0 183 200
FF184 200
((8015 17 00
EF8055 1500
01,90 1 75
F1(90 1 50
(13? 750
F133 400
1134881)) 400
(136 750
11.111 780
U42 2 SO
FL81 525
(183 600
F184 2 25
(186 7 75
F190 325
F191 739
(195 700
(1156 3000
((360 18 50
tisix. 300
11509 10 00
((821 13 00
((822 13 97
FUN 25 00
EM34 800
f1080 750
EM8 1 750
EM84 200
FM85 2 75
EM87 750
E1437 75 00
EN91 650
11492 696
(951 2 75
(181 7.50
(183 250
(784 9 74
FY(16 175
EYBB 175
E75006 300
E1807 I 75
EZ35 175
(2,10 250
1211 250
(280 150
EZ8I 150
EZ90 300
FW4-500 350
(664 800 350
G1.37(6 35 00
65516 17 00
0180288 17 50
G240 70 12.00
6403 16 17 50
6114 900
G1146 900
GSI6 1600
GT1C 75 00

GUSO 2000
GUS? 2000
6X31 1535
GXU2 300,
GAU3 75 40
GXU4 44 50
GXU50 70 00
07501 3 00
G732 4 On
0733 4 75
6734 4 CM

6237 4 7,
KT6 1 5010
KT66 15 00
KT77 Gold

Loon 1211(0
KT8111 Gold

loon 200'
KTW6I 251'
KTW67 2 9,
K TW63 250
M8079 12 36
1168000 8 25
M8081 9 82
888087 969
M8083 10 25
618091 10 43
M8096 680
M8097 8 10
M8098 8 15
M8099 800
M8100 10 30
M8136 11 75
888137 17 25
888140 600
M8141 650
M8142 8 75
M8I 44 750
M8149 6 50
M816I 9 35
M8167 II 75
M8163 8 75
M8190 500
M8195 10 85
888196 750
M8704 7 05
M8212 11 37
M8223 600
M8274 630
068225 4 50
888248 14 03
MD290I I 15 00
10(114 750
M0119 55 00
886173 8600
88x145 61 50
MX151 18 30
Mx157 15000
Mx161 175 00
MX163 19 SO
88x164 26 40
MX166 164 00
M0168 78 50
N78 15 00
0A2 3 75
063 250
000 600
083 250
0(7 435

0(3 750

1103
2S0

7 4 350
ev, 250
Re 250

 95 175
1, 97 1 75
, 900 1 75

84 ISO
85 150
88 200
1,9 175
189 250

f 805 160
1036 160
(87 200
1130 700
f 87 150
186 250
187 200
I 700 3 25

PC1201 3 25
PCF801 250
0(61302 2.50
P((805 1 70
PC1806 170
P C1808 1 70
17082 200
P((83 300
PC184 200
PC185 250
PCI86 250
0(18135/85 2.50
PD500 600
PE® 40N 45 00
P11700 250
P136 250
618) 175
101316 200
6187 150
P 183 2.50
6181 200
P 4504 5 250

5011 550
P1509 600
P 15)9 600
P1801 1 50
P1.032 603
PY33 250
PY81 ISO
P187 150
PY83 1 25
P788 200
PY500/1 400
PY800 150
P7801 150
01451 82 50
00147 6 38.00

0043 10 26 15
0043 200

00906 400

00907 sn

00706 406

0037
3503 17

48 38

4603

76 65

62 20
17 50
66.1

01104 7 350
(NM IGO

197 40
073 65 63 21
003 175 7818
074 750 7400
074.400 87 20
075.500 20800
07500006

56680
0206 70 1603
RIO 603
RI 7 300
RI8 303
RI9 924
R20 250
RG3 1250 59 50
RG3 7500 3268
RGI 1750 61 60
RG4 3000 99 45
883 .250 1000
RR3-1750 45 75
5130 600
SI3OP 600
510280 40 11130
51078020 71 00

500
51112 1000
1003.10 3500
7003  ICI 35 00
T115 5000
1121 37 50
T172 37 50
11100 6000
172-175 78 75
TY4-400 138 20
170500 174 26
015-500 777 50

176-81313 231 00
106 5®00

637 20
17650M8

176 501:004

777-6000A

777 600001

39503

57300

63200

57900
1240 2500
018 20 350
U19 13 75
U25 250
U76 750
037 1700
U08(80 125
96(47 250
U(1411 300
08(41 225
98189 150
4.1((84 1 75
lX(85 185
U(180 700
110147 250
U0481 250
0(187 1 75
1/(463 2 75

200
11142 7 10

0180
11(85
11189 200
0141 500

1 75
U1080 200
0711 400
0185 2 75
015631 1500
XG1 2500

10000
005500 3000
XL7-61130

18500
Nil 16000

53 75
081 3200 81 97
OR( 37000
XR1 6400

6500
701170 39500
701140 68 60
78831) 2500
2759 7530
7/411001 800
7101010 930
7101020 900
001022 903
7101023 900
2/01040 19 36
7881041 16 66
7611042 17 77
63GT 300
1371 2500
(3350 400
663 6100

5 175
SS 175

4 175
20515 II SO
X390 6000
X43 7000
71)11 3 75
2176 875
7147 980D

2155 26500
71700 38300
7)708 33600
7625 -75130
34032 1500
35007 WOO
305 300
3624 11 00
3828 15 35
3879 2005
3824010 17 50
3874110 17 50
3(23 2500
3(74 1200
300013A5

47 00
3(79 4500
354 200
394 1 75
465A 6000
41750 6000
4.2500 80 00
141001 8700
4937 ?non

BASES
Bi tan .ina

040
87G Skirled

050
89/3 Miskated

040
B90 Skated

0 50
89D 0 55
Int Octal 040
(octal 0 55
N avistar base

200
Valve scrawling
con all sires 010

CRTs
7API 850
2061 900

2000380I

3DP1 500
3E61 10(0
3107 600
36P1 600
31P I 800
3167 800
31P7 10 00
3KPI 15 00
3RP I 35 00
3WP1 2000
SADPI 55 00
5(61 1000

5CP1A 4000
SP1SA 15 00
SUP7 2500
DG7 S 63 32
13G7-31 58 07
D07-37 58 07
DG7-36 65 00
01,391 58 83
0117.11 11317
V(0138 1100
v(1/1386 17 50
v(01396 800
V(851713 10 00
VCR5I 7( 10.00

CRT sockets
P rices on
opplicotron

1/C sockets
1mos
low profile
8 pm 100
14 pin lop
16 pin 10p

INTEG
7400 0 16
7400 0.35
7401 036
7402 036
7403 016
7404 0 47
7405 0 47
7406 048
7407 0 55
7408 036
7409 036
7410 036
7411 040
7312 047
7413 036

RATED CIRC
Mt,
7117
7420 1, I,

7472 0 .10
7473 036
7474 036
7427 036
7478 036
74313 036
7432 036
7433 0 55
7437 036
7438 036
7439 036
7440 036

UITS
0

1447 175
7450 030
7451 030
7453 030
7454 030
7460 030
7470 048
7472 030
7473 048
7474 036
7475 0 65
7476 048
7480 032
7483 048

I corn. himiless ( .50 (1 p Maga' and pack ing s als es and semiconallicli as 11 lin per 11151l,  CI. ll. Prices 0.103110g VA1. add 11.05..
Prise 'Wen!! al 11910 id despatch.
In 101117 0.157, prices oil Mallard and I 'AA salves wd1 Ise highef than those .131st:rimed Prices correct when going to press.
Accouni allal ac to app.. e I companies wall mmmulrn.irdef charge t 111 (arnage and r.,,king (1.511 on atedit orders.
/set 111.114111is pcs of salves. tubes arid semicontlibli.is in O. (204.1,11.00 for an, Ism, 9111 boded 1 A 1-..

120 701503 0 IA '61893 030 7143623 060
029 711501 070 52147 800 2441866 100
035 71)53) 070 52148 1 75 763904 0 10
036 778550 075 57218 032 7143905 0 10
02S N914 001 57219 032 7113906 010
025 1/916 00' 52720 027 214451 011
053 744001 004 52771 on 2144059 020
060 64007 070 2144060 0 17
038 444003 004 51273 793 1144061 0 12
047 1.1404 066 .52368 073 2144062 015
0 10 14405 52369 013 2141124 013
045 141006 004 52364 074 2141176 0 13
035 144017 00, 57646 075 2144748 0 75
0 45 614009 006 52904 030 2144786 015
0 45 64148 001 52904 030 761789 0 11
0 NI 9,11 0 1(1 52905 030 76440 0 17
OAS 011 1.606 077 214.3401 017

. ; OAR 001 .52907 022 7141407 0 17
116140 085 0 I, 57974 012 765457 015

1)6111 085 0 12 5.975 072 165458 04
TIP) 42 085 i1 100 52976 017 265459 010
71P7955 060 1 73 53053 030 25017 1600
11079557 0 45 150 53054 055 75019 2500
1163055 06o 1 53 51055 046 75071 3500
1103055P 0 45 0 30 51440 060 75025 3500
25140 075 0 36 514/1 0 75 75076 1000r 021 038 153117 100 25103 250

OSA 5( .51614 500 25307 550
0 23 0 70 63701 01 25303 550
051 8 022 51703 01 25377 500
0 17 075 53704 01 75375 400
011 035 1705 01 75701 12 50
017 (2 0 35 63706 01 757150 115
0 13 5 112 180 :61707 0I 25716A 175
0 IA 090 17013 01
014 9 303 '51709 01
0 14 (Cl'06 53710 01
014 6 3c0 .53711 010
013 07 110 51771 120
025 400 51772 120
0 IA 150 53773 160
0 14 030 53819 050

SO 5)820 060

C.3 6776 400 5651 445
11.146 350 5670 45o

A 10500 IV '66 150 5675 2800
6003 331 0(6 150 5687 600

.4, 5600 479 047 275 5696 150

19
6500
3500

301
, '177

.11111
300

2800
5718 150
5775 550

0 3500 2' 1,4 6550 5726 II 37
16003 30 2000 5727 705

750300 114 f 17000 5749 250
5 50 10 '115 47 50 5751 400
300 13 109 67 25 5763 450
2 50 110 .IS 700 513140 A00
2 50 7', 17 700 5840 400
7 50 30 18 703 5842 12 00
100 55( I 60 58760 31 50
1 50 89  611 2 138 5879 500
2 50 4 7, 101117 180 5886 17 50
1 75 7 50 3011A 710 5963 750
1 75 275 3011 ISO 5965 350
lrc 313 188 15 200 6005 2 25

0217 700 6021 450
cf

04019
750
7S0

6057 1125
6058 1734

sun ION I 300 6059 600
599 A Gil 3011114 180 6061 600
750 5 75 300115 180 6063 3 75
150 300 35W1 (00 6061 1025
400 2 50 50(5 ISO 6067 i 1 75
969 750 7581 605 6077 600
602 .-634 250 75(1 450 6060 1400
475 667 300 85A1 750 60970 73500

A 350 6625 400 8502 645 60978 70000
3 75 607 3 75 9080 2000 6146* 1700
866 687 325 90AV 2000 61466 1200
8 75 6104148 61468 9CC 1 600 61596 1900

1 15 1000 90(G II 51 6189 950
500 AI 300 9001 ISIS 6201 1110
150 175 92AG 2000 6447 2000

.4 A 50
150

250
300

97AV
9501

7000
845

6550 1000
68838 12 50

300 3 75 15012 650 6973 750
3 75 3 50 15083 835 7075 450
3 25 300 150(7 325 70770 803
1 50 '01 300 150(4 600 7551 6 25
500 382 211 35 00 7586 1500
10n 400 77388 12500 7587 2300
100 775 803 2503 7609 5600
150 350 805 4500 7868 600
2 50 2 75 807 37S 7895 1200
115 425 8110 1833 8068 1650
4 SO 300 8170 47 50 8136 250

17500 1 75 813 voIve 6500 8417 600
450 50 8330 193 16 18042 11 53

11501 400 8660 3500 18045 1049
200 7 50 8716 2003 18066 II 53
3 50 403 972 6(0
600
350

475
3 50

9310
1624

18 50
400

600 775 1675 350
600 700 2050 750 Tested

1 53 500 42)2( 30000 faiopown
503 150 42188 30000 4 67508 8 50
2 75 1 75 5511 11000 (V Devices
1 25 250 5545 15000 lo.ge stocks
750 1 75 55510 17000 Praes on
500 250 55520 16500 opptcobon
2 So A 47 350 5647 900
1300 1 75 5654 3170

1 0 72 74120 0 75 74159 1 75 TAAS70 175
0 54 74121 054 74170 120 TAA6305 175
0 72
0 36

74122
74123

070
060

74172
74173

400
0 77

700700
7136.1800

300
50

0 54
054

74125
74126

060
051

74176
74175

060
00

TB05700
130630

50
so

7494 0 78 74128 0 55 74176 00 T805500 75
7495 065 74136 070 74180 18 TBA5600 75
7496
7497

060
390

74141
74143

046
1 30

74190
71191

20
20

780673
7130 7(63

75
50

74100
74107

084
036

74145
741417

0 77
7 50

71192
74193

0
060

TEM 7000
71367500

75
so

74109 0 54 74148 140 74194 110 780800 00
74110
74111

048
0 51

74150
74151

160
036

74195
74196

0 72
100

7130920
760990

75
50

74116 150 741 54 1 40 74197 100 TC67700 00
74118 1.20 741- 060 74198 720 TCA 760A 25
74119 150 741, 018 70199 2 20

Telephone: 0 1 -677 24 24 7
Telex 946708
E. & 0.E.
Open to callers Monday Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. VVW
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FNEW PRODUCTS
Thermistors for
protection
A comprehensive range of surge -
suppression therm istors is the SK
range from STC is designed to satisfy
a wide variety of applications
including inrush current limiting in
switch -mode power supplies. time
delay of relays and solenoids, and the
protection of lamp filaments.
Produced from semiconducting
ceramic materials, the devices have
an insulating coating with resistance
greater than 10M0 at 750V.
Maximum operating voltage is 265V
r.m.s, maximum body temperature
is 200°C and standard resistance
tolerance is ±20% at 25°C. There are
20 standard devices in the SK range
and 'specials' can also be provided.
STC Components, Edinburgh Way,
Harlow, Middlesex, CM20 2DE.
Tel: 0279 26811.

Versatile video
framestore
A wide range of options allows the
FS768 framestore from Oggitronics
to be used is a variety of applications.
Apart from capturing a single video
image. it can he used to view the 'live'
incoming image and record a specific
frame when required while
continuing to view. It can be
synchronized with a strobe flash to
capture fast moving events. Low-
level images can be captured by
cumulatively adding to the picture,
rather like a long exposure in a
photographic camera. This can be
done by modifying the camera to
hold off the beam while the image is
building, or by using the framestore
to sum consecutive frames.

One particular use for such a store
is the translation of non-standard
video images for display on a tv
monitor or storage on a video
recorder. The FS768 can be adapted
to accept the polar coordinates of
radar and sonar images and convert
them to the tv raster. Slow -scan
input from electron microscopes or
i-r detectors, or fast scans from c.c.d.
and photodiode arrays can also be
accepted. Such operation is
transparent to the user and no
interference with the screen image is
seen while it is being updated.

Successive images may be
averaged to reduce spurious noise:
up to 256 images can be summed. A
video mixer allows images to be
compared and various logical
operations can display the areas that
are the same or are different. False
colour can be added to an image by
the use of a look -up table and the
grey -scale can be manipulated to
enhance the contrast of the image.
Oggitronics, Poole House, 37 High
Street, Maldon. Essex. Tel: 0621
50378.

Low light -level camera
An ultra -high sensitivity video
camera has been developed for
imaging at extremely low light levels.
typically those encountered in
luminescence and fluorescence
applications. Employing a high
performance two stage MCP image
intensifier, the camera,
Hammamatsu C2400 VIM, provides
extremely low noise and wide
dynamic range extending from
visible light to single photon levels.

A choice of image pickup tubes
allows the camera to be optimally
configured for conventional

analogue or photon imaging. The
system is available with a spectral
response range of either 280 to
650nm or 280 to 850nm. Standard
features include overload protection
circuitry and bias lighting. Optional
features include Peltier cooling.
shading correction, gamma
correction, polarity inversion and
external synchronization control.
Hakuto International UK Ltd.
Eleanor House. 35 Eleanor Cross
Road, Waltham Cross. Herts EN8
7LF.
Tel: 0992 769090.

Stepper -to -servo converter
This module allows d.c. servo motors
to be driven from digital stepper
motor control systems. Designers
can now mix d.c. servos with stepper
systems without changing the
existing controller. This provides
great expansion possibilities for
existing stepper systems, both
simplifying the control requirements
and avoiding the higher costs
normally associated with d.c. servo
controllers. MC16 module comes on
a single Eurocard. It provides the d.c.
servo control function by taking the
existing stepper clock and direction
outputs. comparing these with

feedback signals from an optical
encoder attached to the motor shaft,
and generating a 'torque demand'
signal. Arranged like this, the d.c.
drive is used purely as a torque
amplifier, with the MC16 providing
the required gain. Therefore, no
tacho generator is necessary, further
reducing overall system costs.
Digiplan also offer the MC16's
capabilities in the form of ready -built
three -axis (or more) control systems,
in a standard 19in rack. PKS-
Digiplan Ltd. 21 Balena Close.
Creekmoor. Poole BH17 7DX. Tel:
(02021690911.

All -band radio
The Sony ICFPRO80 has continuous
tuning from 115kHz to 223MHz. Its
memory can cope with up to 40
preset stations. Frequencies can be
selected directly from its keyboard
and there are several methods of
scanning the memory or the r.f.
spectrum, or selected parts of it, to
find a channel.

Another new radio from Sony is
the ICF7600DA which offers an
analogue dial in addition to the
digital display, and includes a clock
and timer. It offers 12 s.w. bands
along with v.h.f., m.w.. and I.w.,
with up to 15 preset stations. More
details from Sony UK Ltd, South
Street, Staines. Middlesex TW18 4PF.
Tel: 0784 67000.

High -voltage
insulation testers
Capable of uncovering defects which
could cause breakdown in low
voltage applications, these insulation
testers can also be used as M 0
meters. The Danbridge. JP12A and
JP30A are non-destructive high
voltage testers suitable for a very
wide range of applications - from
component testing to motors and
aircraft installation. Test voltages are
applied to an insulated test probe
through a coaxial cable. The JPI2A
(12kV) probe is equipped with a
high-tension switch, and is
terminated with a 4mm straight tip.
JP30A (30kV) has a similar probe and
an additional ball -tipped probe for
use in the higher voltage ranges. The
meters have two and three ranges
respectively with meter readouts for
voltage in kV and current in pA.
Output current is a maximum of
300pA, limited to protect the user. As
well as the meter indication there is
an audible output which signals
ionization in an insulator. Available
through Wavetek Electronics Ltd.
Tag Lane, Hare Hatch, Reading,
Berks RG10 9LT. Tel: 073522 4121.
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INDS...Mc/DUCTS
Solid-state discs for PCs
Appearing to a PC -DOS or MS-DOS
as a standard disc, the QPC add-on
boards for IBM compatible PCs
provides a combination of ram. rom,
eprom or battery -backed ram which
is rugged and resistant to vibration,
heat or dust as may be found in an
industrial environment. Such solid-
state 'discs' can retain system
configurations permanently and be
used for permanent program storage
as well as temporary data retention.
The P-521 I can hold up to 2Mbyte of

prom or eprom. or 1Mbyte of
eeprom. QPC-5212 has a capacity for
512Kbyte of ram, plus 1Mbyte of
rom. The QPC-5213 holds 1Mbyte of
ram. All ram sockets on the 5212 and
5213 are lithium battery -backed for
non-volatile memory. Up to four
boards can be used in a PC system
giving a total of up to 8Mbytes.
Databasix Ltd, Strawberry Hill
House, Bath Road,
Newbury, Berks 131 1NG.

Tel: 0635 37373.

Toshiba launches super TN displays
Liquid crystal displays of the super -
twisted nematic kind offer higher
contrast and wider viewing angles
than previous I.c.ds. Toshiba UK
launch seven graphics I.c.ds ranging
in size from 640 by 640 dots to 128 by
128. The displays use a multiplexing
ratio of up to 1:200 to enable a
high -contrast, high -definition image
to be retained over the large matrix of
dots. Three types are available: W -ST
(blue on a white background), Y -ST
(blue on a yellow background). and
B -ST (white on a blue background).

The last-mentioned is best used with
an electroluminescent back -light.

Super -TN modules are
particularly suitable for the larger
displays such as those in work
stations, word processors, electronic
typewriters, photocopiers and
facsimile machines. as well as
portable computers as illustrated by
Toshiba's own Rupo word -processor.
Toshiba UK Ltd, Electron tube and
device division, Frimley Road,
Frimley, Camberley. Surrey CU16
511. Tel: 0276 62222.

REDUCED
SUBSCRIPTION

Make life easier
ani save money
at -he same time
by acceptiig our

iJf:ers of
reduced -price
subscr ptions.

A one-year
subscriptior cif £19.50
brings 12 issues to
your door for :he price
of 10, saving iearly
17%.But for £53, you
can have a :Nee -year
subscriptior and
save nearly 25% -
eight free issLes.

And you won't have to
keep on ringing up to

ask for
photocopies
o- articles
you've
missed.

REDUCED
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER FORM

Please send me Electronics
Li& Wireless World for one year
at the special price of £19.50 

7-1 Please send me Electronics
L_I & Wireless World for three
years at the special price of £53.00'
Inclusive of postage and packing.

I enclose a cheque/PO to the value
of £
made payable to Reed Business
Publishing Limited.

Please debit my credit account.

Expiry date:
0Access  Barclaycard/Visa.
El Diners Club El American Express

Signed

Name

Job Title

Address

Please return to Electronics &
Wireless World, Room 316,
Quadrant House. The Quadrant.
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.
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KENWOOD Oscilloscopes bandwidths from 20MHz to 150MHz
prices from £319 to £1695 (+ vat)
Trio oscilloscopes are back with a new name, new
models, higher specifications and lower prices.

Take the Kenwood CS -1065 illustrated here; a 60MHz,
dual-timebase, three -channel oscilloscope costing only
£795. It's part of an extensive range from one of Japan's
most experienced producers.

Thurlby holc every model in stock for immediate delivery.
Contact us now for a copy of the full -range brochure
listing technical specifications and prices.

Thurlby Electronics Ltd. Tel: (0480) 63570
New Road, St Ives, Cambridgeshire. PE17 4BG England.

ENTER 34 ON REPLY CARD

Today's digital circuitry can't be debugged with just a logic probe and
oscilloscope. A logic analyser has become an essential tool.
The Thurlby LA160 system puts logic analysis within the reach of every
engineer with a wide range of options to suit many different applications.

Prices from £395 plus vat
16 or 32 data channels

 IBM-PC interface options

Data pods for random logic
Personality modules for uPs

 Microprocessor disassemblers

No other logic analyser system approaches the value for money of the
Thurlby LA160. Contact us now for full technical data.

illThurlbylffil NTehwurlRboay Edlescttrowneis csLtd

Huntingdon, Cambs.
designed and built in Britain PE17 4BG, England. Tel: 10480) 63570

ENTER 35 ON REPLY CARD

LOW COST DESIGN T
FOR ENGINEERS /-9

At last! The complete solution to computer aided circuit design on the IBM PC at a sensible price.

SCHEMA £499
Design professional quality circuit diagrams right on
the screen with this widely used schematic drawing
package.

 extensive schematic symbol library

 3 zoom levels
 bill of materials
 wire and net lists
 print and plot hard copy

PROTEL £799
Fast establishing itself as the world's leading low cost
printed circuit board design package, PROTEL-PCB
enables you to create professional multi -layer PCBs
from concept to camera-ready artivork.

 up to six track layers
 variety of track widths and pad siz 1

 multi -coloured check plots I

111 I
 NC drill support '' l, I

 Gerber photoplotter compatibility

Who buys software without evaluating it first? Try out SCHEMA and PROTEL on your own PC with our well -
documented evaluation disks - £25 each. Visa/Access welcome.,

ENTER 20 ON REPLY (7ARD ENTER 21 ON REPLY CARD

I t

I r

Engineering SolJllt7AdOeAted, King's House,
18 King Street, Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 lEF

Telephone (0628) 36052 Telex 84962 Fax (0628) 74928
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Whose
frequencies?

The destabilization campaign
directed at British broadcasting
by sections of government,
politicians, advertising and
media interests in the name of
"deregulation" seems likely to
reach a climax when a White
Paper and subsequent new
Broadcasting Bill are published
next year under the aegis of the
Home Office broadcasting policy
unit. But it is questionable
whether future plans can be
formulated realistically until
more is known about the way in
which broadcasting frequencies
will be allotted and regulated in
view of the DTI -sponsored CSP
International report "Deregula-
tion of the radio spectrum in the
UK". To many broadcast en-
gineers the separation of respon-
sibility for administration of the
radio spectrum from broadcast-
ing policy matters has always
seemed rather like saying that
one government department
should be in charge of the rail-
ways but that the provision of the
tracks should belong elsewhere.

Curiously, the industry was
invited to respond by June 30 to
both the Home Office document
"Radio: Choices and Opportuni-
ties" and to the CSPI Report. Yet
it is difficult to see how a realistic
response can be made to either in
isolation. It is clear that while
there is at least some common
ground on the Home Office con-
sultative document, there are
strong feelings about the radical
proposals made by CSPI, and DTI
claim that other concepts are
still being considered.

The CSPI report assumed that
the BBC and IBA would become
"major users" forming, in effect,
a special form of the Frequency
Planning Organizations set up as
commercial undertakings to
manage specific blocks of the
spectrum. The major users
would manage their own blocks
to serve their own needs, but
would be free also to act as FPOs
if they wished, selling spare fre-
quencies from within their
blocks to individual users.
However. the FPO concept is
based firmly on the idea that
each FPO should have exclusive
rights to a part of the spectrum
and that there should always be
at least one other competing
FPO in a position to offer a

suitable frequency from within
its own block. For this concept to
apply to broadcasting would pose
questions that cannot be
answered sensibly until more is
known about the directions to be
taken in the new Broadcasting
Bill.

For example, on m.f. and tele-
vision bands 4 and 5, specific
channels are used by both the
BBC and IBA in different parts of
the country; only on Band 2
v.h.f./f.m. is the concept of sub -
bands coming into existence.
This would suggest that there
might need to be a joint BBC -IBA
"major user FPO" but then
where does that leave the con-
cept of competitive pricing? Or,
for that matter, the concept of a
virtually de -regulated radio? The
IBA has stated that it believes
that it is in the interest of the
listening public to retain a
public-service broadcasting ele-
ment in independent radio but
seems prepared to agree to a
much more relaxed form of "con-
trol". It does recognise a class of
"not for profit" stations that
could maintain some vestige of
the original concept of commun-
ity radio, although it becomes
increasingly difficult to distin-
guish between what is planned
for the new tier of local or com-
munity of interest stations and
the stations wishing to churn out
"Top 40" playlists. The major
debate seems to be over the
question of national commercial
services, with "Choices" suggest-
ing three such services, the IBA
wanting only two, and some of
the existing ILR stations remain-
ing opposed to any. Meanwhile
the BBC seems to be gradually
extending its World Service in-
put to UK listeners, not only in
the form of news bulletins on
Radio 3 but most recently by
carrying World Service for an
extra 20 minutes on the 200 kHz
Droitwich transmitter between
5.30 and 5.50 a.m. Many people
would welcome the World Ser-
vice programmes on a national
Band 2 network as a logical and
economical extension of choice,
but that raises questions of
Foreign Office funding.

What could develop into vir-
tually a new national commer-
cial service for the UK is being
planned by Radio Luxembourg
using a long -wave (254 kHz)
transmitter to be built near Dub-
lin. This is a frequency allocated
to Ireland on a shared basis but

never used by Radio Telefis
Eireann. It is claimed that, with a
power of 500 kW, it will serve
most of the UK during daylight
without excessive co -channel in-
terference from the long -wave
stations located in Algeria and
Finland. The UK similarly has an
unused long -wave allocation
shared with Warsaw. This was
originally intended to provide a
long -wave service for Scotland,
but the BBC were convinced that
it would suffer too much co -
channel interference.

Spectrum and
physical abuse

increases
The Radio Investigation Service
of the DTI seems to be fighting a
losing battle to put the broad-
casting pirates off the air. The
latest blow has been the decision
of the House of Lords that the
Wireless Telegraphy Acts do not
permit RIS to seize (with or
without a court order) the disc
and tape records of illegal broad-
casting stations on the grounds
that these do not constitute part
of the "apparatus". Since record-
ings are often the most valuable
and most difficult to replace
assets of such stations, this is a
serious blow.

At a recent joint IERE/DTI
colloquium on Frequency Plan-
ning Miss Dilys Cane, director of
RIS, brought up to date :he
current work of the service
beyond that disclosed in the first
Annual Report of the Radiocom-
munications Division of the DTI.
She claimed that unlicensed
broadcasting remains a particu-
larly difficult area, with the num-
ber of stations increasing again
and with the supporters of some
of the stations increasingly will-
ing to show violence and threat-
ening behaviour towards RIS
teams: "We are in a box with
complaints from aeronautical
and public utility services, and
from the public who find BBC
reception wiped out. RIS would
prefer not to be in battle with
organized violence". The RIS has
increasingly had to call on police
help in dealing with the pirates.

Following the introduction in
1985 of charges made to house-
holders seeking RIS visits to help
trace the cause of interference to

their radio and television recep-
tion, there has been a big drop in
complaints. But the public can
still register complaints of in-
terference without charge and
many of these complaints have
helped RIS to target its enforce-
ment work against misuse of
transmitters. Complaints have
numbered 4,372 with only 715
people paying the £21 fee for
personal visits.

The RIS however has not been
idle. In particular it has stepped
up its inspections of radiocom-
munication installations. Dur-
ing 1986-87, 9000 existing and
1500 new private mobile radio
(p.m.r.) stations were inspected.
There has also been 1300 inspec-
tions of small -craft installations,
a previously neglected area. It
has been found that a number of
users were apparently unaware
of the need to hold certificates of
operating competence in addi-
tion to the transmitter licences.

Of the 9000 inspected existing
p.m.r. stations, 40 per cent were
found not to be fully conforming
with their licences (23% in the
case of new stations. About 16
per cent of allotted frequency
channels were no longer in op-
eration but had not cancelled the
licence, 8 per cent were using
excess e.r.p., 6 per cent had more
mobile units than were being
paid for, 5 per cent of the base
stations had been moved without
notifying the DTI, some by more
than 25 miles, and 5 per cent
were using non -approved equip-
ment.

A problem with unlicensed
broadcasting stations is the in-
creasing use of "link" program-
me feeds to unattended trans-
mitters using less predictable
frequencies, that come to light
only when they cause interfer-
ence to other services.

While British Telecom appear
to be gradually moving towards
the introduction of the CT2
u.h.f. cordless telephones and
with the sale of unapproved types
banned since May, there appears
to be little falling off in the
number of conversations that
can be accidentally heard when
tuning across 1.7 MHz. Some of
the signals seem to travel very
much farther than the 100 m
range often specified. Nor does
the average user seem to realise
that his private conversations are
being so widely broadcast.

Radio Broadcast is written by Pat
Hawker.
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GA1TE OF COMPUTER AND ELECTROMC EQUIPMENT

1000's OF ,.
BARGAINS ---.

HOT LINE DATA 11.42E

*DISTEL°
The ORIGINAL FREE OF CHARGE dial up data
base. Buy, browse or place YOUR OWN AD for
goods or services to sell. 1000's of stock items

spares and one off bargains Updated daily.
ON LINE NOW. CCITT, 8 bit word, no parity.

For 300 baud modems call 01-679 1888
For 1200-75 baud modems call 01-679 6183

FREE
Youlyr mon.itoritfrom its COMbecomesapsufuepeEl RF0Br

on
HIGH QUALITY  COLOUR  TV SET

The fabulous TELEBOX an INVALUABLE MUST for the owner of
ANY video monitor with a composite input colour or monochrome
Made by a major UK Co as a TOP QUALITY. stand alone UHF
tuner and costing OVER £75 to manufacture this opportunity to
give your monitor a DUAL FUNCTION must not be missed' The
TELEBOX consists of a compact, stylish two tone charcoal
moulded case containing ALL electronics tuner, power supply etc
to simply plug in and convert your previously dedicated computer
monitor into a HIGH QUALITY COLOUR* TV SET. giving a real
benefit to ALL the family,' Don't worry if your monitor doesn't have
sound- THE TELEBOX even has an integral 4 watt audio amplifier
for driving an external speaker, PLUS an auxiliary output for superb
quality television sound via your headphones or HI Fl system etc
Other features include Compact dimensions of only 15.75 w
7.5 d x 3.5 h latest technology. BRITISH manufacture fully
tuneable? channel push button tuner, Auto AGC circuit. SAW filter.
LED status indicator, fully isolated 240v AC power supply for total
safety. Mains ON -OFF switch etc Many other uses

LIMITED QUANTITY- DON'T MISS THIS OFFER!!

41111111roPk,

DON'T MISS THE CPM Deal
OF the CENTURY

The FABULU PM TA U 2.60
Professional Business System

A cancelled export order and months of negotiation enables us to offer this prof essionai
PC. CPM system, recently on sale at OVER £1400. at a SCOOP price lust over the cost of

100 the two internal disk drives" Or less than the price of a dumb terminal,.
Not a toy. the BIG BROTHER of the EINSTIEN computer. the DUAL PROCESSOR
PC2000 comprises a modern stylish three piece system with ALL the necessities for the
SMALL BUSINESS. INDUSTRIAL, EDUCATIONAL or HOBBYIST USER Used with
the THOUSANDS of proven, tested and available CPM software packages such as
WORDSTAR. FAST. DBASE2 etc. the PC2000 specification a' our prices. CANNOT
BE BEATEN"
The central processor plinth contains the 64K, Z80A processor. DUAL TEAC 55F 5'

Double sided 40/80 track disk drives 11 Mb per drivel. PSU, 4K of memory mapped screen RAM disk controller. RS232,
CENTRONICS and system expansion ports and if Chars not enough a ready to plug into STANDARDS' DRIVE port for up to FOUR
8' disk drives either in double density or IBM format The ultra slim 92 key detachable keyboard features 32 user definable key&
numeric keypad and text editing keys even its own integral microprocessor which allows the main ZBOA to devote ALL its time to
USER programs eliminating "lost character" problems found on other machines The attractive detachable 12 monitor combines
a green anti -glare etched screen, with full swivel and tilt movement for maximum user comfort Supplied BRAND NEW with CPM
2.2. user manuals and full 90 day guarantee. Full data sheet and info on request

PC2000 System PC2000 Business System with CPM
with CPM Etc and 'Ready to Run' FAST Sales and

-:OST OVER £1400 Purchase ledger, supports up to
9000 Accounts. VAT etc

COST OVER £1700

ONLY £29.95 OR £24.95 if purchased with ANY of our
video monitors Supplied BRAND NEW with full instructions and 2 YEAR
warranty Post and packing ti hU 'When used with colou CC

COLOUR Cp MONOCIIROME
MOW° SPECIALS

'SYSTEM ALPHA' 14 COLOUR MULTI INPUT MONITOR
Made by the famous REDIFFUSION Co. for their own professional computer
system this monitor has all the features to suit your immediate and future
requirements Two video inputs RGB and PAL Composite Video allow direct
connection to BBC/IBM and most other makes of micro computers or VCR's
including our very own TELEBOX An internal speaker and audio amp may be
connected to computer or VCR for superior sound quality. Many other features
PIL tube. Matching BBC case colour, Major controls on front panel Separate
Contrast and Brightness - even in RGB mode Separate Colour and audio
controls for Composite Video input BNC plug for composite input 15 way 'CY
plug for RGB input. modular construction etc etc

This Must Be ONE OF THE YEARS BEST BUYS. PC USER
Supplied BRAND NEW and BOXED. complete with DATA and 90 day
guarantee ONL Y £159.00 as above OR IBM PC Version E165.00
15 Day skt £1 .00. BNC skt 75p BBC interface cable £5.50
DECCA 8016' COLOUR monitor. RGB Input.
Little or hardly used manufacturer's surplus enables us to offer this special
converted DECCA RGB Colour Video N Monitor at a super low price of only
£99.00, a price for a colour monitor as yet unheard or Our own interface
safety modification and special 16" high definition PIL tube coupled with the
DECCA 80 series TV chassis give 80 column definition and quality found only
on monitors costing 3 TIMES OUR PRICE. The quality for the price has to be
seen to be believed, Supplied complete and ready to plug direct to a BBC
MICRO computer or any other system with a TTL RGB output Other features
are' infernal speaker, modular construction, auto degaussing circuit attractive
TEAK CASE compact dimensions only 52cm W x 34 H x 24 D. 90 day
guarantee Although used units are supplied in EXCELLENT condition.
ONLY £99.00 + Carnage.
DECCA 80 16 COLOUR monitor. Composite video input Same as above
model but fitted with Composite Video input and audio amp for COMPUTER,
VCR or AUDIO VISUAL use ONLY £99.00 + Carr
REDIFFUSION MARK 3, 20 COLOUR monitor. Fitted with standard 75 ohm
composite video input and sound amp This large screen colour display is ideal
for SCHOOLS, SHOPOS, DISCOS, CLUBS and other AUDIO VISUAL appli-
cations Supplied in AS NEW or little used condition ONLY £145.00 + Carr.

BUDGET RANGE EX EQUIPMENT MONOCHROME video monitors.
All units are fully cased and set for 240v standard working with composite video
inputs Units are pre tested and set up for up to 80 column use. Even when
MINOR screen burns exist - normal data displays are unaffected 30 day
guarantee
12" KGM 320-1 B/W bandwidth input will display up to 132 x 25 lines £32.95
12 GREEN SCREEN version of KGM 320-1 Only £39.95
9 KGM 324 GREEN SCREEN fully cased very compact unit Only £49.00

Carriage and insurance on all monitors £10.00

DC POWER SUPPLY SPECIALS
GOULD OF443 enclosed. compact switch mode supply with DC regulated
outputs of +5v v. 5 5a. +12v 4) 0 5a, -12v ra, 0 1a and -23v 1 002a.Dim 18 x
11 x 6 cm 110 or 240v input BRAND NEW only £16.95
GOULD G6 -40A 5v 40 amp switch mode supply NEW £130.00
AC -DC Linear PSU for DISK drive and SYSTEM applications Constructed on a
rugged ALLOY chassis to continuously supply fully regulated DC outputs of +5v

3 amps. -5v'v, 06 amps and +24v 6w 5 amps Short circuit and overvoltage
protected 100 or 240v AC input Dim 28 x 12.5 x 7 cm NEW £49.94

Carriage on all PSU's £3 00

11471111.1:111 Manufacturer's BRAND NEW surplus
DEC LA34 Uncoded keyboard with 67 quality gold plated switches on X -Y
matrix - ideal micro conversions etc £24.95
AMKEY MPNK-114 Superb word processor chassis keyboard on single PCB
with 116 keys Many features such as On board Micro Single 5v rail full ASCII

coded character set with 31 function keys numeric keypad cursor pad
and 9600 baud SERIAL TTL ASCII OUTPUT, Less than half price

Only £69.00 with data Carriage on Keyboards £3 50

I) I P A 1' sz

NOW only £499
Carnage 8. Inaurancvirinr

I. I 1 if

PRESTEL - VIEWDATA - TELEX
PLESSEY VUTEL, ultra compact , fly larger
than a telephone features A STANDARD OTNIF
TELEPHONE (tone dial) with 5 CRT monitor and
integral modem etc for direct connection to PRESTEL
VIEWDATA etc Designed to sell to the EXECUTIVE at
over £600" Our price BRAND NEW AND BOXED at
only £99.00
DECCAFAX VP1 complete Professional PRESTEL
system in siimiine desk top unit containing Modem.
Numeric keypad. CPU. PSU etc Connects direct to
standard RGB colour monitor Many other features
include. Printer output. Full keyboard input. Cassette
port etc BRAND NEW with DATA A FRACTION OF
COST only £55.00
ALPHATANTEL. Very compact unit with integral FULL
ALPHA NUMERIC keyboard Just add a domestic TV
receiver and you have a superb PRESTEL system and
via PRESTEL the cheapest TELEX service to be
found,' Many features. CENTRONICS Printer output,
Memory dialling etc. Supplied complete with data and
DIY mod for RGB or Composite video outputs. AS
NEW only £125.00

Post and packing on all PRESTEL units £8.50

EX -STOCK INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
4164 200 ns D RAMS 9 for £11 4116 ns
El 50 2112 moo 2114 £2.50 2102 £200
6116 £2.50 EPROMS 2716 £4.50 2732 cam
2764 £4.95 27128 C550 8800 E2.50 8821 C 1
68A09 C8 68609 £10 8085A £5.50 8086 f 15
8088 E8 NEC765 C8 WD2793 £28 8202A
£22 8251 E7 8748 £15 Z80A DART £6.50
Z80A CPU £2.00 Thousands of IC's EX STOCK
send SAE for list

DISK DRIVES
Japanese 5'. half height 80 track double sided disk
drives by TEAC. CANON, TOSHIBA etc
Sold as NEW with 90 day guarantee ONLY £85.00
TEC FB.503 Double sided HH 40 TRK NEW £75.00
SUGART SA400 SS FH 35 TRK £55.00
SIEMENS FDD100 SS FH 40 TRK £65.00
carriage on 51/4- drives £550
&and NEW metal 5'. DISK CASES with internal PSU.
DSKC1 for 2 HH or 1 FH drive £29.95 +pp 04.00
DSKC 2 for 1 HH drive £22.95 +pp £3.50
DKSC 3 As DSK1 LESS PSU £12.95 +pp 02.50
DSKC 4 As DSK2 LESS PSU £10.95 +pp E2 00
8" IBM format TESTED EX EQUIPMENT.
SHUGART 800/801 SS £175.00 +pp 08.50
SHUGART 851 DS £250.00 +pp £8.50
TWIN SHUGART851's2 Mb total capacity in smart case
complete with PSU etc £595.00

SAEI50R. BRAND NEW at £275.00
MITSUBISHI M2894-638' DS 1 Mb equiv. to S4RpoUGAcaliT50

DYSAN S" Alignment disk £29.00 + pp El 00
Various disk drive PSU s Ex Stock SEE PSU section.
HARD DISK DRIVES
DRE/ DIABLO Series 30 2.5 Mb front load £525.00
Exchangeable version £295.00. ME3029 PSU £95.00
DIABLO 44/ DRE4000A, 85+5 Mb from £750.00
CDC HAWK 5+5 Mb£795.00. CDC 976280 Mb RM03
etc £2500.00.
PERTEC D3422 5+5 Mb £495.00
RODIME 51/4" Winchesters ex -stock from £150 CALL
Clearance items- Sold as seen- No guarantee
ICL 2314 BRAND NEW 14" Mb Removable pack hard
disk drive cost over £2000 with data ONLY £99.00
BASF 61728" 23Mb Winchesters £199.00
Unless stated all drives are refurbished with 90 day
guarantee Many other drives and spares in stock - call

Sales office for details

PC2000 Wordprocessor System
,t' (-r t.' And TEC FP25 daisywheel

printer

NOW only E799

MODEMS
Join the communications revolution with our super
range of DATA MODEMS prices and specifications
to suit all applications and budgets
BRAND NEW State of the art products
DACOM DSL2123 Multi standard 300-300. 1200-75
Auto answer etc £268.00
DACOM DSL2123A0 Auto dial smart modem with
multi standard AUTO SPEED detect and data buffer
with flow control etc £365.00
DACOM DSL2123GT The CREAM of the intelligent
modems auto dial, auto call index, buffer
etc etc £498.00
Stebeck SB1212 V22 1200 baud FULL DUPLEX,
sync or async, optional auto dial £465.00
TRANSDATA 307A Acoustic coupler 300 baud full
duplex, originate only, RS232 interface £49.00

Ex BRITISH TELECOM full spec. CCITT, ruggedised
bargain offers Sold TESTED with data Will work on
any MICRO or system with RS232 interface
MODEM 13A 300 baud unit. only 2' high
phone CALL mode only £45.00 _
MODEM 201. 75-1200 baud Compact unit for use
as subscriber end to PRESTEL, TELECOM GOLD,
MICRONET etc £39.95 +pp £6.50
MODEM 202 1200-75 baud Same as 20-1 but for
COmputer end £65.00 +pp E6 50
DATEL 2412. Made by SE Labs for BT this two pan
unit is for synchronous data links at 1200 or 2400
baud using 2780/3780 protocol etc Many features
include 2 or 4 wire working self test auto answer etc
COST OVER £800. Our price ONLY £199 +pp E8.00
DATEL 4800, RACAL MPS4800 baud modem EX
BT good working order. ONLY £295.00 +pp £8.00

SPECIAL OFFER
MODEM TG2393. Ex BT, up to 1200 baud lull
duplex 4 wire or half duplex over 2 wire line. ONLY
£85.00 PER PAIR +ppE1000

.r more information contact our Sales Mice

MATRIX P
SPECIAL BULK PURCHA E of these compact. high
speed matrix printers Built in Japan for the Hazeltine
Corporation this unit features quality construction
giving 100cps bidirectional full pin addressable
graphics. 6 type fonts. up to 95 single sheet or
tractor paper handling. RS232 and CENTRONICS
parallel interface Many other features BRAND NEW
and BOXED COST £420 Our price Only £199.00

Dry Fit MAINTENANCE FREE by Sonnensche,
Yuasa.

A300 07191315 12v 3Ah NEW V 3.95
A300 07191312 6v 3Ah NEW £9.95
A300 07191202 6-0-6v 1 8Ah TESTED Ex

uip £5.99

VDU TE MINALS
Standard VDU data entry terminals

at give away prices!!
OUME OVT108. Current product. state of the art
terminal with detachable keyboard. 12 Green screen.
2 page RAM. TVI 925. Hazeltine. ADMSA emulations.
software setup, 25 x 80. Clock. Swivel and tilt base.
Printer port. Function keys etc. BRAND NEW and
BOXED AT ALMOST HALF PRICE Only £425.00
AJ510 - EX RENTAL, Z80 controlled. 15 green
screen 24 x 80 display, graphics. cursor addressing,
printer port etc. Very good condition TESTED complete
with manual only £225.00
ADDS 520 - Dumb terminal, used, 12 b/w screen
RS232 interface and printer port. TESTED.
ONLY £125.00. Carriage on terminals EIO 00
100's of other terminals in stock. CALL for more details.

All prices quoted are for U.K Mainland, paid cash with order in Pounds Sterling PLUS VAT. Minimum order value E2.00.
Minimum Credit Card orderE MOO Minimum BONA FIDE account orders from Government Depts.. Schools. Universities and
established companies E20.00 Where post and packing not indicated please ADD £1.00 + VAT. Warehouse open Mon -Fri
9.30-5.30. Sat 10.30-5.30. We reserve the right to change prices and specifications without notice. Trade, Bulk and Export

_ ri r n i 11.1 f'rr 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XF
LLLL I I\ Lif /IL -I- Telephone 01-679 441 4 Telex 894502 Data 01-679 1888
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SRS PRINTERS PRINTERS --- PRINTERS

SUPER DEAL? NO - SUPER STEAL
THE FABULOUS 25 CPS "TEC STARWRITER"

777 7 7,/,

Made to the very
highest spec the TEC
STARWRITER
FP1500-25 features a
very heavy duty die cast
chassis and DIABLO
type print mechanism
giving superb
registration and print
quality. Micro -processor
electronics offer full
DIABLO/OUME command compatability and lull con ro via CPM WORDSTAR
ETC. Many other features include bi-directional printing. switchable 10 or 12 pitch.
full width 381mm paper handling with up to 163 characters per line, friction 'eed
rollers for single sheet or continuous paper, internal buffer, standard RS232 serial
interface with handshake. Supplied absolutely BRAND NEW with 90 day guarantee
and FREE daisy wheel and dust cover Order NOW or contact sales office for more
information. Optional extras RS232 data cable £10.00 Tech manual £7.50 Tractor
Feed £140.00. Spare daisy wheel £3.50 Carriage & Ins IUK Mainland) £10.00

a fraction of its original cost.

NOW ONLY £499 + VAT

DIY PRINTER MECH
Brand New surplus of this professional printer chassis gives an
outstanding opportunity for the Student. Hobbyist or Robotics
constructor to build a printer - plotter - digitiser etc, entirely to their
own specification. The printer mechanism is supplied ready built,
aligned and pre tested but WITHOUT electronics. Many features
include all metal chassis, phosphor bronze bearings, 132 character
optical shaft position encoder, NINE needle head, 2 x two phase 12V
stepper motors for cariage and paper control, 9.5- Paper platten etc.
etc. Even a manufacturer's print sample to show the unit's capabilities!!
Overall dimensions 40 cm x 12 cm x 21 cm.
Sold BRAND NEW at a FRACTION of cost ONLY £49.50 + pp £4.50.

TELETYPE Anri
DATA I/O TERMINALS

Industry standard, combined ASCII
110 baud printer, keyboard and 8
hole paper tape punch and reader.
Standard RS232 serial interface.
Ideal as cheap hard copy unit
or tape prep. for CNC and NC
machines. TESTED and in good
condition. Only £250.00 floor
stand £10.00. Carr & Ins. £15.00.

EX NEWS
SERVICE PRINTERS

Compact ultra reliable quality built unit
made by the USA EXTEL Corporation
Often seen in major Hotels printing up to
the minute News and Financial inform-
ation, the unit operates on 5 UNIT
BAUDOT CODE from a Current loop,
RS232 or TTL serial interface May be
connected to your micro as a low cost
printer or via a simple interface and filler
to any communications receiver to
enable printing of worldwide NEWS.
TELEX and RTTY services.
Supplied TESTED in second hand
condition complete with DATA, 50 and
75 baud xtals and large paper roll.
TYPE AE11

50 Column ONLY £49.95.50
Spare paper roll for AE11
TYPE AF11 R 72 Col

+ Ribbon £65.00
TYPE AH11 R 80 Col

ASCII/BAUDOT £185.00
Carriage and Insurance £7.50

20,000 FEET OF ELECTRONIC
AND COMPUTER GOODIES

ENGLAND'S LARGEST SURPLUS STORE- SEEING IS BELIEVINGII

DEC CORNER
PDP 1140 System comprising of CPU. 124k
memory 8 MMU 15 line RS232 interlace.
RPO2 40 MB hard disk drive.
TU10 9 track 800 BPI Mag tape drive. dual
track system. VT52 VDU, etc. etc Tested and
running. £3,750.00
BA11-MB 3.5" Box, PSU. LTC £395.00
DH11-AD 16" x RS232 DMA
interface £1,900.00
DLV11-J4 x EIA interface £350.00
DLV11-E Serial. Modem support £190.00
DUP11 Synch. Serial data i/o £650.00
D0200 Dilog - multi RK controller £495.00
DZ11-B 8 line RS232 mux board £650.00
KDF11-B ME189 PDP 1123
PLUS ft .100.00
LA3O Printer and Keyboard £80.00
LA36 Decwriter EIA or
20 mA loop £270.00
MS11-JP Unibus 32kb Ram £80.00
MS11-LB Unibus 128kb Ram £450.00
MS11-LD Unibus 256kb Ram £850.00
PDP11/05 Cpu Ram. i/o etc £450.00
PDP11/40 Cpu. 124k MMU £1,850.00
RT11 se, 3B documentation kit £70.00
RK05-J 2.5 Mb disk drives £650.00
KL8 JA PDP 8 async i/o £175.00
WISE PDP 8 Bootstrap option £75.00
VT5O VDU and Keyboard
- 20 mA £175.00
VT52 VDU and RS232 interface £250.00

Give your VT100 a Birthday'.
Brand New VT100 Keyboards

only £85.00
1000's OF EX STOCK spares for PDP8, PDP8A
POP11, PD P1134 etc. SAE. for list. or CALL
sales office for details.
ALL TYPES OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND
SPARES WANTED FOR PROMPT CASH
PAYMENT.

MAO TAPE DRIVES
Many EX STOCK computer tape drives and spares by
PERTEC, CIPHER, WANGO, DIGIDATA, KENNEDY
etc. Special offer this month on DEI Cartridge tape
drives ONLY £450.00 each.

CALL FOR DETAILS

COMPUTER/SYSTEM CABINET 6 PSU
All in one quality computer cabinet with integral
switched mode PSU, mains filtering, and twin fan
cooling. Originally made for the famous DEC PDP8
computer system costing thousands of pounds.
Made to run 24 hours per day the psu is fully
screened and will delive, a massive +5v DC at 17 amps. +15v DC at
1 amp and -15v DC at 5 amps. The comple:e unit is fully enclosed
with removable top lid, filtering, trip switch, power and run leds
mounted on ali front panel, rear cable entries, etc. etc. Un is are in
good but used condition - supplied for 240v operation complete with
full circuit and tech. man. Give your system that professional finish
for only £49.95 + carr. 19" wide 16" deep 10.5" high. Useable area

w 10.5"h 11.5"d.
Also available less psu. with fans etc. Internal dim. 19"w. 16"d. 10.5' h.
£19.95. Carriage £8.75

66% DISCOUNT ON
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
EQUIPMENT

Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme. which enables us to bring you the
best possible bargains, we have thousands of ICs. Transistors. Relays. Caps. PCBs.
Sub -assemblies. Switches etc etc surplus to OUR requirements. Because we don't
have sufficient stocks of any one item to include in ou- ads we are packing all these
items into the BARGAIN OF A LIFETIME Thousands of components at giveaway
prices. Guaranteed to be worth at least 3 times what you pay. Unbeatable value and
perhaps one of the most consistently useful items you will every bJyin Sold by
weight

2.5kIs £5.25 + pp £1.25
10kls EH 25  nn £2.25

5 kls £6.90 - £1 80
20kIs £19.50  pp E4.75

GE TERMIPRINTER

A massive purchase of these desk top
printer terminals enables us tr
these quality 30 or 120 . '

at a SUPER LOW PRICE aya., ,*

original cost of over £100r,
comprises of full OWERTY elect,
keyboard and printer mech with :

face similar to correspondence
typewriter Variable forms tractor .

enables full width - up to 13 5
column paper, upper - lower -

standard RS232 serial interface inter-&
vertical and horizontal tab settings.
standard ribbon, adjustable baud
rates. quiet operation plus many other
features Supplied complete with manual
Guaranteed working GE30 £130.00.
GE1200 120 cps £175.00
Untested GE30 £65.00 Ontiora
stand £12.50 C i..

SEMICONDUCTOR
'GRAB BAGS'

Mixec -,emis amazing . . ,ntents
include transistors digital linear IC s
triacs. diodes. bridge recs. etc etc
All devices guaranteed brand new full
spec with manufacturers markings. fully
guaranteed
50+ £2.95 100+ £5.15
TTL 74 Series. A gigantic purchase of an
across the board" range of 74 TTL series

IC's enables us to offer 100+ mixed
"mostly TTL" grab bags at a price which
two or three chips in the bag would
normally cost to buy. Fully guaranteed all
IC's full spec 100+ £6.90,
200+ £12.30, 300+ £19.50

MAINS FILTERS
CURE those unnerving hang ups and data
glitches caused by mains interference with
professional quality filters SD5A match-
box size up to 1000 watt 240 V
Load ONLY £5.95. L12127 compact
completely cased unit with 3 pin fitted
socket up to 750 watts ONLY £9.99.

EPROM COPIERS
The amazing SOFTY 2 The Complete
Toolkit" for copying. writing. modifying and
listing EPROMS of the 2516. 2716.
2532, 2732 range Many other functions
include integral keyboard. cassette inter-
face. serial and parallel i/o UHF modulator
ZIF socket etc
ONLY £195.00 + pp £2 50
"GANG OF EIGHT" intelligent Z80
controlled 8 gang programmer for ALL
single 5v rail EPROMS up to 27128 Will
copy 8 27128 in ONLY 3 MINUTES Internal
LCD display and checking routines for
IDIOT PROOF operation. Only £395.00 +
pp £3.00
"GANG OF EIGHT PLUS" Same spec as
above but with additional RS232 serial
interface for down line loading data from
computer etc ONLY £445.00 + pp £3.00

Data sheets on request

COOLING FANS
Irla4p vow hot parts COOL and RELIABLE wan our range of
COLING FANS ETRI 126LF21 240, 5 blade eoulOment Ian
Lm 80 80 38mm [9 95 ETRI 99XU01240v Sltmline
Dim 92 92 25mm eouioment gran NEW C9 95
GOULD .111.31/111 Orrn 3' 3 2 5 compact veny duiet
running 240, operation NEW (8.95 MUFFIN CENTAUR
BOXER standard 120 120 38rnm tans Order 110v OR
240v 3 or 5 blade. NEW at C10.50 or tested EX EQUIPMENT
C5 50 Low Portage DC Fans BUSTLER 69.11 22 B 16v DC
micro minannure reversible Uses DIUSIIIPSS sero rnotor
almost silent running guaranteed 10 000 m lite Measures
only 62 62 22mm Current cost T35 00 OUR PRICE
ONLY T13 95 cornpiete with data 120 120  38mm 14
DC tansi PANSONIC FB 12C121.1 2* DC 5 Platte T1B 00
PAST 4124X 24 - 28v DC 5 blade E le 00

100'a of other fans Es Stock
Call lo, Ostaris Post es Packing on an fans (2 00

1000's of other EX STOCK items including POWER SUPPLIES, RACKS, RELAYS, TRANSFORMERS, TEST
EQUIPMENT, CABLE, CONNECTORS, HARDWARE, MODEMS, TELEPHONES, VARIACS, VDU'S,
PRINTERS. POWER SUPPLIES, OPTICS, KEYBOARDS etc. etc. Give us a call for your spare part -77
requirements. Stock changes almost daily.
Don't forget, ALL TYPES and QUANTITIES of electronic surplus purchased for CASH

ENTER 60 ON REPLY CARD
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Tape revolution
Two-inch tape and quadruplex
transverse video recorders re-
mained supreme for broadcast
applications for over 20 years
from 1956 to around the end of
the 1970s. The 1 -in helical -scan
format which replaced the quad-
ruplex is already under challenge
after a bare decade of operational
use. The decision by Thames
Television, following in the wake
of NBC, to opt for the new half -
inch M.II cassette format de-
veloped by Matsushita (Panaso-
nic), initially for portable single
camera (p.s.c.) applications but
later extending to many studio
operations, seems certain to set a
UK trend. NBC, earlier this year,
claimed that their first batch of
production models of the new
metal -particle -tape Mil
machines had produced results
exceeding expectations and
promptly ordered a further batch
of 236 units for delivery early
1988. For its major new studio
centre in New York, NBC have
chosen the M.II cassette format
for all broadcast operations. It
seems increasingly likely that in
time 1 -in reel-to-reel and the
0.75 -in U-matic cassette formats
may follow 2 -in quadruplex vir-
tually into oblivion.

The Thames Television deci-
sion is a blow for the rival half -
inch metal -particle -tape
Betacam-SP machines and could
represent a serious set -back for
the Sony company that in recent
years has been a dominant force
in broadcast studio equipment.
Thames Television engineers
have stated that M.II was prefer-
red to Betacam-SP because of the
90 -minute playtime and the
p.c.m. digital stereo sound, but
the low capital and running costs
of half -inch cassette machines
must also have been a powerful
incentive to change formats once
again to take advantage of the
continuing improvement in the
packaging density of magnetic
tapes.

An unusually wide-ranging
history of video recording has
been published in the March,
1987 SMPTE Journal by Julia
and Michael Stanton, covering
almost a century of development
from the initial ideas on audio
recording of Oberlin Smith and
Valdemar Poulsen through to
the M.II and the enormous
growth of the consumer video

cassette market. It notes the
suggestion by R.T. Firiebus in
1929 of using a light beam as the
reproduction mechanism for
video disc recordings, the 1927,
British patent of Boris
Rtcheuoloff covering recording
the video image on one side of
the an undefined magnetic mate-
rial, the outline in 1932 by Dr
Fritz Schroeter of video record-
ing principles essentially similar
to modern practice and some of
the many attempts to make
fixed -head machines at tape
speeds of up to 30ft/s in the years
before Ampex gave a first in-
house demonstration of quadru-
plex transverse -scan recording
on March 2, 1955, when it was
decided to press ahead with the
project. It led to a demonstration
to CBS on April 4, 1956 a few
days before its public appearance
at the 1956 NAB Chicago exhibi-
tion.

George Walton
- tv pioneer

The recent revival of interest in
the remarkable Scophony 405 -
line mechanical television re-
ceiver of 1938-9 (E&WW. May
1987, pages 515-7) reminded
readers of the work of J.H. Jeffree
in developing a light valve based
on the diffraction of light by
ultrasonic waves. But it should
not be forgotten that the original
Scophony company, set up in
1930 by Solomon Sagall, was
primarily formed to exploit the
work of the Lancashire -born en-
gineer George William Walton.
His ideas on mechanical televi-
sion in the early 1920s, in col-
laboration with the enterprising
Canadian -born (Sir) William
Stephenson, were unquestion-
ably far in advance of the early
Baird work.

Recently Frank Boysen, a re-
tired power engineer who was
with the Cox -Cavendish firm
making electro-medical equip-
ment at Harlesden in the early
1920s, has told me how Walton
and Stephenson, both then also
with Cox -Cavendish, became
associated and jointly filed pa-
tents on the synchronization of
television pictures, television
systems including the transmis-
sion of colour by means of beam
splitting and triple interlace of
red, green and blue images - all
before Baird filed his first crude

patent outline of a Nipkow disc
system, with no indication of
how synchronization could be
achieved (Patent 222604 dated
July 1923).

Stephenson, who was later to
head the wartime British Secur-
ity Coordination operation with
offices in Rockefeller Centre and
the telegraphic address "Intre-
pid", seems to have pulled out of
the television and picture -
telegraphy work of Walton fairly
early on.

Cox -Cavendish had set up a
subsidiary, General Radio, mak-
ing "wireless sets" in kit form
sold through Woolworth's at 6d a
go, with Stephenson in charge of
a new test room for this opera-
tion; George Walton, whose
choice of language was often
"fruity", was in charge of the
firm's main test room. While
Walton received financial sup-
port from Lord Northcliffe in the
development of his ideas on pic-
ture telegraphy, he seems to
have lacked financial backing for
his television ideas until he
wrote to Solomon Sagall in 1929.
Yet it is interesting to note that
many of the Baird systems be-
tween 1923 and 1929 seem to
bear an uncanny resemblance to
the systems described and illus-
trated in the Walton/Stephenson
patents.

Patent 213,654 (Electric syn-
chronous movements) noted
that "Moving bodies at a trans-
mitting station and a receiving
station are synchronized e.g. for
purposes of picture transmission
or television, by modulating the
electromagnetic waves emitted
by a wireless or wired -wireless
transmitter by an alternating
current of a low frequency de-
pendent on the movement at the
transmitting station, and using
such modulation to set up an
alternating current of the same
frequency to maintain the move-
ment at the receiving station."
Applied for December 1922.

Patent 218,766, applied for in
April 1923, and including colour
transmission noted that: "In
picture -transmission apparatus
of the type embodying at the
transmitting station two mem-
bers moved continuously to
cause light from successive areas
of the picture to be directed in
rapid succession on one or more
light-sensitive elements, or
embodying at the receiving sta-
tion two members similarly
moved to cause a source of light

to illuminate successively each
of the recording surface or view-
ing screen, (1) either member
may be adjusted in relation to the
other to ensure correct framing
of the picture, i.e. correct
arrangement of the areas of the
received picture to correspond
with those of the transmitted
picture, (2) when the members
are rotating discs provided with
narrow -continuous slits, such
slits are shaped and inclined to
each other that the picture is
explored in successive parallel
lines at the same speed in all
parts of the picture,"

Although Walton's practical
development work must initially
have concentrated on picture -
telegraphy, there is no doubt
whatsoever that he was thinking
just as much in terms of the
transmission of moving images.
The replicas of Baird's equip-
ment at the Science Museum and
at the (now closed) IBA Televi-
sion Gallery show a scanning
system far closer to that illus-
trated by Walton in his patent
than the straightforward Nipkow
disc of the original Baird patent.
The Walton patent also illus-
trates a mechanical triple -
interlace scanning arrangement
for colour with parallel horizon-
tal scanning lines.

Solomon Sagall has recalled
that after seeing a demonstration
of low -definition television in
Berlin by Denes Von Mihaly in
March 1929, he returned to the
UK and formed British Telehor
Ltd to exploit the British rights
of the Mihaly system. The
announcement of this company
brought him a letter from
George Walton proposing a novel
optical -mechanical method of
large screen television. The con-
cept impressed Sagall as being
ahead of and far more promising
than the tv methods used either
by Mihaly or John Logie Baird.
The result was the formation of
Scophony Ltd in 1930 with
stockholders including
Gaumont British (already be-
coming owners of Baird Televi-
sion), Ferranti Electric and
Oscar Deutsch of the Odeon
chain of cinemas. It became a
public company in 1936. It
seems unfortunate that while
Baird is widely thought of as "the
inventor of television," few peo-
ple have heard of George Walton.

Television Broadcast is written by
Pat Hawker
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RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
Spectrum

deregulation?
The problems posed for radio
communications services, rather
than for broadcasting, should
the CSPI Report "Deregulation
of the Radio Spectrum in the UK"
be implemented in part or in its
entirety, dominated the recent
joint IERE/STI colloquium on
Frequency Planning.

It is clear that the CSPI recom-
mendations find little or no sup-
port, even among the land
mobile users, who for many
years were the prime source of
discontent with the existing UK
spectrum management proce-
dures and what they regarded,
with some justification (at least
until the 1983 Merriman Com-
mittee report), as a niggardly
allocation of spectrum, and ex-
cessive red tape on the part of an
entrenched bureaucracy. But
even this group have reacted
strongly against what they see as
changes certain to lead to a steep
rise in cost of spectrum usage in
some areas, far above existing
licence fees. Since they have read
the CSPI recommendations
there has been a significant de-
crease in complaints. UK li-
cences may have been slow and
difficult to obtain, but the fees
have traditionally been set at
levels intended primarily to re-
cover administrative costs rather
than as a form of revenue collec-
tion. The proposed Frequency
Planning Organizations would
be free to charge what the mar-
ket would stand and would be
run for profit.

Major users such as British
Telecom and British Telecom In-
ternational also have strong re-
servations about, and objections
to, the CSPI recommendations.
One BTI delegate considered the
whole CSPI concept as more
suited to real estate management
than spectrum management:
"Real estate involves fixed fences;
the spectrum fences can be
moved."

There is also a view, even
within the DTI, that too rigid a
new system could inhibit further
technological development. En-
gineers see the trend in short -
distance radio communication
with the so-called universal
pocket radio of the future as
being firmly towards multiple -
access systems under computer
control able to search for and

seize free channels within a wide
spectrum block rather than de-
pending on specific channel
assignments to individual users.
Others consider that problems
could arise if the competing pri-
vate FPOs gradually merged or
came under foreign ownership.

It was also pointed out that
CSPI proposes that FPOs would
be responsible for monitoring
their own blocks of spectrum but
would not have the powers of
legal enforcement at present ex-
ercised by the DTI's Radio Inves-
tigation Service.

Michael Bate, an RD Deputy
Director with responsibility for
technical and policy matters, had
the uneviable task of describing
to 150 largely hostile delegates
the main points of the CSPI
report. He felt constrained to add I

a questionmark to his paper "A
place for market forces in the
management of radio frequen-
cies?" and to point out that he
was not there to defend or sell
the CSP1 report but rather to
explain its background. its main
conclusions and to consider
"where do we go from here".

It is important to note, he
insisted, that the choice is not
simply status quo versus the
CSPI proposals; there are other
models to be considered, among
them the US approach of private
sector frequency planning orga-
nizations without exclusive
rights to particular bands of fre-
quencies. Another scheme might
be to permit trading of frequency
assignments. He explained that
DTI's Radiocommunications Di-
vision is continuing to crystallize
its own views not only on the
basis of the CSPI report but also
on other options that have been
canvassed. There was a need to
consult with Government, users
and manufacturers. The DTI
then propose to prepare a pack-
age of proposals possibly in the
form of a Green Paper or some
less formal document. It was
recognized that the US system
has the advantage that it can be
seen working whereas the more 1
radical CSPI scheme has not '

been tried anywhere in the
world. He hoped that submis-
sions would not just criticise the
CSPI proposals but would con-
sider better ways of shaping and
making more intensive use of the
radio spectrum and recognize
the need for more flexibility in
those allocations that can be
changed without international

co-ordination: "It is an oppor-
tunity to make a constructive
response and to show that Gov-
ernment departments do not al-
ways know better. I would make
the most of this opportunity."

Although submissions from
users and the industry had been
asked for by June 30, later sub-
missions would be considered.

Improved h.f.
broadband
antenna

Recent years and the continuing
revival of interest in h.f. com-
munications have seen an in-
creasing need for transportable
wideband antenna systems suit-
able for such applications as tac-
tical medium -distance military
communications, amateur radio
etc. and able to cope with fast
frequency hopping, or frequency
changes over a large part, or
preferably all, of the h.f. spec-
trum while presenting a reason-
ably constant feed impedance to
the transmitter and at the same

ciation with Andre Fourie, a post
graduate student, an improved
h.f. broadband wire antenna
(Electronics Letters, 12 March
1987 and personal correspond-
ence) following investigation of
earlier resistive loading techni-
ques including the so-called "Au-
stralian dipole" due to R.J.F.
Guertler and G.E.Collyer in
1974. Whereas the Australian
"fat" dipole used twin -wire ele-
ments loaded with resistance and
inductance, the new version
achieves better matching and
greater flexibility by using di-
verging (bow -tie) wire elements
each loaded with 600 -ohm resis-
tors in parallel with 16-
microhenry inductances, in an
inverted-vee configuration.

This can result in an antenna
with a 46-m span that covers the
entire range 3 to 30 MHz with a
v.s.w.r. not greater than 2.5:1
and a radiation efficiency of bet-
ter than 40 per cent even at the 3
MHZ low -frequency end when
fed from a 500 -ohm transmis-
sion line. The single -pole,
inverted-vee configuration
makes this a readily transport -
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time achieving good radiation
efficiency even at the lower fre-
quency end of the h.f. spectrum.
A dipole equivalent, so to speak,
of the large rhombic antennas
used for point-to-point com-
munications since their develop-
ment in the early 1930s by E.
Bruce of Bell Telephone Labor-
atories.

Dr Brian Austin, now of the
University of Liverpool, but until
recently at the University of the
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg,
has reported developing, in asso-

able form of wire antenna and
would also probably be suited to
ship installations.

Dr Austin has stressed the
need to consider both v.s.w.r.
and radiation efficiency when
evaluating loaded antennas.
Simulations using a method of
moments computer code has
made this possible and ex-
perimental results have con-
firmed the validity of this
approach.

Radio Communications was
written by Pat Hawker.
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80702 0.65 81154 0.20 BF 45/ 0.32 B1119 3.1S 0(23 9.50  ,I1V
80203 0.78 81158 0.22 01458 0.36 BTI70 1.65 0(75 1.50 507

00204 0.70 BF 160 0.27 BF 467 0.68 B0I135 1.95 0(26 1.50
80272 0.46 111173 0.22 81493 0.35 90108 1.69 0(28 5.50 .

85223 0.59 91117 0.38 1314995 0.23 BU124 1.25 0(29 4.50 III, ',II
80225 0.48 Al UN 0.26 B14997 0.25 130125 1.25 0(32 5.50 THY 15%85
80232 0.35 811/9 0.34 BER39 0.23 BUI 26 1.60 0(42 1.50 T1129
80233 0.35 81180 0.29 BF R40 0.23 130204 1.55 0(44 1.25 TIP29(
BD236 0.49 81181 0.29 BER81 0.25 BU205 1.30 0(45 1.00 TIP30(
BD237 0.40 81181 0.29 BER88 0.30 80208 1.39 0( 70 1.00 TIP31(
BD241 0.65 81183 0.29 81890 130 807086 132 0(71 0.75 11P32(
8D746 0.75 B1184 0.28 EiF1191 1.75 1302080 1.15 0(72 2.50 P33(
BD376 0.32 81185 0.28 BF T41 0.35 80376 1.20 0(75 1.50 3113

BD319 0.45 81194 0.11 Bf143 0.35 803765 130 0(81 100 1' A
654111 0.65 81195 0.11 BEW10 0.55 80407 1.24 0(84 1.50 r
80434 0.65 10197 0.11 BF WI I 0.75 611408 130 0(139 12.50 12(
80.136 0.45 HI 198 0.16 BFW166 1.15 80500 2.2S 0(171 4.50  41
6D43/ 0.75 81199 0.14 BFW61 0.60 805080 1.95 OC 700 4.50 .48
80438 0.75 42(30 0.40 H1102 0.85 BU526 1.90 0(201 5.50
811'' 0.95 0.20 13FX29 0.30 BU807 2.25 0(205 10.00 20

1.45

2 50
145
0 58
066
148
085
0 85
0.85
0 90
0.85
0.85
0.95
1.45

0.45
0.45
0.45
0.55
0.55
0.75
2.15
2.15
3.95
2.25
2.25
0.40
0.42
0.43
0.55
0.42
0.95
0.95
0.45
045
0.47
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.60

.42
..146

161

955
03055
91

. 06
010612

/RF0112
291100
291308
291711
197219

92626
.52905

N3053
N105.1

/04
3705

93706
93708

2113733

2113773

293792
294280
294427
294444
295294
295296
295298
295485
295496
2S6329

1s(495

0.65
1.75
2.75
2.9S
0.80
0.55
0.20
1.50

1.50
16.50
6.50
1.35

0.30
0.28
0.55
0.40
0.40
0.59
0.52
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.20
0.12
0.12
930
2.75
1.35

330
1.95
1.15

0.42
0.48
0.60
0.45
0.95
0.95
0.55
0.80

0.80
251.104 0.75

25(785 0.75
28(789 0.55
25(9310 0.95
25(937 1.95

25(1034 4.50
28(1096 0.80
(5(1106 2.50
.,(112.1 0.95
25(1161 015
25(117:', 2.20
250173 1.15
75(130: 1.75

75(1364 0.50
75(14130 2.50
2S( 1449 0.50
:S(1628 0.75
'SC 1678 LSO

'5(1945 3.75
.'5(1953 0.95
.'`,( 1951 0.80
.'5(1969 1.95

25(1985 1.50

25(2028 1.15

25(2029 1,95

25(2078 1.45

25(209' 0.85

25(2098 215
25(216e, 1.95

28(2314 0.80
25(237' 0.36

25(9310 0.95

180234 0.50
2553251 1.65

75819 0.55
25833 0.55
288105r, 1.50
35086 0.95

Integrated Circuits
I.I.

M' 1'

M' .4-I

M1;3,'/
MC13270
M(1349P
µ(1350P
61C135111

61C1357
M(1358

2.50
1.00
1.95

1.70
0.95
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.35
1.58

1.75
',ASS*/ 2.35
16 5590 2.75
1L90 I B 7.95
519178 6.65
111310 110
'r11371 1.10
'413270 1.10
597414 1.50
397421 0.05

511(415

518433
518435
STK437
518439
518461
STK463
51K0015
5TK007/
5180039

7.95
5.95

7.95
7.95
7.95

11.50
11.50

7.95
7.95
7.95

167310P
T A 7313AP

167314P
TA7321P

16760911

TA7611AP
167629
TAA3106
1663206
TAA350A

1.80
2.95
2.95
2.25

3.95
2.95
2.50
3.50
3.50
1.95

18051 .

1136530
1E15300
18A5..0
1865400
11365500
1136560(
1065600
TB6570
TBA651R

1.10
1.10

1.10
1.25
1.35

1.95
1.45
1.45
1.00

2.50

0800
08305

' 0900
- 0940
-.6440
'061031
10610030
1DA1006A
'561010

01005

6.95
1.95
2.50
1.65
2.20
2.95
315
2.50
2.15
2.25

1067523
1002524
1062530
7062532
TDA2540
TDA2541
TDA2560
1DA257 I
TDA2581
TDA2582

2.95
1.95
1.95

1.95
1.95
2.15
215
2.95
2.95
2.95

01, III' - 1.95

UP(10133. 2.95
0P(10241 1.50
UP(1025H 1.95
UPC 1028H 1.95
UPC 1 032H 130
UP(1156H 2.75
011( I 158H 0.75
UPO 167(2 1.95
UP(118IH 1.25

AN103
69174
69714
692140
69,41,
AN2 ,

230
2.50
2.50
2.50
1.95

2.50

697 I 45A4

697150
AN7151
BA521
(61357F
(A3086

3.95

2.95
230
3.35
1.15

0.46

LA4102
LA4140
164031P
L64400
1A4420
1A4422

2.95
2.95
1.95
3.50
3.50
2.50

6191.1 I 200 (A31231 1.95 1A4430 2.50 M(1495 3.00 '9160239 3.95 167061AP 1.50 TAA550B 1,95 TBA673 1.95 -:.01035 2.50 1502593 2.95 UP( 1182H 2.MA N24 I 2.50 (6313E M 2.50 1A4461 3.95 M( 1496 1.75 59761109 0.09 167072 2.65 TAA510 1.9S 1867206 2.45 '1X01037 1.95 1067600 6.50 UP( I185H 3.9569260 2.95 CA3140S 2.50 1(7120 3.25 61(17.33 0.50 ,9761159 1.25 167073 3.50 1AA621 3.95 TBA750 1.95 001044 2.15 1567610 2.50 UP(1191V 1.5069267 1.95 (A31401 1.15 1(7130 3.50 M(3357 2.75 541761319 1.30 1A1108P 1.50 TAA630S 2.95 TBA7500 2.65 '001170 1.95 TDA261 IA 1.95 UP( 1350( 2.9SAN264 2.50 ETT6016 230 :(7131 5.50 MC34011. 2.50 ',916226D9 2.95 16712009 1.65 TAA6618 1.9S 186800 0.89 IDA 1 180 2.15 TDA2640 3.50 UP(1353( 2.45AN271 3.50 HAI I3PN 115 1.(7137 5.50 M( I4106P 2.95 39762279 1.05 167129P 2.50 166700 1.70 TBA810AS 1.65 1D6127013 3.95 TDA2655 4.50 UPO 360 2.9569301 2,95 HA 1156W 1.50 1.61323K 4.95 M(14518(P 7.50 ',9762289 2.95 167130P 1.50 766930 3.95 186810P 1.65 T061327 120 1DA2680A 2.75 0(1365( 3.9569303 3.50 H61306 1.50 1M3249 0.45 64123111 1.75 SN76533N 1.65 1A7137P 1.00 1E1612065,6 186820W 0.75 1062002 1.95 1DA2690 2.45 UP(2002H 1.9569313 2.95 HA 1327 1.95 1613809 1.50 N.:2328 2.50 SN766509 1.15 1A 7146P 1.50 1.00 T868200 1.45 TDA2003 2.95 7063310 2.95 UPD211411 2.50
69315 2.95 HAI 3396 2.9S 1M380611 1.75 µL239 2.95 SN766609 0.90 167176AP 2.95 SA/SBIT/U 186890 2.50 TDA2010 1.95 1DA3511, 3.50 555 0.35
693 1 6 3.95 H61366W 2.7S 1M3831 2.95 MSM5807 8.75 510011 7,95 167193P 3.95 186231 1.30 186920 1.65 10620213 2.95 1DA356( 3.95 556 0.60
69331 3.95 HA1377 3.50 16439061 3.50 SAA500A 330 '1 '4 7.95 167703 2.95 786395 1.50 1869502). 2.3S TDA203C; 2.80 1DA405( 2.95 723 0.50
69342 2.95 HA I 406 1.95 LM101 I 3.15 566 1025 7.25 , 5.95 167204P 2.15 186396 0.75 TBA990 1.49 1062140. 3.95 156460K 2.50

74

747
0.35
0.50693621 2.50 1161551 2.95 M51551 2.95 5661251 4.95 ,K018 7.95 167205AP 1.15 11364409 2.55 1869900 1.49 1DA215C 2.50 TDA9503 3.15 748 0.35696 1 2 2.15 :01101 0.95 M515131 2.30 5665010 5.35 118(125 11.95 1 67708 1.95 1864800 1.25 1CA270 1.50 1562151 1.95 1E61009 1.35 7808 0.60696362 3.95 01235 1.95 M515211 130 5665020 5.75 ',18032 7.95 1672726P 1.80 186510 2.50 TCA270S0 1.50 TDA2160 2.50 UP(41( 3.50 7805 0.6569/140 3.50 0.95 MB3705 1.50 5683210 3.50 '1, ', 11.95 167227P 4.25 11365100 230 1(66, 2.50 TDA2521 3.25 1.1(5661 2.95 7812 0.6569/145 3.50 0.95 6183712 2.00 5055605 1.75 8.95 167228P 1.95 TBA520 1.10 1(6/, 2.50 1562522 1.95 ('1 575(_ 2.70 '815 0.65

VIDEO SPARES 8 HEADS

retarder modelnia la Ou'
quotation

38551/ fur Ferguson/1V 27.50
3HSSUIN for Notional
Panasonic/Philips 79.50
385539 for Nationol
NV777,330 39 50
3HSSN'4HSS for Nat,.
Panasonic 29.50
3H55H for H,tach, 35 00
38551.139 for triationu
Panasonic 35 00
3HSSP for Sharp 35.00
3855696 for Nation°
Panasonic Industrial 15.00
3E455029 for N011000
PonosorK 39.50
31-1555F for Fish, 35.00
3HSSR for Am..
Triumph 35.00
P5385 for Sony 51(5

15381 for Toshiba
P54E125 for Sony 51(21.

PS5B3S for Sorry 51(6

35.00
39.50

39.50

49 SO

V21' 65.00
VIDEO BELT KITS

Aka, 1/593,, 2.75
Amstrad 7000Sul stn.,
Triumph 1.50

Ferguson 3916 2.75
Ferguson 3V22/.1V(
HR3360/3660 2.95
Ferguson 3V23/1VC
HR7700 1.50
Ferguson 31/29/1V(
HR 7200 2.7S
Ferguson 3V31/)VC
HR 7650 2.75
IVC HR333013600 2.75
Hitachi VT 11/33 2.75

11.1oclu VT5000
mach, VT8000
Norionol Panasonic
f4V100/331340

' "al P0110500,C
" IB

'4.- .1..41 Panasonic

Nor onal Panasonic
'4. ,148

Panasonic

460..101 Panasonic
NVB600/861043620
Amy° VT(5000
airyo VT(5300
,onyo VIC 5500
onyo VT(9300
onyo VT(9300P
'harp 6300
harp 7300
flora 8300
harp 9300
ay (6

.any C7
ay 19
dry SL 3000B

S18000/8080
7540

hhri 9603

T MULTIPLIERS
k SAL 101111P

( A 30
1 (CA 80

DE ((A 100
13(CA 120
Lit ((A 1730
GE( 2040
GE( 2110
ITT OKI 9
ITT CV(20/25/30
ITT CV(45

PHILIPS 68155131
PHILIPS G9
POE 691

295
1.25

295

P01 713 4 LEAD 8.50
POE 713 5 LEAD 8.50
PYF 731/25 830
RANK 6774 6.35
RANK A823 6.95

IP 6 WAY 11.00 17I2 WITH REMOTE 1.15
GI ' WITH REMOIE AND
MA ... I { 130FUSES SPECIAL OFFEER

100 PER TYPE
Q LiES Ir. L., 06 WO. 13.50 WIREBOUND RESISTORS

3.75 RANK 120A 6.95 'MA 200MA 250MA 500M6 0.20
SIEMENS 1VK /6/1 6.95 1 25Amp I 56mp 0.20

2.75 SIEMENS EUROPA 7.50 Amp 0.25
THORN 1500 5.45 p 2 5Amp 3 1 5Amp 4Amp 0.30

3.75 THORN 1600 5.45
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERSTHORN 3500 7.95 AiS Gn 0 15 eoch £1130

2.75 THORN 8000 6.95 louNIA 150MA 160MA 7509' 7.95
THORN 85013 7.15 500MA 800MA 1 25Amt A 7.95

3.75 THORN 9000 8.50 ?Amp 3 I5Amp 5Amp 1700 MONO 9.95
1.50 THORN 9600 8.50 I1((61730 8.25
1,75 TV11 STICK 090 .", 'rich 0,13 N 006 each DEC( A 2230 8.25
2.75 1913 STICK 1.25 £4.00 GE( 2940 7.50
3.75 TVI8 STICK 1.10 MA 500MA 7SOMA I Amp GEC 2110 14.50
190 TV20 511(11 1.40 loop 2Amp 3Arnp Mop GRUNDIG 1500 15.45
3.50 GRUNDIG 510-6010.

VARICAP TUNERS3.50 2222, 5011 6011 13.45
3.50 EL(10.1 r.. , 01, , 8.65 nth A S Co 0 15 ouch ITT (V(20 8.20
3.50 (1.(1043 fk MUl LARD 8.65 E10.00 ITT CWIS,3032 8.20
275 0371 8.25 VA 60680 100MA 150MA PHILIPS G8 850
3.50 037? 8.25 .",DMA 500MA 750MA 1 5Arnp PHILIPS G9 8.95
2.95 032.1 11.00 3Amp 4Arnp SArnp PHILIPS GI I 13 95
3.75
4.50

POE 691/697 11 .50

PYE 713/715 1150THERMISTORS 1UNNIES
3.50 VA 151, 0.23 MONO TAPE HEAD 2.50 PYE 725 T095
1.50 VAIDS6 0.23 AUTO REVERSE TAPE HEAD 3.95 PYE 731 9 95

VA86% 0.45 STEREO HEAD 330 RBM 1706 1240
VA1097 0.25 P8111 GAIN MODULE 6.99 RANK MURPHY T I BA 10 00

5.45 4 433 MHZ CRYSTAL IPALI 0.4S Y206 12.50
6.35 PUSH BUTTON UNITS 5 5 MHL CRYSTAL (SOUND 0.45 4640 8.50
6.95 DECCA I' 00 7.95 501 AY LINE D1.507161.182 1.15 4873 II 50
6.95 DECCA 4 Wm 7.95 US CONTROL GE(2) 1.50  ANDBERGE 90 11 15
6.95 HITACHI 4 WAY 11.95 US CONTROL PYE 73 1 50 FUNKEN 7116 11 15
6.35 PYE 6 WAY [0.35 '-'US0 95

SILSTTEICRK

BIN 1500115KV) 1545
5.45 GEC 213 6 WAY 9.50 0 10 'RN 1590 9.50
6.95 GE( 7110 6 WAY 10.50 ANODE CAP 1789 0 69 ,89 3500 IIHT) 9 SO
6.35 GE( 6 WAY 10.50 5) 06.1 RN B000 23.50
615 G81LATE16 WAY 14.50 TV MAIN SWITCHES ,99 8500 17.50
6.95 ITT IWAY 10.50 .. . 1 00 )9N 9000 19.50
6.9S NEONS 7 WAY 12.50 " .INS 5WI ICH UE(06 100 ..'109 9800 22.40
600 RANK 4 WAY 10.50 SWITCH 1.00 -. ION MAINS
6.50 RANK 6 WAY 10.50 SWITCH 0.95 PANSIOP.2, 9.70

66119
136115

BAI45
86148
86154
BAI 56
BAI 51
86744
86301
86302
86313
BA318
BA328
86521
BAV21
BAW62

0.08
0.13
0.16
0.17
0.06
0.IS
0.30
0.75
0.75
0.8S
0.15
2.95
2.95
1.75
0.30
0.19

DIODES

BAK I 3 0.04
136016 012
8E11058 0.30
131151 0.79
88176 0.10
BYI 27 0.11
BY133 0.15
BYI64 0.45
00176 1.20
BY179 0.63
81187 0.55
BY I 84 0.35
80181 0.45
BY199 0.40
88206 0.14
BY708 BEA, 0.33
00210 8(00 0.33
88223 0.90
BY298 400 0.22
BY299 80O 0.22
BY010 0.20
BYx15 60 1.25

,36 15
0.20

BYX38-60,1
0.60

BYXS5 60 0.30
BY071 61' 1.75

BIX61 0.15
13/0138 0.10
EIZY95(31 0.35
(S48 8.00
(SLOB 16.50
MR510 0.65
MR5I 2 0.65
0647 0.15
0690 0.10
0691 0.15
0A95 0.10
06202 0.20
921DR 5.00
N238 295
N23( 4.95
923ER 4.95
923WE 2.95
94001 0.04
94003 0.04
9404 0.05
94007 0.06
941.18 0.02
N.11, 0.10
954 0.12

0.14
N,-1 0.12
N5.1 ' 0.13

0.16
0.16
0.04

'9/3 0.15
`2002 0.10

B/061 Se, .

ZENER DIODES

0.15 I 0.20
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PHONE
0474 60521

4 LINES

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD TELEX
SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK 966371

SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD TOS-PM

. se ection rom our G001 13.50
6003 24.00

P

691806 114025

00141 2 SO

51(1442 2.50
2C39BA 3930
2C40 37.00

6 301 2 0.70
6A/2030 9.00

6G1 7 0. 85

6606 1.95
1.50

1240712404G18 0.85
30E113 1.10
30F114 1.25

stock of branded valves GXUSOSS 14.50
GY501 1.50

; 1808 1.25
1'511200 1.50

U(H81 1.

U(L82 1.7500

2(42 29.50
2( 43 60.00

6/17

6A8
4.95
1.50

6G 2.65
66M576 2.15

124X7WA 2.50
12AX7S 7.95

30E1 0.45

30
0.60

01802 1.50
6/30 2.50

PC1.82 0.85
P(L83 2.50

UC L83 2.50
U141 1.15

:CSI 2.50

2015 1.50
64134 3.50
64(7VVA 2.00

6GV8 0.95
66W1/ 2.50

124Y7 3.95
12844 4.50

30111157 0.60
30P4MR 1.0041714 24.50 183F 5.50 1E42 3.50

01834 7.50 E861 9.50 Ef490 2.50 0/31 2.50 P(184 0.7S 8142 1,15 2021 1.95 GAGS 2.50 6G Y 5 3.95 ':'946 1.50 1(1 D P 18 2

4199e 11.50 188( 7.95 Ef494 4.50 53132 2.50 PC185 0.80 UFE0 1.75 202118 3.15 686 7 1.95 653 Y6 2.50 . ( 6 1.95 0.60100

A208/ 11.50 E88(( 3.50 Ef495 4.95 53/33 4.50 14C1.86 0.85 UF85 1.20 2E22 49.00 6486 3.50 6111 9.50 - 'A 2.95 4:1/19 1.00

4213.1 14.95 :88C( 0' Ef490 1.20 G134 2.50 60.805 0.90 UF 89 2.00 2126 7.95 6414 3.50 6146 2.50 1.75 30PL I 2.50

4229.1 6.50 MULLARD 6.95 E1493 3.50 GZ37 4.50 PD500 5.95 U141 5.50 .155 295.00 6A17 2.00 6116G' 1.95 30P113 0.60

A2426 39.50 E90(( 7.95 EF 80 0.55 HABC 80 1.50 PEI 100 69.00 U144 3.50 ,'K25 35.00 6AK 5 1.95 61113 1 1.95 . /A 21.'9755 306114 1.75

42599 37.50 F901 7.95 EF 83 3.95 HBC 90 1.95 P[N25 2.00 UL84 1.50 .'K25 RAY ' - 6AK6 2.50 6H15 5.50 2.50 ( ISO( 5.50

42792 27.50 E9111 4.500.50[185 H8(91 1.95 PEN400 3.00 UL85 0.85 EON 75.00 68E5 0.60 6816 2.50 55 1.95 014 158M 19.50

4290u 11.50 192(1 3.95 EF 86 2.25 1093 1.50 PEN45 3.00 UUS 3.50 2026 95.00 68M4 3.25 68M5 2.50  s 1.20 .15A3 3.95

43041 24.00
A3281 24.00

E991 6.95

[1301 18.50

EF86

MULLARD 4.50
8194 1.95

85(90 1.95

PEN4501) 3.00
PEN46 2.00

UU6 6.00
53537 8.00

.'K29 250.00
21(48 140.00

6AMS 6.00
64M6 1.95

61105 3.50
6856 4.95

...,6413A 33..5500 35A5 4.50

35(5 4.50

A3343 35.95 1.180(1 9.50 E189 1.50 111.41 3.50 PE06 40N 42.00 UU8 9.00 .'5(56 250.00 6AN5 4.50 6858 2.95 '6 3.95 351661 2.00

AC P1 5.50 E 180F 6.50 E 1 91 1.95 1090 3.50 PF I. 200 0.95 UY41 3.50 2024 5.00 6AN80 3.50 611/6 3.50 19.50 35/3 1.95

A(SP3A 4.95 E182(( 9.00 1 I.+. 2.15 1'192 1.50 P121 2.50 UY85 0.70 t4/10/8 12.00 6805 1.75 614 2.15 ' .1 38.00 35/561 3.50

AUS2PEN 8.50 11861 8.50 0.95 ' , ' 3DD 3.50 PL36 1.75 1/2354/ rK 1(13/1084 9.00 6408 0.05 6H4WA 3.15 ( 5 1.95 388E7 4.50

A( WEN 4.50 11E58(1 7.50 0.95 7.00 6138 1.50 250.00 38/1098 11.00 688 5 5.95 61561 2.50 N7 3.95 401(06 5.50

A(NPI 4.50 12351 12.50 1.95 . 131 3.50 PL81 1.25 V238A/ 1K :4/1108 12.00 6ASS 1.50 616 2.00 3.95 42 6.95

A(/1 H1 4.00 E280F 19.50 1 0.90 r '36 2.00 P182 0.60 295.00 (4/1411( 11.50 6A56 2.50 617 4.15 3.95 47 600

A(172 59.75 1.283C( 12.00 1198 0.90 K144 4.00 P183 0.52 V2464( 2K 3A/1461 7.50 64576 4.50 6176 4.15 3.50 5085 1.50

AH22 39.00 E288(( 17.50 EF 183 0.65 KT45 4.00 PL84 0.78 315.00 3A/1171 7.50 6AT6 0.90 611364 4.50 2.95 5085 1.95

411233 39.00 18101 25.00 EF 184 0.65 1061 5.00 P1.500 1.10 1/2406/10 3A/167M 10.00 6818 1.75 61E6( 6.50 130 50(5 0.95

41.60 6.00 E I I 411 1.00 (14931 4.50 0163 2.00 Pt 504 1.15 225.00 3A34 3.95 640461 2.00 61M6 3.95 181 1.95 500066 1.95

ANI 14.00 31350 1.00 EF800 11.00 KT66 USA 9.95 P4508 1.75 1/241C 11( 144 1.10 64U561 4.50 61084 2.50 1..17 1.95 50E115 1.50

ARP 1 2 2.50 1852 35.00 E68045 19.50 KT66 GE( 17.50 P1509 4.85 195.00 145 4.50 6AU6 0.9S 6156( 6.50 . 'El3A 53.00 501Y6 2.95

ARP34 1.25 E476 1.95 EF13050 25.00 KT66S SP P1519 4.95 V453 12.00 3Al2 3.35 6AV6 0.90 6071, 2.00 . (761 1.50 53KU 4.50
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OF COMPACT
POWER SUPPLY

NUVOTEM
CUSTOM -DESIGNED

TOROIDAL COMPONENTS
Their compact size and low magnetic

interference make Nuvotem's toroidal transformers
ideal for today's types of power supply and power
requirements in a wide variety of electronic
applications. The benefits are clear:
 Significant savings in weight and volume over
conventional transformers.
 Competitive price.
 No air gaps - hum almost completely eliminated.
 Nuvotem design and advisory service -
customised components for specific applications.
 Highest standards of quality assurance - 100%
tested.
 Also available - a standard range - 15VA-500VA
plus a range of filter chokes.

GET TO THE CORE OF THINGS -
for further information complete and return the coupon
or telephone Nuvotem today.

1011 M=IMIN

Name
Position
Company
Address

Telephone
Nuvotem Teoranta
Crolly, Co. Donegal
Ireland
Tel: Int. +353+75+21177,'48139
Telex: 42123 NUVO El

c

talam9
teo

MINNIN/ =1
ENTER 62 ON REPLY CARD

Happy Memories
Part type 1 off 25-99 100 up
4164 1 50os Not Texas 1.05 .95 .90
41256 15Ons 2.45 2.30 2.20
41256 120ns 2.69 2.40 2.25
2114 200ns Low Power 1.75 1.60 1.55
6116 150ns Low Power 1.40 1.25 1.20
6264 150ns Low Power 2.45 2.20 2.10
62256 120ns Low Power 9.25 8.75 8.40
2716 450ns 5 volt 3.20 Call Call
2532 450ns
2732 450ns

5.40
3.20

2732A 250ns 3.95
2764 250ns Suit BBC 2.85
27128 25Ons Suit BBC 3.95
27256 250ns 4.55
27512 250ns 8.45

Low profile IC sockets: Pins 8 14 16 18 20 24 28 40
Pence 5 9 10 11 12 15 17 24

Please ask for quote on higher quantities or items not shown.

Data free on memories purchased. enquire cost for other.

Write or 'phone for list of other items including our 74LS series
and a DISCOUNT ORDER FORM.

Please add 50p post & packing to orders under £15 and
VAT to total. Access orders by 'phone or mail welcome.

Non -Military Government & Educational orders
welcome for minimum invoice value of £15 net.

HAPPY MEMORIES (WW),
FREEPOST, Kington,

Herefordshire HR5 3BR.
Tel: (054 422) 618

(No stamp required)

ENTER 27 ON REPLY CARD

By Order of R. B. M Graham Esq, CA of Messrs Cork Gully
RE: Medical Electronics (Scotland) Ltd - In Receivership

FOR SALE BY AUCTION
in lots at

Romanno Bridge Farm, Nr West Linton, Peebles -shire
(15 miles south of Edinburgh)

On Tuesday 8 September, 1987 at 11.00 am
EXCELLENT MEDICAL AND ELECTRONIC RESEARCH PLANT AND

EQUIPMENT. OFFICE and LABORATORY FURNISHINGS (Installed 1983/84)
including

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
"Hewlett Packard" 8568A Spectrum Analyzer, 4191A Impedence Analyzer.
2-37203A HP -1B Extenders, 6024A Power Supply, 7470A Plotter, 3-Farnell.
B30/20 and Alton IC Power Supplies. Levell TG -200 Telequipment D83 and
Leader LBO -523 Oscilloscopes, Avo HE 1 35RF Signal Generator, Rikadenki

R-02 Pen Recorder
LABORATORY PLANTS:

"Micro Measurements" uM System III with Camera, Macro Viewer Image
Editor and Apple Ile Computer. "Varion" 5000 Liquid Chromatograph with
printer/plotter. "Vasculab" PPG -13 Photoplethymograph, "Servomed" EP1
Evaporimeter, "Nu -Aire" NU408 FM -300 Biological Cabinet. Runno-
Zentrifugen Centrifuge. 8-Chessell Single Point Pen Recorders. 9 - "Mikron"
Infra Red Thermometers, "Shimadzu" ED200 Electronic Balance with Printer.
4 'Vision" Bench Incubators. "Precision" Model 4 Incubator, "Forma
Scientific" 8720 Lab Ware Washer and 33365 Double Height Water
Jacketed Incubator. Olympus SZ and Kyowa TES -2 Binocular Microscopes.

GENERAL PLANT:
"Emerson and Cumming" Faraday Cage 8' x 8' x 7', Daray Lighting Units, 4 -
Polaroid Cameras and Flash Units. RS Etch Tank, Fobco Bench Drill, Balances.
Vacuum Pumps, "Air Conditioning Unit, Slide Projector. Koyo Security Camera
and Monitor, "Fiat" Standby Generator, Modes, 2 - "Epsom" FX-80 Printers, BT
Cheetah 85. Telex, Canon PC -20 and NP120 Copiers, Data Safe. 3 - Record
Protection Cabinets. Drawing Board. Electronic Components. General Office
Furnishings.

ON VIEW: MONDAY 7 SEPTEMBER 1987
9.30am to 5.00pm and Morning of Sale

Catalogue on request from:

Ryden
HENRY BUTCHER

23 Thistle Street, Edinburgh EH2 1DF
Tel: 031-225 4643. Telex: 72644. Fax: 031-225 5766

ENTER 69 ON REPLY CARD
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Quicker than a
flash

IBM researchers say their claim
to the world's shortest electrical
pulses is an important step to-
ward designing ultrafast compu-
ters. Using a laser and fast switch
pulses lasting one half of a
picosecond (0.5 x 10-12s) have
been generated by a switch con-
sisting of a transmission line
constructed on a silicon subs-
trate.

The transmission line is two
parallel one -micron -wide alumi-
nium strips two microns apart. A
pulsed laser beam, split into two
by a mirror, provides a pulse that
strikes the silicon between the
two aluminium lines, shorting
them and creating an electric
pulse that travels down the
transmission line. This short
change in the voltage in the
aluminium is sampled by an
optical switch. The other half of
the beam, delayed by a longer
optical path, drives the sampling
switch which measures the
pulse. The time delay (i.e. the
length of the optical path)
needed to collect the pulse deter-
mines the duration of the pulse.

The fastest silicon logic de-
vices can switch on and off in
about 3Ops, GaAs devices in lOps.

Electronic
components
show revived

Since the old RECMF show has
absorbed some years ago by the
giant British Electronics Week,
the components industry has
had no UK show of its own.
Nutwood Exhibitions hope to fill
the gap with their Components
in Electronics show, which they
intend to stage for the first time
in London next March.

What they plan is a show for
engineers rather than salesmen.
Manufacturers will get the
opportunity to promote their
technology to individual desig-
ners and buyers, leaving the
business of selling to their distri-
butors. Supporting the exhibi-
tion will be an international con-
ference and a cinema, where -

[UPDATE

Ellispometry, in which a finely focused beam of polarized 'non -
chromatic light is used to analyse a surface, can be combined with
spectroscopy to provide a two-dimensionau scan or a reflected
energy measurement, or both. It can provide a profile of a slize of
semiconductor material with an accuracy of an atomic mono ayer
in depth with a lateral resolution of 10micrans. The technique is
seen in action in an experimental set-up at the Laboratories
d'electronique et de physique appliquee, parr. of Philips Research.

again - the emphasis will be on
information and education about
the latest developments, rather
than on sales pitches.

Nutwood say they have already
received enquiries about stand
space from several dozen manu-
facturers, including big names
such as Ferranti, MEDL, Mitsu-
bishi, Plessey, Siemens, Sprague
and STC Semiconductors. The
show will be held at the new
Islington Business Design Cen-
tre, 8-10 March 1988. Details
from Nutwood Exhibitions at
Godalming on 04868-25891.

Another London show date for
the new year is British Education
and Training Technology '88, to
be held at the Barbican Centre,
January 20-23. This event,
formerly known as the High
Technology and Computers in
Education show, has gained the
sponsorship of the Education
Secretary, Kenneth Baker. who
was evidently confident of sur-
viving the general election. For

the first time all four halls at the
Barbican will be in use, and a
programme of seminars will be
offered. The organizers say they
will promote the show extensive-
ly overseas and they stress its
potential as a showcase for ex-
ports. Details from Emap Inter-
national Exhibitions on 01-608
1161.

The cost of
semiconductors
A study by ERA Technology re-
ports that high -purity materials
- the key to the successful pro-
duction of microelectronic de-
vices can account for up to 20%
of the cost of a device. It recom-
mends closer working rela-
tionships between the device
manufacturers and the materials
suppliers, in the light of in-
creased demand for more com-
plex products and fierce corn -

EXHIBITIONS
& CONFERENCES

28 August -6 September
Funkausstellung: International
audio and video fair Berlin (in-
corporating MediaForum). In-
ternational Congress Centre,
Berlin. Details from AMR Berlin,
Postfach 19 17 40, Messedamm
22. D-1000, Berlin 19, FRG.

2 -4 September
MediaForum Berlin '87
Congress and exhibition on tele-
communications, including
broadcasting. Details as above.

8 - 10 September
Digital signal processing;a

short course at the Institute for
Information Technology, Uni-
versity of Sheffield. Details from
Mrs C. Scown. Tel: Sheffield
'68555 Ext. 5100.

- 11 September
lectrostatics summer school.
niversity College of N. Wales,
ngor. Tel: 0248 351151 Ext.

749.

5 - 18 September
sign Engineering Show and
nference, NEC, Birmingham.
hners Exhibitions. Tel: 01 891
51.

ED 87, electronics in enginee-
ring design. NEC, Birmingham.
Cahners as above.

eat and transducer; intematio-
I conference and exhibition.
embley Conference Centre,
ndon. Trident International.

el: 0822 4671.

- 23 September
omputer Networks: short
irse at the IIT, Sheffield. See

September for details.

23 - 27 September
W 87: 10th Personal Compu-
r World Show. Olympia,
noun.

ber - 1 October
' 87. Navigation data. disse-

'nation and display conference
d exhibition. Heathrow Penta

Hotel. Organized by the Royal
Institute of Navigation. Tel: 01-
589 5021.

miconductor International:
ign, assembly, test. materials
d chemicals. NEC Bir-

Ingham. Cahners Exhibitions.
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petition. The report presents an
analysis of the market for mate-
rial and chemicals in Europe and
the UK. The UK consumption of
these materials was worth about
£116M and £546M for all
Europe. The market for silicon
wafers will be worth about
£187M by 1990 compared with a
£10M demand for gallium arse-
nide wafers.

The report "Materials and pro-
cesses for microelectronics" is
available from ERA Technology
Ltd at Cleeve Road, Leatherhead,
Surrey KT22 7SA.

Faster telecom
aparatus
approval

A pilot scheme has been devised
to ease the log -jam of delays
caused by the requirements for
testing telecommunications
equipment for approval by the
BART. Telephones, modems and
apparatus for the disabled that
includes either can now be tested
by independent, approved by
BABT, test laboratories. The
laboratory will make a provision-
al assessment of the apparatus
and only if there are any novel
features will they refer the test-
ing to the BABT. The laboratory
will carry out all testing but it is
still the BABT that must recom-
mend the approval or rejection of
the apparatus from the reports of
the laboratory.

Software
projects gain
government

support
Three software engineering pro-
jects are to receive financial sup-
port from the DTI under the
Software Engineering Demon-
stration Initiative, which aims to
encourage the design and use of
"engineered" software packages.
Three companies are involved:

 Illingworth Morris, a textile
group which will be using a new
computing language - Progress
- to develop an integrated busi-
ness management system

UPDATE

A non -contact test meter devised at Siemens to measure the minority
charge -carrier life in a crystal silicon rod quantitizes the quality of the
silicon rod by directly correlating the carrier life and the number of
defects or impurities in the rod. The life of carrier pairs is determined from
the decay in conductivity following application of a light pulse from a bank
of 36 leds, and is found by the change in an h.f. resonant circuit coupled
inductively by a coil surrounding the crystal. Because there is no
externally applied current in the rod, measurement is not affected by high
field strengths, internal p -n junctions, or, contact voltages. Carrier -life can
be measured on rods of any diameter with a simple change of the coil
size, with resistivity from one to thousands of ohm/cm. During measure-
ment the high frequency pulses are first set to resonance. The decay time
can be measured directly from the off -resonance setting by synchronizing
the time base sweep with the flashing light sequence on an oscillograph.

 Fisher-Price Toys, for de-
veloping a sales and distribution
system for its UK manufacturing
site another 'fourth -generation'
language, Genesis V

 Istel, a computer services
company developing an inte-
grated purchasing system for use
by the Rover group and using the
JSD method, another new -
generation programming
system.

The problems addressed by the
projects will provide experience
in the use of such software tools,
and the results from such sys-
tems could be of wide interest,
say the DTI. Other demonstrator
projects are being considered for
future support.

Towards high -
temperature

super-
conductors

Vacuumschmelze, a subsidiary
of Siemens in Germany, has been
working on the production of
ceramic super conducting mate-
rials, samples of which have been
produced on a laboratory scale
and tested successfully.

The focal point of the current

work is to improve supercon-
ducting properties that to date
have not always been adequate,
for instance current carrying
capability and the production of
conductors in the form of wire
and strip. It is estimated that it
will take between five and ten
years before a technically per-
fected superconductor is avail-
able whose properties and re-
liability are suitable for the con-
struction of magnets.

The new superconductor
materials are based on oxidic
materials like lanthanum stron-
tium oxide and yttrium barium
copper oxide. At present new
transition temperature records
are frequently being reported,
and mean transition tempera-
tures of about -170 to -180°C
are predicted. First signs of su-
perconduction at -20°C have
been reported although no mate-
rial is known to be completely
superconductive at this tempera-
ture. The actual maximum tran-
sition temperature for these
materials will not be established
for months, if not years, say the
company. Irrespective of this,
the unexpected discovery is a
step forward for basic research,
opening up entirely new aspects
for superconductors. Since these
novel superconductors can be

EXHIBITIONS
& CONFERENCES

-8 October
HDTV 87: International collo-
quium, Ottawa. Ontario, Cana-
da. Details from HDTV Colo-
quium, Journal Tower North.
300 Slater Street. Ottawa. Onta-
rio K1A OCB, Canada.

6 -8 October
Internepcon packaging show
and conference. Metropole Ho-
tel, Brighton. Cahners Exhibi-
tions. Tel: 01-891 5051.

13 - 15 October
Computer Graphics 87. Wem-
bley Exhibition Centre. Online
International. Tel: 01-868 4466.

27 - 30 October
BIAS '87 21st international au-
tomation, instrumentation and
microelectronics exhibition and
Onference. Milan, Italy. Exhibi-
tion Secretariat, EIOM, Viale
Premuda 2, 20129 Milano, Italy.

3 -5 November
Comex 87; mobile radio exhibi-
tion ana conference. Sandown
Park Exhibition Centre. Frame -
track Ltd. Tel: 01-653 2657.

17 - 19 November
Electronic Displays 87; Ken-
sington Exhibition Centre, Lon-
don. Network Events. Tel: 0280
0315226.

23 - 26 November
.Digital Information exchange:
professional digital audio semi-
nar. at London Zoo. Details from
:Peter Woodcock. Tel: 0992
583557.

14 -17 December
Land mobile radio; Fourth Inter-
national IERE conference. Uni-
versity of Warwick. Coventry.
IERE. Tel: 01 388 3071.

1988

29 February -4 March
Electrex 88. International elec-
trical and electronic exhibition.
NEC Birmingham. Electrex Ltd.
Tel: 0483 222888.

23 - 25 May
International conference on ru-
ral communications. IEE Savoy
Place, London WC2. Tel: 01 240
1871 Ext 272.

23 - 27 September
IBC 88. International Broadcas-
ting Convention. Metropole and
Grand Hotels. Brighton. Details
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[UPDATE
cooled wi h liquid nitrogen at
-196°C as opposed to liquid
helium ( -269°C) a technical
breakthrough in the fields of
electrical engineering and elec-
tronics is anticipated providing
the new materials can be de-
veloped for large-scale industrial
use.
 British company Basic Vo-
lume Ltd of West Norwood, Lon-
don, claim a world first in fabri-
cating a high -temperature
superconducting cylinder or so-
lenoid. Formed out of otherwise
brittle and crumbling ceramic
material, tubes of a 1-2-3
compound of yttrium barium
copper oxide (Y113a2Cu307) have
been made measuring up to
31mm in diameter and 120mm
long, whilst superconducting at
88-93K. The company specia-
lizes in 'exotic' materials, such
as those used for its solid-state
chemical gas sensors - La2Cu04
for instance is available off the
shelf.

British universities have pro-
duced their first electronic de-
vices using the new supercon-
ductors. Birmingham and
Strathclyde universities
announced squids within days of
each other, Strathclyde's operat-
ing at the higher temperature of
boiling nitrogen.

24h voice
recorder
Racal Recorders of Hythe,
Southampton are set to double
their turnover in the communi-
cations recorder market in the
next four or five years, bringing
their share up to 21 or 22%

from 14%. They estimate the
world market to be worth £65
million, made up of the emer-
gency services (31%), financial
services (26%), defence and se-
curity (20%), civil aviation and
marine (18%), with the UK
market amounting to
£10million.

The machine that is going to
help Racal achieve this is the
new ICR64 a compact
microprocessor -controlled voice
recorder with a choice of 16, 32.
48 or 64 channels. Its compact-
ness means that 256 channels
are available from a single floor -
standing cabinet. The micro
processor -based design provides
for built-in test programs, touch
button controls and RS232C in-
terfacing.

The machine has several uni-
que features. As well as a mecha-
nical lock, electronic locks pre-
vent interruption of recording
and of unauthorised access to
monitoring and time clocks. An
automatic check for clean tape
prevents recordings being over-
written. The tap transport -

which uses the closed -loop dual
capstan approach that won the
company a Queen's Award - is
said to provide enhanced
accuracy for digital data; simul-
taneous recording of a.t.c. and
marine plot -extracted radar data
extends up to 19.200bitis.

In the replay modes, 'time -
search' allows fast access to re-
cordings made at specific times,
while 'activitysearch' locates and
plays any recorded passage on
any selected channel. On record,
a 'voice -operated' function can
be pre -selected.

Copy of print-out from Signetics Amaze software shows both
logic expressions and device pin allocations. Note that TI is the
reset input Fig.4, carried over from page 949.

L

LABEL St FNC esFIN PIN** FNC
CLOCK se CK as 1-1 1-24 es SV

as el 2-1 :-23 It /8
es se 3-1 1-22 Ss B

TI se es 4-1 P 1-21 tt B
N/C es SS 5-1 L :-20 101 0

N/C et es 6-1 S :-19 el 0

N/C se Ss 7-1 :-I8 St 0

N/C It tle 8-1 7 1-17 St 0

N/C tt el 9-: 9 -16 It 0

DIFF se O es 10-1 1-15 se 0

N/C es /B se 11-1 1-14 Ss /8

ONO it OV se 12-1 1-13 tt /0E

OLOGIC EQUATION
so :j.'boto;

k./bo+bo/x;
Do :j./aox:

ksao/x;
co :j.doy;

k/do/y;
do :j./co/aobo+co/y;

ksco/eo/fo;
so :jsfoaobo;

ks/tocodo;
to :js/eo/aoboseo/sobo/(codo);

kaobo;
ditf-aofo;

el LABEL
svCC

teN/C

ttN/C
st/F0
St/CO
St/DO
St/CO
WOO
tt/A0
tsN/C
111114/C

HP5005B

TEKTRONIX
4041

WAVETEK
275

Second User Sales
means First Rate deals ...
when you buy our re -furbished, re -calibrated instruments

from the world's leading manufacturers.

MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
Manuf Our
Price £ Price

HITACHI
SD5

H35MIX1

INTEL
IPDS 100

IPDS 130
IPDS 140
IPDS EMV51

IPDS EMV51A
IUPF 27/128
IUPF 87/51A
IUP 200
IUP 201

IMDX 2258
IMDX 720B
IMDX 557

MDX 201
MDX 750B
CE 49A

E 51
CE 85A
CE 86A
CE 88A

MOSTEK MATRIX
MK75102-8-12

GPTE

Single User Development System 7.220 1,300
with Integral Dual Hitachi Single
Density Floppy Disk Drives.
Detachable 'OWERTY' keyboard
with numeric key pad. 56K Byte
RAM and RS232 plus Centronics
interfaces. Runs under
HD68SD5A - 111

6305 Emulator

Portable 8085 based development
system

Add on Disk Drive - 640Kb
EMV/Prom Programmer Adaptor
8051 Emulation Vehicle (requires

IPDS 140)
Enhanced Version of above
Prom Programming Module
Prom Programming Module
Universal Prom Programmer
Universal Stand -Alone From

Programmer with Keyboard
Series II Development System
Dual Floppy Disk Subsystem
Series II 48085) to Series III (8086)

Upgrade with 256K Memory
(Single Card Set)

Expansion Chassis
35Mb Winchester Disk Subsystem
8048/49/50 In Circuit Emulator
8051 In Circuit Emulator
8085 In Circuit Emulator
8086 In Circuit Emulator
8088 In Circuit Emulator

Inc

3.940 1,300

1.000 610
430 99

1.600 388

2,500 1,855
590 224
590 224

1,200 188
2,300 956

8.100 922
4,000 950
5,180 1,400

1,700 400
7.800 3,000
5,490 880
5.500 1,500
5.490 770
6.320 700
6.320 800

Multiuser Development System 14,286
running under Unix System 3 and
Berkley enhancements with
5.25" Winchester disk (30M8)
and 5.25" double density floppy
disk (1.6MB) including 512K
basic dram and two spare VME
bus slots for expansion

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP8170A Logic Pattern Generator (with

options 001 and 002)
Signature Multimeter

6,200

Manuf Our
Price Price

4.076 2,360

3,386 1,890

System Controller 9,300 5,400

Programmable Function Generator 3,579 1,100
0.01H!- 12MHz (GPIB)

MICROTEK
MATE T900 Digital T TL IC Functional Tester 1,500 300

MARCONI
TF1370A Wide Range R -C Oscillator (spares - 10

or repair)
TF144H4 AM Signal Generator - 30

BRUEL & KJAER
Impulse precision sound level 2,120 750

meter

For up-to-date list and prices contact Chris Griffin

Toe"` r-% 1.0.= -%

SECOND USER SALES
Park House Dowlmill Road. Bracknell. Berks.

0344 411011
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APPOINTMENTS
Advertisements
accepted up to

12 noon August 28
for October issue

0

DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT: £25 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm).
LINE advertisements (run on): £5.50 per line, minimum £45 (prepayable).
BOX NUMBERS: £12 extra. Replies should be addressed to the Box Number in the
,tdvert isement. c o Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS).
PHONE: SUSAN PLATTS, 01-661 3033 (DIRECT LINE)

(7/0,(itics nod Postal Orders payable to REED BUSINESS PUBLISHING and crossi(i

.4. Sinclair House, 74 Willoughby
IlliosplErrIMMI Lane, London N17 OSF
APPOINTMENTS Telephone 01-808 3050

THE UK's No. 1 ELECTRONICS AGENCY
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS if you are looking for a

job in DESIGN, FIELD SERVICE, TECHNICAL SALES
or SOFTWARE ENGINEERING.

Telephone NOW for one of our FREE Jobs lists or
send a full cv to the address below.

Vacancies throughout the UK to £18000 pa.

Cm me No

Capital Appointments Ltd., FREEPOST London N17 OBR.

Please send me your list for Engineers

Name (ww)

Address

Post Code

0 01-808 3050 - 24 HOURS

TUNBRIDGE WELLS HEALTH AUTHORITY

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
WORKS OFFICER I
Salary 0,852-E11,568
To assist the Chief Electronic Engineer over the full range of his duties in
providing a District -wide service for the maintenance of medical
equipment and have specific responsibilities for communications
involving Data Network, telephone and staff paging systems which is
rapidly developing throughout the District. The ideal applicant will have a
sound knowledge and wide interest in this area.
You should have an HNC in electronics, communications or a relevant
electronic based subject.
The post offers excellent opportunities for development of technical and
managerial skills within a modern busy EME Unit based at Pembury
Hospital

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN 4
Salary £5,992-£7,877
The successful applicant will join a small team of Engineers and
Technicians maintaining and repairing a wide variety of electro-medical
equipment throughout the District, being based in a well equipped EME
Unit, at Pembury Hospital.
You should be qualified to ONC or HNC level.
Application forms and job description from Personnel Department,
Sherwood Park, Pembury Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
Telephone: TW 511577, ext 2755.

Radio Service Engineer
£ 11-13K Central London

This rapidly expanding and successful company has established a
portfolio of major contracts based on their reputation for high quality service.
An experienced Service Engineer is now needed to strengthen their team
working on their largest contract maintaining a communications network
consisting of over 1,000 mobiles.

You will be expected to plan your own work to enable you to produce the
rapid turnover of the equipment required, while working in a non-smoking
workshop environment.

Aged 25+ you will have a minimum of 2-3 years experience servicing
mobile transceivers, preferably with knowledge of Storno/Marconi mobiles.
You must be familiar with digital techniques using the latest state-of-the-art
test devices, have a good knowledge of both VHFand UHF equipment
especially UHF handheld equipment and hold a clean UK driving licence. A
City and Guilds in Telecommunications would also be a distinct advantage.
You must also have good vision with or without glasses and have no colour
blindness.

If you have the skills required for this interesting and rewarding job, please
forward your C.V. to Natasha Hanson, PER Central London, Rex House,
4-12 Regent Street, London SW1Y 4PP.

CUSTOMER SERVICE ENGINEERIS)
SALARY: E Negotiable
HOURS: 35 hour week - Monday

to Friday (some overtime
may be required)

QUALIFICATIONS HNC Electronics (City and
6uilds TEC) or equivalent

DUTIES: Site responsibility for
advanced CT/M121
products

LOCATIONS: Various within the UK.

>hould considerable era,
and be capable of working wit
Qervision. Fault finding to comp,Ii.:7 cv,

is essential.

NI ,tIng with a T,11 (V and indium,..,
' solar, to

The Company Secretary. Elscint (GB) Ltd,
Tower Road, Berinsfield, Oxford OX 9 SEW.

EAST DORSET HEALTH AUTHORITY

CHIEF ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
- M.P.T. II

,intenonce al ',Kirwan:Mal equions, 
Health Authority (o1,1 it..

sothot t o hod experience lath An
FlectromedKal RIOIFIV1.11 and wrvett
opprenticestop andtor trawling, and be o
aloisaleal Cab (ertitosnte o, Electrcoms

expenses payable A Managerial qualification ssould be t.r
odvontaste

Salary scole 08.557 00,674

fob Doctor/lion and ApplKohon Farm, contact Dahht
rottel Deportment. lost Dorset Health Authority, Centro'
ntstrohre MK." Royal Shama Hospital, Shelley Rood,

,atember 1987
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HAMMERSMITH AND QUEEN CHARLOTTE'S SPECIAL
HEALTH AUTHORITY
Hammersmith Hospital

Electronics Technican required
for the Department of Surgery
To be responsible for the maintenance and operation of
electronic recording equipment for the Theatres anc
Intensive Care Unit.
Salary, on scale MPT III, £8,306 to £10.385 inclusive of
London Weighting.
Informal enquiries would be welcomed by Mr K. Hallows
on 01-743 2030, ext 4583.
Application form and job description can be obtained
from:
District Personnel Department, Hammersmith Hospital,
Du Cane Road. London W12 OHS.
Tel: 01-740 3009 (24 hour answering service)
Day nursery facilities are available.
Closing date: 2nd September 1987.
WORKING TOWARDS EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES

SENIOR ENGINEER
(TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROL)

(E20,500 -E24,000 per annum)

FIRST ENGINEER
(TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROL)

(E16,500-£20.500 per annum)

2 POSTS - EDINBURGH
The Board has kept itself in the forefront of

computer control and telecommunications and is
presently undertaking large scale refurbishment and
enhancement of its extensive telecommunications and
telecontrol facilities. Two engineers are required to
share the responsibility for planning, design and co-
ordinating the implementation of this work. Major
projects include:
1 Installation of a trunk 7.5 GHz digital microwave radio

network and development of digital links.
2 Upgrade and extension of existing UHF fixed links to

1.5 GHz microwave.
3 Upgrade and expansion of entire middle band radio

network.
4 Refurbishment of telecontrol systems for Power

Stations and main Substations.
You must be familiar with all aspects of

telecommunications in addition to substantial practical
expertise of network design covering several cf the
following: 1.5 GHz analogue microwave, 7.5 or 13 GHz
digital microwave, mobile radio systems, radio licensing
procedures, telephony, fibre optics and telecontrol
systems and their application.

You will probably already be a chartered engineer,
or hold qualifications leading to membership of a
relevant institution.

Please write or telephone for an application form to
Personnel Director, North of Scotland Hydro -Electric
Board, 16 Rothesay Terrace, Edinburgh EH3 7SE. Tel:
031-225 1361. Application forms should be returned by
21 September 1987.

The Hydro -Electric Board is an Equal Opportunities Employer
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

HYDRO ELIE [AOC

Hardware/Software/Systems
£9,000 - £25,000

As a leading recruitmeni < or sultan( y we hove a wide selection of opportunities
for high calibre Design, Development, Systems and supporting staff throughout the UK

If you hove experience in any of the following then you should be talking to us for
your next rower move

ARTFICIAL INTELLIGENCE  IMAGE PROCESSING  ANALOGUE DESIGN
MICRO HARDWARE & SOFTWARE  GUIDED WEAPONS  C  PASCAL

ADA  RF & MICROWAVE  ELECTRO-OPTICS  SIMULATION *
REAL TIME PROGRAMMING  SYSTEMS ENGINEERING  ACOUSTICS
SONAR  RADAR  SATELLITES  AVIONICS  CONTROL  ANTENNA

VLSI DESIGN

Opportunities exist with National International and consultancy companies offering
excellent salaries and career advancement

To be considered for these and other requirements contact John Spencer or
Stephen Morley or forward a deto led CV in complete confidence quoting Ref. WW/66.

Recnitment

STS Recruitment, 85 High Street, Winchester,
Hants 5023 9AP. Tel: (0962) 69478 (24 hrs).

Radio/Microwave
Engineer
Botswana Police Force

The Botswana Police Force presently has an
opportunity for a Radio/Microwave Engineer who
will be responsible for the installation, maintenance
and repair of microwave, multiplex, Teleprinter,
UHF and VHF equipment; all tower and antenna
installations; ordering and stock control of test
equipment, spares and parts. Training of local staff
will also be an impor.ant duty.

Applicants should be British citizens aged 22-45
with a degree in telecommunications and 5 years
experience; or an HNC, HND or C&G Full
Technology Certificate and around 8 years
experience. An in-depth knowledge of systems
planning and engineering is essential as is a
background in the m_litary, police communications or
Home Office telecommunications.

The appointment is on contract to the Government
of Botswana for a period of 21/2 to 3 years. Local salary
is in the range 9,852-13,404 Pula pa, plus a tax free
supplement, payable by ODA, in the range £12780 to
£14,436 pa. A terminal gratuity of 25% of local salary is
also payable. Other benefits normally include free
passages, children's education allowances and
subsidised accommodation. Exchange rate as at
July 1987 - £1 stg.-2.73 Pula.

For an application form, please write, quoting ref.
AH364/ES/EVVVV, stating post concerned, to:
Appointments Officer, Overseas Development
Administration, Room 351, Abercrombie House,
Eaglesham Road, EAST KILBRIDE, Glasgow G75 8EA.
Or telephone 0:1.552 4:199, extension 3528.

ODA
OVERSEAS
DEVELOPMENT

Britain helping nations to help themselves
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A new dimension
to test technology

Working within our Test Engineering Department at St. Albans or
Stevenage, you'll have your capabilities stretched to the limit evolving
and implementing test philosophy and strategies for the whole of our
Instrument Division. You'll be involved at every stage from initial
design, advising on optimum test techniques, producing test
documentation and designing specific test software and hardware for
a rapidly changing and commercially orientated market.

So if you're qualified to BSc/HND in Electronics, can think for
yourself and have the initiative and commitment to make a major
contribution to test engineering technology, we can offer you a salary
of up to £15,000 p.a. plus an attractive benefits package which can
include relocation assistance where appropriate.

Please telephone Catherine Weir on St. Albans (0727) 59292 or
Les Thompson on Stevenage (0438) 312311, or write with full career details
to the Personnel Department, Marconi Instruments Limited, Longacres,
St. Albans, Herts.

Marconi
Instruments

LEEDS BRADFORD AIRPORT

AIR TRAFFIC ENGINEER GRADE 1
£9,966 to £11,805 pa + 32% shift & weekend

enhancement
Salary increase pending February 1988

Leeds Bradford Airport is a modern, expanding Airport with a

wide range of navigational aids, communications and
associated electronic equipment.

A vacancy has arisen for a qualified Air Traffic Engineer to
join a small team responsible for the maintenance of Radar,
ILS, DME, NDB, CRDF, communications and associated

equipment.

Candidates should hold the Full Technological Certificate HTEC
in Telecommunications or an equivalent qualification, and
have appropriate experience in airport telecommunications,
preferably with Civil Aviation Authority approval for Radar or

ILS.

The starting point on the salary scale for the successful
applicant will depend upon experience and CAA approvals

offered.

Applications must be made in writing to:

THE AIRPORT DIRECTOR

LEEDS BRADFORD AIRPORT LIMITED
LEEDS LS19 7TZ

The closing date for this post is 25 September 1987.

arconi

,JMENTS DIVISIO

ARTICLES FOR SALE

ARTICLES FOR SALE

G.W.M. RADIO LTD
4042 Portland Road. Worthing. Sussex.

Tel:090334897
Constantly changing stock of interesting
items for callers MA79 Drive Unit £150 as
seen. Racal RA17 £200 . Datel 2412
modem units assembly £30 inc p&p. GEC
HF Synthesizer RC/460/S MO- carriage.
filter unit £20. Wayne Kerr Bridge Universal
C7492 C70 inc p&p. Ex -navy quartz
chronometers clear 7cm dial in wood case
f27 Inc p&p

BIWNCTON VALVES
39 Hookloods Flood, Horsham. W Sussex 1813 511

Tel 0403 864086 to. 0403 710108 Tele. $7271 PROMS G
,rid Tron,,tor. Now., oar Sperioloy.

spuiLlIL

1.0erneol

tur i HT °motor,rner ,150vA to 3KvAlplu% Vonus
font voltoge 10 1.o1 Send for l.st ,e quotation We elso
,opocitof s pod truesminto components SAF quota,.
Telitrociii 465 Pool Irmo Scope 1001AH, As new

. tiro, vnni, per toi tiy oitO goubes und lid 0750 delivered

ookil by, Vol., 1,0,,,tors mplele ,hop<leufume
,ruio bowds und
 voter inted

SURPLUS
R.F. TEST EQUIPMENT

ncluding Farnell SSG520/TTS
520 test sets at competitive

prices.

Call MRTC on:
050981 2610

We also buy used RF
testgear.

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS
BULK BUYERS. ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO. TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL

SEMICONDUCTORS, all types. INTEGRATED CIRCUITS. TRANSISTORS.
DIODES, RECTIFIERS. THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C/F, M/F, W/W, etc

CAPACITORS, SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC
CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS. CONNECTING WIRE. CABLES.
SCREENED WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFORMERS, etc.

ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES - Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713
R. HENSON LTD.

21 Lodge Lane. North Flnchley, London. N.12
15 minutes from Tally Ho Corner (1611

Laboratory Relractometer. Bellingham 8 Stanley
Pullrich £189 Kodak Electronic microscope camera
f37 While light power stroboscope C135 Cone!.
4,9e -stainless steel. large cups. tachometer, sat o,.
switch £69 Edwards rotary vacuum pump I '

usion pump £39 Small gearboxes C2 50 1.

V. 70 Standard cell f 15 1 Recording Tape On
NAB spools £5 Marconi wide -band 11 GUST r'
voltmetervottineter C89 EH1 meter £20 60 V.
,imps £6 ea Micro spol,veldrng head £59. low
special alloy leads with connectors £3 Pure cr, 
sne silicon discs for semi -conductor rnanul.. -
aiso for Jewellery, decoration and &IWO.* I

Miniature compressor £20 15A vanac £35 Flui
,:em lamp connectors C1 50 pr Leather/eh,
.nsirument straps Cl ea Steel cutting saw blacIi.
1012" (circular) £7 Monoculaser microscope I'.
binocular stereo 0195 CRTs 5SP7 (D,B) C4,
Up7 C35. SE4P31 £35 06000 C35 15810 31 1

535 Geiger Muller tube C22 Photornuttiphers EMI
6260 £10 9530A C35 N,Cad rapid charge batteries
15u 225mAH containing 12 cells. can be sold for
other voltages, £2 66. 19' equipment racks C 10 ea
Steel ottice,laboratory requipment cabinets etc
4 -drawer single large drawer and sliding worktop.
15 -drawer. £35 ea Hydraulic lilt steel worktable on
HO wheels C29 4 -Drawer filing cabinet £15 25' run
of laboratory steel benching C60 Laboratory premis-
es and house make two dwel ings or one very large
oleo house and business nrernises etc

Tel: 040 376236. 2016

When replying to

classified advertisements,

readers are recommended

to take steps to protect

their interest before

sending money

BRIDGES wavefornin transistor
analysers. Calibrators. Standards.
Millivoltmeters. Dynamometers. KW
meters, Oscilloscopes. Recorders.
Signal generators - sweep, low
distortion, true RMS, audio, RM,
deviation. Tel: 040 376236. 126161
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SERVICES TENDERS

CIRCOLEC
THE COMPLETE ELECTRONIC SERVICE

Artwork, Circuit Design, PCB Assembly, Test & Repair Service, Q.A
Consultancy, Prototypes, Final Assembly. Full PCB Flow Soldering
Service.
Quality workmanship by professionals at economic prices.
Please telephone 01-646 5686 for advice or further details.

TAMWORTH MANOR
302-310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM

(13911

QUARTZ
CRYSTALS
Same Day Service
Any frequency from

2MHz-55MHz
McKnight Crystals

Amateur Radio Division
Department Z,

Hardley Industrial Estate,
Hythe, Southampton SO4 6ZY.

CREDIT CARD SALES
Hotline: 0703 848961 493

TEST EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE & WANTED

Buyers and Disposal Officers
contact:

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site

Main Road, Barnham
Bognor Regis

West Sussex P022 OEB
Tel: 0243 685111/2

Stock list available, send 50p
to cover p&p.

P.C.B's DESIGNED. Artwork
capacity available for single'double
sided. P.T.H. and multi -layer P.C.B.'s.
also silk screens, solder masks, labels
etc. For C.A.D.,Photoplot, artwork &
photography, contact Mr. Williams. 49
VVestbourne, Honeybourne. Evesham.
Worcs. WR11 5PT. Tel? 0386 832152.

409

TURN YOUR SURPLUS i.cs
transistors etc. into cash, immediate
settlement. We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for complete
factory clearance. Contact COLES-
HARDING & CO, 103 South Brink.
Wisbech, Cambs. 0945 584188. 192)

WANTED

PC Bs MANUFACTURED
For your circuits

* No Job too big or too small
* Single or double sided
* Real professional finish
* Low cost * Delivery 1 to 3 weeks
* Precision artworks/photography
* 5 years experience

Talk to Graham Slee or Mark Fisher on

0226 200717
SkeElectro
Products
complete
the circuit.

Und 4
Grange Lane Indusinal Estate
arrnrood Road

Batnsley
South Yorkshire S70 ISE
England

DESIGN SERVICE
Design Development arta LAD PCB

Design/Artwork. Analogue and digital
design and development to production.
Microcontroller development facilities. 4
bit H400 and 8 oit 6305 one time
programmabfes. 6805 & 6809 NMOS &
CMOS. Emulators for 6305 and 6805

microcontrollers for sale

MED, 20 Greenock Road,
Streatham, London SW16 5XG.

Tel: 01-679 7109

WANTED. Used test equipment for 9-
40 GHz such as: Signal source,
frequency counter etc. WALLFASS,
P.O.Box 1244, D-405 Moenchen-
gladbach, W -Germany. Tlx 852582, Tel
2161-88555. 479

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
single and double sided manufactured
to your specifications. We offer quality
and fast service (same day on
prototypes) at very keen prices. We
supply copperclad material cut to size.
Artwork service available. Mondo
Circuits Ltd. 35 Grosvenor Rd.
Twickenham, Middx. 01-891 5412. 413

Strathclyde Regional Council
Department of Roads

SOS EMERGENCY
TELEPHONE SYSTEM
FOR THE GLASGOW

MOTORWAYS
Tenders are shortly to be invited for components of the above
system comprising more than one hundred roadside public
switched telephone network telephones and housings to be
provided alongside the M8 motorway in Glasgow. There will be
two contracts.

One contract will be provided for the supply and installation
of weatherproof telephone housings suitable to accommodate
virtual.y any type of telephone. The housings would be similar
to those used beside English motorways and by the Auto-
mobile Association, ie the English Department of Transport
housings type 611.

Another contract will be for the supply of inexpensive public
switched telephone network telephone instruments, suitable
for the environment, and their installation in the above
housings. The telephone instruments must include automatic
diallers to allow motorists to call a predetermined emergency
number but not to make other chargeable calls.

Experienced contractors who wish to be considered for
inclusion on a list of Tenderers should apply to the Director of
Roads, Strathclyde Regional Council, 20 India Street, Glas-
gow, Scotland G2 4PF within two weeks of this advertisement
and should provide details of similar contracts undertaken,
together with a copy of this advertisement and the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of persons to whom
reference may be made. W. S. McAlonan
491 Director of Roads

ARTICLES WANTED

WANTED
Test equipment, receivers,
valves. transmitters, com-
ponents, cable and electro-
nic scrap and quantity.

Prompt service and casi

M & B RADIO
86 Bishopsgate Street

Leeds LS1 4BB
0532 435649

BOX Nos
Box number replies

should be addressed to:

Box No
c/o Electronics &
Wireless World

Quadrant House,
The Quadrant,

Sutton,
Surrey SM2 5AS

RALFE ELECTRONICS
10 Chapel Street, London NW1 5DN

(01-723 87.53)

BUYING?? SELLING ??
We buy and sell high quality

electronic test and measuring
equipment and require for stock

'high -line' signal generators/
analysers oscilloscopes etc. etc. any

electronic kit considered any
quantity.

Please contact our buyer
Chris Robinson.

STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD,

READING RG6 1PL.
TEL: 0734 68041

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMMUTER

EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY

riGOLLEDGE

IELECTRONICSO

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
OSCILLATORS AND FILTERS of
all types. Large stocks of standard
items. Specials supplied to order.
Personal and export orders welcomed -
SAE for lists please. OEM support thru:
design advice, prototype quantities,
production schedules. Golledge
Electronics, Merriott, Somerset YA16
5NS. Tel: 0460 73718. 124721

PLATINUM, GOLD, SILVER
SCRAP. Melted assayed and paid for
within 24 hours relay contacts, thermo
couples, crucibles. Also printed circuit
boards, PLVGS. connectors, palladium,
rhodium, tantalum and ruthenium. We
have the technology to do the difficult
refining jobs that others can't handle.
Totally free sampling service. Send
samples or PARCLES ( Regd post) or
contact Eric Henderson. 0773 570141.
Steinbeck Refineries (UK) Ltd,
Peasehill Industrial Estate. Ripley.
Derbyshire DE5 3JG. No quantity too
large or small. 495
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MATMOS LTD, 1 Church Street, Cuckfield, West Sussex RH17 5JZ.
Tel: (0444) 414484/454377

COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 111 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent CT1 1BH
Tel: Canterbury (0227) 470512. Telex: 966134 COMPAP G

DATA GENERAL ECLIPSE CS 60 SYSTEM comprising: ECLIPSE processor with 512kbytes
MOS memory. 5 line term,, -.ii Miik 5,ue 005-8599, 2 x 50mbyte cartridge disc drives Model
6067-4, DATA £3,500.00
DATA GENERAL NOVA 1200 SYSTEM comprising: processor with 64kbytes core memory.
magnetic tape drive Model 6021-2.9 track 800 bpi, Phoenix 14" cartridge disc drive Model 6050,
5mbytes fixed -i- 5mbytes removable £1,250.00
NOVA 1200 SYSTEM comprising: processor with 64kbytes core memory. Model 5006-A 16 line
terminal MU X. Model 6050-13 cartridge disc drive 01,250.00
microNOVA SYSTEM comprising 3' rack with: 8 slot backplane, box 8 PSU, 12mbyte 14"
Winchester disc drive £750.00
AS ABOVE, but with addition of cartridge tape backup 0950.00
microNOVA SYSTEM, all unused, comprising desktop mounted: Model E8711 -N processor,
Model E6267A dual half -height 51/4" flopy disc drives. Model E6271 51/4" Winchester disc drive,
Model E8694 -B2 power supply. Model 6261-2 monochrome monitor C385.00
microNOVA Model MPT/100 SYSTEM with the following features- terminal sized desktop unit,
mN602 processor with 64kbytes RAM, 2. RS232 interfaces, connector for microNOVA 1/0 bus.
dual DSDD 5' disc drives, 83 keyboard, green screen 12" monitor, 25x 80 £385.00
DATA GENERAL Model 62208" Winchester drive, 5mbyte £350.00
DATA GENERAL Model 6041 DASHER TP1 printer. Serial interlace 300/6008 £150.00
DATA GENERAL Model 6052 DASHER VDU TERMINAL. All Baud rates to 192008 £150.00
DATA GENERAL DASHER 100 terminal £95.00
PLESSEY Model T24 V22/V22 bis MODEM. Compact. automatic modem featuring the latest
technology and the highest possible data rate over the ordinary phone system. Offers: both V22
& V221fts compatibility. 1200/2400 Baud operation with auto bit rate recognition, operation on
both ordinary phone (PSTN) and private circuit (PC). auto call and auto answer, duplex
operation allowing simultaneous transmission and reception of data at 2400 Baud in both
directions over a single phone line, compact size (9" .9".21.2"). BT approved and suitable for
new PRESTEL V22bis service. Price includes software for use with public domain comms
packages for IBM PC BRAND NEW C299.00
VICTOR SpeedPac IBM PC ACCELERATOR. Half -wide 80286 accelerator card for IBM PC
and compatibles. With 8kbyte cache memory and 7.2mHz 80286 processor. Offers
AT/Personal System 2 performance for a fraction of the cost. Runs up to 7.5 times faster.
BRAND NEW 0199.00
ITT SCRIBE III WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM. Professional system originally selling at
around £6,000 without printer. Now offered with software Included and a variety of different
options (including hard disc. comms, etc) available. The system is available from us ALL
BRAND NEW at the cost of current budget systems. but with office -quality performance and
features. With dual processor workstation (TI 9995 & Z8OH). 12' green display with slow
scrolling. 128kbytes RAM. dual 500kbyte SHUGART 51/4" floppy disc dnves, and
comprehensive software C299.00
MATMOS TERMINAL. MATMOS PC with Ver.2 EPROM for terminal emulation. Probably the
lowest cost terminal available anywhere. With set-up menu and with data rates up to 9600 Baud.
Machine is easly modified for split Baud rate operation. 75/12008. EPROM plugs into ROM
socket accessible from exterior. Emulation is VT -52 compatible for cursor addressing; and for
character attributes as far as the MATMOS PC allows. MICROSOFT BASIC is still available from
the keyboard. (EPROM card on its own. £20.00. EPROM card with socket only for user's own
EPROM. £8.00) BRAND NEW £69.00

HITACHI Model 305S/SX 3" disc drives. With SHUGART compatible interface as for 51/4"
drives. Uncased. 125K (single density) or 250K (double density): 40 track: 100 tpi; soft sector:
3ms track to track time: standard 34 way edge connector; 12V and 5V powered (standard
connector) with overall 3.7W typical power consumption. These drives have been tested by us
on the BBC with DFS. on the AMSTRAD 6128 and on the TATUNG EINSTEIN, and are also
known to be suitable for the AMSTRAD 664 and as a second drive for the AMSTRAD 464.
Single sided, 250kb unformatted. BRAND NEW. Data cables are available from us for the
AMSTRAD 6128 8 BBC at C7.50, and an installation pack including data and power cables with
instructions is available for the TATUNG Einstein at C12.00 £24.95
KIMTRON Model ADM 65H VDU. 24 x 80 intelligent VDU with TELEVIDEO 920/925 emulation.
Features include, non volatile set-up with status line, auxiliary port, all Baud rates 50-19200
Baud, cursor addressing. etc C185.00
DEC PDP 11/73 SYSTEM with DZV11 asynchronous multiplexor, DLV11 serial interface.
BA1 1-SB 9 .4 backplace, TANDON 8" floppy disc drive with DILOG Model RXV-21 controller.
2 , AMPEX PYXIS 27 5,4" Winchester disc drives with DILOG DO 614 controller. All contained
in DEC cabinet with DEC power control, 512kb memory 03,950.00
FUJITSU Model M2230AS 5'/4" WINCHESTER disc drive. 6.66mbyte capacity unformatted,
16/32 sectors. 320 cylinders. With ST506 interface. BRAND NEW £75.00
DEC Model BAlIMF box. power supply and 8 bit slot backplane for 0 -bus. BRAND NEW .085.00
ADAC Model 1822 128kbyte CMOS memory for 0 -bus. With battery back-up 0175.00
HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS Type 2105 ohm attenuator £40.00
BRYANS Model 45000 UV recorder with 6x45001 amplifiers 1 mV/cm - 50V/cm and chart
speeds from lmm/min - 500mm/s. Timing line interval is adjustable from 0.002s -10s and Record
Duration 0.5s -20s. With remote control facility C195.00
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 59307A dual VHF switch. DC to 500MHz 50 ohm switch for
HP -I8 C185.00
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 5045A digital IC tester with CONTREL Model H310 automatic
handler. With IEEE interface and print out of test results either pass/fail or full diagnostic
including pin voltages at point of failure. With full complement of pin driver cards and complete
with substantial library of mag card test programs for 74 series TTL and other ICs. CONTREL
handler allows fully automatic testing of ICs which are sorted into 2 bins. Price includes a
second HP5045A (believed fully operational) for maintenance back-up £1,950.00
TEKTRONIX Model 577 SEMICONDUCTOR CURVE TRACER. With 5 heads for
various diodes and transistors. In excellent condition £1,750.00
TIME ELECTRONICS Model 9810 programmable power supply £160.00
TIME ELECTRONICS Model 505 DC current source. 0.05%. With leather case C55.00
KRAYOS MS30 DOUBLE BEAM MASS SPECTROMETER. Approximately 8 years old. With
gas and direct introduction sample probes and with gas chromatograph inlet system. Output
spectra are available directly via a HEWLETT PACKARD storage display and a UV recorder. An
on-line DATA General D560 computer system, which includes a graphics printer and two
TEKTRONIX 4014 terminals. analyses output POA
SPECTRA PHYSICS Model 170 HIGH OUTPUT ARGON ION LASER. 20 Watt output taster
(including approx 2W UV output) with tube newly refurbished POA

Please note:
VAT and carriage must be added to all prices. Please enquire for details.
'All new equipment Is guaranteed for 6 months.
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"I've solved the problem, Charles. Livingston Hire
can provide everything we need on rental terms".

8655 companies have already discovered the benefits of
electronic equipment rental, and the number grows daily.
The Benefits of Rental
The comparative cost of renting can
reasonably be estimated at 10% of the purchase
price per month for short-term periods of up to
three months, falling to about 6% per month
for a period of one year or more.
Very often rental is the easier and more
convenient way to acquire electronic
equipment, the financial arguments being
only part of the story. There are numerous
occasions when rental is the undisputed, if not
the only, solution.
Remember, with rental you pay only while you
use the equipment. With ownership you pay all
the time.

* Evaluation
When a manufacturer introduces a new
electronic product and you want simply
to evaluate thoroughly before purchase
- RENT.

* Peak Demand
When you have a peak load or major
re -calibration problem and you need
temporarily to augment your own
equipment - RENT.

* Panic need
When you have an emergency situation,
a crash project or a plant/equipment
failure - RENT.

When renting you incur: * Defined Short-term need
* No maintenance or repair costs When you require something special for a
* No interest charges specific short-term project, contract or
* No calibration downtime assignment - RENT.
* No provision for replacement

And you can have the equipment:
* Returned the moment you finish with it
* Replaced if it becomes faulty without any

cost
Changed if it becomes obsolete or
technically unsuitable
Returned during your works closure

In addition you can:
* More easily allocate costs to projects,

production programmes or plants since
they are fixed and known precisely in
advance

* Optimise taxation

* Low utilisation
When you have a tight budget and
utilisation is below an economic level to
allow purchase - RENT.

* Long lead time
When you are given protracted delivery
periods from a manufacturer but your
contract or project must not be held up -
RENT.

* Uncertain use patterns
When a contract specification is initially
uncertain and you are unsure whether or
not to include equipment in your capital
budget plans - RENT.
Ring or write to Europe's No. 1 in
electronic equipment rental for a free
copy of our 164 -page product catalogue.
We've over 16,000 items on inventory.
Or ask for our booklet "The Case for
Electronic Equipment Rental". We're
here to help - whatever area you're in.

Livingston Hire
01-977 8866

Livingston House, The Rental Centre, 2-6 Queens Road,
Teddington, Middlesex TV/11 OLB.

NORTHERN Tel:061-998 7900 SCOTTISH Te1:0506 415757
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ELECTRONIC BROKERS
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MA STRU NTS
2955 Radio Communications test set with comprehensive testing
facilities for NvVFM/PhM radios to 1GHz. Modes include TX, RX and
full duplex. Menu -driven CRT display with store/recall of 38 standard
settings. Digital readouts for precision, plus bar charts and digital
storage scope, built in self test and help facility. GPIB option for full
instrument control. Single and two -port
operation for benchtop and radio versatility. £5900

MARCONI MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS INSTRUMENTS
2958
Total Access Control
System (TACS) adaptor
combines with 2955 to
allow automatic testing
of UK cellular radio
systems. Non-volatile
memory allows users to
set their own test
programmes. Adaptor
fits to 2955 using GPIB
module.

£9160
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MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS
2019A
80KHz-1040MHz
AM/FM signal
generator, with
frequency resolution of
10Hz up to 50MHz.
Excellent output level
accuracy with output to
2V end. Comprehensive
modulation includes
auxiliary FM. GPIB
option with Tolk/Lsten
capability

£4450
Also 2018A,
80KHz-520MHz
version £4150

20'22A
10KHz-1000mHz
AM/FM signal
generator, with
non-volatile memory of
100 settings.
Comprehensive
modulation covenng
AM/FM/PhM. Single
push-button operation,
large LCD display
optional GPIB
programmability, low
harmonic distortion.

£2950

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS
2305
Modulation meter with
0.5MHz to 2.3GHz
frequency range.
FM/AM/PhAA
measurements. High
0.5% basic occurocy.
Fast testing with
microprocessor
operation and
auto -tuning.
Frequency and power
measurements in
addition to modulation.
Programmable
operation with GPIB
option.

£5600

UK's No. 1 Test Equipment Distribution Company

11
ono1 p ,A1 Electronic Brokers

Electronic Brokers 0 Cn ig 140/146,
gir,d3e6n. Street,eL2o9n8d6c41.r :112- 1/6  0 7 0 .
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